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INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Although cargo has been carried in aircraft since the 1920' s, aviation was 
not seriously considered as a viable civil cargo mOde_llI'iltil after ~rld War 
II. The massive' requirements for lmen and,rnqchinery during the war had forced 
the development of air support systems which could transport men and material 
allover the world. There were major technological breakthroughs during this 
feriod not. the least of which was th~jet engine. After the war, this 
expertis~ was trans-ferredt6 cCJTt\lrer!cial opera Hops. 
I 
The big breakthrough iii. aircr:!3.ft performance & econanics occurred with the 
introduction of larger, jet-IX2~red planes in the sixties. Air carriers found 
the !being 707 or Douglas DC-8 could I carry full load of pas,sengers and their 
baggage and still h~ve surplus belly capacity which could bepsed for cargo. 
I 
I . 
Another major inducement for increa~ed air freight trans!portation at that 
time was a decrease in operating costs brought aooutby. these new a~rcraft. 
'!he total operating: costs QLthe 707/DC-8 jet freighters: were near 12 cents 
fer ton-mile (17.28 cents fer metric ton. - krn) when they were introduced in 
1963, canpared with the proPeller-driven aircraft estill in use at that time 
which generated costs around 30 centsi per ton-mile (43.2 cents per metric ton 
- krn). Total fleet 'o[:erating costs dropped fran the 30-cent (43.2-cent) level 
with all propeller aircraft to aoout 16 cents (23 cents) in 1966 with a mix of 
prop and jet aircraft. ' , 
I I I 
Jet freighters also had! a much 'i hi~her productivity. A 707-320C can carry 
about three times the payload of, the-DC-7F and will fly twice as many miles 
per year, meaning a six-fold increase in productivity. The maintenance cost 
of a 707, per flight hour, was not substantially higher than that of a DC-7, 
indicating operating economics which led to a fairly rapid conversion in the 
airline fleets to jet aircraft. 
I 
There was a para~leJ.revo.fution in freight handling. Unit loading of 
aircraft began. Cargo was unitized on-palleEsor in unique containers 
designed to the internal configurations of the aircraft. This had a favorable 
influence on indirect operating costs. -The canparatively recent introduction 
of the wide body ~jets such as the 747, OC-lO and IrIOll has dramatically in-
creased the cargo capaaity of the air freight industry. The L-IOO commercial 
freghter version of the military C .... 130 Hercules has also had an impact on the 
development of canrnercial air car:go transport. The increased range and fuel 
efficiency of these alrcraft coupled with an interior design that can accorn-
rrodate 8 x 8 x 40-foot (2.4 x 2.4 x I2-meter) interrrodal cargo containers 
allows a much wider variety of cargo to be transported on an extremely 
efficient, Le., internodal, basis. 
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Despite the econanies of the! jet Ifreighter, the air cargo industry has 
operated at a profit only duringi 19651 t9 1969. i Q?erating costs fluctuated 
until 1973, when they took a sLrlden jumporought about by the surge in fuel 
prices. Q?erating'costs escalated 15 percent per year, compared with average 
increases of 5 perce~t in earlier years. Th~t is not unlike the air passenger 
picture of the same period. ' 
The air 'cargo industry need~ an aggressive rtarketing plan which will 
capture Irore and nontraditional air freight,. and lit needs new equiprent which 
will facilitate integration with surface transwrt IOOdes. 
The traditioogl market for a~'I:" freight servic~~.~has included items such as 
perishable foods or rrEd~ca+ supplies. which i need' to pe delivered in the 
shortest tiTlE possible. other corruron cargo includes electronic components, 
fla,.;ers, and other high-value, ION-volume fre~ght where shippers can justify 
the higher air freight rates. Al though I the ~rfentage by ~ight of u.s. goods 
shipped by a;r,in 1975 was only 0.2 percent,' the dollar value was almost 15 
percent. cargo carriers could and should tap new ll'arkets for air freight. 
Restructuring of the air cargo rat~system. Should also attract larger and 
higher-voll..lIre shipnents, thus increase the air rrode share of the total market 
- both danestic and international. 
In order for the: air 'c~~rier$ to tap new air fteight ll'arkets, it will be 
necessary for the air rrode to integrate wi til .the surface rrodes and becOTIE a 
part of an interrncxlal transportation structure. The air and surface carrier 
industry must make a ll'ajor contribution to 'the developrrent of new internodal 
containers that will be strong enough to endure stacking for marine trans};X)rt, 
but be light enough for air trarsportation. 
A heavy lift air cargo aircraft};X)ssessing such capability could be 
designed and built for the private sector marketplace. Such a generation of 
aircraft would need to be designed for cargo fran the ground up, not converted 
from passenger capability as has been the case with previous civil jet cargo 
aircraft. 
By 1990, this a new generation ofA/Cfreighter could be available to 
accomrrodate larger internodal containers and other surface freight transport 
vehicles. Assuming that predictions of substantial increases in the per-
centage of freight carried by air are accurate, unique financing options might 
be considered to ensure capacity to TlEet the demand. A joint military-private 
industry approach may be the way to develop a transport aircraft that can 
carry both military and civili~n freight on an intermodally canpatible, high-
productivity system basis.' 'Con$:ideration is already being given to the 
generation of such an aircraft. ' It is generally agreed that industry should 
own and operate the majority of such <;iir' transport vehicles and that they be 
available to the goverrunent on a civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAP) basis in the 
event of eTlErgency. That program could bring into being a new generation of 
air cargo aircraft that could ultimately increase the air cargo share of a 
continually expanding total market. 
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The role of air cargo \'K)uld see application in civilian, military, dQlT\es-
tic, aOO international markets, aOO the airplane would be a major item of 
international trade, balance of payments, as well as an imp:>rtant instrument 
of international trade of goods and commodities. 
Purp:>se of Study 
rrhe Cargo/Logistics Airlift Systems Study (CLASS) is part of a program 
sI;Onsored by NASA I S Langley Research Center to define system characteristics 
and broad design guidelines for future air cargo aircraft, and to provide 
direction for subsequent technology studies in supp:>rt of future all-cargo 
aircraft design. Investigations over the past several years have quantified 
the p:>tential line-haul cost savings realizable by several new cargo transp:>rt 
concepts. '10 identify the total door-to-door delivery costs associated with 
any of these new vehicle concepts, to derive design guidelines for future 
aircraft studies, and to evaluate p:>tential national benefits of an advanced 
air cargo system, shipper and carrier requirements must be fully understood. 
'111e CLASS Study has been designed to identify some of those requirements 
through the collection and analysis of data from the shipping and 
transp:>rtation community. 
Discussions with the shipping andtransp:>rtation industry generally appear 
to supI;Ort the contention that a substantial growth in air freight volwre is 
I;Ossible if an advanced, dedicated, air freighter design is carefully tailored 
to an integrated freight transI;Ortation system. However, the }X)tential of 
such a system being developed for the private sector is predicated solely on 
its economic viability aOO the ability of advanced technology to aid in achiev-
ing those economics. The need for essential new knowledge in these areas gave 
rise to the CLASS program. 
The purp:>ses of this study program are to: (a) study, evaluate, and 
characterize the current air cargo operation; (b) conduct a mini-survey of 
major shippers to determine the nature of the demand for air cargo, present 
aOO future; (c) develop carurodi ty and distribution characteristics leading to 
high eligibility for air transp:>rt; (d) determine the sensitivity of demand to 
improve efficiency of the air cargo operation; and (e) identify research and 
technology requirements. 
In an attempt to assure realism in these studies, NASA has initiated a 
multifaceted interaction with airframe manufacturers, major shipr;ers, the 
airlines, freight __ .)rwarders, and the Departments of Defense and Transp:>rta-
tion. The results of the CLASS study will impact future resource commitment 
by NASA to studies of advanced air cargo systems and could be of fundamental 
value to these future users and operators of an advanced interrnodal air 
freight system. Key representatives from several of these organizations have 
assisted NASA in IIDni toring the study through their service on a review 
committee. 
xxv 
This rer:ort docUf(Ents the results of analyses conducted under contract 
with NASA-Langley by the lDckheed-Georgia Canpany with supr:ort from Trans 
World Airlines, Inc., the Equipment Interchange Association, and D. L. Paden 
and Associates. 
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I - ANALYSIS OF CURRENT AIR CARGO SYST~1 
Introduction 
This {X)rtion of the CLASS study, the Analysis of the Current Air' Cargo 
System has been prepared to provide a base for the comparative evaluation of 
the alternative systems pro{X)sed in succeeding sections of the study. A fore-
cast of 1990 surface freight trans{X)rtation trends, together with a 1990 world 
economic scenario, are included to form a basis for projecting the future air 
cargo market environment. 
are: 
The main topics addressed in this analysis of the current air cargo system 
o An evaluation of current air cargo systems using appropriate indus-
trial and consumer statistics, readily available airline schedule 
information and other macro trans{X)rtation data, and provision of 
route networks depicting air freight tonnage by comrrodity at the 
three-and four-digit level/commodity class, mix, and directionality of 
flows. 
. I 
o Identification '")f market and comrrodity characteristics that influence 
use of the air mQde, and correlation analyses of various characteris-
tics including de'nsi ty, value, etc., is presented. Based on values 
determined, comrrodity/market combinations are identified for achieving 
larger air-mode penetra,tiqn. 
o A comparison <;>f air and surface IlDde carriage on typical routes with 
rate, operating factor, service and delivery time comparison has been 
prepared. A market profile indicating present rrodal splits for 
several "air-eligible" comrrodities for each market investigated is 
presented. 
o The results of on-site surveys/evaluations of cargo processing facili-
ties at a number of air{X)rts are presented. Op:?rational factors 
include freight volume, flCM characteristics, level of mechanization/ 
automation, random versus containerized cargo, and operationally signi-
ficant features. Air{X)rts surveyed represent different levels of 
automation and scales of operation. 
o Various institutional controls and influences on air cargo operations 
are discussed. Included are proposed changes in scope and/or inci-
dence of government regulation covering route and tariff controls, 
energy p::>licies, noise, and other factors such as the Civil Reserve 
Air Fleet - CRAP. 
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In Ireeting the requirements of this task, a variety of approaches and 
sources were used. As indicated above, for certain areas, published works and 
readily available industry statistics have been reviewed ana used to describe 
aoo analyze certain as~cts of the task" 
In addition, other areas were researched and analyzed using survey 
research techniques that included written surveys and oral interviews and 
on-site inspections. Finally, due to its p::>sition as a major cargo operator 
an indus try leader, 'lWA was called up::>n to use the experience of its staff anc'l 
its relationships with other carriers to develop material where this approach 
was found to be desirable. 
Current Air Cargo System Description 
General - Prior to a detailed discussion of the current air cargo system, 
a rrore general, descriptive overview of the topic would seem helpful. This 
subsection presents such an overview; the following subsection presents the 
rrore detailed analysis of the current system's characteristics. 
Carriers/Routes/Aircraft - Although air cargo carriage is a relatively 
recent innovation, especially compared to some surface modes, air cargo today 
o~rates in a well-develo~ system which includes extensive routes both in 
the United States (Figure I-I) as well as throughout the world (Figure 1-2). 
'!his extensive route coverage is provided by a wide number of carriers, as 
shown on Figures 1-3 and -4. 
In addition to the diversity of routes and carriers, many different 
aircraft l.y~s are involved in the carriage of air cargo. These range from 
the belly compartments of small passenger aircraft such as OC-9's and 737's to 
747 's devoted entirely to cargo. Between these extremes, large arrounts of 
cargo lift are provided by the traditional jet freighter aircraft, such as the 
707 and OC-8, suppleIrented by rrore recent use of the large quantity of 
belly-lift inherent in widebodied passenger aircraft such as the 747, L-IOlI, 
aril OC-IO. Figure 1-5 shows that quite a large amount of cargo lift exists / 
even if only aircraft suitable for all- cargo operations are considered. 
Cargo Terminals and Terminal Operations - As shown in Figure 1-6, some of 
today's airp::>rt cargo terminal facilities can be quite sophisticated, although 
the majority of air cargo aiq:ort installations are relatively simple.· Figure 
1-7 shows the typical 'MJrk flows involved in the processing/handling of air 
cargo at an airport, the basic processes involved are relatively the same from 
one location to another, in spite of the relative scale of operations and/or 
the degree of autanation/mechanization. Note that all shipments moved by the 
air rrode must be specifically adapted for carriage on an aircraft; there is no 
significant exchange of fully interrrodal shipments such as is cornrron with 
surface carriers. 
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All- CARGO SERVICE 
SCHEDULED NON-SCHEDULED 
11 TRUNKS 7 7 
1 All- CARGO 1 1 
U.S . DOMESTIC 
20 LOC AL SERVICE AND OTHER 3 2 
4 
10 TRUNKS 6 7 
U.S.INTERN AJlONAL-{ 3 ALL-CARGO 3 3 
6 SUPP LEMENTAL 6 
4 NORTH AMERICAN (NON-U .S.) 1 1 
47 LATIN AND CARIBBEAN 11 11 
INT~~:~~I~NAL --1 41 EUROPEAN 26 21 
(FREE WORLD) 15 MIDDLE EAST 4 4 
31 AFRICAN 3 6 
21 ASIAN AND PACIFIC 5 5 
FIGURE 1-3. FREE WORLD AIR FREIGHT AIRLI NES 
COMBINA liON 
SCHEDULED 
11 
'\ 
10 
10 
4 
46 
39 
14 
30 
21 
A L -CARGO 
AMER IC ALLEGH AIR 1FT 
. BR NIFF FRONTI Fl YI G TlGE 
CO TI TAL HU GH S AIRW ST 
DELTA NO TH CE TRAl 
EA TE OIA All 
NAflO PIED 0 T ALAS 
NO SOUTHE AlOH 
PAN TEXAS IN TERNATION AL A All 
TRA S o lD ODIAK ESTER 
UNITED UNI o TH ERN 
WESTERN CHI REE E ALEUTIAN 
NEW YO IRWAYS WIEN 
SAN FRANCISCO AND 
OAKLAND HELICOPTER 
FIGURE I -4 . U. S. AIR CA RIERS 
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TYP 
JET IN SERYIC ON ORDE 
YC- 10 5 0 
BAC- 111 3 0 
101 302 2 
121 32 0 
131 62 2 
747 38 11 
F18 7 0 
DC- 8 131 0 
DC-9 95 1 
DC- 10 11 3 
TURBOPROP 
ALL 111 4 
TOT lS 903 25 
NOTE: INCLUDES ALL AIRCRAFT WITH CARGO CAPABILITY 
FIG URE I - 5 . CARGO AI RCRAFT (AS O F JAN UARY 1, 1977) 
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.. .. 
, 
... 
.. .. 
P"OCESSED LOAD 
BULK r- TRANSPORTERS 
STORAGE LOAD 
~ PAX 
AIRCRAFT 
.. -
SEQUENCE PROCESSED 
UNITIZ)NG Ail RC'!AFt --, 
--
(LIVE) ...... 
.. LOADS ~-' STORAGE 
'.: LOAD 
., .. 
.. CARGO . 
I 
AIRCRAFT 
~ 
UNIT STO'(AGE ~ECEI·:;NG DQCUt·:, !:NT 1-'- (UNPROCESSED) 
FIGURE I - 7. CARGO TERMI NAL OPERATIONS DEPARTURE CARGO 
, -", t .;. 
Air Cargo unit Load Devices (Containers and Pallets) - As mentioned in the 
preceding subsection, the equipnent used for the actual air transportation of 
goods is generally-peculiar to the air node •. Originally, all cargo was bulk 
loaded, whether in the belly or in the main: cabin of the relatively small 
piston aircraft used at the time. As the size of aircraft used increased -
particularly with the advent of jet equipment '..,. and -l~r costs escalated, 
mechanization was introduced on a limited scale. At first, flat pallets r on 
which the cargo was stacked am seclJred (conforming to the aircraft fuselage 
contour) by net$ were used. This system reduced the number of "pieces" to be 
loaded or unl04ded frClll the main deck of a cargo aircraft fran as many as 
several hundredito thirteen, for the typical 707 or DC-8. 
," - - ~ , , 
A further development of this method was the "A'.' container or "Igloo," 
which; used a structural shell placed over and secured to the pallet base. 
Whilei this represented an imprDvement over pallets and nets am did offer sane 
containerization advantages l to shippers (protection fran weather, security, 
etc.), this type of container.,.. am similar ones used for wide body bellies -
could hardly be considered compatible with surface node operations. Examples 
of these types of containers, typical of themajori ty. in use today, are shown 
in Figures 1-8, 1-9 and 1-10. 
F'inally, as shown in Figure 1-11, there are a limited number of 8 x 8 feet 
(2.4 Ix 2.4-Ireter) air containers' in use today, pr~marily in connection with 
747 freighter/canbi operations. 'rhesecontainers are, at least in overall 
diIrensions, canpaUble with surface rrodes. Several outstanding problems, 
remain to be resolved, such as the tradeoff between the structural strength 
needed for surface containers -arid the low tare weights desired by the air 
rode. 
The ratio 6f tareweight to internaJl volume, -llsable volume, is a measure 
for evaluating contajiner design. A r;atio of l~OO to 1.25 pounds per cubic 
foot (15 to 18.75 kilograms per cubic meter) has beenestablished for air mde 
containers. Structutall containers in ~u~rept inventoIT have weight to volume ratios of ,L8 to 2~8 pounds per cubic! fcpot (27 to 42 kilograms per cubic 
rreter). The latest M-2 type B, Bx 8 x_2D~foot (2.4 x 2.4 x 6-meter) air JIDde 
container is being qelivered with a ratio of abdut 1.8 pounds per cubic foot 
(27 kilograms per cubic meter). This container incorporates corner fittings 
and may be handled in the I same manner as marine containers and stacked at 
least two high. The goal of lower ratios of weight to volume is not likely to 
be acheved in the near term because of the high cos t of the advanced-
technology canposite material required to significantly reduce weight. 
--Current Market Envirorunent 
1his subsection examines traffic flows and capaci ty availability, 
commodity movements, and cost/rate structure elements. 
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Traffic Flows - Figure 1-12 displays major international freight traffic 
flows during 1976; these data are also presented in tabular form in Figure 
1-13. While the data cover International Air TransfDrtation Association 
(lATA) rrembers' operations only, these carriers account for the vast majority 
of air traffic in the free world. It is interesting to note that the ten main 
international route areas charted account for over ninety percent of all 
international freight traffic handled by lATA carriers. 
capacity Availability As shown earlier, one indication of the 
availability of a substantial amount of cargo lift capability was the number 
of aircraft which either were or could be configured for freighter or "cornbi" 
services. A moderate number of these aircraft are, in fact, used for 
all-cargo services. Figure 1-14 indicates those dorrestic cities currently 
receiving scheduled all-cargo services from certificated carriers. While the 
number of cities is less today than in the past, it is apparent that there are 
a significant number of freighter service locations, and these locations are 
fairly widely dispersed. Similar conditions are found in other areas of the 
Y.Drld. 
In addition to freighters, substantial cargo capacity is also found on the 
large fleet of "wide-bodied" passenger aircraft, 747' s, L-1011's, lX-I 0 , sand 
A300B's, now in service around the world. 'lb gain a perspective of both the 
magnitude and locations of significant cargo capacity availability, an 
analysis of cargo schedule data was performed using schedule data contained in 
the Air cargo Guide (ref. 1), the standard schedule publication used l:¥ the 
industry. In brief, the following rrethodology was used for this analysis: 
o The period September 18 to 24, 1977, was selected as a typical week 
reflecting current-operations and avoiding peak or trough activity due 
to seasonality. 
o Two analyses were made; the number of all freighter and wide-body 
flights in a given market, and the number of freighter flights only in 
the market. 
o Markets were ranked, in each category, on the number of direct flights 
making tY.D stops or less; connections or flights making ITOre than tY.D 
stops were not tabulated. 
o In addition to the total number of frequencies in each market, 
tabulations by aircraft type were also made. 
The results of analysis are contained in Tables I-I, 1-2 and 1-3. Tables 
I-I and 1-2 display the top 50 markets for freighter plus wide-boqy and 
freighter only, respectively; Table 1-3 summarizes the geographical dispersion 
inherent in Tables I-I and 1-2. 
A number of interesting facts about the capacity available for cargo in 
the current system can be determined from inspection of Tables I-I and 1-2. 
As sho.vn in Table 1-3, U.S. [bmestic operations dominate both lists, having 
close to 60 percent of each. Short-haul operations represent the next largest 
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FIGURE 1-12. TOP TEN INTERNATIONAL AIR CARGO ROUTES lATA CARRIERS _ 1976 
.. 
ClATA CARRIERi';'1976) 
I 
L _____ 
ROUTE AREA RTK's(I,1'H'ONS) 
PER~ENT 
OF TOTAL 
1. NORTH ATLANTIC 1 3,1231.1 28.0% 
2. EUROPE- f A~ EA~T / AUSTRALASIA I 18.1 ' 2,151.2 
. "-
3. ,ORTH AND MID-PACIFIC 1,681.5 14.6 
4. NORTH-SOUTH AMERle.A ; I 621.6 5.4 
I 
5. EU~OP·E-SOUTHERN AFRICA 617 .8 5.4 I I 
6. EUROPE-MIDDLE EAST 601.9 5.2 
1. WITHIN EUROPE 495.2 4.3 
8. EUROPE-NORTHERN AFRICA 411.2 4.1 
, 
9. SOUTH ATLANTIC .. 424.9 3.1 
10. MID ATLANTIC 254.4 2.2 
OTHER ROUTES 1978.9 8.4 
TOTAL 11,542.3 100.0% 
FIGURE I - 13. MAJOR INTERNATIONAL AIR CARGO ROUTeS 
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FIGURE 1-14. U. S. CIT IES WITH FRE IGHTER SERV ICE 
, 
I TABLE /-1. 
Tor SO MARKETS - CARr.o CAPACITY 
FREIGljIER &WID£BOl.)Y AIRCRAFl' 
(I~eek of September 18. 1977 - Scheduled) 
Weekly Freighter 
Rank Harket Frequencies Service Remarks 
1 HND-CTS 168 No Japanese domestic 
2 ORD-ItAX ; IS6 I Yes Prime U.S. route 
3 LAX-ORD 150 Yes Prime U.S. route 
4 CTS-HND 147 ! 
•• ,.;,1 
No Japanese domestic 
5 LAX-IL~L 119 Yes Domestic/International segments 
6 IINL-LAX 117 Yes Domestic/Interna:;ional segments 
7 JFK-LAX 110 Yes Transcontinental 
8 SFO-JF'", 110 Yes Transcontinental 
9 DTH-OnD 101 Yes Short haul/connecting link 
10 HND-FUK 98 No Japanese domestic 
11 LAX-JFK 98 Yes Transcontinental 
12 FUK-HND 91 No Japanese domestic 
13 LHR-JFK 90 Yes Top transatlantic market 
14 JFK-SFO 86 Yes Transcontinental 
15 ,ORD-DTW 85 Yes Short haul,/-.:'onnec t inr, link 
16 SFO-ORD 84 Yes Semi-trarlscobtinental 
17 OM-SEA 83 Yes Semi-tran'sto1ntinental 
18 ORD-SFO 83 Yes Semi-transcontinental 
19 SFO-IDa.. 82 Yes Domestic/international segment 
20 LA.'{-SFO 77 Yes Short haul/connecting link 
21 IIND-ANC 75 Yes N. Pacific (technical stop segment) 
22 HNL-S:FO ! 75 Yes Domestic/international segment 
23 JFK-ORD 75 Yes Primary short haul route 
24 ANC-HND 74 Yes N. Pacific (technical stop segment) 
25 HKG-IlND 72 Yes Major regional market (Orient) 
26 JFK-LHR 70 Yes Top transatlantic market 
27 LAX-ATL 70 Yes, Southern transcontinental 
28 SEA-ORO 70 Yes Semi-transcontinental 
29 SFO-LAX 70 Yes Short haul/connecting link 
30 HND-HKG 68 Yes Major regional market (Orient) 
31 ORD-DEN 67 No l-tedium haul market 
32 ORD-JFK 66 Yes Heavy short haul market 
33 OSA-Hi'ID 63 Yes Japanese domestic 
34 CDG-LUR 62 Yes Short haul (Europe) 
35 ATt-LAX 61 Yes Southern transcontinental ' ! 
36 NSP-ORD 61 No Short haul/connecting link 
37 LllR-CDG 60 Yes Short haul (Europe) 
38 o Rn-EIlR 60 Yes Short haul market 
39 ORD-MSP 60 No Short haul/ conncc ting link 
40 BOS-LAX 59 Yes Transcontinental 
41 DE:I-OP-D 59 No Medium haul market 
42 FRA-JFK 59 Yes North Atlantic 
43 FRA-I.HR 58 Yes Short haul (Eu rope) 
44 :u:u-uuc 58 Yes North Pacific 
45 IINL-IIND 55 No North Pacific 
46 JFK-SJU 55 Yes Prime Caribbean market 
47 Elm-ORD 54 Yes Short hau 1 
48 IIKG-TPE '54 Yes Regional (Orient) 
49 }!CO-~\TL 54 Yes Short haul/connecting link 
50 NIA-ATI. 54 Yes Short haul/regional 
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TABLE '':'2. 
TOP 150MAP.KErS - CARCO CAPACITY I I , 
Io'a.r:IGIlTER AIR(!;f .• 'il:T ONLY 
(Week of September 18, 1977 1- Scheduled) 
Weekly Widebody Freighter and Passenger 
~ Market Freguencies I FrdBh ters Rank 
I ' I 
1 JFK-ORD 47 Yes 23 >", ,!>-.~ 
2 SFO-,JFK 46 Yes 8 
3 HND-ANC 45 Yes 21 
4 ORD-JFK 45 Yes 32 
5 ANC-lUm 44 Yes 24 
6 LAX-SFO 42 Yes 20 
7 JIo'K-LAX 40 Yes 7 
8 ORO-LAX 37 Yes 2 
9 JFK-SFO 36 Yes 14 
10 LAX-JFK 35 Yes J 11 11 SFO-LAX 35 Yes 29 
12· Jl-'K-OTW 34 Yes J 62 13 ARU-CPU 31 No 91 
14 FRA-l.IlR 31 Yes 44 
15 SFO-ORD 31 Yes I 16 
16 LHR-JFK 30 Yes I 13 
17 ORD-SFO 30 No 18 
18 LAX-ORO 27 No 3 
19 DTW-ORD 26 Yes 9 
20 HN'L-QGG 26 No 168 
21 BOS-LAX 24 No 40 
22 CPU-FRA 23 No 182 
23 JFK-BOS 23 Yes 98 
24 SFO-HND 23 Yes 73 
25 BCN-attD 22 No 180 
26 FRA-JFK 22 Yes i';2 
27 LIlR-FRA 22 No 63 
28 VCP-GIG 22 Yes 97 
29 BOS-ORD 21 No 70 
30 D'l'W-SFO 21 No 104 
31 JFK-OFH 20 Yes 231 
32 LIN-FAA 20 No 261 
33 ORD-SEA 20 Yes 17 
34 OSL-CPH 20 . No 262 
35 CLE-SFO 19 No 269 
36 A~C-LAX 18 Yes 209 
37 BRU-FRA 18 Yes 218 
36 CPIl-ARN 18 No 181 
39 TPE-IL.'W 18 Yes 60 
40 rrr~l-LAX 17 No 92 
41 WID-SFO 17 Yes 7J 
42 LAX-lJOS 17 No 54 
43 A1:r.-JFK 16 Yes 198 
44 om-oRO 16 No 325 
45 FRA-BCN 16 No 327 
116 WW-I.AX 16 Yes 45 
47 LHR-A:-1S 16 Yes 171. 
118 PHL-SFO 16 No 205 
49 SEL-IINlJ 16 Yes 52 
50 SFO-ASC 16 No 342 
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TABLE 1-3. 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOP FIFTY MA.."UCETS - ,CARGO CAPACITY 
Area 
,_-I. Freighter + Widebociy 
u.s. Domestic 
Japan Domestic 
North PacffIc 
Nort11 Atlantic 
Intra Europe 
Intra Orient 
Caribbean 
II. Freighter Only 
u.s. Domestic 
Intra Europel 
North Pacific 
North Atlantic 
Intra Orient 
Intra South America 
Number 
31 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
50 
29 
11 
5 
2 
2 
1 
----;-
50 
·-1 
Percent of Total 
62% 
10 
8 
6 
6 
6 
2 
100% 
58% 
22 
10 
4 
4 
2 
100% 
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I 
I 
I 
category in both cases, Intra-Japan for the freighter/wide-body canpilation, 
and Intra-Europe for freigh~er aircraft only. 
The inclusion of the very short-haul Japanese I'narkets in the former I _, ___ ~ 
deserves COITUTent. With the exception of one, market, Osaka-Tokyo, these 
markets have no scheduled freighter service; their inclusion on the list 
results solely--from th~ enormous number of· wide-body passenger aircraft 
operated on these route9. Prior to tee advent of wide-body aircraft during 
the last 8 to 10 years, these markets would not have been represented at all. 
It is significant that they now rank in the top 50 markets, at least in terms 
of frequency oL, service. This illustrates the vast potential cargo lift 
inherent in the operation of wide-bodies aircraft targeted primarily at 
passenger markets. 
,: .,-"> 
Turning to the freighter-only rankings in Table 1-2, it is interesting to 
note that the ranking of· these markets does not correspond to those of the 
canbined freighter/wide-body market list. i In many cases, there is a wide 
disparity between the two, e.g., Stockholm-Copenhagen, which ranks 13th when 
freighters only are considered, but drops to 91st when wide-bodied aircraft 
are considered in addition to freighte~s. 
, 
Table 1-3 indicates that the geQ3raphf.c Idispersion of this list is even 
smaller than that of tne freighter/wide-body cornbin,ation, with two areas, u.s. 
D:lnestic and Intra-Europe, accounting fori 80 Percent of the listings. The 
substantial showing of the IntrCi-:European routes is interesting due to the 
short-haul nature of this traffic; While it would be expected that long-haul 
routes, particularly international ones, would have a heavy incidence in this 
type of ranking, the presence of numerous sicrt-haul operations, in the U. S. 
as well as in Europe, indicates the substantial needs for and use of air cargo 
in the present system for less than continental or trans-oceanic distances. 
I I 
One other interesting facet of! the i freighter only listing is the sub-
stantial wide-body freighter, 747F,operations. They make up 30 of the 50 
segrrents, including almost all. of the long-haul international JTB.rkets. Some 
of these occur because of operatiorial requirements rather than market require-
rrents, and carriage of local traffic is not permitted in all cases. Detroit 
to Chicago is an example of both. 
Figure I-IS graphically indicates the large mnnber of all-cargo flights 
inbound and outbound by specific cities. 
Ccmnodity Movements - Traffic.or demand data are available fran a variety 
of sources, at various levels of detail and accuracy. These range from broad 
indicators of national·~trade flows into and out of various countries to 
detailed flight segment traffic data, conpile
,
d ~~~ individual carriers. 
One source of "industry" data .L_ the Canrn:xlity Transportation Survey of 
the Census of Transportation produced by the Department of Corrurerce (ref. 2) 
-- was selected for examination in micro-level detail in a few selected 
markets, and for a particular comm:xHty. Although the Commodity Survey of the 
Transportation Census is hardly an infallible source, as will be discussed in 
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a succeeding subsection, it does offer a reasonable picture of overall 
dorrestic comnodity flows, and it is about the only data source to address 
itself to the question of modal splits. 
Figure 1-16 shows the top five CXXTUTOdities, on the basis of air tonnage, 
in three narkets of differing size and composition. Note the wide diversity 
of specific carnrodi ties, as well as sane of the generic groupings, 
particularly clothing and electronics. The next tw:> Figures, 1-17 and 1-18, 
examine the air rrovements of one of these carurodi ties - men's and ooy IS 
clothing - in detail. Here it is interesting to note that, of the top 15 
ITBrkets, all but one involve tw:> -'origin "point:;;:" The Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (SMSA) of, IDs Angeles - Long! Beach, Anaheim - Santa Ana -
Garden Grove, San Bet"nardino - Riverside;;, ontario on the west coast, and 
Allentown - Bethlehem -Easton, Reading in the northeast. 'Ihe latter area is 
quite interesting in that neither certificated carrier freighter nor widebody 
service is offered at the airports serving the cities narred; this would seem 
to indicate that the air rrovements from this area involved a surface move to a 
nearby ITBjor airport, probably New York or Philadelphia, followed by the 
actual air carriage. I-
i 
Traffic Analysis and Route Netwott-ks - As is indicated on Table 1-4, air 
freight traff1c 1n the current operat1ng system is of a considerable magnitude 
for ooth international (country to coqntry) and danestic (internal) opera-
tions. In addition, there has ~~I;1 substantial growth, particularly with 
regard to international services, d~riflg the past five years. 
To focus more clearly one sorre of the compoDents of these general statis-
tics, an analysis has been undertaken of both u.S. danestic and international 
trade which presently moves via the air mode. Domestic information came from 
the 1972 Census of Transportation carurodity flow data; information on u.S. 
exports was taken from the U.S. foreign trade data series compiled by the 
Department of Commerce, using data for October 1976 (ref. 3). 
Table 1-5 displays the 10 largest routes, in terms of "true" or1gw and 
destination, within the u.S. for 1976. This is derived fran data submitted by 
rrost of the U.S. dorrestic trunk carriers plus Airlift and Flying Tiger. 
Traffic carried by Braniff, Delta, Eastern, and Northwest are not included. 
This "carrier generated" series of traffic £lONs can be compared with the 
Census of Transportation data in Tables 1-6 through 1-9, where substantial 
differences can be noted. In the first place, the Census is a sample of 
ITBnufacturing plants, and is not necessarily restricted to canmon-carrier 
air-route networks. Second, data disclosure rules hamper the usefulness of 
the Census data, particularly at the more discrete, 4- and 5-digit, levels of 
detail. Finally, sorre data in the Cens';ls material are hard to explair., such 
as the 4,568 ( 4,143 metric tons) tons moving by air wi thin the Los Angeles 
SMSA area at the tv,o..-digit level. However, the Census represents virtually 
the only non~carrier source of information on what is presently moving via the 
air mode, and tends to confirm sorre aspects of the carrier data, particularly 
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(1972 ~tfNSUS -OF-TRANSPORTA-TIONDAIA-4DIGIT LEV-ELl 
, 
NEW-YORK -DAY-TON ,- ~ SAN FRANCISCO-~NEW YORK 
1. MISCELLANEOUS PLASTIC PRODUCTS - ELECTRICAL MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS 
- LOS ANGlt£S-;CHIC-A:60-, 
MENS, iYOUTHS OR BOYS 
CLOTHING 
2. WOMENS, MISSES OR CHILDRENS ' GLASS CONTAINERS -ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
, , ' 
CLOTHING MACHINES 
3. MISCELLANEOUS- AIRCRAFT-P1RTS- WINES, -~BRINDY-OR-, INDUSTRIAL PUMPS-OR-P-UMP1N'G-
OR EQUIPMENT NEC BRANDY SPIRITS EQUIPMENT 
4. NONfERROUS MET ALOR -INSULATED 
~ . - - -
WIRE 
-
5. DRUGS (BIOLO-GICAL OR BOIANICAL 
PRODUCTS) 
I 
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FIGURE 1-16. AIR FREIGHT COMMODITY ANALYSIS 
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OF E. NORTH CENTRAL 204 .2 
111.2 
161.2 
AL ENTOWN- AN AS CITY 157.9 
LOS ANGELES-P TTSBU GH 155.9 
ALLENTOWN- LOS GEL S 155.8 
LOS NGEl S- B CE OF PACIFIC 151 .2 
LOS GEL S- BALA CE 0 ATLANTIC 136 .5 
ALLENTOW -S N DIEGO 134,2 
LOS ANGELES- BALANC 0 W. NORTH CENTRAL 133.9 
PHILADELPHIA-Sf .LOUIS 100 .1 
LOS ANGELES-CINCINNATI/ DAYTON 98.7 
FIGURE 1- 18. AIR COMMO DITY FLOWS - STCC 231 1 MEN S, 
YO UTHS OR BOYS CLOTHING TO P 15 MARKETS 
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TABLE 1-4. WORLD COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OPERATIONS 
(Excluding USSR) 
Freight Traffic in Tonne-Kilometers 
Type of Operation (Scheduled 
Year Intemational Domestic Total 
1972 8,240 4,990 13,230 
1973 9,850 5,730 15,580 
1974 11 ,030 5,940 16,970 
1975 11 ,300 5,800 17, 100 
1976 13,000 6,500 19,500 
Source: World Air Transport Statistics (lATA) Number Twenty-One,1976 
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TABLE 1-5. TOP TEN DOMESTIC AIRFREIGHT MARKETS 
1976 Annual Data 
Rank City Pair Tons O •• J I Tons Destination Tons rlgm 
LAX-NYC 55,767 NYC 217,095 NYC 184,099 
2 SFO-NYC 36,713 NYC' 145,245 LAX 144,675 
3 LAX-CHI 33,860 CHI 118,656 CHI 136,220 
-----1 4 NYC-LAX 33,074 SFO i 117,854 SFO 92,180 
5 NYC-CHI 27,370 DTW 41,255 SEA 36,432 I -
6 CHI-NYC 23,398 1 BOS 39,868 BOS 35,065 
7 CHI-LAX 20,146 i PHL 32,608 DEN 34,403 
I 
8 NYC-SFO 19,654 CLE 28,443 DTW 32,550 
9 SFO-CHI 19,336 SEA 28,368 PHI. 27,039 
10 DTW-LAX 13,383 DEN 27,190 DFW 22,160 
Source: Industry Shared Statistics Program 
,'" 
{McDonnell Douglas Industry On Line Air Freight Program} 
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TABLE 1-6. TOP DO¥ESTIC AIRFREIGHTMARKETS 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(2-Di gi t Level) 
Rank Origin Destination Tons 
I 
PIT Balance of W.S~ dentral 25,753 
2 CHI BAL 16,763 
3 LA~ NYC 13,937 I 
4 LAX CHI 12,876 
5 SFO NYC·· 10,303 
6 CHII DTW 10,023 
7 LAX Balance of E. N. Central 7,564 
8 IND BAL 7,312 
9 LAX MIA 5,977 
10 LAX EWR 5,837 
11 LAX PHL 5,237 
12 LAX LAX 4,568 
13 CHI Balance of E.N.Central 4,376 
14 DTW! SFO 4,253 I 
15 LAX OTW 4,043 
16 CHI CLE 4,026 
17 CHI CHI 3,892 
18 CHI NYC 3,844 
19 CHI MCI 3,810 
20 CHI LAX 3,717 
1-30 
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TABLE 1-7. TOP DOMESTIC AIRFREIGHT MARKETS 
1972 Census of-Transportation 
(3-Digit Level} 
Rank Origin Destination Tons 
1 IND BAL 7,299 
2 LAX 
i 
NYC 6,943 
3 LAX Balance of E.N. Central 5,666 
4 CHI II 4,164 
5 OTW i SFO 3,986 
6 ~AX PHL 3,973 
I 
--
7 LAX Balance of Pacifi c 2,507 
8 CHI BOS 2,489 
LA~ ! 9 OlW 2,391 
10 STL NYC 2,263 
11 EWR Balance of W.N. Central 2,226 
12 OTW MS~ 2,206 1-
13 PHL Balance of Mountain 2,110 
14 CHI SAT. 2,056 
15 OTW EWR 1,982 
16 CHI NYC 1,879 
17 LAX LAx 1,871 
'18 CLE, , Balance of E. N. Central 1,804 
19 CHI EWR 1,692 
20 NYC LAX 1,683 
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TABLE 1-8. TOP DOMESTIC AIRFREIGHT MARKETS 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(4-Digit Level) 
Rank 0.1 • rI'gln D .1 • eshflahon Tons 
C~I ) • .!I:. I 1 DTW 8,966 
2 I~D BAL 7,29~ 
3 DTW SFO 6,971 
4 Llx Balance of E. N. Central 5,069 
I 
5 CHI MKC 3,673 
6 CHI Balance of;E.N. Central 2,694 
I , 
7 DTW EWR 2,447 
8 LAX NYC 2,216 
9 E~R I 2,147 Bdlance of W.N. Central 
I 
10 PHl Balance of Mountain 2, 099 
Llx 
;" -
11 Balance of Ip~cifjc 1,993 
12 C~I BOS 1,972 C~I 13 ClE 1,877 
CJE 
I 
14 CHI 1 1,687 I 
15 CHI EWR 1,612 
16 NYC LAX 1,604 
, 
17 LAX LAX 1,590 
18 C~I ATl 1,550 
19 ClE CLE' 1,215 
20 CLE lAX 1,201 
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Rank 
2 
31 [ ~ , 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
TABLE 1-9. TOP DOMESTIC AIRFREIGHT MARKETS 
O~igin 
I 
DEN 
PIT 
SFO 
CHI 
LAX 
LAX 
SFO 
IAH 
CHI I 
DlW 
LAX 
IND 
LAX 
SFO 
LAX 
LAX 
I 
LAXI 
i 
SFoi 
DFW 
CHI 
1972 Census of T ransportati on 
(5-Digit Level) 
Destination 
LAX 
Balance of W. N. <entral 
STL 
BAL, 
NYC 
~ -I 
CHI 
NYC 
I 
Balance of Middle Atlantic 
DTW 
SFO i I 
Balance of E. N. C~ntral 
~ I 
BAL 
MIA 
LAX 
EWR 
PHL 
LAX 
I 
Balance of Pacific 
LAX 
Balance of E. N. Central 
... _:'>'"..1 
Tons 
63,040 
25,753 
18,836 
16,763 
13,999 
13,057 
12,108 
10,384 
10,031 
7,970 
7,747 
7,312 
6,005 
5,958 
5,830 
5,251 
4,539 
4,471 
4,390 
4,381 
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the ooncentration of traffic at· a few fOints: Angeles, Chicago, New York, and San Francisco. 
Another carrier data source is service segnent data (ER 586) available from the U.S. civil Aeronautics Board (ref. 4). Each U.S. certificated air carrier must file a detailed nonthly surnma.ry of all activities for each sche~uled flight segnent flown for that nonth. Approxinately 40 to 70 facts are iretained, including cargo (freight, mail, and express) transp:::>rted, enplaned and deplaned for each segnent. Alth9ugn charter and commuter operations are not included, the ER 586 allow$ for' an indepth view of air cargo flON in the U.S. Tables 1-10 ,and Figure 1-19 nd 1-20 recap cargo tons transJ:X)rted, enplaned and deplaned, respectively, for 1973 through 1977 on stage lengths between 200 and 1700 statute miles, (320 qnd 2720 kIn) ranked by cargo volune in each~,instance. 
. ..
scine other limitations are obvious. ER 586oniyli$lts air:rbrt to airfX)rt and not 'original origin or final destinatiQn. In addition, the cargo reported transJ:X)rted for a certain segnent represents flON of cargo not true airfX)rt origin .:ind destination. Hawe~r, using the cargo enplaned and deplaned allONs for an accurate measure of the imJ:X)rtanceof a given airfX)rt in the U.S. air transpo~tation network. 
I 
For: international trade fran the U.S., traffic is similarly concentrated in a feW destinations. Examination of the top 10 destination countries for airfreight in October 1976 reveals that the same 5 countries, with one exception, are represented at all levels of detail, 2- to 5-digit, with only relative shifts taking place betweent~e various levels of detail as shawn in Table I-ll~i It is also interesting to 'note that, in addition to the expected presence of the large industralized western European nation and Japan, two Latin American countries, Venezuela I ahd i Colombia, are significantly repre-sented, cilSwell as Iran, Australia, ahd 'Be+gium. 
, 
After taking this brief look at some of the present air node's general traffic patterns, theccxnposition of the traffic was examined to learn what colT1!rodities are being carried. These data. 9re summarized in Tables 1-12 through I-IS for eXJ:X)rts, and Tables 1-16 through I-l~ for domestic movements. 
Several general types of commodities seem to dominate both areas, includ-ing machinery, motor vehicle equipnent, computer-related equipnent, and a wide varietyo~ articles manufactured I from ,metal. While clothing is only occasion-ally riEntionecl among the eXJ:X)rts, it appears at a11 four levels in the dorrestic tabulation and heads the list for U.S. imports along with foot~ar. Similarly, aircraft Parts are featured on" theeXJ:X)rt lists, but are not significant on the domestic side.. In general" the mos,t frequently mentioned danestic cannodi ties tend to be manufactured 'and/or' processed articles which can be classifieq as both consuner oriented and' industrial; the eXJ:X)rts seem to be oriented mOre heavily tONard industrial products, particularly parts and components, whereas dorrestic leans nore toward finished goods and includes significant amounts of agricultural products in a raw or semi-processed state, Le., fruits, vegetables, and rreat. 
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TABLE 1-10. CARGO TONS TRANSPORTED/NONSTOP 
RANK - BETWEEN MILES 1977 1976 i 1975 1974 1973 
l' LAX-OR~ 1744 110,959 95,322 86,929 108,903 116,524 
2 JFK-QRD--c 740 - 99,003 79,579 90,.629 89,539 88,338 
3 JFK-LAX· 2475 96,481 75,364 68,785 87,863 71,612 
4 LAX-SFO- 337 88,295 69,650 59,437 85,199 .77,970 ... 
5 ORD-SF,O 1846 76,303 79,477 75,893 89,481 . , 88 834 . , 
6 ORD-SEiA .. 1720 58,570 64,481 51,033 ·-;7,523 , 46,303 
7 HNL-LAX 2556 58,198 56,471 50,797 45,554 39,710 
8 BOS-ORD 867 45,511 42,954 42,772 37,339 ~2,917 
9 . DTW-ORD 235 44,275 36,997 21,662 38,732 45,348 
10 JFK-SFO 2586 44,087 33,585 35,221 32,963 39,774 
11 ANO-SEA' 1448 39,398 39,950 41,558 34,835 26,942 
12 DFW-JFK 1391 34,594 24,283 19,989 22,346 I * 
. 13 EWR-ORD 719 29,681 40,295 29,712 33,326 38,804 
14 ATL-ORD-__ 606 - 28,235 24,082 i 20,908 22,902 : _2~,733 
15 DFW-LAX 1235 28,171 25,128 . 22,019 22,063 * 
16 . DEN-ORD 900 27,237 27,266 27,216 29,484 ! 27,862 
17 DFW-ORD 802 26,470 I 24,432 21,910 21,068 * ... 
18 ORD-PHL 678 25,994 23,369 I 23,286 30,205 . 28,881 
19 HNL-SFO 2398 25,958 28,968 25,843 29,680 27,427 
20 DTW-SFO 2079 25,218 18,865 . 13,306 20,066 28,808 
21 o LE-ORD 316 24,938 24,032 22,270 25,305 24,833, 
22 MSP-ORD 334 24,441 24,578 24,713 27,077 25,133: 
23 ATL-DFW .731 23,575 19,351 14,663 16,326 * 
24 DTW-JFK 509 22,774 21,746 16,017 29,951 22,623 
25 ATL-MIA 595 22,329 20,012 20,261 22,151 19,923 
Source - U. S. Cah ER-586 
I * DFW Statistics Not Available in 1973 w 
OJ 
., 
.;, 
-1977--
MARKET SHARE OF TOTAL TOP TEN CARGO VOLUME 
ALL DISTMJCES 
44.72% OF TOTAL TOP 50 VOLUME 
200-1700 r /II L ES 
28.78% OF TOTAL TOP 50 VOLUME 
FIGURE 1-19. CARGO TONS TRANSPORTED/NONSTOP 
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FIGURE 1-20. 1977 CARGO TONS TRANSPORTED/NONSTOP - AIRPORT PAIRS 
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TABLE 1-11. TOP DESTINATIONS - U. S. AIRFRE1GHlEXPORTS 
Foreign Trade Data - October 1976 
I 
Commodi t~ Level ·.-·j.:c~~·" 
Rank 2-Digit 3-Digit 4-Digit 5-Digit 
United Kingdom United Kingdom France France 
2 Canada Franc~ United Kingdom United Kingdom 
I 
3 Venezuela Venezuela ___ , Venezuela Venezuela 
I-··-·~ -
4 W. Germany Canada Iran Iran 
5 France W. Germany W. Germany W. Germany 
6 Japan Japan Canada Canada 
7 Iran Iran Japan Japan 
~~. 
8 Mexico Belgium Belgium Belgium 
9 Austrolia Mexico Mexico Mexico 
10 Belgium Netherlands Colombia Colombia 
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TABLE 1-12. TOP AIRFREIGHT COMMODITIES - U. S. EXPORTS 
Foreign Trade Data - October 1976 
(2-Dig,it Level) 
Number of 1 
Rgnk Commodity Tons Odd Pairs 
,~ 
Machinery - Nonelectric ~ 3578 112 
2 Transport Equipment 4668 
I~ • 
104 
3 Elecfri cal Machi nery, Apparatus, Etc. 4147 91 
4 Misc'Manufacfured Articles 2818 81 
5 Professi'onal, Photographi c, Etc.' Goods 2025 86 
6 
i 
Manufactures of Metal , NEC 782 57 
7 Meat Preparations 573 5 
i i 
Textile 8 Yarn; Fabric & Articles, 411 26 
9 Chemical Elements & Compounds 394 22 
'I 
10 Nonmetallic Mineral Manufo!;:tures, NEC 337 14 
11 Fruits & Vegefabl,es • 294 8 
, I 
12 
I 
Syntheti c Resi ns & Plasti c Materi;al S' 284 20 
.< ; 
13 Spec Transactions not Clg~sed by Kind 255 20 
14 Clothing Incl Fur;'Knit, Elastic Fabrics, Etc. 255 13 
15 Chemical Products & Materia.ls, NEC 223 25 , 
1 Cd. . ountry estinatlons 
1-39 
1 CD' . ountry eshnahons 
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TABLE 1-14. TOP AIRFREIGHT COMMODITIES - U. S. EXPORTS 
Rank 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Foreign Trade Data - October 1976 
(4-Digit Level) 
Commodity 
Motor Vehicle Parts & Accessories, NEC 
Office Machines & Parts, NEC--
Aircraft, Parts & Accessories NEC 
Machinery & Electrical Appliances, NEC 
Co~struction& Mining Machinery, NEC 
I 
Telecommunications Equipment, NEC 
StatisficalMachinery, NEC 
Engi nes - Internal Combdsti on Era Ai rcraft 
. I ! 
Meat & Edible Offals, NEC - Fresh Qr Frozen 
Capadtors~H Condensers - Fixed 
Measuring, Control, Etc. Instruments 
Arc, Welders-
. ._ I .. _ _ 
Photo &-Moti6n Pi 2ft.1fe Equipment &Pa r:ts 
I 
Phonograph Records & Other Sound Media 
Parts & Accessori es for Machi nery, N EC 
1 CD' . ountry est. nations 
Tons 
2900 
2372 
1230 
957 
935 
696 
572 
531 
514 
448 
448 
426 
423 
422 
390 
1 Number of 
Odd Pairs 
74 
32 
56 
51 
52 
46 
20 
47 
24 
37 
11 
5 
16 
26 
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TABLE 1-15. TOP AIRFREI GHT COMMOOI n ES - U. S. EXPORTS 
Foreign Trade Data - October 1976 
(5-0igi t Level) 
Number of Rank Commodi!l Tons Odd Pairs 
Motor Vehicle P.arts Exc Bodies & Stampings 2901 76 
2 Parts & Accessories for Electronic Computers 2368 33 
3 Ai rcraft Parts Exc::Ai rshi ps & Balloons 1291 56 
.'-
4 Misc Machinery & Mechani cal Appl iances 1023 51 
5 Construction & Mining Machinery & ParfS 956 55 
6 Computer Related & Statistical Machinery 572 20 
7 Oieser& Gas Engines &; Pa'rts Exc Aircraft 533 48 
8 Meat & Edible Offal~, Fresh, Chilled or Frozen 514 
9 Elect Measuring & Controlling Apparatus Exc. 448 24 Supply Met~fS 
10 Electron Tubes & Parts, NEC 426 11 
, 11 Phonograph Records & Other Sound Media 422 16 
12 Screens, Projection & Copying Eql:,ripment NEC 405 5 
13 Transmitters, Tran~ceiveh & PdF-Ii 342 32 
14 Electri c Apparatus for Electrical Circuits 293 14 
15 Glass Envelopes Etc., Clock & Watch Glass 275 
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TABLE 1-16. TOP AIRFREIGHT COMMODITIES - DOMESTIC 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(2-Digit Level) 
• 
Number of 
. -_._-
Rank Commodity Tons Odd Pairs 
-
1 Elec Machinery or Equipment 117,678 868 
I 
, , 
2 Machinery, Except Electrical 102,856 1072 
3 Fabricated Metal Products 42,695 621 
4 Transportation Equipment - I 38,269 245 
5 Chemicals or Allied Products 33,818 590 
6 Misc Prods of Manufacturing 30,146 172 
7 Apparel & Other Finished Textile Products 27,417 219 
8 Rubber or Misc Plastic Products 15,913 315 
9 Instruments, or Photographic Goods 14,517 304 
I 
--
10 Primary Metal Products 14,116 288 
11 Pulp, Pqper or Allied Product~ 8,888 187 
12 Stone, ClaYc()r Glass Products 8,753 184 
I I , 
13 Food or Kihdred Products 8,572 151 
14 Petrol eum Produ cts 4,063 24 
15 Furniture or Fixtures 669 28 
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TABLE 1-17. TOP AIRFREIGHrCOMMODITIES - DOMESTIC 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(3-Di gi t Level) 
Number of Rank Commodity Tons Odd Pairs 
Motor Vehicles & Equipment 17,002 110 
2 Gen Industrial Machinery & Equipment 14,018 332 
3 Radio & Television Receiving Sets 12,971 124 
4 Electric Wiring & lighting Equipment 11,997 213 
5 Metal Stampings 11,177 64 
6 Industrial Inorganic & Organic Chemicals 10,048 181 
7 Office, Computing & Adding Machines 7,983 148 
8 Misc. Plastics Products 7,895 131 
9 Metalworking Machinery & Equipment 7,101 191 
10 Drugs (Biologi cal & Botani cal Products) 6,848 182 
11 Women's, Misses', Childrens' & Infants' Clothing 6,580 40 
12 Construction, Mining Materials Handling Equip. 6,350 248 
13 Sol ts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets & Washers 5,900 95 
14 Electrical Transmission Equipment 4,926 186 
15 Soap & Other Detergents 4,565 61 
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TABLE 1-18. TOP AIRFREIGHT COMMODITIES -DOMEsnc 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(4-Digit Level) 
-·····1 Number-of. 
Rank Commadity Tons 
i ! 
Odd Pairs: . , 'n-~ 
1 Motor Vehicle Parts & t6.ccess. 41,220 158 
2 Metal Stampi ngs 11,183 63 
3 Misc Plastics Proclu·cts 7,9(3 144 
! 
4 Misc Indust Inorganic Chemicals 7,216 54 
5 Drugs (Biological & Botan,c;ql Products) 6,848 183 
6 Womens', Misses',Childrens' & Infants Clothing 6,580 40 
7 Industrial Compressors, Pumps, Etc. 6,432 71 
8 Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets & Washers 5,968 110 
I 
I 
9 Electronic Data Processing Machines 5,810 I 85 
10 Men's, Youth's & Boy's Clothing 3,754 ! 87 
11 Plastics Materials 3,324 99 
12 Petroleum Refining Products 3,185 19 
13 Cosmeti cs & ~erfumes 2,628 39 
14 Copper Wire, Stranc:f&Cable 2,480 29 
15 Asbestos Products & Asphal t Floor Ti Ie 2,280 11 
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TABLE I-J9. 
TOP AIRFREIGHT COMMODITIES - DOMEsnc 
1972 Census of Transportation 
(5-Digit level) 
. . ~.. , 
Number of Rank Commodity 
Tons Odd Pairs 
Unci assi fi ed 
591,164 1475 
I 2 MotorVehicie Parts 
JO,693 74 
3 Au tomobi Ie Stampi ngs 
7,498 24 
4 Womehs', Misses, Childrens 
6,580 40 
5 Industri~1 Pumps & P,,-,mping Equipment 
6,46a 57 
6 Electronic Data Processing Machines & Equipment 5,820 86 
7 Drugs for Human Use 
4, J64 112 
8 Mens', Youths' & Bays' Clothi!l.g 
3,754 87 
9 Plastics Materials 
3,543 99 
JO Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets & Washers 
2,997 53 ! ....... 11 Cosmetics & Perfumes 
2,628 39 I I 
1 
i. 12 Asphal t P, tches & Tars from Petroleum 
2,462 
_ .. ; I .. , 
" 
13 Unsupported Vinyl '& Polyethylene Film 
2,163 4 
J4 Meats & Sausage: Cooked, Cured,._Dried·' 1,635' 5 
15 Current-Carrying Wiring Devices, NEC 
1,562 45 
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Cost. and'Rate Structure -Once traffic and capacity, are known, it becomes 
nece~saty ,tOI establish a rate structure, so that the tevenues generated by the 
traffic will equal the costp generated by the provision of the capacity, and -
at least in theory - provide· for a reasonable return on the capital invested 
in the enterprise. Summaries of financial results of various cargo operations 
were examined, as well as·the structural aspects of costs and rates which are 
described he~e. Data on costs were available from several sources: TWo which 
are particul~rly useful are published CAB data on U.S. carriers (ref. 5), and 
lATA Cost Cantnittee studies of international operations (ref. 6). Actual 
rates are, of yourse, public. info~ti~fl which is available from the 
applicable tariffs; material on thedevelopnent of the cargo rate structure 
has been draWn from the industry experfence,of TWA's cargo Pricing department. 
The roain; elemEmts which comprise airl~ne costs are shown in Figure .. 1-21. 
For convenience, these can be placed in three groups: capacity, or aircraft 
operating costs, ground handling (non-capactiy) costs, and all other, which 
consists priroarily of administrative expense/overhead. As Figure 1-22 shows, 
one cost problem which has faced the,lir carriers has been rapid inflation, 
particularly in the critical areas of fuel and labor. 
I ---I 
When the appl'idlble costs have been identified, a rate structure can be 
developed; Figure 1-23 shoos the tw::> roain philosophical approaches to this 
task, while Figure 1-24 provides rationale for specific commodity rates which 
are examples of by-product costing. 
The. disparity between fully allocated (regular all-cargo) rates and 
by-product (daylight belly) rates is substantial, as shown in Figure 1-25. A 
detailed discussion of cost and rate roatters from both a historical as well as 
a structural point of view, including discussion of current rating practices 
follows. 
Cost Characteristics of Existing Air Cargo ~1arkets 
Background - When air freight rates were first established in 1944, there 
was no foundation of cost experience, and the rates did not properly reflect 
th varying costs of different sized·shiprents with a varying mnnber of pieces 
and varying distances. The original air freight structure was based upon the 
rates charged for passenger baggage, which itself was based on the passenger 
fare for the particular segrrent. In 1946, 'united Air Lines established a 
freight rate structure which provided for some taper 'by distance in recogni-
tion of the fact that a portion of the airline expenses was caused by ground 
handling costs, so that the average yield. per mile for short-haul shiprents 
exceeded the yield for longer-haul shiprents. The initial rate structure also 
contained a discount for high-volume shiprents in recgnition of the fact that 
costs per pound were less for a large shipnent than for handling smaller 
shipments. This basic pricing system, derived from passenger fares, lasted -
wi th only minor rrodifications - until 1961. In 1961, The Flying Tiger Line 
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• AIRCRAFT (CAPACITY COSTSl, 
I 
, FUEL 
• FLIGHT CREWS 
I 
• MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL 
• LANDING FEES 
• EOUIPMENT DEPRECIATION/RENTAL 
• GROUND HANDLING (NON-CAPACITY COSTS) 
, LABOR 
• TERMINAL RENTAL 
r-· 
• GROUND HANDLING EOUIPMENT 
• OTHER, 
• SELLING 
• GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
FIGURE 1-21. SIGNIFICANT COST ELEMENTS 
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FIGURE 1-22. OPERATING COSTS - HISTORICAL TRENDS 
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, 
fU.LLY! ALLOCATED 
, 
-REFLECTS FULL COST OF PROVIDING SERVICE, INCLUDING 
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT 
• f:AVORED BY FREIGHTER OPERATORS 
- GENERALLY PRODUCES PREMIUM RATES 
, 
BY-PRODUCT 
, 
• REFLECTS ONLY INCREMENTAL COSTS OF PROVIDING CARGO SERVICE, 
ON PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
• . VIEWED FAVORABLY BY CARRIERS NOT OPERATING FREIGHTERS 
- CAN BE USED TO GENERATE SURFACE COMPETITIVE RATES 
FIGURE 1-23. FULLY ALLOCATED VS BY-PRODUCT COSTING 
" "' 
., BACKHAULIBALANCE ONE-WAY TRAFFIC FLOWS 
.! OFFER RATE INCENTIVE FOR DENSITy' 
.:SENERATE OFF-PEAK TRAFFIC 
• DIVERT TRAFFIC FROM SURFACE MODES 
• PREVENT DILUTION OF "REGULAR" REVENUES 
FIGURE 1-24. RATIONALE FOR SPECIFIC COST RATES 
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REGULAR RATES 
ALL CARGO AIRCRAFT II FULLY ALLOCATED COST BASIS 
FIGU RE 1-25. COMPARISdN OF DAYLIGHT & REGULAR CONTAINER RATES 
introauced, a freight system which was patterned on the density classifipation 
systefn of rtotor carriers. Competitors responded to this new system by revis-
ing tb~ general canm::>dity rate structure in such a way as tQ increase the 
distance taper and-to provide weightbreaks for shiprentswpich met a minimum 
weight requirement of 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000, and 10,900 pounds (455, 909, 
1366, 2273, 4545 kg). Again, there was little atte~tto relate the rates to 
the actual cost experience of shipuents wi th va~ing transpJrtation charac-
teristics. The system of rates adopted in 1961 is, with minor nodifications, 
the same one that applied until recently. The rates have been increased 
through 'the years to reflect the increased cos:t of operation, and some of the 
high-volume discounts, namely those for 5,000- and 10,000-pound (2273 and 4545 
kg) shiprents bave~en eliminated from the rate structure. 
IXlnestic Air Freight Rate Investigatfon -In recognition of the fact that 
there was no industry cost basis against which the CAB could jLrlge the reason-
ablenessof rates, in December of 1970 the CAB instituted the DJmestic Air 
Freight Rate Investigation (mFRI), ref. 7. The principal purposes of the 
investigation ~re to establish an industry cost. base and develop guidelines 
against which air freight rates could be judged for reasonableness. Although 
the case has only' recently been concluded, the CAB has for the past four years 
used the informatioI1developed in the investigation as a guide for judging 
ca:crier rate increases. AS the need for rate increases has accelerated since 
the fall of 1973, p~incipally due to increases in the price of fuel, the CAB 
has suspended any raites which exceed the guidelines developed in DAFRI. As a 
result, the rate str\lcture for domestic air freight has come closer to those 
costs fixed by the CAB. Generally, long-haul rates, that is, those for dis-
tances of 1500 miles (2400 km) or more, are presently at the maximum allowed 
by the CAB. Short-haul rates, on the other hand, are still priced belON the 
CAB's guidelines, but the gap continues to narrON as carrier increases are 
processed. 
In mFRI, the CAB examined costs in tv,Q main categories: 
costs and capacity costs. 
non-capacity 
tbn-capacitycosts are those costs which are incurred by the carrier for 
the ground handling ,portion of transportation. They include the labor costs 
incurred at the terminal, such as the time required to accept a shipnent, 
process shiptents through the terminal, and load the traffic on board the 
aircraft. In addition, it includes the cost of equipnent and facilities and 
sales eXpense. , 
Capacity expense, on the other hand, involves those costs associated with 
flying the freight from origin to destination. It· includes items such as 
laming fees, fuel expense, crew pay, aircraft maintenance, and other flying 
cperations. 
The non-capacity costs were developed by canmissioning a consultant, the 
Parsons group, to measure v,Qrk flONs at selected terminals. These nan-minutes 
were then assigned to the principal cost-causative factors: shipments, pieces, 
or pounds. It was found through their study that these three elerrents are the 
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prirycipal rea~:ms~y, the cost of handling, a shi~n~ v~ries. For exaJ;tple, costs· of certalnfunctlOns,~ such as preparatlon of ~an alrblll,are essentlally the s~ for each shipnent irresf!E!ctive~ofthe~size or number of pieces. Other costs,: such as la~ling,' v~ry with the number of pieces. The cost of roving traffic fran the warehouse to the aircraft varies principally wi th the number of P9lIDds noved. i 
After the man-minutes~re determined and assigned to their cost-causative factorsi"the total industry ground-handling terms ~re developed for all aarestic stIipnents , pieces, and p::>undsteQdered. A cost per man-minute was then developed, based on ground handlingco~ts for the air industry. with this infOrmation, the CAB has been able tQ~stablish average ground-handling costs for any shiprent tendered to a carrier. Further, these costs can be, and are, up:l~ted as the cost experience of the industry changes. The CAB does this by re~ie~ing quarterly cost and traffic submissions by carriers to ·determine th~ percentage increase or decrease experienced fran the base period (year 1972). 
capacity costs have been developed b.ised on the all-cargo cost experience of carriers. The CAB decided to use the cost experience for freighter operations only, esi3~ntially for two reasons: 
1. The deterJTlination of freighter cost· is much nore accurate than the determination of costs for canbination lift. Since canbination aircr~ft usuqlly are Operated primarily for the purpose of carrying passe~gers· an~ cargo, can be,cot:lsidelred a by-product of this operation, considerable judgrcental elenents are·ihvolved in assigning a share of joint costs to the cargo operation. Therefore, the costs for cargo in canbination aircraft is open to interpretation, and there is no consensus as to the proper rrethod for allocating costs to these q?erations. 
2. The CAB recognizes the need for the freighter operations of carriers to earn a reasonable profit. Otherwise, carriers will not provide the all-cargo schedules which are requiJied! to satisfy the freight demand of today's shippers or of tne future. 
Freighter capacity costs ~re developed for the base year 1972 at the average loads experienced by the industry during this period. The capaci ty costs consist of two elements: departure-related (such as landing fees) and line-haul-related (such as fuel, pilot pay, and maintenance of the aircraft). These costs, too, are upjated fran year to year by the CAB, so that current cost experience is used. This, also is developed from quarterly reports to the CAB which show each carier's capacity costs and revenue ton-miles. The m::>st recent experience is compared with the b_ase period (year 1972) and adjusted as required. 
Example of CAB Costing Methodology - Now that the industry cost base has been established, the CAB has a useful tool for measuring the reasonableness of any freight rate which is prop::>sed by an air carrier. The maximum rate which will be allowed for a particular segrrent is determined as follows: 
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1. The non-capacity costs .for a shipnent consisting of three pieces and 
weighing 100 pounds (45.5 kg) is determined by combining the current 
cost per shipnent, at $4.53, and the cost for three pieces, at $1.74 
per piece, or $5.22, and the cost foe 100 pounds (45.5 kg), at $8.42 
per 100 p:>unds (45.5 kg). The ground-handling or non-capacity costs 
for this shipnent are thereby determined to be $18.17. 
2. The capacity cost for a 100-p:>und (45.5 kg) shipnent traveling 1000 
miles 1(1600 km) is determined by combining the cost per departure, at 
0.00818 cents per p:>und mile, or $8.18 per 100 pJunds (45.5 kg) for 
1000 miles (1600 km). The capad.ty costs are thereby determined to be 
$14.46. 
3. The total cost per shipnent is the canbination of the non-capacity 
cost, $18.17 and the capacity cost, $14.46 or $32.63 per 100 pounds 
( 45 • 5 kg). The ma thema tics of this ITE thodology are shown in Figure 
1-26. 
As noted above, during the past several years the CAB has used this ITEth-
odology to review the reasonableness of any rates filed by carriers. Since 
this was a period of unprecedented cost increases, due prlinarily to increases 
in the price of fuel, the airline rate structure nOd in effect generally 
reflects the maximum cost allONed under this formula. In particular, long-
haul shipnents, naJrely those of 1000 miles (1600 krn) and over, are at the 
maximum formula permi tted by the CAB. Short-haul segITEnts have not yet 
achieved the maximum allONable by the CAB, b,lt the spread has been 
considerably narrONed during this period. Figure 1--27 is a copy of the CAB's 
cost data for the latest period available: the year ending March 31, 1977. 
Characteristics of the Current Rate Structure - The rate structure that is 
was in effect at the start of cargo "deregulation" differs from that which had 
been effective before the Board adopted this costing nethodology in two main 
areas: 
1. The current rate structure reflects a larger taper for distance than 
the one which fOrITErly applied. Since non-capacity costs represent a 
considerable pJrtion of total airlne expenditures, the taperbet~en 
short-haul and long-haul ship-rents has been widened. As the rate 
structure roves closer in line with the CAB'S findings, this taper 
will be widened still further • 
I 
2. There is far le;ss: of a pricing differential bet~en small size and 
high volume shipments. Since the costs assigned to ship-rents ($4.53) 
are a relatively small pJrtion of the total expense, the rate differen-
tial for ship-rents of small sizes versus shipments of larger sizes is 
much smaller than it previously was. For example, the per shipnent 
expense of $4.53 expresed in terms of cost per pound (kilogram) 
amounts to 4.5 cents for a 100-p:mnd (45.5 kg) shipnent, 0.45 cents 
for a 1000-pound (45.5 kg) ship-rent, and 0.045 cents for a 10,000-
pJund (4545 kg) shipnent. 
1-.5.5 
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NON-CAPACITY~COS1S 
COST PER SHIPMENT $4.53/SHIPMENT 
COST PER PIECE $1.74/PIECE X 3 PIECES 
COST PER POUND $0.0818/LB X 100 LBS. 
TOTAL NON-CAPACITY (GROUND-HANDLING) COSTS 
CAPACITY COSTS 
COST PER DEPARTURE $0.0628/LB. X 100 LBS. 
LINE HAUL ELEMENT $0.0818/LB. X 100 LBS 
TOTAL CAPACITY (AIRCRAFT) COSTS 
TOTAL COST 
NON-CAPACITY COSTS 
CAPACITY COSTS 
$ 4.53 
$ 5.22 
$ 8.42 
$18.17 
$ 6.28 
$ 8.18 
$14.46 
$17.93 
$14.46 
$32.63 
FIGURE 1-26. COST OF 3-PIECE, 100 POUND SHIPMENT FOR 1000 MILES 
CAB METHODOLOGY 
6, 
'-l 
TYPE OF TRAFFIC 
Regular Bulk t'L-eight 
Environmentally Controlled 
an,j HJzardous 
Vu111uble 
Live Animals 
Uuman Rema'ins 
Non-Bvpass T.ype Contairlers 
n, B-2 
LD-ll 
D 
E, QD 
12 HON'I'!lS ENDED K4.RCH 31, 1977 
Capacity line Haul 
Cost Per Pound Mile 
(Per 1.49 Kg-Km) 
.00SlS.; 
_00818 
.00818 
.00S18 
.00818 
.00818 
.00818 
.00818 
.00818 
Non-Capacity Cost 
Per Per 
Shipment Piece 
$4.53 
8.12 
13.94 
12.54 
4.53 
4.53 
4.53 
4.53 
4.53 
$1. ~4 
1. 74 
1. 74 
0.97 
9.73 
1. 52 
1.52 
1.52 
1. 62 
Terminal Charge 
-=-_-:-___ .!;.P::-er,,--oC:.::w~t.:... c.(Per 45.5)(9[-
Capacity Non-C~pacity 
Portion Portion Total 
$6.28 $8.42 $14.70 
6.28 7.1,8 13.16 
6.28 1.48 13.76 
6.28 6.51 12.79 
6.2S 6.53 12.81 
6.28 1.21 13.49 
6.28 1.44 13.72 
6.28 7.32 13.60 
6.28 1.78 14.06 
Terminal Charge Capacity Line Haul 
Cost Per 
Cubic Foot Mile . Pound Mile if 
Non-Capacity Cost Capacity Cost 
Per Pound 1/ Per 
Bypass Type Continers (0.455 Cubi c Meter - Km)'(.724 Kg-Km) Shipment 
A-l,A-2, A-3 .07220.; .00646.; $4.53 
LD-l, LD-3 .07220 .00646 4.53 
LD-7 .07220 .00646 4.53 
LD-W .07220 .00646 4.53 
LD-5, 1.D-11 (278 cu. ft.) .07220 .00646 4.53 
1.1)-6 .07220 .OO/i46 4.53 
LO-Il (257 cu. ft.) .07220 .00646 '4.53 
LD-12 .07220 .00646 '4.53 
H-} .07220 .00646 4.53 
ItD-7 .07220 .00:;/,6 4.53 
1/---ExcesS l~erght charges for densities abov., ] 1.17 pounds; derived by 
- dividil1~ the rates per cubic foor-mile and per cubic foot by 1l.17. 
Per Per Cuui c Foot 
Con tainer (Per .0283 Cu M. (Per 1.600 Kg) 
$187.52 55.50¢ 4·.96¢ 
10·.23 55.50 4.96 
200.52 55.50 4.96 
62.64 55.50 4 •. 96 
149.74 55.50 4.96 
io9.93 55.50 4.96 
140.35 55.50 4.96 
210.71 55.50 4.96 
242.12 55.50 4.96 
1S9.64 55.50 4.96 
FIGURE 1-27. STRUCTURE ELEMENTS USED IN BUREAU'S COST-BASED RATES 
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In practice, this translates to a cost-related rate differential of less 
than 4 rrdls per pound for a shipment weighing 10,000 pounds (4545 kg) compared 
with a shipment weighing 1000 IX>unds (455 kg), assuming the same number of 
pieces per cwt. Such differentials are insignificant based uIX>n the overall 
airfreight rate levels and lend little cost ~upport to high volume discounts. 
Previously carriers had often priced high weightbreak shipments on a much 
wider spread as a nethod for developing high volume shipments and stimulating 
the air cargo narket. The current rate structure still contains shipment 
spreads which are in excess of those indicated by the costing formula. The 
future is likely to see a further reduction in the spread of rates for high 
volurre shipments. 
International Pricing - Unlike the domestic pricing arena, there has been 
no similar development of a sophisticated cost base with respect to interna-
tional rates. There is a question as to vmether there is any useful purpose 
to be gained from the development of a comparable costing formula for 
international rates. First of all, international rates are typically settled 
through lATA negotiations. At these lATA negotiations, the implementation of 
rates often depends upon social or IX>litical influences rather than on 
strictly econorrdc factors. For example, many foreign-flag operators are more 
concerned with stimulating trade fran their particular country than in the 
profitability of carrying such traffic. Since nany are subsidized by their 
governments, the losses incurred through the carriage of freight can be 
recouped through governnent subsidies. Second, there is little likelihood 
that a neaningful cost base could .be developed. The nany different carriers 
q:>erating a particular route are faced with different economic conditions in 
their hanelanas, varying currency relationships, and differences in cost 
experience. There is sone doubt tPat an industry-based average cost v.Duld 
have any validity for an individual segnent. Third, unlike danestic trans-
IX>rtation which achieves a rrdx of short-haul and long-haul transIX>rtation, 
international transIX>rtaion normally is trans-ocean and necessarily is 
long-haul in nature. Thus the segregation of costs into non-capacity and 
capacity, and further development of capacity costs to those that are 
departure-related versus line-haul-related, has substantially less neaning for 
international transportation than for domestic transportation. 
In recent years, the lATA Cost Committee has devoted some effort to 
developing all-cargo costs for the various \\arld areas. The cost data that 
they \\ark with is not the universe of carrier cost experience, since there is 
no requirement that lATA carriers submit these costs to the canmittee. Typi-
cally, about 50 percent of the carriers operating a route will report costs to 
IATA. However, generally the carriers which do report costs are the larger 
carriers and represent a major portion of the traffic for a particular area. 
The latest IATA cost study segregates carrier costs into eight major 
categories, and it is possible to determine the split between capacity and 
non-capacity costs. However, there has been no effort by the lATA Cost 
Committee to assign the non-capacity expenses to shipments, pounds, or pieces, 
nor the capacity costs to those that are departure-'related versus those which 
are line-haul-related. Thus, the development of this cost data is of very 
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little help in determining whether the structure ot.the air freight rates, as 
opposed to the level of the air freight rates, is cost-based. 
1 
The results of the 1976/77 operations, IATA examin~s yearly data for the 
period ending SeptemPcr 30 of each year, shON that a1JJ-cargo operations for 
various areas were fran 5 percent be10N to 45 percent !k1ON the level needed 
to recover full economic costs. The Transatlantic and Transpacific rate 
levels were 30 and 3lTpercent, respectively, be1CM full econanic costs. These 
results were achieved despit.e the attainn¥?nt of load factqrs, roughly 
canparab1e with those experienced for U.S. danestic 'rQutes, 50 percent load 
factor on the North Atlantic versus 55 percent load factor on dorrestic routes. 
It is apparent, therefore, that substantial yield increases would be required 
for carriers to achieve profitable operations· at typical load factors experi-
enced on international rouites. -
I 
While there have been no studies canparableto the Parsons study with 
respect to assigning costs: on a shiprent, pound, ,and piece basis, it is quite 
likely that the cost experience of the u.s .. danestic carrier industry would 
form a reasonable b.3.sis for international operat.ions I with the exceptions of 
allocations to shipnentsJ In international operations, additional cost is 
associated with Preparation of ai rwaybil Is , review of customs docurrents, and 
clearance of shipnents thtough custans. Fo:r that reason, the $4.53 charge per 
shipment on dorrestic routes is likely to understat~ the per-shiprent cost for 
international shipnents. :On the other hand, it is! probable that the findings 
of the Parsons study, with regard ~o allocation of charges for pieces and 
weight, would be valid for international, sh~pnents, since tellninal work flONS 
are approximately the s~, regardless i·6f whether the shiprent is dorrestic or 
international in cha~acter. The higher _ costs for shipnent-related functions 
in international traffic rreah that.a cost-based rate structure v.Duld involve 
higher spreads between the ratesior ION-volume and high-volume shipnents. 
I 
Based on a special lATA ~tudythat Wa~ conducted. about three years ago, it 
is estimated that the per-shipnent costs for international traffic approximate 
$25 per shiprent. Thus, a $25 charge per hundredweight (cwt) (45.5 kg) needs 
to be built into th,~ 100-pound (4~.5 kg) rate structure; this v.Duld decline to 
$2.50 per cwt. (45.5 kg) for.a,l(jQO-pound shiprent (455 kg), and to 25 cents 
per cwt. for a 10,000-pound (4545 kg) shipnent. The spread between a 
100-pound (45.5 kg) shiprent c¥ld a 1000-pound (455 kg) shiprent should be 
considerably greater for an i: international segllEnt than for a danestic 
ship.rent;. On the other hand, i once a shipnent, either dorrestic or interna-
tional, exceeds 1000 pounds (455 kg) in weight, the cost-related differences 
which accrue to ship-l'Ents of even greater weight ar~ relat.ively insignificant. 
Using the above example, the total cost difference dependent upon sl1ipnent 
size between a 1000-pound (455 kg) shipnent and a 10,000 pound (4545 kg) 
shiprent is only $2.25 per 100 pounds (45.5 kg). The effective reduction in 
cost then should translate to a rate reduction of about 2 cents per pound 
(0.45 kg). 
On transatlantic routs, many carriers have been seeking to implement high 
weightbreak reductions which far exceed these amounts. This is due in part to 
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a des1re to offer a pranotional rate which may stimulate additional air 
business,~and in part also to the des.ire of sorre carriers to segrent the 
market I in- such a way that-they will-be able to gain a bigger share by virtue 
of their capacity offered. 
OUJfing the past 10 years or longer, high \\eightbreak offerings have been 
the par~t source of contention between transatl~ntic carriers as to how an 
effective rate structure should be developed. .IDuring th last year, these 
differences ibecarre so pronounced that the lATA agreerent was terminated. '!his 
circurnstapCEi has ~rmi tted carriers tQ,ITlake unilateral tariff. fillings which 
can becore effectlve upon approval of the u.s. and foreign governJrent 
involved. The result,ofthe open rate· status coupled with the desire of the 
U.S. CAB to foster rate compe.tition has been the implerentation of nUJrerous 
reductions for specific commodity container and high \\eightbreak rates, 
particularly on \\estbound transatlantic segrrents. 
Further discussion on pricing as a result of deregulation is presented in 
the "Institutional Controls" subsection. 
Current Air Mode Selection/Air Eligibility CClllJ'OC>dity Characteristics 
Following the discussion of air market economics, is it appropriate to 
look at some of the reasons behind' the generation of air traffic flo.vs. 'I'his 
is examined from the lpoint 0;1: View of attenpting to find specific cd teria 
which might determine, or at least influence, moverrent via the air mode, using 
available published data sources and material recently developed by the 
IEparbnent of Transportation. 
A number of criteria are thought to influence the selection of the air 
mode versus surface carriage, including: 
o Perishability 
o Value 
o IEnsity 
o Shipment size and \\eight 
o Fragility 
o Market growth rates and time sensitivity 
various camrodities presently rroving by air can be cited as examples of 
one or rrore of the above general charactristics, e.g., cut flowers (perish-
ability, value per pound, low density); fashion goods (tire sensitivity, 
value); and others. These factors help to cause the majority of air cargo 
tonnage today to be conposed of shipments generally characterized by 
"sma.llness," relatively high unit value, of some fragility/perishability, low 
density, and/or of an erergency nature. 
" After reviewing these traditional criteria such as density, value, 
perishabili ty, etc. in a general manner, it was decided to use an analytical 
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approach in an iatternPt :-to confirm the app~icability of the aforementioned 
criteria, as well as to UncoveJ:: any additioncU facts which might be of use in 
determining I;X>tentifll ;ai1:- eligibility. 
To sl..1I'!lllarize briefly, the nethooblogy employed was to nerge tv.u data 
sources, ref. 2 and the Cormrodity Attribute File developed by the Transporta-
tion Systens Center of the D:par:trnent of TrasI;X>rtation (ref. 8). It was 
anticipated that once [that I. was accomplished, data from the Census could then 
be correlated with that !contained in the At.tribute File, and regression 
techniques could be u~ed. to determine ~fand to what extent any correlations 
existed. Finally, any strong correlative factors which were discovered could 
then be used to determine appropriate commodities/origin-destination pairs 
where air penetration was now low, but might be stimulated due to favorable 
corrarodi ty and/or route characteristics. The nethodology is diagrarnned in 
Figures 1-28 and 1-29. 
Since the Census, and sane of the difficulties in using it, has been 
reviewed previously this Section; no further description of this source is 
provided here. The Commodity Attribute File includes the following data: 
o 5-Digi t STCC (Standard Transportation Comnodi ty Code) Number 
o D:nsity 
o Value per unit of weight 
o Physical state (solid, liquid, gas, or particulate) 
o Special handling requirements (including requirements for freezing 
temperature, temperature control, shock control, other special 
handling) 
o Shelf life 
These factors, plus one other inherent in the Census O&D data - the 
average distance hauled - were then arranged into a general nodel of the 
following form to examine air eligibility factors, so that a multiple 
regression analysis could be performed: % Air Penetration = 
k (a constant) + 
fl (value/weight ratio) + 
f2 (density) + 
f3 (average distance hauled) + 
f4 (shelf life - dummy variable) + 
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CENSUS OF TRANSPORTATION 
COMMODITY FLOW DATA 
\-62 
AIR ELIGIBLE 
COMMODITIES 
FIGURE 1-28. 
CORRELATION 
& ANALYSIS 
I 
TSC COMMODITY ATTRIBUTE FILE 
COMMODITY CHARACTERISTICS 
COMMODITY 
CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR AIR ELIGIBILITY 
AIR ELIGIBILITY ANALYSIS 
RESULTS OF CENSUS 
OF TRANSPORTATION AND· 
COMMODITY ATTRIBUTE FILE 
CORRELATION 
I I I AIR ELIGIBLE 
, COMMODITIES 
CENSUS OF TRANSPORTATION " 
AND FOREIGN TRADE DA"TA I, 
COMMODITY, FLOWiS 
FLOWS OF AIR 
ELIGIBLE COMMODITIES 
FIGURE 1-29. AIR ELIGIBILITY ANALYSIS - METHODOLOGY 
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fS (averageshipnent. size - determined by dividing total tons by mltlber of shiprents) + .. 
f6 (state of the canrrodity ~i dUmmy variable) + 
. 
. - , 
-f7' (special handling requirenents i - :dummy variable) , 
qse of the multiple regression analysis allcws the determination of the relative contriwtions of each of the variables to\~ard the selection of the air node, since the variables are to be entered one by one, beginning with the variable which shows the highest correlation with the dependent variable, air penetration. 
Application of this concept proved to be less than successful for two reas~ns_. First, due to the disclosure/suppression problems inherent in the cen1sllS qata, only a relatively ~.ll number of carurodities at the 5-digit level. were available to be matched to the Cornrrodi ty Attriwte File. Second, those available for analysis showed generally inconclusive results, such as density versus air penetration, Figure I-30, and unit value versus air penetration, Figure 1-31. Distance for air shipnents versus air penetration, Figure 1-32, showed mai;gipally better results, although there was a great concentration of IXlints along the horizontal axis in the scatter diagram. Finally, a cross-correlation - unit value versus density, Figure 1-33 - also showed little but clustering around the vertical axis. 
Several factors would be responsible for the lack of results from this approach, including problems associated with the data inherent in the Census, such as failure to achieve a true "cross-section" of data at the 5-digi t level due to the disclosure rules or the IXlssibility that air eligibility "factors" are IlOre general trends rather than specific items which can be subjected to analytical methods to yield high correlation to modal choice. Since this is a rather complex subject beyond the intent and scope of the current project, no further analysis along these lines was attempted. 
Lack of success with this approach obviously precludes using the results of this analytical process to determine aredS amenable to penetration by air rrode. Tradi tional narket research methods use by carriers to perform this task generally start with an assessment of traffic volumes, by canmcxUty, roving between O&D pairs, using the Census, Foreign Trade Data, etc., with camrodities being selected based on the traditional factors of density, value, and perishability as adapted to the particular carrier's situation. Following this step, the carrier then makes a determination of shippers/receive~s near the origin/destination points and follCMs this with sales contacts with the shippers/receivers to determine realistic potential volumes. 
This approach is rather complex, and since it is oriented towards use in individual narkets rather than tCMards the systEm as a whole, it Y.Duld be of only limited value to perform this type of research in this analysis. 
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1972 CENSUS/coMMODITY ATTRIBUTE FILE CORRELATION 
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1972 CENSUS/CQMMODITY ATTRIBUTE FILE CORRELATION 
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Analysis of generalized commGdity groupings using factors such as density, 
r;;erishability, if! known, i and others, can be of some value in determining 
p:>tential air pen~tration, although the accuracy of results generated by this 
method is questionable, since it does not take into account real-world market 
factors, distribution ~tterns, etc. In addition, unless the work is done at 
a discrete camrodity, e.g~, 5-digit S'lCC level, where data voids often exist 
due to disclosure recluirements, the cOlTllTodi ty descriptions are often not 
precise enough to positively id~ntify true airp:>tential tonnage. 
Prior to completing this discussion, one *ey term - density - and its use 
in determining market p:>tential should be mentioned. While greater density is 
beneficial, different factors apply depending on whether the air carriage is 
to be performed in a~gll-cargo aircraft or in the belly of a passenger 
airplane. In the former, density considerably above the design density of the 
aircraft actually impairs space utilization in that the aircraft "weights out" 
before all the volume is utilized. While this is not generally a problem 
currently, since rrost freighters have design densities at or above the level 
of the prevailing traffic, it could become a problem in the future were a 
considerably lower density build into a new design. On passenger aircraft 
thjs is less of a problem, for tWo reasons: (1) density in the main deck of 
the airplane is low due to JX>Or cube utilization in the passenger canpartment: 
and (2) space utilization in the belly can be subordinated to revenue 
p:>tential. If density incentives are necessary to fill otherwise unused belly 
space and it is priced on an incremental basis, then some traffic diverted 
fran surface is better than none, even if it uses weight capacity out of 
proportion to the space it occupies. 
The Potential Air COIllrrodi ty Identification issued by the Cargo Analysis 
and Development unit of Boeing .in March 1977 (ref. 9) also examined 
air freight eligibility. This study examined five factors: value per 
kilogram, density, fragility, market time sensitivity, and market growth. 
For each comrrodity examined, a "factor score II was assigned based on 
certain parameters. Factor scores were grouped into three categories: high, 
medium, and low, with values ranging fran 20 to 5 p:>ints, respectively. Thus 
an "air eligibility score II could be derived for each canrrodity for which data 
was available, with a high score indicating greater air eligibility. 
'l11is Method yielded significantly better results than the use of a single 
factor', such as value. Use of the methodology is, of course, somewhat 
subjective, particularly in assigning factor scores to fragility and market 
time sensitivity, although Boeing notes that "no significant improvement over 
the original system was detected" by applying different factor weighting and 
p:>int score systems. 
This is an interesting analogical approach, but one for which Boeing 
states that "rrore recent and rrore detailed statistics are required II in order 
to be of the greatest p:>ssible use. In addition absolute validation of this 
tyr;;e of tool is not feasible, since even the best-developed air market may 
contain commodities which have not been fully penetrated. When a commodity's 
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air penetration lies bel~ the expected level predicted by this rrethod, it is 
not known whether the deviation is due to :i.rrq?erfection in the evaluation 
flEthod or to incanplete market developnent. Hence, it was decided to use the 
flEthodology only as a preliminary evaluation tool. 
Corparisen QICurrent Air/Surface Modes 
To assess not only the characteristics of the present air cargo 
but also to discover how the present air system relates to its 
competition, a survey approach' was devised to compare air and 
operations on five routes: 
New York - San Francisco (Typical Transconti'!f:ntal Route) 
Chicago - IDs Angeles (Major Production Center/IDng Haul Route) 
New York - Dayton (Short-Haul Freighter Route) 
New York - IDndon (Prime North Atlantic Route 
New York - Tokyo (Prime Transpacific Route) 
system, 
surface 
surface 
'l'hese routes were chosen to provide a good cross-section of operational 
and market factors, for both international and danestic operations. All of 
these routes presently have scheduled all-cargo air service, as well as 
nl.lIrerous surface carriage options. 
,. " 
i 
The survey methodology was selected t6 inclUde the "real VvDrld" operating 
experience of the carriers actually operating on a given route, both air and 
surface. The air-surface canparison methodology encanpasses route selection, 
comrrodi ty selection, carrier selection and contact, distriootion ot survey 
questionnaires, analysis, and preparation of results. The ffi3.in factors 
surveyed are listed on Figure 1-34, a sample questionnaire may be found in 
Appendix I-A. 
To ensure that air VvDuld be reasonably represented, specific canrocXlities 
were chosen for which air has achieved some penetration in that particular 
market, as shown in Table 1-20. ''rhis was done to establish that the 
comrrodities in question could be, and'are, actually transported by air. Data 
on modal splits were obtained from the Census of Transportation for domestic, 
and the I:epart:Irent of Cornrrerce Foreign Traae Data, 1976, for international. 
Follaving this, the questionnaire requesting various types of service and 
rate information was devised and sent to approximately 20 carriers, represent-
ing the air, rail, truck ana ocean shipping modes as appropriate to the routes 
in question. Where possible, questionnaires ~re sent to ITDre than one 
carr.ier of each mode on each route, to ensure that enough data ~re obtained 
to analyze each route. 
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RATES 
• TYPICAL SHIPMENT SIZES 
• AVAILABILITY OF CONTAINER RATES 
• DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
• TRANSIT TIME: LINE-HAUL AND DOOR-TO-DOOR 
• USE OF CONTAINERS 
~ FREOUENCY OF SERVICE 
, 
• CLAIMS RATIO 
• CAUSES OF DELAY 
FIGURE 1-34. AIR-SURFACE COMPARISON 
MAJOR FACTORS SURVEYED 
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TABLE 1-20. AIR SURFACE COMPARISON ROUTES SURVEYED 
DOMESTIC ROUTES 
COMMODITY 
.M!1. 
1- New York - San Francisco 
Non-addicti~e drugs- 13.2% 
Leather luggage/suitcases 0.5 
2. Chicago - Los Angeles 
Cable, copper covered, insulated 18. n: Misc. fabricated rubber products 6.3 
3. New York - Dayton 
Knit clothing 1.8% Cosmetic & Toilet preparations 57.7 
INTERNATIONAL ROUTES 
1. New York - London 
Records/pre-recorded tapes 
Medical/surgical/vet. in.st rument s 
2. New York - Tokyo 
Regenerated cellulose, except rayon 
Groundwood paper, uncoated 
TRUCK 
86.3% 
55.9 
41. 8% 
86.5 
70.8% 
41.9 
50.2% 
43.5 
46.3% 
54.7 
AIR 
0.5% 
21.1 
23.5% 
6.9 
2.9% 
O.L 
49.8% 
56.5 
53.7% 
45.3 
C-;L 
As is often the case, however, obtaining all the information needed by 
!reans of the survey questionnaire In:!! thoO proved to be difficult, even after 
initial agreements to participate, and several follow-ups. Enough data was 
received to r.easonably analyze four of the routes: the fifth, New York -
'lbkyo, had to be eliminated due to lack of data on the surface rrodes. The 
results of the others are presented in Tables 1-21 to 1-24 and are briefly 
summarized below. 
1. New York - San Francisco 
Air moae delivery is considerably faster than both truck and rail, 
although air rates are about triple those of rrotor carriers, and close 
to four times the rail tarrif, however, rail canpeti tion does not 
effectively exist. below 20,000- to 30 1000-pound (9091 - 13636 kg) 
shipnents. Obtaining the rates quoted for air at the 3,000- and 
20,000-pound (1364 and 9091 kg) levels requires the use of shipper-
loaded air rrode containers. Truck, as is general practice, includes 
door-to-Ooor service in the basic price: air rates are for airport to 
airport rrovement only. Minimum pick-Up and delivery charges for air 
are included as supple!rental information. 
2. Chicago - Los Angeles 
Again, air ITOde delivery is superior to the surface rrodes in 
transit time, although the advantage is reduced due to the lesser 
distance coma red with the Nev·, York-San Francisco market. Air is still 
the high-cost rrode, although the rate disparity is only about two-to-
one at the largest shipnent size, plus a small pick-up/delivery charge 
for air. Again, rail is canpetitive only at the highest weight. 
3. New York - Dayton 
On this short-haul route, the time advantage of air versus truck 
is seriously eroded canpared with the longer routes, although the 
truck line haul is double the air time. Rail data were not available 
for this market, but judging by the longer hauls previously discussed 
plus the numerous reports of extremely poor rail service in the 
Northeast, particularly involving the major eastern cities, it should 
be safe to assume that rail service in this market is relatively 
. inexpensive but rather time-consuming. 
Air rates are still considerably gr.eater than those for truck but 
for one camroCli ty, clothing, the air container rate is only about 50 
percent rrore than truck, Wi,lich converts to less than $3.00/per hundred 
weight (45.5 kg). This lower rate differential reflects the rate 
structures of both modes, which consist of tetlTIinal costs plus 
line-haul costs, the latter being very high for the air rrode. As 
distances lengthen, the higher line-haul costs are a disadvantage to 
the air moae, at least if costed on a fully allocated basis. The 
opposite is true as trip distances shorten, with terminal costs, which 
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TABLE 1-21. ROUTE: NEW YORK TO SAN FRANCISCO 
SERVICE FACTORS 
I 
AIR RAIL 
line Haul nme 
-1- 1 i 
1-2 days 5 days 
Pickup/Delivery (Total) 1-2idays o (Rail Siding) 
Carrier Scheduled Services Per Week(1) 
1 
I 
10 I 7 
Use of Containers See below Trailer (TOFC) 
Door-to-Door Servi ce No Yes (Siding) 
RATES PER POUND 
1. Non-Addictive Drugs 
500 # $0.4745(4) $';' 
3,000# 
20,000# 
2. Leather L~ggqge/Suitcases 
500 #' 
3,000 # 
20,000# 
004135/0.3928(2)(5) -
0.2750(2)(6) 0.0766(3) 
$004745(4) $-
0.4135/0.3928(2)(5) -
0.2750(2)(6) 0.0766(3) 
(1) Freighter services onlr for air carrier 
(2) Container rate 
(3) Rate for30,00q Ib trailer 
I 
. _, : :' (4) fickupanddeliivery charges of $0. 1115to be added 
(5) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0710 to be added 
(6) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0388 to be added 
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TRUCK 
6-8 days 
1-2 days 
Unk 
No 
Yes 
$001536 
O. 1244 
0.0885 
$0.2569 
0.2038 
O. 1309 
TABLE 1-22. ROUTE: CHICAGO TO LOS ANGELES 
SERVICE FACTORS 
AIR 
line Haul Time 1 day 
Pickup/Delivery (Total) 1-2 days 
Carrier Scheduled Service Per Week(l) 5 
Use of Containers See below 
Door-to-Door Service No 
RATES PER POUND 
1. Cable, Copper Covered, Insulated 
500# $0.3110(4) 
3000# 0.2635(5) 
20,000# o. 1660(2)(6) 
2. Miscellaneous, Fabricated Rubber Products 
500# 
3000# 
20,000# 
(1) Freighter services only for air carrier 
(2) Container rate 
(3) Rate for 40,000 Ib trailer 
$0.3110(4) 
0.2635(5) 
o. 1660(6) 
(4) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0690 'to be added 
(5) Pi ckup and del ivery charges of $0.0360 to be added 
(6) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0104 to be added 
RAIL 
3 days 
o (rail siding) 
7 
Trailer (TOFC) 
Yes (Siding) 
$ -
0.0746 (3) 
$ -
0.0746(3) 
TRUCK 
4-6 days 
1-2 days 
UNK 
See below 
Yes 
$0.1177 
0.0955 
0.0736(2) 
$0. 1500 
O. 1191 
0.0934(2) 
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TABLE 1-23. ROUTE: NEW,YORK TO DAYTON 
SERVICE FACTORS 
AIR 
Line Haul Ti~e 1 day 
Pickup/Delivery (Total) 1-2 days 
I, 
, 
Carrier Scheduled Service's Per Week 5 
Use of Containers See 'below 
Door-to-Door Servi ces No 
RATES PER POUND 
I 
1. Knit Clothing 
50,0,# $0,.2345(3) 
3,0,0,0,# 0,.1600/0. 1213(2)(4) 
20,,000,·· 0,.0,80,3(2)(5) 
2. Cosmetic &,Tdilet Preparations 
50,0,1 I $0.2345(3) 
3,0,001 0,.1600/0. 1213(2)(4) 
20,,0,0,0,# 0.0,80,3(2)(5) 
(1) Freighter services only for air carrier 
(2) Contai ner rate 
(3) Pi ckup and del i very charges of $0,.0975 to be added 
(4) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0406 to be added 
(5) Pickup and delivery charges of $0.0130, to be added 
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RAIL 
-
NA '! 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
. I 
1 
TRUCK 
2 
2-3 
5 
See below 
Yes 
$0,.10,80, 
0.0,834 
0.0582(2) 
$0.0928 
0.0717 
0.0349(2) 
.r 
TABLE 1-24. ROUTE: NEW YORK TO LONDON 
SERVICE FACTORS 
AIR 
Line Haul Time 1-2 days 
Pickup/Delivery (Total) 1-2 days 
Customs Clearance 1 day(4) 
Carrier Scheduled Services Per Week(l) 5 
Use of Containers See below 
Door-to-Door Servi ce No 
RATES PER POUND 
1. Records/Pre -Recorded Tapes 
500# 
3,000# 
20,000# 
2. Medi cal/Surgi cal/Veteri nary Instruments 
500# 
3,000# 
20,000# 
(1) Freighter services only for air carrier 
(2) Con ta i ner ra te 
$0.6000(5) 
0.4392(2)(6) 
0.4400(7) 
$0.6000(5) 
0.4392(2)(6) 
0.4400(7) 
(3) Stuff/strip charge of $0.088/lb except for 20,000 Ib container 
(4) Items often precleared; require no processing after arrival 
(5) Pi cku p charges of $0.0720 to be added 
(6) Pi cku p char ges of $0.0253 to be added 
(7) Pickup charges of $0.0180 to be added 
OCEAN 
6 days 
1-2 days 
1 day 
2 
Yes (containership) 
No 
$0.1516(3) 
0.1516(3) 
0.1516(2) 
$0.1070(3) 
O. 1070(3) I 
I 
0.1070(2) 
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should be relatively the same, being the limiting factor in the IOC>dal cost comparison. However, the tcuck rates include pick-up and delivery, whereas the basic air tariff does not. pick-up and delivery charges must be added to the air tariff, and the pick-up/delivery charges at the tv.u smaller shiprent sizes adds considerably to the rate disparity between the two modes. 
4 • New York - I.cndon 
This long-haul international route shows the superiority of air with regard to line-haul transit time and the advantage of the surface ocean carrier with regard to price. Pick-up and delivery costs are about the sane: 
The ocean rate does not include full pick-up and delivery to port si tes. In addition, at less than full container volwres there is a charge for container stuffing/stripping. Air rates, of course, are for airport-to-airport; the minimum pick-up rate for New York is shawn for information. The delivery rate for London is not shown due to the need for customs clearance, which is usually handled by an agent/ broker, and mayor may not be included/priced together with the delivery service. 
In addition to the service factors previously considered, customs clearance is another i tern to be concerned with since this is an international route. Neither rrode seems to have a clear advantage here, although the LACES system in use at Heathrav AirpJrt often allavs inbound air cargo to be precleared, meaning that it can be immediately delivered to the consignee, without further action by U.K. customs. 
The four warkets examined tended to bear out a truism about air versus surface shipping: air is more expensive but offers much faster transit times. However, it is quite apparent that surface m::>des also strive to give rapid line-haul tirres and that, particularly on short routes, air may lose some or all of its advantage if pick-up and delivery and/or processing is not accomplished efficiently. 
Air did consistently prove to be of higher cost than the competing surface modes, although some significant "narraving of the gap" could be noted in some instances, particularly for the higher weight shipnents. The terminal-to-terminal cost cf air, including pick-Up and delivery must be taken into account before a canpletely accurate canparison can be made wi th surface rates, which generally include all door-to-door costs in the rate structure. 
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CUrrent Air Cargo Terminal Operations 
One of the JlK)st extensive portions of this analysis of current air cargo 
operations is the assessment of the effect of terminal operations on the air 
m::>de. This was accomplished in four stages: 
o Use of published reports and badcground material 
o written surveys of significant traffic and operating data at selected 
airports 
o Field visits to these airports, to verify and discuss survey data, as 
well as other, more general cargo-related developments and projections 
o Use of 'IWA and other industry expertise, particularly in evaluating 
areas such as mechanization and containerization. 
Frost and Sullivan stated: in their 1977 'iiir cC;!I'go rePJrt (ref. 10), " ••• it 
must be kept in mind that terminal operations are highly laoor intensive. 
Fran a study made sane years ago (1968.),' it appeared, on the basis of data 
made available by eight domestic trunk carriers, that in those terminals which 
handled a large amount of freight per month, 86 percent of the total air cargo 
handling expense represented the cost of laoor •••• nearly half the payment 
received by the carrier is required to cover terminal costs alone." 
In 1967, an early evaluation of air freight terminal laoor costs (ref. 11) 
showed the advantages of handling large shipnents of limi ted pieces, the 
largest of which would be a single (ULD) piece. 
Terminal Labor 
Weight Per Shipnent No. of Cos t Pe r 'Ibn 
(lb) (kg) Pieces (Per 90.91 kg) 
100 45.45 5.2 $47.50 
500 227.27 4.3 $12.40 
1,000 454.54 3.2 $ 8.00 
10,000 4545.45 1.0 $ 1.16 
The single 10,000-pound shipnent is a heavy "A" container consolidated off 
airport. 
More recently, Frost and Sullivan rePJrted in a "broad brush" fashion 
without regard to shiprent size but with reference to terminal flONS and 
aircraft type: "For terminals with a volume aoove the threshold of 2000 tons 
(1820 metric tons) a JlK)nth, total ground handling cost probably l:¥ nON runs to 
between $40.00 and $50.00 a ton (0.91 metric ton) on all-cargo aircraft and 
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wide-bodied passenger/cargo jets and nay be as nuch as $60.00 to $70.00 a ton 
(0.91 netric ton) on narrow-bodied combination jets. With the forner air-
craft, in-terminal costs average arout 60 percent of the total but for the 
latter the ratio is reversed. These figures are, of course, averages and, as 
such, conceal many differences between individual terminals and circumstances 
of particular operations. Where containerization has proceeded far, the 
aircraft loading costs, and therefore the total ground handling costs, are 
notably lower. Moreover, the carrier may experience significantly lower 
in-terminal costs if a large proportion of the traffic is tendered in 
containers •••• II 
Description of Current Cargo Facilities at Selected Airports 
The airport survey procedure encompassed a number of elenents. The first 
was the selection of the airports. The airport survey selection criteria 
inclLrled consideration for both dorrestic and foreign operation, a cross-
section of size of operation (srnall/rredium/large), a cross-section of level of 
rrechanization/automation, a look at new airports, and an assessrrent of the 
cargo orientation of the airport. The selection criteria served to provide 
roth a balance and a diversity in the sample group. Figure I-35 lists those 
locations selected together with their relative sizes and date the location 
was visited and the cargo terminal information sought at each airport site. 
The data received from the surveys are recorded in Figure I-36. The airport 
survey procedure called for a written survey questionnaire to be filled out 
and an on-site visit/interview with each selected airport authority. The 
on-si te survey included an inspection of several carrier facilities and a 
discussion of significant operating factors and problems wi th hose carriers. 
A carrier questionnaire was prepared, but due to the proprietary nature of 
much of the requested data, its purp::>se was not satisfactorily served. 
Appendix I-B represents a sample copy of the written questionnaire sent in 
advance of the visit to each location. 
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Each airport is briefly described below. 
o Kennedy International (New YOrk) 
"This large, well-known facility contains one of the largest air cargo 
operations in the v.orld. Extensive freighter and widebody services 
are available to most major areas of the v.orld. Due to its proximity 
to a heavily urbanized area, space for expansion is at a premium, and 
sorre segnents of neighboring communities oppose further expansion of 
oeprations and/or have suggested curtailrrent of some current opera-
tions, including night flying. 
o O'Hare International (Chicago) 
This airport is the largest, in traffic terms, in the 1f.Drld. It is 
the stage for significant international, as well as extensive dOIrestic 
operations. Li ttle roan for growth is available in current cargo 
" .~ ... 
I 
(X) 
$ 
CITY AIRPORT 
DOMESTIC 
NEW YORK (KENNEDY) 
CHICAGO (o'H~im 
LOS ANGELES 
DALLAS/ FJ. WORTH 
BALT!MORE 
MIAMI 
DAYTON 
INTERNATIONAL 
LONDON (HEATHROW) 
FRANKFURT 
PARIS (CHARLES DE GAULLEl 
AMSTERDAM 
~ 
FACILITIES 
0 TERMINAL AREA 
ON-SITE 0 ACCESSIBILITY 
SU~VEY 0 SPECIAL FACILITIES (HIGH VALUEjREFRIGERATlON!IlONDED STORAGE,ETC.) RELATIVE Sid (1977) 
0 AIRCRAFT!lERMINAL INTERFACES 
0 SURFACE MODEfTERMINAL INTERFACES 
LARGE AUGUST 0 CONSOLIDATED VS INDIVIDUAL TERMINALS r" 
LARGE AUGUST 
LARGE AUGUST FREIGHT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
0 ANNUAL VOLUME LARGE POTENTIAL AUGUST 
RATIOS 0 
MEDIUM AUGUST 
- BELLY TO TOTAL 
MEDIUM AUGUST 
- UNITIZED TO TOTAL 
SMALL AUGUST - PALLETIZED VS CONTAINERIZED 
- SHIPPER UNITIZED (TO TOTAL) 
LARGE AUGUST 0 INTERLINE 
LARGE AUGUST 0 SHIPMENT SIZE (S) 
LARGE SEPTEMBER EQUIPMENT 
LARGE SEPTEMBER 0 ULD HANDLING EQUIPMENT 
0 SORTING/UNITIZATION 
- MECHANIZATION/AUTOMATION 
0 DOCUMENTATION 
OTHER 
o CUSTOMS 
o SECURITY 
o OPERATING CONSTRAINTS 
FIGURE 1-35. AIRPORT SURVEYS 
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I 
f3 
Ratio % Number of Belly To % In Number Annual Cargo Flow Cargo TOlal % Shipper 8' X 8' Cargo Sched. Total % % Number of 
FI,.!Wk. Cargo Unitized Unitized (2.4m X 2.4m} Gates 
Melric Melric Domeslic Intn/. Carriers 
Sched. Un.ched. 
Unil. Ton. Ton. Ton. Ton. Sched. Total (000) (000) (000) (000) EUPOREAN 
", 
Schiphol 180 90 SO/aD aO% 10% Very 4-0 200 180 260 234 0 100% 49 Low Heathrow 320 20 53% 
30 416 374.4 3.2 96.8 74 
Orly 79 6 
9 136.6 122.9 139.3 125.4 11 89 61 Cha •• OeGaulle 179 6 
13 239.6 215.6 247 222.3 2.3 97.7 30 Frankfurt 421 24 42% 70 2 3%-5% a 525.6 473.0 552.7 497.4 14.6 85.4 63 247 Charter DOMESTIC U.S. 
a"ll. -Wo.h. 156 N/A 33.3% 
3 48.3 43.5 N/A N/A 20 O'Hare 176 
828.3 745.5 77"10 13% 41 Dayton 5 40 10 0 2 31.4 28.6 80"10 20 6 Dol/a.-Fl. Worlh 40"10 
14 78 70.2 80 72 98 2 12 Lo. Angeles 455 55% 
20 763 686.7 38 
JFK 600 
50 1030 927 38 62 53 Miami 80% 
20 290 261 371.7 334.5 32 68 6S 
FIGURE 1-36 AIRPORT SURVEY DATA 
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area, although currently unutilized space elsewhere offers good growth 
p:>tential. 
o Los Angeles International 
This is a large international and danestic operation, particularly 
important as an interchange/break-bulk p:>int for transpacific cargo. 
There are sane operational restrictions due to noise problems and 
aircraft weight restrictions to/from certain terminals. Expansion 
p:>ssibilities are lbnited due to the location. 
o Dallas - Ft. WOrth Regional 
A new (1974) large airport in a rapidly growing area. Some freighter 
service, including 747Fs. Large p:>tential for development of interna-
tional traffic and service. Few if any problems with expansion or 
environmental factors. 
o Miami International 
A large cargo operation, primarily oriented toward Latin-American 
narket. Conventional handling facilities. Nl.lIlerous freigther serv-
ices, including 747F. 
o Baltimore-·Washington International - Figure 1-37 and 1-38 
A medium-sized operation including freighter service by United. 
Airport operator aggressive about encouraging development of air cargo 
throughout region. 
o James M. Cox (Dayton) 
Small operation, but in the heart of heavy nanufacturing region. 
Freighter service to east/west coasts by 'IWA; also "hub" of Errery Air 
Freight cargo charter operation. Limited freight handling facilities. 
o Frankfurt/Main 
Large cargo operation, including extensive use of mechanization/ 
autonation. Main carrier, Lufthansa, was first with 747F. Extensive 
cargo handling facilities. Restr~ctions include runway/frequency 
limitations and night curfew. 
o Schiphol (Amsterdam) 
Moderate to large location emphasizing international operations. One 
of the nain interchange p:>ints for traffic from North America to 
Africa/Middle East, etc. Main carrier, KIM, is one of primary 747 
"Combi" q?erators. 
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POftt.AR AVENUE 
FIGURE 1-:37. BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LAYOUT-
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ANNUAL CARGO TONS 
NUMBER OF RUNWAYS/LONGEST 
NUMBER OF CARRIERS 
TdTAL WEEKLY ALL-CARGO FLIGHTS 
69,909 
4/9500 FT. 
20 
156 
WEEKLY INTERNATIONAL ALL -CARGO FLIGHTS 
NUIM~BER OF CARGO AIRCRAFT GATE pos-mONS 6 
I 
LANDING FEE (B-101) S7S 
I 
LARGEST AIRCRAfT-SCHEDULED SERVICE L-1011 
DISTANCE FROM CITY . 10 MILES (BALTIMORE) 
30 MILES (WASHINGTON) 
FIGURE 1- 38. BALTIMORE-WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT DATA 
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o Charles de Gaulle (Paris) 
A new facility, opened in 1974. Still only partially developed. 
Large freight area with much roan for expansion. Due to rural 
location, one of few major airp:>rts in Europe without a curfew. Air 
France, based here, is a major 747F operator. 
o Heathrow (London) - Figures 1-39 and 1-40 
Very large international operation, particularly geared to North 
Atlantic and Middle East markets. Space badly limited, for both 
terminal space arrl aircraft parking positions, with little roan for 
expansion. Night curfew for almost all operations. 
Current Automated Cargo Facilities 
Labor represents a significant p::>rtion of airp:>rt operations and ground 
handling costs arrl has suffered from a high rate of inflation in recent years. 
As a result, automation has been looked to as a means of reducing the 
dependence on labor and of ameliorating the worsening economics involved, 
The Objective of the investigation of automation is to evaluate the e,,'fect 
of automation/mechanization on the ground handling costs of cargo movement. 
Trade-off of equipnent investment vc~sus labor costs was considered, and the 
reliabili ty of the mechanical equipment has been assessed. The importance of 
reliability of the cargo facility equipnent cannot be overemphasized. 
Not all areas of a cargo terminal are amenable to automation of opera-
tions. Pr ime terminal functions susceptible to au toma tion are sorting, 
storage, and documentation. Automation for unitization, the or:eration of 
actually stuffing the box, is unlikely due to the general heterogeneity of the 
packages moving through the system. 
During the 1960 I s, many air carriers needed to expand their cargo termi-
nals in order to take care of the surge of business that was stimulated 
through the introduction of modern jet aircraft. Many carriers, in designing 
these new terminals, incorp:>rated various forms of mechanization as a way to 
reduce labor costs. Sever~l terminals of the major carriers at JFK airp::>rt in 
New York and at major gateway p::>ints in Europe were designed to employ a 
variety of such mechanized techniques. 
Because these on-airport ground handling and terminal costs were so 
expensive and labor intensive there were great expectations for automation. 
Frost and Sullivan state: "The experience of the last five years, however, 
fails to supp::>rt this expectation." SCIre highly automated, high-volume 
facilities both domestic and foreign had much difficulty in opening and only 
after several years of "de-bugging" the equipment did they become £ully 
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ANNU C o TO 416,00 
INTER TIO L E T 0 TOT AL TRAFFIC 96 .8% 
NUM Of RU S/LONGEST 3/ 12 ,800 fT . 
NUMBE Of C IE S 74 
TOTAL LL -CA 0 FLIGHTS 320 
MONTHL lYE o L ALL -CARGO FLIGHTS 1,120 
NUMBE Of C GO AI CRA T GATE POSITIONS 30 
LANDI G ( -707) SSO 
LA GES lefT-SCHEDULED SERVICE B-7 7 
DIST ANCE FROM CITY 15 MILES 
FIGURE /- 40. HEATHRO (LO NDON) AIRPO RT DATA 
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operational. The most difficulty befell the high volume international carrier 
terminals where autanated storage machinery broke down creating serious and 
costly problems in the handling and storing of bulk and containerized freight. 
In sununary, autanation has failed for tv..D reasons: first, technical, 
e.g., problems that involved the handling of nonuniform packages and the 
sophistication required to o~rate and maintain the system on a daily basis; 
and second, financial, e.g., I the investment and operating costs were far 
greater than the savings that were realized. 
The ground handling of loose cargo, tendered mainly in small shipnents, 
will continue to be a labor-intensive activity; only containerized cargo is 
suited to automated/rrechanized handling. Therefore, many of the carriers have 
canpletely abandoned the autanated and highly mechanized processes and have 
reverted to the hand processing of packages through their terminals. The 
elaborate sorting arrl storage systems generally did not orerate successfully, 
nor did they in fact save the amount of labor costs which were estimated. 
Many in the industry now feel that the most practical terminal is a large, 
covered space with a minimum of columns. 
A good example of the use of hand processing occurs in the Federal Express 
sorting hub at Memphis. In what is probably the largest volume of small air-
freight shiprrents harrlled on a daily basis, Federal makes use of large amounts 
of law-cost labor (in conjunction with a relatively simple conveyor belt 
system) rather than an elaborate autanated system with its attendant capital 
costs and performance problems. That this method \\Orks is testified to by 
Federal's outstandirg growth, rerformance, and records. 
The Parsons \\Ork flow study has attempted to quantify the differences 
between manual terminal o~rations and conveyor terminal op2rations. The use 
of conveyor belts is shawn in the Parsons study to result in a savings of 
about 4 ~rcent in man-minutes for terminal handling of an average size 
shipnent. For example, a bulk shipnent consisting of 6.2 pieces and 256 
r:ounds (116.36 kg) required 30.9 man-minutes of time in a conveyor terminal 
and 32 man-minutes of time in a manual operation. Cost savings of this nature 
are not significant, esrecially when offset by the increased procurement, 
installation and maintenance cost of a mechanized system. In addition, where 
the use of such mechanized devices causes delays in the delivery of traffic to 
the customer as the result of breakdowns or improper routing of the freight to 
a designated terminal area, the overall service standard suffers and business 
can be lost. Table 1-25 breaks out the Parson's man-minutes for the discussed 
bulk shipment orerations. 
Again, from Frost and Sullivan: "If, therefore, real progress is to be 
made toward reducirg terminal costs by automation, it will dep2nd up:m the 
trend toward containerization. Once loose cargo has been consolidated into 
containers or onto pallets, mechanization, even if not true automation, 
becomes not only cost effective but essential •••• and •••• that automation is not 
a cost effective way of improving the efficiency with which loose cargo is 
handled; and, lastly, that automation or more correctly mechanization, that is 
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TABLE 1-25. PARSON'S MEASURED MAN-MINUTES PER SHIPMENT 
Manual 'Conve;:l0r Time Savin~s 
Bulk/Sulk Freight 
(1 shpmt/6.20 pcs/256.4 lbs.) 
Widebody -Origin/Destination 33.674 32.326 4% 
- Transfer 19.917 19.390 
;';7.""";' 
Bulk/Container Freight 
(1 shpmt/6.20 pcs/256.4 1bs.) 
Widehody - Origin/Destination 30.760 28.401 7.6% 
:- Tra!'ls"ier 17.004 .15.466 
Container/Container Frei~ht 
(1 shpmt/l cont./1836 lbs.) 
Widebody - Origin/Destination 67.374 
- Transfer-· 52.344 
BulkLBu1k Frei~ht 
(1 shpmt/6. 20 pcs/256. 4 1bs.) 
Cargojet - Origin/Destination 32.026 30.915 3.5% 
- Transf,er 18.270 17.980 
Bu1kLContainer Frei~ht 
(1 shpmt/6.20 pcs/256.4 1bs.) 
Cargojet - Origin/Destination 30.409 29.061. 4.4% 
- Transfer 16.653 16.126 
Container/Container Frei2ht 
(1 shpmt/1 cont./1836 1bs.) 
Cargojet - Origin/Destination 106.760 
- Transfer 91. 730 
i 
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taking place and that is cost-effective is associated with and dependent upon, 
containerization.... Containerization could indeed permit a rrejor reduction 
in the overall cost of air transportation if the shipper could load his 
freight into containers and tender it to the carriers in this form and if the 
carriers could deliver it to the ul tirre te consignee still in the container." 
This states the case for off-airport unitization and deunitization - for 
shipper stuffing and stripping - and encourages the tendering of terminal 
bypass containers with internodal capability. Routine large-volun-e shippers 
are obviously needed to reap the benefits of substantially increased 
rrechanization/autorretion and the only one where autorretion can be beneficial 
regardless of containerization. 
Air cargo documentation is another terminal cost and time-consumer. As 
stated in the rATA Cargo Autorretion Research Report (CART) in 1975 (ref. 12), 
"The average international air freight shipnent was taking six days to ITOve 
from shipper to consignee and the average cost of ground handling at major 
world airports has reached US $120 a metric ton, half of which was being spent 
on inforTPa.tion processing. And, yes, the expanded use of electronic data 
processing could help improve both of these costly situations." rATA was 
saying that their own member (ITOst rrejor free-world) carriers were providing 
p::>or international service, and that their ground handling costs were rising 
rapidly. 
In ref. 12, the ITOvement delay analysis (Figure 1-41) for international 
shipments showed that, in the average 6-day, 6-hour total movement time, only 
33 hours or 22 percent was found to be useful productive time. In the bar 
graph, the total time span of 150 hours is variously broken out to shav useful 
and delay increments. The table belav the bar graph shows the breakdown of 
the 117 hours of delay by participant. 
Not all reasons for delay can be eliminated, but all are capable of being 
reduced. The general reasons for delay are: 
o Limited resources (48.1 hr - 32 percent) 
o Participant misalignment (37.8 hr - 25 percent) 
o Lack of information (31.1 hr - 21 percent) 
Further, as stated in ref. 12, "The total inforrration processing cost for 
rrenp:JWer and rreterials which can be associated with the ITOvernent of one 
international consignment from shipper to consignee was found to be just under 
US $18.00 per consignment. The rrenpower cost to prepare and handle the rele-
vant documents account for 97 percent (US $17 .32) of the total, while purchase 
costs of the documents themselves account for only 3 percent (US $0.5586) of 
this total ..•• Carriers' inforrration processing costs are the highest of all 
(modes) in the transport cycle, and the Air Waybill is the single ITOst 
expensive docll1TEnt." 
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I ~~----~~~---------6DAYSAND6HOURS----------------~~ 
FLIGHT 
EXPORT 51 HOURS (34%) 12HRS 
(AND) 
75% WASTEFUL 
(OR, OF TOTAL) 
CON:TROL USEFUL 
33 HRS - 22% 
THEO. MOVEMENT 
(8%) 
USEFUL 
100% 
IMPCRT FUNCTIONS 87 HOURS (58%) 
91% WASTEFUL DELAY 
DELAY TIME 117 HRS - 78% 
THE 117 HOURS OF DELAY IS FURTHER BORKEN DOWN: 
THROUGHPUT 
RANK PARTICIPANT HOURS DELAY % OF TOTAL DELAY % OF TOTAL 
BROKER 35.6 31 24 
2 TRUC KER 21.2 18 14 
3 IMPORT CARRIER 19.4 17 13 
4 EXPORT AGENT 17.7 15 12 
5 EXPORT CARRIER 12.1 10 8 
6 TRANSFER CARRIER 8.1 7 6 
7 IMPORT CUSTOMS 2.7 2 
8 EXPORT CUSTOMS 
117 100% 78% 
FIGURE 1-4J. lATA CART MOVEMENT DELAY ANALYSIS 
The CARl' (ref. 12) findings were "The results of an extensive Cost/Benefit 
Analysis on a typical (proposed) cargo Information Processing and Exchange 
systan s~d a 37 percent per annum Return on Investment." A paced evolu-
tionary implerentation was recOlllIrended. And with respect to sensitivity: 
"Even an unfavorable econanic climate, which resulted in only a 5 percent 
growth in air freight tonnage and no growth in the number of shipments, still 
yielded a 12 percent ROI." 
Electronic data processing/documentation can, in addition to its basic 
function, also handle the following: ULD control, cargo space allocation, 
interline billing and settlement, autQ1lated central prorate, and/or autanated 
bank settlerent plan. Ibcurnentation is one piece of the ground handling/ 
terminal cost of cargo which can be appreciably helped by autanation. It is 
beneficial at the srrallest package/SlWllest shipment end of the air cargo 
spectrum where it is rrost needed. Many carriers aLe already operating very 
sophisticated and very satisfactory computerized documentation systems in 
countries where such is p::>ssible. Sane international carrier systems are 
already integrated with customs. 
Uni t load ~vices vs Randan wads 
Another area in which cost savings can be achieved involves the manner in 
which cargo is loaded into the aircraft - either in bulk, or using sane of 
unit load device/containers. 
Container shipments are defined as those shipments which are precon-
tainerized by the customer. Such operations include the use of carrier-owned 
containers which are air-worthy, such as the ~1-2, M-l, Type A, LD-ll, LD-7, 
and LD-3, or as shipper-owned containers which must be further processed by 
the carrier before loading on an aircraft. Shipper-awned containers include 
Types D, B, QD, etc. 
Innestic - The danestic air freight rate investigation showed that, in 
1972, slightly over 17 percent of the total airfreight weight was pre con-
tainerized by shippers. This percentage included the traffic of all local 
service, trunk, and all-cargo carriers. 
The percentage of containerized traffic for trunk and all-cargo carriers 
is somewhat higher. For the year ended June 30, 1973, the CAB data shaw that 
approxiIPately 25 percent of the traffic for these carriers was tendered in 
containers. 
More recent data canpiled by the ATA shaw that, in 1976, about 27 percent 
of the traffic handled by trunk and all-cargo carriers was containerized. 
Since containers generally move for longer distances than bulk traffic, it is 
estimated that between 30 and 35 percent of revenue ton-miles are in fact 
containerized. 
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It should be noted that ~he overall traffic includes small-size shipments 
which do not qualify for a'cohtainerized program. The aircraft containers are 
designed to contfiinerize traffic w~th a minimum weight of 1000 FOunds 
(454 kg)) orrore. The Irost often-'used aircraft container, the rrype A 
container, is designed for loads of 3200 FOunds (1454 kg) or Irore {to 13,300 
pounds (6045 kg) to gross weight), and the new 8 x 8-foot M-l and M-2 
containers, which are' being .used in wide-body freighter operations, are 
designed for loads of 8250 'pounds i{3750 kg) or Irore to 12,500/15,000 and 
25,000 };X)unds (5681/6818,and 11363 kg) gross weight. 
The non-aircraft containers, nanEly those supplied by shippers, are 
designed for shiprents carrying as little as 100 FOunds (45.5 kg), but the use 
of these non-aircraft containe~s has \not been nearly as successful as the use 
of aircraft containers. As reFOrted in the DAFR! findings, approximately 80 
percent of total container Irove~nts for the trunk and all-cargo carriers was 
tendered in aircraft containers.' 
International - Unfortunately, the situation for containerization on 
international rOtltes is not as clear. No industry statistics have been 
c~~12d to shaw the relative use of containers versus bulk traffice. 
The comments of the carriers represented at the lATA conferences indicate 
a wide range of container usag~. sane carriers reFOrted insignificant 
containerization, whil'e others r:eP9rted that a majority of their traffic was 
pre-containerized by shippers. 'i OVerall, it appears that on trans-Atlantic 
routes, at least, the international!, container program has been less successful 
than in danestic operations. One inajor carrier, 'IWA, carries about 12 percent 
of its traffic as contaLinerized lift. This is approximately one-third the 
level achieved in danestic operations. 
For international operations, it appears that the aircraft containers have 
far greater use than the non-aircraft containers. The aircraft containers 
account for approximately 85 percent of the total container movements, again 
based on 'IWA's experience. 
The ULD's when canpared to randall (bulk) loads have laver handling costs 
and affort greater protection for the cargo. Against this, the ULD's require 
a capital outlay and maintenance, effect a tare weight penalty where 
applicable, and are not necessarily sized to match the shiprent. The random 
loads must process through the terminal, whereas the ULD may frequently bypass 
the terminal. 
Table 1-26 summarizes the trade-offs between ULD's and bulk loading. 
'!he Parson's report, which provided much substantive data used in the 
CAB's D:lnestic Air Freight Rate Investigation, offers numerous containeriza-
tion observations and sorre revealing statistical data: 
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"It becarre evident during the survey that weight was not the most signifi-
cant cost-causative factor.... For example the elenent processing of 
TABLE 1-26. CONTAINERIZED VERSUS RANDOM CARGO 
1. Inrlividual piece vcrifir.atir>n 
2. ConliUlice label/addrcsl verification 
each picce 
3. Shipment weioht verification -
",,"dl e "ach pi ece 
4. Impcction of shipment pieces to 
as\ur~ adherence to tariff rc·, uire-
menfs, 
5. High 'abor intensity and cost 
regardless of eguipment 
Documentation: 
--------
1. Lot labelling for each piec,' of 
shipment 
2. Multiple shipment document. most 
be received and processed 
3. Complete air bill pr"p frequently 
1. Individual shipment pieces cannof 
be protected Ly seal or lacks 
2. Shipment must be multiply handled 
from receiving th,u so,tetion, bulk 
storage, can!alidotian, unit storrJge, 
etc. 
3. Multiple lot shipment must be handled 
at one time to os~lJre far",·ording as one 
lot 
4. Shipment cannot be stared outdoors in 
inclement weather 
5. Shipment may be containerized or 
polletized using on-ehpart facilities 
and manpower 
1. Not applicablo (one piece) 
2. Not applicable (O'le address) 
3. Not applicable (Ono weight) 
4. Not applicable (Olle box) 
5. Low labor cost, romp and ai rcraft 
loading 
1. Routing tag for one piece 
2. One shipping document receipted 
and processed 
3. Completed airbill presented with 
container 
1. Shipment safe in locked/sealed 
contoiner 
2. Container taken directly from 
receivi ng to stagi ng area f"r 
aircraft loading 
3. Not applicable to container load. 
4. Container can be stored aufdaors in 
inclement weather 
5. Not applicable on··airpart 
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TABLE 1-26 CONTINUED 
f.~ge/Trons~ 
1. Shipment more susceptible to hold-
off for higher priority traffic when 
boa rdi n9 to be on pox fl i gh t 
2. Bulk loaded 01 pcllr.ti:oed freight 
more susceptib're to shiftillg in 
turbulent weather flight 
3. Shipmellt recovery muc.h less rapid _ 
requires break bulk 
4. Transfer to cusfomer Ort an ior.li~idual 
piece basis requirillg vurificoti()n 
against air bill. 
Trentment: 
-_._-
1. Sllipm"nt subject to ullintentia/iul 
b/f'u"':lown of highly ",ccilalli7.cd 
height facilities c"u~ing time d,,'ays. 
1. Container better a~scred of forwarding. 
Uniti zed frei gilt con be loaded more 
readily in "last minute" spoce 
2. Shiptnent(s} better contained in 
itructural container 
3. Recovery is rapid 
4. Ropid unencumberad one-piece 
Iransfer to consignee ct destination. 
1. Oue to sizQ of contuincr", facilities 
provide higl,ly relioble alld/or 
r"dlJndant cOlltain"" hUlidling 
equipment. 
airbills \\Ould be the same regardless of how many pieces or size of 
pieces; therefore, this element is shipment oriented. The element calling 
for the loading of pieces to a container from a platform cart can only be 
accomplished by physically handling each piece; therefore, this element is 
piece-oriented since the ttme will vary directly with each piece handled. 
"unitized freight observed during the survey consisted of A containers or 
pallets, LD-3 and LD-7 containers for wide-body aircraft, LD-W containers 
for narr.ow-body aircraft, and a wide variety of other containers, treated 
as large bulk items for this study. 
" •••• Shipper-unitized containers are handled by various bypass systems if 
they are LD or A-type containers. Shipper unitized containers do not 
require handling through the normal processes and require far less labor 
expenditures than carrier unitized freight...... Bypass systems for 
containers offer the rrost efficient use of manpower and equipnent for 
shipper--unitized containers if the system can route the container directly 
to the freighter aircraft or to the ramp for the transport to combination 
aircraft." 
From the foregoing it muust be nqted that the Parson's study did not 
include the larger 8 x 8 M-l or -2 containers, nor did it cover the wide-body 
747F all-cargo aircraft. However, data presented in the report can be further 
processed to show man-minutes per weight and cost r:er weight. Figures 1-42 
and 1-43 show these times and costs for the various cargoes, and include a 
projection of where the non-included larger shipments, shipr:er-unitized, might 
fall. The curves projected to cover shipper unitized unit weights greater 
than those for the A-igloo show that further time and cost reductions can be 
expected with these larger units, and that beyond the M-l container size, the 
curve is very flat. 
Non-capacity terminal cost data for various bypass containers as provided 
in Figure 1-44 show a decided cost advantage for the larger volume containers. 
The plot in Figure 1-44 shows an M-I container is handled on airport at 44 
r:ercent of the cost of an LD-W and at 56 r:ercent of the cost of the LD-l and 
-3's. 
Using Parson's data as presented in Appendix L of the Domestic Air Freight 
Rate Investigation, - "Cost of Carrier Unloading of Cargo Shipped in Various 
Type of Containers - 1974," when the carrier accomplishes the stripping (break 
bulk)) of the containers, the following relationships to the total unloading 
cost existed: 
'lYPE CONTAINER % OF 'lUI'AL MAN-MINUTES PER POUND (0.45 kg) CAR:;O 
Unload/Strip Container Unload Aircraft 
A 61 39 
LD-7 52 48 
10-3 55 45 
LD-W 43 57 
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In general, the larger the container the proportionately less effort 
required to load/unload it aboard the aircraft, and the larger the proportion 
of the total carrier effort expended uIX>n the deconsolidation (in this 
instance) phase. 
with respect to the actual loading/4nloading of the aircraft and the ramp 
handling equipment costs will generaliy increase as the need for faster 
aircraft turnarounds is eviden~edl..' H~ver, for those existing tenninals 
surveyed by Parsons, the equipment· arid facility costs (1973) were rather 
snaIl, $0.0007 per IX>und (0.45 kg) for equipment and $0.0018 per IX>und (0.45 
kg) for the facility, compared w~th the labor costs. 
The sanewhat unique I 7~7 freighter/M-2 container interface equipnent is 
rrore representative 9f a' future "advanced" system. Representative equipment 
costs (in 1977 dollars) are here estimated to be $5000 per ISO chassis, 
$20,000 per year tractor, $80,000 to $175,000 pet scissors or post loader, and 
$80,000 to $200,000 for straddle/ toplift equipment. A minimum bypass station 
outfitting of ground handling equipment for a one-aircraft turnaround could be 
expected to ~~st sane $400,000 to $500,000. It is more likely that an average 
terminal set-up would equal twice that estinate. These capital expense esti-
nates do not include costs for in-terminal functions such as small shipnent 
receiving, sortation, consolidation operations, and administrative functions 
which are assumed to already be in place. 
Palletized vs Containerized 
Palletization denotes cargo bulk loaded on an aircraft pallet (usually 88 
x 125 inches/2.24 x 3.18 meters), usually contoured to the shape of the 
aircraft, and held by a restraining net. Containerization, on the other hand, 
denotes the use of a rigid aircraft container, usually contoured to the 
interior shape of the airfract. Such containers commonly carry such designa-
tions as Type A (igloo), Type LD-7, Type LD-ll, and Type LD--3. 
There are several trade-off factors in making the decision whether to 
containerize or palletize traffic. Container traffic has the following 
advantages: 
o Since the containers are already contoured to the aircraft configura-
tion, traffic can be more quickly loaded than when palletized. 
o More traffic can usually be loaded into a container than on a pallet, 
since the limits of the contour can rrore readily be determined. 
o Containers offer better protection from weather. 
o Containers are more effective in preventing theft or pilferage. 
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o less damage is likely to occur to -containerized freight because of the 
extra protection provided. 
o Containers do not require the placement and removal of plastic film 
and netting which increases the cost and labor for each II bulk loaded II 
pallet. 
On the other hand, there are several disadvantages connected with the use 
of containers. For example: 
o The cost of purchasing containers greatly exceeds the cost for a 
pallet with net. 
o Maintenance of containers, due to damage,! loss of doors, etc., is an 
extra cost factor. 
o Since. containers ~igh IOC)re tpan pallets, the cost of flying the 
container is greater, due to the extri:t fuel required to lift the extra 
~ight. The extra tare wcight sometimes reduces payload, especially 
on long naul segrrents, e.g. transpacific routes where flights often 
~igh-out. 
o Containers require more warehouse storage space. 
While there are no data compiled which \',Quld quantify the trade-offs 
involved in containerization versus palletization, the danestic carriers ha
ve 
generally concluded independently that containerization offers grea
ter 
benefits to themselves and the shipping public than does palletization. 
A 
notable exception to this is on trans-Pacific routes where the long flig
ht 
segrrents and high density traffic frequently result in ~ight-limited 
qJerations. carriers have moved toward the use of pallets with nets rath
er 
than containers on these segrrents. 
Effect of Range on Ground cargo Handling Cost 
The terminal or station costs of cargo handling whether actual or computed 
by the Dbrrestic Air Freight Rate Investigation are essentially a constant w
ith 
respect ot range in any total cost canputation. Figure I -45 was prepare
d 
using carrier data for 707-320C/OC-8-50 type aircraft with early 1978 cost
s. 
The curves in Figure 1-45 shaw that station cost as a percentage of total co
st 
decreases significantly with increasing ranges. 
In general, the field visits tended to corroborate existing data sources, 
including the Frost & Sullivan and Parsons studies. While the use of M
-2, 
8 x 8-foot (2.4 x 2.4-rneter), container and handling systems was noted at rnost 
of the larger facilities, the sophistication of the facilities to handle th
is 
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type of container varied widely. A safe description of the average would be 
rudirrentary: they are· able to, acco!Wlish the task. 
I 
This lack of change over the years in the current air cargo system is due 
to the incidence, if not virtual dependence, on "conventional" elerrents, e.g. 
aircraft, containers, haI1dlil19 systems , etc. . While the 8 x 8-foot (2.4 x 
2.4-rreter) conta~ner portion of !the system is carrying significant tonnage at 
least in selectedrnarkets, 'older equipnent still predaninates, and in fact, is 
likely to do so for some time to corne. Inasmuch as this is true, the system 
will continue to have the appearance of little change, at least until the 
economics of the n~r system can be put -to full use. 
Finally, one other factor was noted. That is the increasing degree of 
saturation to which most of the larger locations visited are subjected, 
particularly at peak hours and seasons.· In many cases this is accanpanied by 
similar pressures on the passenger operations which tend to dominate most 
airports, and it is apparent that this will soon be a very serious problem for 
belly cargo operations, if not already. 
Institutional Controls and Other Influences 
In addition to the economic and operating factors previously discussed, a 
m.nnber of governmental agencies outside the industry have direct effects on 
the nature of the current air cargo system. These governrrental influences are 
i.Jntx:>sed by both u.s. and foreign goverrunents as \\ell as city and state 
administrations. 
Cbvernrnental regulation or control affects econanic, safety, operating 
procedures, route authority, environrrent and ecology, and international 
operations of the carriers. Route control provides carrier certification and 
may additionally involve operating restrictions, permissive or mandatory 
authority, and international relations. Tariff control is basically economic 
and may require very complex filings by the carrier; where foreign governrrents 
are inVOlved, the proceedings may be considerably more time-consuming. lATA 
tariff construction is manifestly tedious and much less than satisfactory 
resul ts are achieved. Both danestic and international proceedings are fre-
quently lengthy; regulatory lag is common. Dorrestically, air cargo deregula-
tion has served to streamline a previously burdensome system and can be said 
to mitigate filing action lags and delays. Figure I-46 shows sorre of the more 
significant governmental inter-relationships causing regulatory influences. 
D:>rrestic - The U.S. dorrestic air carrier industry has been subject to 
regulation since 1938. under the Civil Aer:cnautics Board I s administration, 
air carriers have been subject to tight route controls and pricing controls. 
In recent. years, the CAB has conducted extensive investigations on the public 
need for authorizing additional cities on carrier routes and has generally 
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ICC CAB 
FAA t----INTERRELATIONS-HIPS MARAD 
FHA NTSB 
DOT 
ICC - {Interstate Commerce iCommission} apprc>ves routes and regulates economi cs 
(rates) of the regular common motor 9Clrriers and railroads. 
,. I I 
I 
FAA - (Federal Aviati'on Administration) establishes design and operation requirements 
for,all private sector aircraft; certi£i'es all private and commercial aircraft; 
establishes requirements and development equipment for airports. 
I 
FRA - (Federal Rai-Iway Administration) promotes railway commerce and administers 
the raillwdY subsidy program. 
CAB - (Civil Aeronautics Board) regulates economic aspects of U.S. air carrier 
operations and of foreign common carrier operations to and from the U.S. 
MARAD - (Maritime Administration) adminisJers airplane subsidy program and promotes 
marine commerce. 
NTSB - (National Transportation Safety Board) autonomous board which investigates 
major transportation accidents. -
DOT - (Department of Transportation) develops national policies to provide fast, safe, 
effi cient, convenient and economi cal transportation. 
FIGURE 1-46. REGULATORY AGENCIES 
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expanded air carrier service through awarding additional route segrrents to 
carriers which already hold certificates. 
In the area of pricing, the CAB has taken an increasing part in determin-
ing the proper passenger fares and cargo rates to be assessed by the carriers. 
Their detailed investigations on passenger pricing issues, cargo rates, liabi-
lity provisions, mail rates, and the like, have made the airlines subject to 
explicit price controls in, their operatiolls. 
Within .. the last year, adefihite IIDve toward deregulation of the air 
industry has I becone manifest. This was partly the result of Presidential 
directi ve and the acti yi ties of consurrer groups. In addition, Mr. Robson, 
forrrer <thairm,an of the CAB, openly advocated a deregulation of the air cargo 
indust~. The deregulation efforts are concentrated upon two principal 
facets: I (1) that the Board should approve greater carrier canpetition by 
allowing free entry of new carriers into markets, or of existing carriers into 
new markets, and (2) that the airline should be allowed to price with greater 
freedom. r-Dst deregulation proposals advocate the use of a suspension-free 
range in prices, so that any adjustments wi thin that range would be free of 
suspension. The adoption of deregulation proposals along the lines being 
advanced could substantially alter the rrake-up of the danestic air industry. 
While the most significant impact would be upon passenger operations, freight 
operations would also be considerably impacted. In many respects, the 
proposals for deregulation of freight operations are considerably more radical 
than those proposed for passenger operations. 
Sorre of the specific areas which would be impacted by the adoption of a 
deregulation bill are more fully discussed in the following subsections. 
International - The deregulation efforts for the dorrestic market have 
little counterpart in international circles. While the Civil Aeronautics 
Board has maintained a position of allowing carriers to reduce rates on 
international routes with very little interference, the attitude of Board is 
not mirrored in the actions of foreign governrrents. Most foreign governrrents 
are guided to a large extent by the representations of their national flag 
carrier, and approve or disapprove rates depending upon their effect on the 
national flag carrier. The overall result has been that foreign-flag carriers 
have been successful in gaining the approval of the Civil Aeronautics Board on 
any pricing concepts which they advocate to the Board for their approval. On 
the other hand, the AIrerican-flag carriers have been rather unsuccessful in 
implementing rates which do not have the concurrence of the foreign-flag 
carrier at the destination point. 
In addition, many of the foreign governments have a much different view on 
free market entry than does the U.S. CAB or the U.S. governrrent. The foreign 
carriers have for many years operated wi th p::x>ling agreements in non-U. S. 
markets. These pooling agreerrents are very eifective in limiting capacity and 
insuring high load factors for the carriers operating the routes. The foreign 
governments would in many cases be receptive to similar pooling agreerrents or 
capacity restraints on U.S. routes but have not been able to convince the U.s. 
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goverrment of the Irerits of such arrangements. Apparently for this reason, 
the qer'egulationpreposals that have been ~dvqnced by the U.S. governJrent are 
generally limited to the dcmestic arena. They recognize that a similar 
deregulation concept for international routes would be very difficult or 
irnFossible to achieve under the current bilateral agreements and with the 
attitude of the foreign governnents which generally favor limited market 
entry. 
Availability and Cost of Airline Capital 
There is li,ttle doubt that the c~rrent rrethod of regulation has facili-
tated the ability of the ,airlines tb secure capital for financing of aircraft 
and terminals. Under the current system of regulation, the certificated 
carriers are, in fact, guaranteed the right to operate certain routes with a 
limited amount of competition;. Under the free entry regulations being pro-
p:>sed by the current bills under consideration, it is likely that new carriers 
would enter SOIre markets. The most probable markets to be entered would be 
the prime markets where the~e is. heavy demanu. The result of this additional 
competition would make it less likely that lenders would be willing to finance 
I .. 
the capital projects of the carriers for future needs. Testimony to this 
effect was given at one of the Senate Deregulation Hearings by Jreffibers of the 
banking community. The past years of airline experience have produced 
unsatisfactory profit results and the addition of ne.w carriers, particularly 
in prime markets, is likely to seriously worsen those results. It appears 
that capital available to carriers in the future will beCOIre more expensive 
because of the greater risks involved on the part of the financial community. 
Fuel Availability and Cost 
The irnrrediate result of deregulation v.ould be an increased mnnber of 
carriers and flights in prime markets. The result of the additional capacity, 
in the short term at least, v.ould be lower load factors for all carriers and 
an ihcrease in the fuel requirerrents of the carriers serving a particular 
route. 'While the longer-term result of deregulation might be to cause some 
carriers, who experience unsatisfactory results, to drop out of the market, it 
is quite likely that, in an entrepreneural society such as ours, additional 
carriers will test rnarkets where another carrier drops out. The long-term 
results are likely to be an increase in fuel requirements because of 
deregulation. 
The nature of the airline business is such that larger lIlarket shares are 
won by carriers who schedule more frequent d2partures in a particular market. 
Thus, the addition of new carriers in the rnarket does not normally result in 
the cancellation of flights by competitors, but rather results in an increase 
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in flights: by canpetitors, ~ .. -that nore frequent and convenient departures can 
be offered to the shipping publici. '!he result of this type of action is to 
carry approximately the same .number of passengers on a greater number of 
flights, with subsequent increases in fuel usage. While the airfreight market 
is not as dependent up:m flight frequencies as is the passenger market, there 
is soma marketing benefit to having multiple flights in a particular market. 
Thus, the current deregulation prop:>sals are likely to have a similar effect 
for cargo transportation. 
Curfews/Operating Llinitations 
Curfews on night flights out of airports are primarily the result of air-
craft engine noise. Neighborhoods around airp:>rts canplain that the "noise" 
from aircraft prevent them from sleep~ng. This problem can be solved by a 
llinited number of actions, but first an understanding of noise-related 
disturbance factors is warranted. Sleep disturbance factors related to noise 
characteristics (ref. 13), for example, are: 
o noise level loudness 
o frequency spectrum 
o time duration of the above 
o number of disturbances 
There are sleep disturbance factors that are related directly to noise as 
indicated below: 
o Type of sleep disturbance 
Prevents from goin to sleep 
- Awakens fram sleep 
o Age 
- Boys: 1 percent awakened in aircraft noise test 
Middle-age rren: 18 percent 
- Old men: 32 percent 
o Sex 
- Middle-age \\OIT\en, 42 percent; men, 18 percent 
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o Other 
- Time of night (least disturbance - middle 1/3) 
- SOcial background 
- Adaptation to noise 
- State of health 
In general, people react to aircraft noise levels as VDuld be expected: 
the loooer the noise the rn:>re complaints. There have been murerous studies 
initiated by government, cities, and states to establish acceptable criteria 
for sleep noise levels. However, criteria for "acceptable" sleeping noise 
levels have not been officially established by law. 
FAR-36 established noise levels for schedule airline operations. These 
levels are considerably higher than those being considered today as acceptable 
for curfew-free operating levels. The problem of lowering noise levels can be 
attacked in the areas of better construction techniques of houses and office 
ulildings and in lowering aircraft noise. The latter is an area of technology 
which must be pursued beyond that available today. 
The restriction of night operations is a comparatively recent developrent 
in noise abatement that could severely constrain the gro.vth in air cargo 
operations \o,Orldwide. Curfews on night operations have been imposed or 
threatened both in the U.S. and overseas as part of a pattern of gro.ving 
public resistance to airport noise. San Diego is the only U.S. airport that 
currently irnp:>ses a night curfew for all jet aircraft. Limited restrictions 
are in force at Washington National, and rreasures to curtail late-night 
operations are under consideration in other localities. 
Imposition of these restrictioI;1s .has been ITDre extensive outside the U.S. 
In Western Europe and other partsl of the VDrld, limited, partial, and total 
curfews are in effect, or being considered. From Osaka, Japan, where a 
canplete night curfew is in effect" to Athens, Greece, where new noise control 
procedures bar fuel stops betweenrnidnight and 5: 00 a.m. and discourage 
charter operations after midnight, restrictions are being imposed. 
Most large airports of the \o,Orld have experienced a substantial gro.vth in 
traffic over the past few years, and in many cases, a gro.vth of population in 
noise-impacted areas around airports. This has resulted in a relatively 
strong public reaction against what is seen as a technological intrusion into 
residential areas.--
The effects of curfews on the operations of the airlines are fOtentially 
serious. Essentially, the curtailrrent 6f nighttirre operations at airports 
imposes an additional constraint on the carriers' already limited scheduling 
flexibili ty. This can best be illustrated by considering long-range west to 
east flights. For instance, if curfews were in effect on both East and west 
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coasts between midnight and 7:00 a.m., no non-stop eastbound flights could 
take off between 4:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. or between midnight and 7:00 a.m. 
'lb take another example, if a night curfew were im[X>sed at JFK International 
Ai r[X>r t, and the SUlT1Irer night curfew at IDndon were made year~round, the 
takeoff and landing times available for eastbound trans-Atlantic flights would 
be only 3 or 4 hours a day. Obviously, a curfew at a single location like San 
Diego has a limited and largely localized effect. Schedules can be !TOdified 
so that aircraft which would normally be used on night flights are moved out 
of that location and are not imrrobilized. On the other hand, if curfews 
spread, the impact will be cumulative and would im[X>se serious constraints on 
airline scheduling~ 
For example, a 2300 to 0700 (local time) curfew at London would preclude 
takeoffs from New york to the U.K. between the hours of 1100 to 1900, assuming 
seven hours flying time and the standard 5-hour time difference. Note that 
this ~eculdes any operations during one-third of each day, 8 out of 24 hours. 
If both cities had the same local time curfew, the problem is cOffi[X>unded. 
Since none of the restricted departure period at New York coincides with the 
arrival curfew at IDndon, fully two-thirds of the day, 16 out of every 24 
hours, will be closed to New York-IDndon flights. Operations out of New York 
would be limited to two "windows": from 0700 to 1100 and from 1900 to 2300. 
Due to the greater affect of time-zone changes on eastbound as op[X>sed to 
westbound flights, this example does tend to overstate the difficulties of 
scheduling arouoo curfews to a rroderate extent. However, mitigating against 
this is the fact that many flights have an itinerary which involves !TOre than 
a single segment; if several of the [X>ints served have relatively lengthy 
daily curfews, scheduling can al!TOst become an exercise in futility, with 
equiprrent forced to layover at one or !TOre [X>ints to accomrrodate a flight to 
one or !TOre curfews. This, of course, is quite wasteful in economic terms 
(underutilization of resources), and it defeats the primary advantage of air 
transp::>rt: speed. 
On the domestic scene, a good example of some. of the problems generated by 
curfews is provided by recent developments at Boston's Logan Air[X>rt. In 
large measure due to community pressure, an agreement was reached whereby the 
carriers serving Logan would not schedule older, noisy (non FAR part 36) 
aircraft to depart from IDgan after 1:00 a.m. in 1977. In 1978 the hour was 
advanced to midnight, thereby directly affecting the three main all-cargo 
operations (WA, Flying Tiger and American) which were and are scheduled 0 
depart between 12:30 and 1:00 a.m. for p::>ints in the Midwest and on the West 
Coast. The material in Appendix I-C identifies various aspects of the 
exemption process required in the Boston hearings whereby the three flights in 
question were enabled to continue operating during the restricted hours. The 
material is quite detailed concernil'lj the effects of moving the services even 
a small amount of time, and serves to illustrate many of the difficulties 
inherent in curfews as they concern cargo operations. In addition, it should 
also be noted that Boston is a coastal [X>int, where flights often originate 
wi thin an hour or so of midnight. If the scene is shifted to a [X>int in the 
middle [X>rtion of the country, such as Chicago or St. Louis, it is easy to see 
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that there is virtually no chance to adjust schedules, as flights fran one 
coast to another tend to transit the Midwest between 2:00 and 5:00 a.m. 
A 1972 survey by the Airport Operators Council International gives an 
indication of the volurre of traffic that Jroves at night and would be directly 
affected by spreading curfews. One finding was that, at rrajor U.S. airports, 
some 50 million passengers arrived ()r departed between the hours of 10:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 a.m. - about 25 percent of all passengers traveling. A canparison of 
passenger vs cargo flights between 11 p.m. and 5 a.m. in 1975 is shown in 
Figure 1-47. In addition, a sizeable rrajority of all U.s. airfreight and mail 
Jroved in and out of airports during those hours. So far as air cargo 
transpJrtation is concerned, the rrain impact of curfews \'JOuld, of course, be 
on dorrestic all-cargo flights. These services are considered inadequate by 
many shippers and forwarders. Extensive rescheduling of danestic all-cargo 
flights to daytime hours would vastly reduce their attractiveness to shippers, 
since it would eliminate the pJssibility of overnight delivery. The addition 
of a full day to the elapsed tirre between the readiness of a shiprent for 
Jrovement at the end of one working day and its availability to the consignee 
at the beginning of another reduces air transportation's advantage of speed 
and tips the balance against this transpJrtation rode in favor of slower but 
cheaper ones. In short, the threat that curfews pose to air cargo 
transpJrtation is that they would force extensive cancellations of overnight 
all-cargo flights. 
What are the prospects that limited or canplete curfews will be widely 
imposed? In the U.S. the FAA has the statutory authority to preempt noise 
regulation but has not as yet done so. Until it does, states, localities, and 
airports are free to take action. Apparently, there is SOIll2 difference of 
opinion between the U.s. Department of TranspJrtation and the Federal Aviation 
Administration as to what action at the federal level, if any, would be 
appropriate. The FAA has been working on a National Airport Noise Policy 
since June of 1975; until it is completed and the necessary approvals 
obtained, the Department of TranpJrtation has been reluctant to exert its 
authority. One reason has been that, if it did so, lawsuits involving claims 
for damages could be filed against the federal government. 
There appears, however, to be growing pressure for federal preemption and 
the pranulgation of a federal program to halt the spread of curfews. The 
Airport Operators Council International has stressed in a formal 
recanrrendation that the federal government must take the responsibility for 
solving the noise problem. It has recommended: that the application of 
the Federal Aviation Regulation Part 36 be tightened; that new regulations be 
adopted which would require the retrofitting with sound absorbent material of 
existing jet aircraft that do not rreet FAR Part 36; and that aircraft 
cperating procedures deigned to minimize noise be required, consistent with 
safety, in noise-sensitive areas. Most of the airlines, as well as the 
airport cperators, favor federal preemption. 
If federal preemption does occur, it will undoubtedly impose requirements 
on the airlines that will increase their costs but, in the long run, that is 
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U. So AIRPORTS NON U. S. AIRPORTS 
o PASSENGER AIRCRAFT o PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 
o 5.7% OF ARRIVALS o 2.8% OF ARRIVALS 
o 3.2% OF DEPARTURES o 1.6% OF DEPARTURES 
o ALL CARGO AIRCRAFT o ALL CARGO AIRCRAFT 
o 36.5% OF ARRIVALS o 22.2% OF ARRIVALS 
o 42.8% OF DEPARTURES o 24.2% OF DEPARTURES 
FIGURE 1-47. NIGHTTIME FLIGHT OPERATION FROM 11:00 P.M. - 5:00 AoMo (1975) 
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probably a better solution than to permit the spread of curfews. It appears 
that the worst effects of curfews can be avoided and that a major new threat 
to nighttime cargo operations fran this practice will not materialize in the 
u.s. 
The outlook in Europe and Japan is much different. There, curfews are 
being initiated or explicitly approved by national governments. There is 
little likelihood, therefore, that a noise reduction program will be regarded 
as an acceptable alternative to local action. For this reason and because 
nighttime restrictions have already spread so widely, it appears that they 
will not be abandoned; in fact, the munber will probably increase. Shiprent 
by air has rrore of an advantage in time on long international hauls than it 
does dOIlEstically in the U.S., and overnight delivery on trans-Atlantic and 
trans-Pacific hauls is relatively less iffiIx:>rtant, since Custans procedures 
inevitably involve delays in airports and make true overnight delivery 
Dupossible. Thus, European curfews may not be too serious for the long-range 
international air cargo operations. 
Airport Congestion 
~regulation proposals will also tend to increase aircraft congestion at 
airpJrts. As noted in the preceding subsection, additional carriers can be 
expected to enter both freight and passenger markets. To the extent this 
occurs, there will be an increasing number of flights. In the airfreight 
area, these flights are likely to occur during the night time. '!he prime 
Shipping time for airline custaners, particularly forwarders, is for 
departures that occur after midnight and before 4 a.m. These departures are 
preferred in order that the traffic produced at the origin city during the day 
can be consolidated, tendered to the airlines at the airport, and shipped to 
destination for next-rrorning delivery. The dedicated airp:>rt which may 
ultimately come about due to congestion and other c .. msiderations could develop 
in the form of a new cargo or regional cargo airport, or could similarly 
develop at l~usage military fields in a joint tenancy concept. 
Pricing 
In the current deregulation atmosphere, the CAB has already adopted a de 
facto deregulation I;X)licy with regard to air freight rates. The current 
policy consists in allowing carriers to implement rates up to the maximum cost 
level recognized by the CAe, and also to implement rates which are substan-
tially below the fully allocated cost levels developed by the Board. since 
early in 1977, the CAB has routinely approved carrier tariff proposals which 
recover only ground handling costs and make a minimum contribution to flight 
capacity costs. Their latest indications are that they will also approve 
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rates which do not fully· ~ecover even ground' handling costs, provided the carrier can show good reason why th~ t;'ate should\, be approved. 
A further aspect of deregulation is that the aircraft size limi tation under which smaller carriers can operate canpletely free of route and rate I , .~-regulation will be, increas~d substantially. For example, current proposals will raise the payload capacity of aircraft exempt fran CAB regulation fran 7,500 to 18,000 J;X)unds (3409 'to 8181 kg). This is approximately the payload capacity of a OC-9, or the equivalent of a 707 belly. This will have the effect of attracting marginal' operators, especially of aging equipnent, to the danestic freight marketplace, with an attendant increase in fuel consumption and airport congestion. This also allo."s Federal Express to operate the larger aircraft it has petitioned for. 
Civil Reserve Air Fleet 
The CRAF is worthy of discussion because of its relationship to and possible impact uJ;X)n civil freight carriers. The long-range passenger aircraft needs of CRAF are well filled; in the heavy airlift oversize and outsize cargo requirement there is a substantial shortfall. CRAF may be a very significant factor in both the design and financing of newall-cargo capacity. 
Since 1952, although never mobilized, the CRAF has provided a significant strategic airlife augmentation resource to meet contingency requirements worldwide. As of April 1, 1977, civil aircraft canmitted to the CRAF provided approximately 35 percent (225 long-range international class aircraft) of the nation's long-range strategic airlift capabilities. The CRAF cargo capability is divided into narrow-body equivalent aircraft (bulk and shaped pallet load cargo) and wid~body (oversize, Le., C-141 size pallet and vehicle) cargo. Only the Air Fbrce C-5 aircraft can accommodate large tanks/outsize cargo and other heavy military equipment. 
The decreased warning time posed by the Soviet military capabilities facing the NA'ID alliance was described asg.new and serious threat in a reJ;X)rt (ref. 14}published early last year fQIICMing an inspection trip to Europe by Senators Nunn and Bartlett of th Senate ArITted Services Canmittee. Arong the findings of the reJ;X)rt, there is evidence that decreased warning time of a potential attack against NA'ID forces in Western Europe imJ;X)ses serious restraints on the planned ~v~nt of the combatnt augmentation forces from the u. S • to Europe. If thes~ forces I are to ~rr.i ve on time, they mus t be moved exclusively by air. There is an already recognized shortfall in current strategic airlift capabilities to meet contingency requirements. In the face of this reJ;X)rted decreased warning time, the demand for existing strategic airlift forces is likely to exceed the availability. 
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Proposed near-term solutions - to this p:>tential deficiency include 
IlOdification/improvernent tea p:>rtion of the MAC fleet and rrodification to 
some of the U.S. civilwiqe-Pody passenger fleet to essentially a convertible 
configuration incorp:>rating a cargo capability. The proposed increased 
organic capability will come fran stretching and added inflight refueling 
capabili ty to the C-14l fleet. The prop:>sed civil nnd program would be based 
on a ITOdification to long-range-,-wide-body, passenger aircraft to include one 
ot the following: 
o Side doors, non-reinforced floors, manual loading 
o Side or nose doors, reinforced floors, manual loading 
o Side or nose doors, reinforced floor with p:>wered loading system. 
The case for an increased amount of caruron airframe requirements between 
civil and military can be seen in this DOD/Air Force prop:>sal to rrodify exist-
ing (or future) wide-body civil passenger 'aircraft. The prop:>sed formulas for 
air carrier canpensation and/or subsidization for enrolling their aircraft in 
CRAP under this program are flexible and multifold. The precedence for this 
subsidy concept is long-founded within the maritime industry and covers opera-
tional as well as construction monies. 
Whether or not there is need to consider government subsidization with 
resI;€ct to future large transport aircraft to ensure that, at least, minimum 
military cargo canpatibility requirements are incorporated is yet to be 
determined. Certainly a case can be made for seeking a high degree of 
civil';';rililitary comrronality in the next generation freighter aircraft. 
However, any military peculiar facet in the aircraft design which affects 
civil performance, and therefore economics, will be met with resistance by 
Sate domestic carriers, and perhaps even more strongly by foreign inter-
national carriers who are ineligible by definition to enroll their aircraft in 
CRAF. 
Characteristics of Transportation Modes in 1990 
'TO canpare the current air freight system with the postulated future 
dedicated advanced air cargo system to be described later in this report, it 
was necessary to establish a 1990 scenario for, all modes of transpJrtation, 
both surface and air. This was done with the cooperation of both the 
Deparbnent of Transp:>r tat ion , s Transportation System Center, Cambridge, Hass., 
and NASAl s Langley Research Center, Langley , Virginia. It was generally 
agreed by all, that following the short-term down trends experienced in 
1974-75; all rrodes would resUITe growth trends, but generally at slower rates 
than have been experienced in the past. For convenience and clarity, the 
structures of the various rrodes are described in the scenario separately for 
domestic and international operations. The complete scenario is presented in 
ApI;€ndix I-D. 
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Summary of Findings 
'!be current air cargo neb.urk represents a system which is maturing but 
still contains wide disparities, in market penetration between areas and 
routes, as well as the types of ·aircraft used to provide the various services. 
Cargo capacity provided by passenger aircraft as virtually universal wi th 
large increments of belly capaci ty provided by wide-bodied aircraft on most 
major routes in the free world. Pure freighter capacity is not as comm::>n, 
although this type of service is still rather widespread in its geographical 
coverage. In general, air, particularly freighter operations, is the 
high-cost rrode, although sane experiments in marginal pricing using the 
bellies of passenger aircraft are currently being carried out. 
The carurodities handled by the air- rrode are those considered "traditional" 
in the air industry, largely as a result of its status as the fast, high-cost, 
emergency transportation mode. Their characteristics include high value, 
small shipment size, perishability (in either a physical or economic use), and 
low density. As a result, air achieves only a miniscule penetration even 
anDng the shipments of only non-bulk cOIT1lTOdities, although the relative value 
of goods shipped by air does represent a substantial portion of total non-bulk 
transport. 
In comparing air with surface rrodes, it becomes apparent that air is 
primarily canpetitive with LTL truck for land shipping and with container 
IlOvements for trans-ocean shipping. In general, air has service superior to 
these U<1O, both in transit tirre arrl in the quality of handling, reflected in 
lower loss and damage claims. These advantages are increased as shipnent size 
decreases, since the surface rrodes are, for the most part, geared toward the 
movement of larger volumes of shipments. Except possibly at the minimum 
shiprrent size level, air is almost always the high-cost node, except on 
certain u.s. domestic routes where LTL competitive rates have been installed 
for some belly cargo services. 
The handling of cargo at airports is subject to wide variations in the 
level of sophistication. At one extreme, substantial volumes of cargo, even 
on all freighter services, ar.e handled largely by manual labor with only 
minimal assistance fran mechanical loading ,devices. While this might 
naturally be expected in lesser developed areas where capital shortages 
inhibit "mechanization, it aloo occurs at n~rdus "developed" r:oints, both in 
the U.S. and overseas. Since some airports, such as Frankfurt, Germany, have 
quite sophisticated -- and costly -- systems for cargo, this would seem to 
indicate that the volume of business at llOst other locations simply does not 
justify the investment in such facilities, at least as far as return on 
capital is concerned. 
In fact, the current trend with regard to automation of facilities for air 
cargo grourrl harrlling seems to be "simpler is better," except where obviously 
needed for high-volurre container operations. For instance, installation of an 
efficient mechanized oort system in a rrodern high-volume container or:;eration 
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is justified at aitp)rts such las Frankfurt, Get'II$!1Y. Further davn the scale, 
however, Federal Exp~ess at Memphis o~r9tes a system catering to a 
high-volurre, small-pacKage operation which uses large amounts of manual labor 
combined with a rrechanized conveyor system, clearly illustrating the idea of 
"just enough" autanation/rrechanization to get the job done. 
The situation regarding the use of unit .load devices (ULD's) or containers 
is analagous to the previous discussion: "just enough." While Trost carriers 
cperating 707/OC-a freighters and virtually all widebody freighter operators 
use sane sort of container or;countoured pallet for aircraft loading, the 
variety encompassed is' enormous, and many are captive to the systems of 
particular carriers. With the exception of the incipient developnent of a x 
8 x 10-' or 20-foot (2.4 x 2.4 x 3- or 6-rreter) containers used on Boeing 747 
main deck operations, few if any air containers can be considered truly 
internodal. Only the aorerrention~d a x 8-foot (2.4 x 2.4-meter) variety bear 
any resemblance to the containers used in surface shipping. 
Finally, the . intrastructure wi thin which the current air cargo system 
operates is undergoing sane draffi9ticchanges. On the danestic side, within 
only the last few rronths,' the scene has been set for reTroval of the Trost 
i.mp::>rtant regulatory controls, e.g., route and price stucture. This has cast 
the industry into a period of uncertainty for Which it is difficult to predict 
the irmrediate outcane. At the same time, international service seems to be 
subject to ever-increasing governrrental influence and interference, particu-
larly concerning routes, schedules, and rates. Last, but still important, 
"social" regulations, such as those relating to noise, smoke, and others, seem 
to be taking on even Trore importance both here and overseas, and occasionally 
present distinct obstactles to the operation of the air cargo system such as 
curfews and forced aircraft retirement schedules. 
In short, today's air cargo system is one which is reasonably mature, but 
hardly fully developed. In spite of the fact that portions of the industly 
are no,.; effectively unfettered to develop "naturally" according to the dic-
tates of economics, continued participation by external influences will 
continue to play an important part in shaping the industry's structure. 
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II - ADVANCED AIR CAK;O SYSTEM CASE S'lUDIES 
Introduction 
In contrast with the preceding :discussion of the current air cargo system, 
the remainder of this report addresses the characteristics and potential 
demand for an Advanced Air Cargo System (MCS) of the future. One of the mJst 
imp::>rtant as~cts of the CrASS program V{as to assemble a i:xJdy of information 
relating to the needs for and the use of an MCS. This was accomplished at a 
micro-level through a number of company case studies, consolidated results of 
which are reported in this section. Portions of the data were extracted for 
use as an essential ingredient in the demand forecast and system analyses 
covered in later sections. 
Approach 
The industry case studies were used to address several issues of major im-
p::>rtance to the definition and development of an Advanced Air Cargo System. 
Case study companies were carefully selected to represent a broad spectrum of 
ship~r, consignee, and carrier exr;erience with surface freight and air 
freight systems. Considerable care was taken to assure the applicability and 
usefulness of input data. These, and related topics, are discussed briefly in 
this section on the case study methodology. 
Case Study Team - The case study task was begun by enlisting the support 
of leading manufacturers, consignees, and carriers who represent a wide range 
of imustries am markets. Sixty-two u.S. domestic case study companies are 
identified and discussed in the follCMing section on U.S. Ibmestic Case 
Studies. Eighteen overseas case study companies are presented in a subsequent 
section on International Case Studies. In rrost cases, the companies are 
prominent in their industries and have extensive ex~rience in the selection 
among competing freight transportation rrodes. 
The Equipment Interchange Association managed the domestic case study 
coordination. Many of the case study carriers and some of the shippers are 
also members of EIA. 
Case study question-and-answer booklets were designed by P. L. Paden & 
Associates, leading transportation consultants. Dr. Paden ~rsonally con-
ducted many of the domestic case study interviews. His organization consoli-
dated am tabulated results in a form rrost usable for further analysis. 
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In addition to managing the overall case study task, lockheed performed 
various analyses on danestic case study data. All international case study 
tasksi were carried out by lockheed personnel. 
Case Study Issues .•. - The basic issues addres$ed by the industry case 
stooies are listed .in Figure II-I. They deal with characteristics of the can-
p:lny arrl its distribution arrl transJ:X)rtation ',operations, its current use of 
air freight,and factors that influence air freight selection decisions. 
Then, in light of a canpany's present arrl future freight transJ:X)rtation 
requirements, inputs were obtained relating to desired attributes of an Ad-
vanGed Air Cargo System and the extent to which the canpany would expect to 
use it.. 
System Concept - To derive the gre~test benefit from case study resJ:X)nses, 
it was essential that a COTlIT'On framework of understanding be established. 
This was done by docUITenting and distributing to each case study canpany a 
1990 Transportation Scenario & Advanced Intermodal Air Cargo System Concept. 
The concept for an MCS is st.nnmarized in the following paragraphs. The 
canplete 199~ Scenario and MCS Concept docUITent is included in this reJ:X)rt as 
Appendix I-D. 
o The MCS will be available in the 1990's. 
o '!he MCS will use an advanced-technology air freighter optimized for 
cargo carriage. 
...... 0 The adva.nced air freighter will serve ~jor domestic and interna-
tional trade routes,' pHmhrily at distances of 800 miles or greater. 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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Regional cargo airports may be separated fran congested passenger air-
ports and may, in sorre cases, use military airfields under joint-
tendancy arrangements. 
The MCS will provide coordinatedsurface-to-air-to-surface operation 
in which the Irotor carrier industry will perform connecting services 
between the air rrode and shippers/consignees as well as connecting 
services with rail and water modes. 
A family of all-rrode cargo load devices (containers and/or trailers) 
will have been developed which are suitable for both air and surface 
use. These load devices will be interchangeable among all Irodes and 
not captive to any single mode. 
Surface carriers have the option of offering the air service to their 
custaners as a segment in a door-to-door through Irovement, both 
danestically and internationally. 
o CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS 
- FREIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
- GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORK AND FLOWS 
- TRANSPORTATION MODAL SPLIT 
'I:, 
-
o DECISION CRITERIA AND PROCESS FOR SELECTING AIR MODE 
IN 1I EU OF SURFA~E MODES 
o SENSITIVITY OF AIR MODE SELECTION TO 
- FREIGHT RATES 
- TOTAL DISTRIBUTION COST 
- SERVICE FACTORS 
o DESI RED A TTRI BUTES OF 1990 ADVANCED AI R CARGO SYSTEM 
o ESTIMATED FUTURE USE OF ADVANCED AIR CARGO SYSTEM 
~ FIGURE 11-1. CASE STUDY ISSUES 
w 
- ~ 
o The MCS will allow shi:pnents to be packed in truckload or container-
load lots by ship~rs, forwarders, and surface carriers without need 
for additional consolidation or break-bulk processing at the airport. 
o Tarifs for internodal service, includin:J the air segment, will be 
established on a door-to-door basis covering the total freight IlOVe-
mente A single bill of lading and master waybill will be used for 
the enti're IlOvernent. 
o No significant regulatory constraints will act to retard system 
development or use. Further regulatory reforms may permit formation 
of multlinodal transportation consortiums if necessary to achieve full 
efficiency of an integrated internodal system. 
o The cumulative effect of direct cost savings related to application 
of advanced design concepts, indirect cost savings for internodal 
containerized operations, and shared costs through the Civil Reserve 
Air Fleet program has the potential for significant reductions from 
current air freight rates. 
Question/Answer Booklets - All booklets, including the just-discussed 1990 
Scenario and MCS COncept, are shown in Figure 11-2. The booklets numbered 1, 
2, and 3 were for ship~rs and consignees. The remaining booklet was prepared 
for use by carriers. 
The ship~r/consignee booklets contained over 80 questions on 37 pages. 
Many questions request detailed tabulations of product or market subjects. 
Other questions call for a discussion of company viewpoints or evaluation of 
s~cific topics or issues of s~cial importance. 
Briefings and Interviews - In many cases, preparatory briefings were held 
with companies to focus on the purposes of the CLASS program and the 
importance of their participation, and to acquaint them with the 1990 Scenario 
and MCS Concept. 
After companies had completed their written response, a 2- to 4-hour inter-
view was held to clarify and discuss any areas of difficulty. The interviews 
also served to illuminate many interesting ~ pertinent issues which might not 
have surfaced otherwise. 
u.S. Domestic Case Studies 
i : 
Case studies of 62 u.S. companies generated a great aIIDunt of data about 
the companies themselves and about their judgments concerning the Advanced Air 
Cargo System. This repGrt of the u.S. case studies begins with a profile of 
the camapnies which illustrate their individual and collective size, strength, 
and di versi ty. Company inputs concerning the MCS are then presented under 
these headings: 
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o Airfreight Eligibility and Decision Criteria 
i 
o MCS Characteristics and Requirements 
o MCS Impact on Company Operations 
o Potential Demand forMCS 
Case Study Companies - The 38 U.S. shippers and, consignees are listed in 
Figure II-3. Most are manufacturers, S<XTe are consignees, and many of both. 
Most of these companies are praninent within their industry. Many have inter-
national as well as danestic o,Perations. They are large users of surface and 
air freight transIX>rtation systems, both COIT1llOn carriage and private. They 
alro have extensi ~ knowledge of current ait cargo system capabilities and 
shortcanings wi th respect to thei,r . own - needs. All of these factors 
contributed to the usefulness and credibility of their resIX>nses. 
The 24 case study carriers are listed in Figure II-4. There are 16 motor 
carriers of general freight, a s,Pecial canrrodities carrier, ~ household 
goods carriers, an airfreight forwarder, two rail carriers, and ~ ocean 
carriers. 
Particular emphasis was placed on rotor carrier case studies because the 
MCS concept depends uIX>n the rotor carrier to provide the interface and 
connecting link between the airca~go terminal and the air cargo system user's 
own facility. 
Carrier inputs were especially v~luable because of their broad knowledge 
concerning shipping habits am requirements of a great many client groups. 
Furtherrrore, both rotor carriers and ocean carriers identified a significant 
role for the MCS as a suootitute linehaul service - much as rail piggyback 
service is used today. 
The major business activities of the case study companies are indicated in 
Figure 11-5. They are grouped by two-digit Standard Industrial Classification 
codes. 
Many of the' cornpanies have a broad line of products. Those for a single 
canpany saretirres fall into several major industry/canrrodity groups. Each com-
pany selected one s,Pecific product for a penetrating examination of its air-
freight !X>tential with the MCS. The case study products aloe listed in Figure 
II-6. 
Canpany size for shippers and consignees is reflected by annual sales and 
market share, Figures 11-7 and 11-8, res,Pectively. 
Thirty-three ship,Pers and cons ignes are provided data on their annual 
sales. In S<XTe cases, the case study product was the sole canpany product; in 
other cases, an identifiable division of the overall ccrnpany produced it and 
furnished the sales value for that case study division. Figure II-7 shows the 
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ALl! S CHALMERS CORPORATION 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
AMF, INCORPORATED 
BAXTER TRAVENOL LABORATORIES 
BECHTEL CORPORATION 
BLACK & DECKER MFG. CO. 
BUD ANTLE, INC. 
J. I. CASE COMPANY 
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO. 
CELANESE CORPORATION 
CLARK, EQUIPMENT CO. 
D. A. 'B. INDUSTRIES, INC. 
E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
EASTMAN KODAK CO. 
EATON CORPORATION 
EX-CElL-O CORPORATION 
THE R. T. FRENCH COMPANY 
i 
FOOD FAIR STORES; INC. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
GOLD KIST, ;NC. 
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. 
GROWER-SHIPPER VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION 
HARNISCHFEGER CORPORATION 
HERCULES, INC. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
JANTZEN, INC. 
MAINE RUBBER INTERNATIONAL 
MCCORMICK & CO. INC. 
MONFORT OF COLORADO 
J. C. PENNEY CO., INC. 
RCA CORPORATION 
SAFEWAY-STORES, INC. 
SAMSONITE 
SCOTT PAPER COMPANY 
TEXAS INSTRUMENtS, INC. 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. 
WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION 
FIGURE 11-3. CASE STUDY SHIPPERS AND CONSIGNEES 
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MOTOR CARRIERS - GENERAL FREIGHT 
ARKANSAS - BEST FREIGHT 
BN TRANSPORT, INC. 
CHIPPEWA MOTOR FREI GHT, INC. 
CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS CORP. 
COURIER-NEWSOM EXPRESS, INC. 
THE DAVIDSON TRANSFER & STORAGE CO. 
GATEWAY TRANSPORTATION CO., INC. 
IML FREIGHT, INC. 
NEUENDORF TRANSPORTATION CO. 
OVERNITE TRANSPORTATION CO. 
PACIFIC INTERMOUNTAIN EXPRESS CO. 
RIO GRAND,E MOTO~ WAY, INC. 
SHAY'S SERVICE, If'1iC. 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
WILsoNjrRuCKING CORPORATION 
YELLOW FREI GHT SYSTEM 
MOTOR CARRIERS - SPECIAL COMMODITIES 
A. J. METLER HAULING & RIGGING, INC,.-
MOTOR CARRIERS - HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
ALLIED YANLI NES 
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES 
AIRFREIGHT FORWARDERS 
EMERY AIR FREIGHT CORP. 
RAILROADS 
BURLINGTON NORTHERN, INC. 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM 
OCEAN CARRI ERS 
SEA-LAND SERVICE, INC. 
UNITED STATES LI NES, INC. 
FI GURE 11-4. CASE STU DY CARRI ERS 
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SHI PPERS/CONSI GN EES SHIPPERS/CONSIGNEES (CONT'D.) 
01 AGRICULTURAL CROPS 2 37 TRANSPORTATlOt)l EQUIPMENT 
16 HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 39 MISCo MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 
20 FOOD PRODUCTS 4 53 RET AIL G~NERAt· MERCHAN 01 SE 
22 TEXTlLE--PRODUCTS 54 RETAIL FOOD 
~ 
; 
23 APPAREL PRODUCTS 1 
26 PAPER PRODUCTS CARRIERS 
28 CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 4 40 RAILROAD 
30 RUBBER PRODUCTS 2 42 MOTOR CARRIER - GENERAL FREIGHT 
31 LEATHER PRODUCTS MOTOR CARRIER - HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
MOTOR CARRIER - SPECIAL COMMODITIES 
33 PRIMARY METAlS AIRFREI GHT FORWARDER 
35 MACHINERY 9 44 OCEAN CARRI ER 
36 ELECTRICAL MACHINERY 4 TOT AL CARRI ERS 
FI GURE 11-5. I NDUSTRY RESPONSES BY SIC CODE 
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FIGURE 11-6. CASE STUDY PRODUCTS 
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percentage of companies and case study urtits with annual sales equal to or 
greater than the anount $hown along the horizontal scale. As a basis for can-
parison, about one-half> of the Fortune: 500 Industrial Companies have annual 
sales greater than $1 billion. The same $1 billion is exceeded by 65 p:rcent 
of case study shipp:rs/consignees and by 35 percent of their case study units. 
I 
Twenty-four shipp:rs arid consignees provided information on their 
ccmp:titive ranking and market share, Figure II-8. Of these, 29 percent of 
them have market shares of 10 p:rcent or less. Many have a ITOre canmanding 
IX>sition in their industry as shown by the two bars on the right, with 38 per-
cent of the companies having over 40 p:rcent of their total markets. 
Of 27 case study caI"riers, 23 rer;x:>rted data on annual revenues and 
tonnage. About 50 p:rcent of the carriers have revenues exceeding $100 
million and.. oyer 25 percent exceed $200 million, Figure II-9. About 50 per-
cent of the carriers have annual traffic of one I;Ilillion tons or greater and 
over 20 percent ITOve over 10 million tons annually; Figure II-IO. 
Airfreight E~igibility and Decision Criteria - A number of questions were 
asked to examinewhy~shippers and consignees would use the AACS. 
Airfreight Decision Criteria: jA question about air freight decision 
criteria asked participants what fadtors are irnr;x:>rtant noo (1978) when using 
air freight rather than surface transr;x:>rtation ITOdes. The question then asked 
them to indicate changes in their decision criteria that would affect the rank-
ing of the factors in 1990. Each company ranked six decision criteria in 
order of irnr;x:>rtance from one to six. Figure II-II shoos the ranking for 1990. 
The rankings received by each factor are indicated by the relative heights of 
the six bars. First-place rankings were assigned a value of 100, second place 
80, and 00 forth down to zero for sixth place. The caTIr;x:>site ranking is shown 
for each factor in the numerals. Transit time and cost considerations were 
the two rrost irnr;x:>rtant. Inventory reduction and value of the product rated 
high also. In addition to these six factors, transit time, rate competitive-
ness, inventory reduction, product value, reduced loss/damage and interITDdal 
feasibility, the participants cited several other factors that form their air 
freight decision criteria. Reliability of service was noted by sorre partici-
pants as being an irnr;x:>rtant factor in the use of air transr;x:>rtation. 
Shelf life of the product and reduced packaging costs were considerations 
that caused some participants to choose air transr;x:>rtation instead of surface 
nodes. 
Many shippers do not relate to the concept of intermodal feasibility. 
'Ihey are fundarrentally interested in door-to-door service, and ITOdal inter-
change is not one of their concerns. TO them, modal interchange is a problem 
for the transr;x:>rtation service.: In this context, interITDdal feasibility is 
rrore significant than the cornr;x:>s!ite rating. (26) indicates. Other shippers do 
relate to the concept of interITDdal feasibility because they are ITOre involved 
in the detailed planning and coordination of the shipnents. These shippers 
note the irnr;x:>rtance of intermodal feasibilty noo (1978), but ITOre significant-
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49 
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26 
FIGURE 11-11. AIR FREIGHT DECISION CRITERIA 
ly, the partici~ants indicate that inteI'TlDdal feasibility will be rrore irnr:or-
tant to them in 1990 than it. is now. 
Freight Rdte vs. Service: Participants were asked to rate the relative im-
p:>rtance of air freight rates and service for particular canrrodities or pro-
duct lines and for; particular commodities or product lines and for particular 
origin-destination markets. The irnr:ortance of freight rate vs service consid-
erations was examined for 81 different corrurodities. A separate irnr:ortance 
ranking fran 0 to 1,00 was given to freight ra'te and to service for each canrrod-
i ty. The values were then compared, and the results are shown in Figure 
11-12. Twenty-~ percent of the commodities were ranked with equal 
imr:ortance values ~s indicated by the vertical shaded bar in the middle. The 
percentages of commodities for which rate was increasingly rrore imr:ortant than 
service are shown to the left. As shown on the right, service was rrore 
imr:ortant than rate. 
Another rrethod of displaying the raw data for Figure II -12 is shown in 
Figure II-13. Each dot is a paried im[X)rtance rating of freight rate and 
service for each camrodity. The average ratings are 75 for service and 69 for 
freight rate. 
i --
Case study com~anies identified commodities more sensitive to freight rate 
or service in Figure II-14. Commodities rrore sensitive to service factors are 
shown in the center column. ; They are either time-sensitive, delicate, perish-
able, or emergercy replacemrnt shipments. Although some canrrodities are 
generally rrore sensitive to· either rates or service, the future MCS must 
assure a balanced consideration of bOth. 
OVerall, the participants' reSfX::mses did not identify any specific geo-
graphical markets that have either rate or service sensitivity. The longer 
distances were designated rate-sensit~ve rrore often than service-sensitive. 
Airfreight Decision Process: It was somewhat surprising to find that only 
40 percent of the companies had ever conducted a formal Tbtal Cost of Distri-
bution analysis, -nd only a third of the companies have any routinely-used 
standard guidelines which provide criteria for use when considering air ship-
rent. This is not reant to imply that judgments are not informed or not 
rational: in fact, many such decisions are based on extensive experience and 
consideration of many relevant factors, but they are largely made on an ad hoc 
basis. 
In those cases where companies do use a specific procedure, or guideline, 
or rule of thumb to aid in evaluating the use of airfreight for particular 
situations, the kinds of decision aids applied are listed in Figure 11-15. 
The questions go like this: "Is the additional cost of air freight worth 
avoiding the unhappy consequence of not satisfying a customer, ••• or of not 
replenishing a production inventory, ••• or of delaying deli very of a replace-
ment part?" Although only 19 percent of the comments specifically cited 
"Errergency" as a decision factor, most of the listed factors have emergency 
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ELECTRONIC EQUIPMEN-T~ POULTRY 
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FIGURE 11-14. COMMODITY SENSITIVITY TO FREIGHT RATE AND SERVICE 
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DECISION AID % OF COMMENTS 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION VS COST 23 
EMERGENCY 19 
LOST PRODUCTION OR SALES VS COST 13 
BUSINESS NECESSITY 10 
TRANSIT TIME 10 
TRADE-OFF BETWEEN TIME AND COST 10 
PRODUCT VALUE VS COST 8 
INVENTORY EXPENSE VS COST 6 
FI GURE 11-15. AIRFREIGHT DECISION TYPES AND FREQUENCY OF USE 
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overtones. Keep in mind that these are aids used for today's air cargo 
decision-making. 
In contrast, factors likely to account for an· increased use of air ship-
rrent when te MCS becanes a reality, are listed in Figure II-16. Seventy-two 
separate canrrents were received. Canpanies ranked factors in order of impor-
tance: a ranking of 10 was 9lPplied to the IOClst imp::>rt:ant, 9 to the next, and 
so on to arrive at a weighted ranking. Wi th many canpanies envisioning a 
routine use of air freight because of its r;:otential for reduced air freight 
costs and reduced distribution costs, the~E:! factors assume importance can-
parable with the continuing need for fast errergency delivery. 
I 
The present barriers to; increased airfreight use are found to be lack of 
service rather than rate! incompatibility with the surface IOClde canpetition. 
Inadequate pick-up and delivery service and poor ground handling were cited as 
deficiencies in present; air cargo operations. Restricted geographic coverage 
by aU-cargo service inhibits many shippers. The issue of cost sensitivity 
vs. service sensitivity can be illustrated as shown in Figure II-17. The sur-
vey results confirm the basic service sensitivity of the 1978 market demand as 
shown on the top block of the FiglJre Demand is relatively inelastic to rrodest 
changes in airfreight rates. As ithe service and capacity demands are fulfill-
ed by a growing air cargo industry, rate decreases will begin to generate addi-
tional demand. The market will attract an increasing prop:lrtion of routine, 
cost-sensitive shiprrents which by 1990 will represent a major share of total 
demand. The emergency, specialized traffic will grow only in resp::>nse to 
increased demand for overall freight transp::>rtation as generated for example, 
by higher GNP. 
AACS Characteristics - All case study shippers and consignees were re-
quested to identify aspects of a future AACS - both service and physical -
which would be imr;:ortant to them and which should accordingly be kept in mind 
by developers of the system. 
AACS Service Characteristics: OVer ISO comments were received pertaining 
to desired service characteristics: they are grouped by major category in 
Figure 11-18. The service characteristic IOClst desired by the shippers is 
scheduled, reliable, door-to-door operations. A frequency of departure of one 
per day will be adequate for many destin~tions, but multiple frequencies for 
major destinations are indicated. .. 
AACS Physical Characteristics: Many comments were received pertaining to 
the advantages and disadvantages of containerization, opinions of present air 
containers, importance of internodal containers, container loading prefer-
ences, etc. All of these case study results are rep::>rted in Section IV, 
Importance of Containeri~ation. 
AACS Impact on company Operations - Case study companies also evaluated 
the potential impact of the AACS on their own operations. Nearly 80 cClT1lrents, 
listed in Figure 11-19, add up to cost savings and service improvements. Most 
shippers participatirg in the case studies see the AACS as an opr;:ortuni ty to 
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NUMBER WEIGHTED 
CATEGORY OF COMMENTS IMPORTANCE 
REDUCED AI RFREI GHT COSTS- 19 179 
REDUCED DISTRIBUTION COSTS 15 125 
'" FASTER DOOR-TO-DOOR TRANSI T 10 93 
SURFACE MODE llMITATIONSjDETERIORATION 4 37 
REDUCED lOSS AND DAMAGE 5 31 
CHANGING MARKET REQUIREMENTS - - 4 31 
CHANGING PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 3 29 
OVERALL IMPROVED SERVICE 3 24 
PLANNING AND OPEI¥.TING EFFICIENCIES 2 19 
RELIABILI TY . 2 18 
OTHER FACTORS 5 43 
FIGURE 11-16. REASONS FOR INCREASED AIR SHIPMENT WITH AACS 
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FIGURE 11-17. AACS USER SENSITIVITIES TO SERVICE AND COST 
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CATEGORY COMMENTS 
SCHEDULES AND REllABllI TV 39 
... 
UNITIZED SERVICE 20 
TRANSIT TIME 15 
GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE AND FREQUENCY 15 
EQUIPMENT ~ND SPACE AVAllABllI TY 15 
lOADING/UNlOADING/TERMINALSERVICES 15 
IN TERMODALliIY 10 
DOCUMENTATION 9 
RATES 8 
MI SCEllAN EOUS 11 
FIGURE 11-18. DESIRED SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS FOR ADVANCED AIR CARGO SYSTEM 
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'" ~ CATEGORY COMMENTS 
RED'0CTION IN DISTRIBUTION FiJNCTIONAL COSTS 36 
GREATER CENTRALIZATION OF INVENTORY 12 , 
LITTLE OR NO CHANGE 7 
INCREASED USE OR CHANGE TO AIR MODE 5 
CHANGES IN MANUFACTURING 5 
CHANGES IN MARKETING 5 
ESTABLISHMENT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION CENTERS 4 
RELOCATION OF DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES 5 
FIGURE 11-19. AACS IMPACT ON COMPANY'S PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
~: ' ..... , 
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reduce inventory, handling, and packaging costs. In addition to changes in 
their distribution netVoDrk, sorre participants indicated that, with the A.'l\CS, 
rranufacturing schedules and locations might be changed to improve canpetitive 
positions. 
Host canpanies had difficulty ·looking ahead 15 years for the purfDse of 
identifying new lTB.rket opportunities lTB.de possible by the A.A..CS, but a few are 
listed in Figure 11-20. In Jrost cases, there is already some air movement of 
listed products for these routes - but not by the responding companies. 
Potential Demand for AACS - In the previous subsection, \'.e have examined 
reasons why companies select air freight over competing surface mdes. Sorre 
of the implications of those reasons for defining system characteristics and 
requirements \'.ere also examined. In this section, "Ie turn to the cri tica 1 
issue of "How much will the AACS be used?" 
Shippers and consignees \'.ere asked to estirrate their probable usage of the 
AACS, both for their danestic and international operations. The companies 
estirrating No use or Emergency Use Only comprise 22 percent £I)r North Arrerican 
operations and only 12 percent for operations in the rest of the VoDdf'l (Figure 
II-21). The relTB.ining companies indicated varying degrees of Routine Use 
ranging fran occasional to regular. 
Rate Difference for 10 Percent Shipnent by Air: Questions \'.et"I~ asked of 
shippers/consignees and surface carriers to determine "HON close to surface 
rates VoDuld air rates have to be for 10 percent of your [t"ei9h t to move by 
air?" 
For North American traffic, Figure II-22, about 22 percent of the shippet"s 
and consignees would Jrove 10 percent of theit" freight by ait" if rates were 
wi thin 50 percent of surface modes. For carriers, about 10 percent of them 
would move 10 percent into the air for the same 50' percent rate difference. 
For traffic in the rest of the VoDrld, any given percentage of shippet"s/con-
signees or surface carriers would be willing to pay a greater rate premium for 
air than in North American operations. This is illustrated by Figure 11-23 
for shippers/consignees and Figure 11-24 for surface carriers. 
Rate Reduction BelOVI Conventional .r..irfceight: Shippers and consignees 
were asked, "If rates were 45 percent less than those by conventional 
airfreight, what percent of your regular, routine freight W)uld go on the 
AACS?" A distribution of their cesponses, Figure II-25 , yi'21ds an average 
usage of 19 percent for North American operations and nearly 30 percent fot:' 
the ['est of the VoDrld. Similar questions were asked for zeco rate reductions 
of 15 percent and 30 percent. When the average usage values for each rate 
level \'.ere plotted against the rate, curves shovm in Figure 11-26 resulted. 
For North American operations, an eight-fold increase in demand "las found to 
exist if the AACS VJere available today with rates at a level 45 percent below 
those for conventional airfrei9ht. For operations in the rest of the 'doclc1, 
where air penetration of rrbst ·conlirodities is already higher than for 
equivalent danestic airfceight penetration, a three-fold inct:'ease in demand 
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'" I U. S. TO EUROPE, MID-EAST, ASIA U. S. TO SOUTH AMERICA, EUROPE, 
'" OJ AFRICA, MID-EAST, ASIA 
FRESH PRODUCE 
APPLIANCES 
FRESH MEAT 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
CANNED FOOD & DRINKS 
LAWN & GARDEN EQUIPMENT-
MOTORCYCLES ~ BICY-CLES , 
U. S. TO CHI NA, S. E. ASIA RECORDS & TAPES 
PHARMACEUTI CALS 
WEARI N G APPAREL 
U. S. TO SOUTH AMERICA 
MACHINERY COMPONENTS .. 
U. S. TO FOREI GN (NOT EUROPE) 
FOODSTUFFS 
FAR EAST TO NORTH AMERICA 
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS 
FIGURE 11-20. NEW MARKETS FEASIBLE WITH ADVANCED AIR CARGO SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 11-21. PROBABLE USAGE OF ADVANCED AIR CARGO SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 11-23. AIR FREIGHT RATE PREMIUM BELOW WHICH 10% OF SHIPPER! 
CONSIGNEE ROUTINE SURFACE FREIGHT WOULD GO BY AIR 
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FIGURE 11-24. AIR FREIGHT RATE PREMIUM BELOW WHICH 10% OF 
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FIGURE 11-25. DISTRIBUTION OF ROUTINE AACS USAGE BY COMPANY 
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FIGURE 11-26. PROBABLE ROUTINE USAGE OF ADVANCED 
AIR CARGO SYSTEM BY U.S. COMPANIES 
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results fran rates 45 percent bela.-/ cur-rent levels. lfJhen the company 
resp:mses from which Figur-e 11-26 was constructed ace \-Jeighted by the 
company's annual sales (Figure 11-27), the demand increase for- North Amer-ican 
operations is 12 tirres instead of 8 as before. In subsequent application of 
these data on demand vecsus rate, the mJre consecvative 8-fold increase is 
used. 
MCS D:!mand by Manufactured Goods: Case study inputs \\ere used to esti-
mate the future air freight potential for the wide spectn.Ir.l ·)f manufactured 
products covered by ilie most recent 1972 Tr-ansp:::>rtation Census. The approach 
taken for each of the nineteen 2-digit cdITUTOdity groups is illustrated in 
Table II-IE for SIC 28, Chemicals and Allied Products. In 1972, total 
intercity freight roverrent was 172,153,000 tons (155,109,850 metdc tons). 
Only a trace percentage (less than 0.05 percent) moved by air-. Seventeen 
percent roved over distances greater than 800 miles (1288 kilometers). 'Ihe 
totals for the 3-digit commodity groups show two groups, 283/Drugs and 
284/Soap and other D2tergents, which had rreasurable air ,Penetration in 1972. 
Five of the case study canpanies manufacture products wi thin one or- rore of 
the 3-digit cOITU11doity groups. Their inputs and our analysis was accomplished 
at the 4- and 5-digit levels. 
The use of three case studies relating to Cooe 281 indicated a }.X>tential 
air penetration for one percent of Transp::>rtatioh Comrrodity Code 2816, which 
is Inor-ganic Pigrrents. This amounts .to 15,000' tons (13,515 metric tons) by 
air if the MCS had been available in' 1972. Three case studies for Code 282 
yields a r;:otential for 15 percent air penetration of Tec 28213, Synthetic 
Fibers. This amJunts to 304,000 tons (273,900 metric tons) or 1.2 ,Per-cent of 
the entire Plastics Materials code. In a f21.' cases where case study data did 
not cover a cOmmJdity with previously derronstrated air eligibility, the 8 fold 
increase ratio was applied to 1972 air penetration data. If the MC'S had been 
available in 1972, it is estimated that it would have attracted 715,000 tons 
(644,215 metric tons) of Chemicals and Allied Products, a 0.4 percent penetra-
tion. A similar analysis was completed for each 2-digit cOmmJdity group, and 
they \\ere Sl..lIllIred as shOvffi in Table II-2. In 1972, the actual air penetration 
amounted to only 0.06 percent. If the MCS had been oper-ational in 1972, the 
air penetration would have been 0.66 percent - 11 times as hilJh. In 1972, air 
tonnage for these manufactured products would have been nearly 9.7 million 
tons (8.7 million tons). (Further use will be made of this value in Section 
III, AACS D2mand Forecast.) Keep in mind that this total does not include 
non-manufactured goods such as produce; nor does it include mail. 
Motor Carder substitute Service D2mand: Seventeen of the case study 
rotor carriers provided data fran which future demand foe the MCS as a sub-
stitute service could be derived. In 1976, the 17 carriers rroved over- 19 
million tons (17.12 million rn~tric tons), of which 457,600 tons (411,757 
rretric tons) moved over distances greater than 800 miles (1288 kilometers). 
These carders estimatd that 50,300 tons (45,320 metdc tons) would have beGO 
diverted to the MCS if it had been operational in 1976. This is 11 p=rcent 
of the long-haul freight :roving trore than 800 miles (1288 kilaneters). 
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TABLE 11-1 E 
USE OF AACS BY SIC 28, CHEMICALS & ALL! ED PRODUCTS 
(RATES 45% BELOW CONVENTIONAL AIRFREIGHT) 
1972 Census AACS (1972) 
Tons 
SIC/TCC Tons % % % (000) Tons % of % of Case , 
Code Commodity (000) Truck Air >800 Mi >800 Mi (000) >800 Mi Total Studies 
28 Chemicals & Allied Products 172,153 44.8 - 17.0 29,279 715 2.4 .4 5 
281 Industrial Inorganic & Organic Chemicals 79,279 37.3 - 16. 1 12,764 (1) 15 • 1 3 
282 Plastics Materials 24,427 52. 1 26.2 .. 6,400 (2) 304 4.8 __ 1.2 3 
283 Drugs (Biological & Botanical Products) 1,491 7L7 .9 23.9 356 (3) 298 83.7 20.0 3 
284 Soap and Other Detergents 11,732 77.0 • 1: 14. 1 1,654 (4) 94 5.7 .8 
285 Pai nts, Enamels, Lacquers, Shellacs, etc. 6,382 85.4 - 10.9 696 
286 Gum and Wood Chemi cals 896 31.0 ' 20.7 185 
287 Agricultural Chemicals 26,422 38.7 - 7.3 1,929 
289 Misc. Chemical Products 21,524 40.6 - 24.6 • 5,295 (5) 4 • 1 2 
NOTES: (1) 1% of TCC 2816 (4) 8 x Conventional Air 
N (2) 15% of TCC 28213 (5) 8 x Conventional Air for TCC 2893 
I 
w (3) 20% of TCC 283 
'J 
~. . .. 
N 
I 
W 
<Xl 
SIC;rCC 
Code 
28 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
289 
TABLE II-1M 
USE OF AACS BY SIC 28, CHEMICALS & ALLIED PRODUCTS 
(RATES 45% BELOW CONVENTIONAL AIRFREIGHT) 
1972 Census AACS (1972) 
Metric 
Tons Metric Metric 
Tons % % 0; (000) Tons % of % of Case 
Commodity (000) Truck Air >1288:<M >1288KM (000) >'1288 ~M Total Studies 
Chemicals & Allied Products 156,174 44.8 
Induslrial Inorganic & Organic Chemicals 71,920 37.3 
plastics Materials 22, 160 52. 1 
Dru gs (Biologi cal & Botani cal Products) 1,353 71.7 .9 
Soap and Other Detergents 10,643 77.0 .1 
Paints,Enamels,Lacquers,Shellacs, etc. 5,790 85.4 
Gum and Wood Chemicals 813 31.0 
Agricultural Chemicals 
Misc. Chemica.1 Products 
23,970 38.7 
19,517 40.6 
i7.0 
16. ] 
26.2 
23.9 
14. 1 
10.9 
20.7 
7.3 
24.6 
26,550 649 
11,579 (i) 14 
5,806 (2)276 
323 (3) 270 
1,501 (4) 85 
631 
168 
1,750 
4,803 (5) 4 
(4) 8 x Conventional Air 
2.4 .4 
• 1 
4.8 1.2 
83.7 20.0 
5.7 .8 
• 1 
NOTES: (1) 1% of TCC 2816 
(2) 15% of TCC 28213 
(3) 20% of TCC 283 
(5) 8 x Conventional Air for TCC 2893 
5 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
..., 
i' 
TABLE 11-2E 
USE OFAACS BY MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 
(RA TES 45':'0 BELOW CONVEN TI ONAl AI RF REI GHT) 
1972 Census AACS (1972) 
SIC/TCC Ions Tons °0 of °0 'Jf 
Code Commoditr (000) % Truck °0 Air C:o::- 800 Mi (000) Total Tot> 800 Mi "'a 
20 Food & Kindred Products 252,165 58.9 12.5 2,409 .1 7.6 
21 Tobacco Products 1,515 55.0 21.9 1 .3 
22 Texti Ie Mi II Products 14,948 90.8 .2 14.9 2~8 1.7 11.5 
23 Apparel & Other Finished Text. Prod. 5,485 83.7 1.9 19.9 343 6.3 31.6 
24 Lumber & Wood Prod, exc. Furni ture 83,289 53.7 22.8 0 
25 Furniture and Fixtures 9,724 78.4 18.3 22 .2 1.2 
26 Pulp, Paper, & Allied Products 87,272 45.6 15.7 0 
28 Chemicals & Allied Products 172,153 44.8 17.0 715 .4 2.4 
29 Petroleum & Coal Products 344,422 24.4 30.6 0 
30 Rubber & Misc. Plasti cs Products 17, 156 75.5 .7 19.8 370 2.2 10.9 
31 leather & leather Products 1,234 92.9 .3 17.7 45 3.6 22.2 
32 Stone, Ci~y, Glass, Concrete Prod. 168,384 71.3 4.9 6 . 1 
33 Primary Metal Products 158,455 53.5 8.8 230 . 1 1.7 
34 Fabricated Metal Prod, exc. Ordn 39,536 73.3 .2 13.5 730 1.8 13.6 
35 Machi nery, exc. Electri cal 21,822 77.1 .7 25.1 1, 122 5.1 20.6 
36 Electrical Mach., Equip., Supplies 14,844 66.9 L4 23.7 950 6.4 26.9 
37 Transportation Equipmenl 61,595 45.3 .2 21.6 2,023 3.3 15.1 
38 Instrum., Photo & Medical Goods 1,432 72.5 2.3 34.1 252 17.6 53.7 
39 Misc Products of Manufacturing 4,462 71. 0 .9 29.6 195 4.4 15.4 
Totals 1,459,893 49.8 .06 17.8 9,671 .66 
IV 
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USE OF AACS BY MANUfACTURED PRODUCTS 
(RATES 45% BELOW CONVENTIONAL AIRFREIGHT) 
1972 Census AACS (1972) 
Metric Metric 
SIC!TCC Tons %> Tons % of % of Total! If; 
Code Commodity (000) % Truck 0/0 Air 1288 KM (000) Tofal > 1288 KM 
-- ----
20 Food & Kindred Products 228,760 58.9 12.5 2,185 • 1 7.6 
21 Tobacco Products 1,374, 55.0 21.9 1 .3 
22 T exti Ie Mill Products 13,560 90.8 .2 14.9 234 -L7 11.5 
23 Apparel & Other!Filiished Text. Prod. 4,976 83.7 1.9 19.9 311 6.3 31.6 
24 Lumber & Wood Prod, exc. Furniture "75,559 53.7 .22.8 0 
25 Fu rni ture and Fix tures 8,822 78.4 ' 18.3 20 .2 1.2 
26 Pulp, Paper, & AlJi~d Products 79,172 45.6 15.7 0 
28 Chemicals & AI/Led Produ:cts i 156,175 44.8 17.0 649 .4. 2.4 
29 Petroleum & Coal Products 312,454 24.4 30.6 0 
30 Rubber & Misc. Plastics Products 15,564 75.5 .7 19.8 336 2.2 10.9 i 
31 Leather & Leather Produ cts i 1,119' 92.9 .3 17.7 41 3.6 22.2 
32 Stone, Clay, Glass, Concrete Prod. 152,755 71.'3 4.9 5 • 1 
33 Primary Metal Products' 143,747 53.5 8.8 209 • 1 1.7 
34 Fabricated MetaL Prod', exc. Ordn 35,866 73.3 i .2 13.5 662 1.8 13.6 
35 Machinery, exc. Electrical 19,797 77.1 .7 25. 1 1,018 5. 1 20.6 
36 Electrical Mach., Equip., Supplies 13,466 66.9 1.4 23.7 862 6.4 26.9 
37 T ronsportati on Equipment 55,878 45.3 .2 21.6 1,835 3.3 15. 1 
38 I nstrum., Photo & Medi cal Goods 1,299 72.5 2.3 34. 1 228 7.6 53.7 
39 Misc Products of Manufacturing 4,048 71.0 .9 29.6 177 4.4 15.4 
Totals 1,324,393 49.8 .06 17.8 8,773 .66 
.... 
There are about 16,000 ICC.,.,.Regulated Intet.:"city Carrecs, and they moved 780 
million tons (703 million metric tons) in 197&:;, 32 million tons (28.8 million 
metric tons) of which roved farther than 800 miles (1288 kilaneters). Al-
though the 17 case study carriers represent only 0.1 percent of the total 
number, their long-haul tonnage is 1.4 percent of the grand total long-haul 
tonnage. When the 11 percent substitute service factor is applied to the 32 
million tons (28.8 million retric tons), the demand fX)tential for AACS sub-
situte service (in 1976) would have been 3.5 million tons (3.15 million metric 
tons) • 
For extra[X)lation from 1976 to 1990, a modest growth rate of 3.6 percent 
per year was taken from Department of Transportation forecasts. The resulting 
1990 AACS rotential is over 5. 7 million tons ( 5.14 million netric tons) for 
air haul of rotor carrier freight. It is important to note that this total 
does not include any analysis of the :rotential fran private rotor carriers 
that represent 50 percent of the total integrity ton-miles. 
Ocean Carrier Substitute Service Demand: Canbined tonnage of the h;D case 
study ocean carriers in 1976 was 17,400,000 (15,677,400 retric tons). They 
each analyzed the overall growth and air service fOtential for each of their 
major routes. Based on that analysis, which covered over 50 percent of their 
total traffic, they estimated a growth rate to 1990 of 4.5 percent per year 
which will lead to a total tonnage of over 32 million (28.8 million metric 
tons) in 1990. They also expect to use the MCS for 5.6 pet.:"cent of that 
tonnage or 1,800,000 tons. When the 5.6 percent AACS penetration potential is 
applied to the 1990 forecast for free-world containership trade of 78 million 
tons, the resulting potential dem:md for AACS is 4,400,000 tons (3,964,400 
metric tons). 
Timing of Need: Previous sections indicate that r.:otential demand for a 
1990 AACS is expected to be rrany times greater than current levels of air-
freight usage. When asked to indicate the time by \~hich they w:>u:ld need the 
AACS in operation, companies responded as shOvffi in Figure 11-28. Over 
one-fifth of the canpanies stated an imITediate need; one-half will need the 
AACS by 1985; and over four-fifths will need it by 1990. 
International Case Studies 
Until recent years, the U.S. dorrestic use of air cargo was far greater 
than the use of air cargo in overseas markets. Although U.S. macket demand 
continues to increase, the gradth rate in ffi:my international air cargo l1B.rkets 
in much higher. rru reflect the needs of foreign-based canpanies fot.:" an AACS, 
industry case studies were conducted in Europe and in Japan. The companies 
which participated are listed below. Their consolidated services ana products 
are listed in Figure 11-29. 
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AIRCRAFT ENGINES MARINE FOOD PRODUCTS 
COMPUTERS MOTOR VEHICLES 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS 
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES OFFICE MACHINES 
- KITCHEN EQUIPMENT - CALCULATORS 
- LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT - COPIERS 
- RADIO & TelEVISION OPTICAL PRODUCTS 
- RECORDERS 
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INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
FIGURE 11-29. SERVICES AND PRODUCTS OF FOREIGN CASE STUDY FIRMS 
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Europe 
British Airways Canon, Inc. 
CFH International fuj i tsu Limi ted 
EMI Limited C. !toh & Co., Ltd. 
Philips Japan Air Lines 
Plessey Co., Ltd. i1atsushita Electrical Ind. Co., Ltd. 
Regie Renault Nissan !-lotor Co., Ltd. 
Thompson - CSF Sharp Corporation 
Thorne Electrical Sony CorfX)ration 
'I'ohto Suisan K.K. 
The approach follo~d for the international case studies \vas similar to 
that described earlier for those conducted in the United States. The 1990 
Transportation Scenario and AACS Concept were provided for familiarization and 
to serve as a baseline for canmon understanding of system capabilities. 
Written guestion and ans~r booklets were used. At least one interview of 2 
to 4-hour duration was held with officials of each company. The major results 
from Europe and Japan were guite simila~ in terms of the companies' projected 
usage of an AACS and their reasons for needing and selecting airfreight ovec 
surface rroc1es. Japan's airfreight needs ace rising HDre t"apidly than those of 
Europe, and by 1990, Japan will be the terminus for the two highest of the top 
10 international trade routes. 
European Case-Study Companies - Brief profiles of the European case study 
companles are glven In the follovllng paragraphs. 
British Airways is the largest passenger and air cargo carrier in Britain. 
Its total share of the export and hlport tonnage for those carriers serving 
British Isles is 10 percent. 
CFM International, S.A. is a jointly owned canpany for1l1ed by the General 
Electric Company and SNECHA of France for thP developrrent of the Cn156 turbo-
fan engine. SNEC~~ is one of the largest producers of jet engines in Europe. 
EHI Limited is cme of the largest producers of electrical and electronic 
canronents in Great Britian. They produce a full line of medical eguipnent in-
cluding the new x-ray J!Bchine which produces cross-sectional views of the 
I-Juman body. 
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Philips, Eindhoven, Holland, is the G.E. of Europe. They produce a full 
line of electrical appliances, !radios, 'N's, 'refrigerators, razors, and 
similar items. Their u.s. subsidiary is known as Norelco. 
The Plessey Company Limited of Ilfol::,t Essex, England, specializes in 
electronics, telecanmunications equipnent, a.nd navigational equipnent. Their 
major markets are in the Middle East, Africa, south Africa and Brazil. 
, 
Regie Renault is one of France I s largest autandbile manufactures with 
assembly plants w:>rld-wide, primarily in Africa (Ivory Coast), South Africa, 
and South America. 
Thanpson-CSF is one of France I s' largest producers of telecanmunications 
and air navigational equipnent. Most of their equ~prrent is outsized and is 
very difficult to ship by air with0ut. disassemblirig canpletely. There are 
some cases where the 747 can accommodate their equipnent. Their major export 
markets are the Middle East, Africa, South America, and the Far East. 
Thorne Elec;trical of Middlesex, England, is 
electronic canp::mentsand electrical appliances. 
are the Middle and Far East. 
I 
a major manufacturer of 
Their major export markets 
The general att:i.tl,lde of all canpanies with whom IDckpeed had discussions 
was one of. great interest and need fot the type 0f integrated surface/air 
system concept described in the CLASS Advanced Air Cargo System (AACS). There 
seems to be a much greater emphasis on the need for an AACS in Europe because 
of their eXfOrt markets and the great distances that their export goods have 
to travel. There are major problems with ocean shipping at present, and most 
companies see those problems increasing in the future. The problems in 
general are as follows: 
o Transit times increasing 
o IDst tDne due to transfer of cargo at fOrt of embarkation 
o IDst time in transfer of cargo at fOrts of debarkation 
o Lack of fOrt facilities to handle ships 
o High surcharge at fOrts of debarkation (aiqx:>rt-to-aiqx:>rt cheaper) 
o Lack of coordination and documentatir.n between land and sea modes 
o High losses on shipnents that are not containerized at shippers dock 
The idea of an integrated surface-to-air-~o-sm;face mode was of the upnost 
interest to the companies because all considered containerization a "must." 
Their usage of marine containers for soipnent WaS approximately 100 percent, 
except for those items considered outsized, i.e., radar dishes and some tele-
canrnunications equipnent. Most expressed a need for containers that are 9 
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feet (2.7 meters) or rrore high and 20 and 40 foot (6.1 and 12.2 meters) long. 
~10st companies export full container loads and load at their- facilities. 
Airfr-eight Demand Stimulation With MCS - As indicated by the U.S. case 
studies earlier- in this section, shipper-s and consignees ar-e willing to pay 
the higher- air-freight rate for- international '2xpor-t of their- pr-oducts because 
of the long distance traveled and tirre to r-each the ITBrket place. This is 
true to even a greater extent in Europe. All of the canpanies contacted in-
dicated that they alr-eady rrove 10 to 20 percent of their expor-ts by air at 
today's airfreight rates with 25 to 30 percent of these shipnents being 
carried by charter flights. 
When asked the question, "If rates vJere 45 percent less than those by con-
ventional airfreight, what percentage of your regular, r-outine freight would 
go by the MCS?" A distribution of canpany resr:onses yields an average usage 
of 70 percent for 'v.Drld-wide expxts. This correlates with the U.S. export 
data shown in Figure II-26 , Similar 'questions \-.Bre asked for zero rate and 
reductions of 15 percent and 30 percent. When the average per-cent usage 
values for each rate level were plotted against the rate, the curve shavm in 
Figure II-30 resulted. For European intecnational operations, a seven-fold 
increase in demand was found to exist if the AACS vJere available \vith r-ates at 
a level 45 percent below those for tOday's conventional airfn~ight. 
Estimated future growth through 1990 varied by canpany fran 6 to 15 per-
cent for their export markets. Service and rates \-.Bre rated essentially equal 
in importance and inventory reduction, transit time, . and loss and damarJe vJere 
also rated as equally important. The detailed- company infornation on annual 
tons exr:orted, modal split, projections of future use of the AACS in specific 
market areas, and the companies share of tne market in these areas were con-
sidered to be proprietary. Therefore, these specific data by canpany are not 
included in this report. 
Japanese Case Study Companies - arief profiles of the ,Japanese case study 
companies are presented in the following paragraphs. 
Canon, Inc. produces photographic equipnent, business machines, medical 
and industrial optical products, micron-related pLoducts, laser-related pro-
ducts, and electronic canponents. Canon has three rnajor plants in Tokyo aLea, 
one in Ibaragi, and one in Fukishima. There are six otheL rranufacturing sub-
sidiaries in Japan. OVerseas factories are located in Taiwan, West Gennany, 
AustrC1.lia, and California. TotaJ, sal~s for 1976 'viere 151 billion yen or about 
$685 rrillion (@ 220 = $1). Export sales ~re 60 percent of the total. 
Fuj i.tsu Limited produces a full range of computer systems and holds the 
largest share of the danestic canputer market, the second largest canputer 
fTBrket in the M)rld. Fujitsu is also an important pLooucer of telecommunica-
tions equipment and systems, semiconductor devices, and electLonic canponents. 
Total company sales last year were approximately 600 billion yen or $2.7 
billion. 
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C. Itoh & Co., Ltd. is the third largest 1eneral trading company in Japan. The top 10 trading companies, either through their subsidiaries or other firms which they represent, account for over 50 percent of all Japanese exports and a similar portion of total imports. Thus, they are an excellent sout:"ce for trade and transportation statistics. 
Japan Air Lines is the number one Japanese air carrier with both domestic and VvDrld-wide international routes. Its share of total export and import tonnage for all carriers serving Japan is approximately one-third. In the trans-Pacific market, the share is over 40 percent. 
Matsushita Electric markets its products in more than 130 countries under brand narres which include "National," "Pansonic," "Technics," and "Quasar." It is Japan's lqrgest producer of electrical and electronic products for con-sUJrer use and is also prominent in production., of refrigerators, air conditioners, cooking equipnent and other home appliances, communications and industrial equiprent 'lighting, batteries, and many other lines. Overseas manu-facturing operations are located in 29 places in 21 different countries. Total FY 1977 sales were 1,892 billion yen or $8.6 billion. Exports from Japan, including sale of parts to overseas factories, was over 25 percent of total sales. 
Nissan Motor Company produces and exports the Datsun automobile. In IT 1976, Nissan sold about 1,100,000 passenger cars and trucks in the dorrestic market; a similar quantity was sold abroad. 'Ibtal sales \.ere 2,025 billion yen or $9.2 billion. Assembly operations are located in 21 different countries. 
Sharp Corporationmanufacturel':"s a wide range of electrical and electronic products for home, business, and industry. Separate division in Japan produce television systems, audio systems, home appliances, micravave ovens, industrial instrLllT!2nts, semiconductors, and electronic components. Pt:"oduction and assembly operations are carried out in 37 locations in 33 countries. Total sales for 1976 were 285 billion yen or $1.3 billion. 
Sony Corporation is a leading ffi:mufacturer of electrical and electronic equiprent with total sales in 1977 of 506 billion yen or $2.3 billion. Over-seas sales accounted for over 60 percent of the total sales value. Sony was the first Japanese firm to start production of TiT sets in the united states. At its plant in San Diego, California, production reached 400,000 sets in 1976. 
'Ibhto Suisan is on' ot the five wholesalers of fresh and processed marine products authorized by the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry to conduct transactions at the Tokyo f-letropolitan Central Wholesale ~1arket. In IT 1976, its transactions totaled 141 billion yen or $641 million. 
,Japanese World Trade Factors - The fo.ll~ling discussion is based only in part on case study responses and to a much greater extent on ll"B.cro-level data collected while the case studies were in progress. It is intended only as a 
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means of conveying some general impressions which have overtones for future 
Japanese trade with other nations. No attempt". is made to identify and explore 
all pertinent issues. 
The People and The Land: The Japanese p:>pulation of 115 million, over 
half that of the united states, live within an area ecIual to that of M:mtana. 
The resulting average population density is over 300 per square kilometer (800 
per square mile). Because of the mountainous regions inland, the densi ty 
along coastal areas is much higher. The Japanese people strive for harmony in 
personal and business relationships but are highly disciplined and notivated 
to achieve difficult Objectives. Japan is a long distance from all other 
major trade centers and, being an island nation, is accessible only by sea and 
air. Natural resources a're very limited. 'lbpay for required resource 
imports, Japan has developed: an industry structure which emphasizes the export 
of education with a broad range of high-technology, high~value-added products. 
For example, Japan is the orily free-~rld country outside the u.s. which 
supplies more of its awn computers than does the U.S., Figure 11-31. 
Yen Quotation Vs. The Ibllal;:: Figure II-32 sha.vs the way the Japanese 
press reports appreciation of the yen" VSj the dollar. In 1976, the exchange 
rate was close to 300 yen per dollar all year, but it started a dramatic 
change in 1977 which has made the yen worth 35 percent nore in dollars than it 
was 18 rocmths ago. This is creating a problem for exporters who must na.v 
dem:md higher prices in dollars to obtain the same number of yen. Some im-
p:>rters, on the other hand, may recap unusually large profits. The long-term 
effects of this situation are not yet clear. 
Japanese Exp:>rt Trade: The Japanese are very sophisticated ~rld traders, 
as indicated in Figure II-33 by their~rld-t·'ide distribution of autonobiles. 
Even though Japanese export gra.vth was sla.ved, by OPEC oil price increases and 
the resulting ~rld economic shock, exports to all major ~rld regions still 
doubled in the past 5-year period, FigureII-34~ Rapid export gra.vth has led 
to import trade barriers in the u.s. and European countries. In 1976, for 
example, Japan exported nore color TV sets to the u.s. than its total exports 
during the previous year. Resulting U!.g. trade pressures led Japan to agree 
to limit annual exports to the U. S.. to 1,750,000 sets. Of course, protection-
ism is a. tV.D-way street. In Japan, there is strong resistance to importing 
beef and citrus fruit from the U.S~ As anansw::r to protectionist pressures 
from u.s. and European management, labor, and government groups - overseas pro-
duction capabilities are rapidly being acquired. Figure II-35 indicates u.s. 
locations and plans of Japanese production facilities for TV sets and notor 
vehicles.. No longer will the v,Qdd see so rrany products marked MADE IN JAPAN 
because the same' products will be made right here in the U.S. and other 
countries. ' 
What will this mean to the future use of air freight by Japanese 
exporters? Here is the ?nsw::r of one case study company; it was also express-
ed in similar ways by several others: "Our use of air freight should increase 
significantly as overseas facilities are installed in order to keep them 
supplied with comp:>nents and assemblies." 
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Trade with China: Mitsubishi, the largest of Japan's general trading 
companies and sometimes referred to as Japan, Inc., has recently concluded an 
agreement with the Chinese government Which involves long-term technological 
cooperation and exchange of hardware and software in technologically advanced 
areas such as atomic power, aircraft, and chemical facilities. It may be too 
early to estimate the possible impact of this landmark agreement on the future 
of Sino-Japanese trade. Nevertheless, it is an area which bears watching and 
which is being watched carefully by many Japanese companies. 
Airfreight Selection Factors i-A nwnber of factors ";Jere identified by 
Japanese case study compan1es as being influential in their selection of the 
airfreight rroc1e - both na.v and increasingly in the future. Just as in the 
U.S., there are trade-offs to bJ made bet~en freight rate and transit time. 
Relative time and cost comparisons are shown here for freight shipnents from 
Japan to Europe. 
D3ys Ielati ve Cost 
Siberian Rail Landbridge 45 70 
Containership 30 - 45 100 
Sea and Air 15 300 
Air Charter 2 500 
Air with Hong Kong Transfer 3 600 
IATA Carriers 2 800 
The baseline for cost comparison is 100 for containership. Since there is 
about 8:1 ratio between lATA carrier rates and containership rates, it is easy 
to see why the Japanese user of air freight is attracted by the prospect of 
substantial rate reductions. 
I 
One of the rrost important features of the MCS to Japanese shippers and 
consignees is its door-to-c1oor interrroc1al capability. At present, marine con-
tainers can travel freely between dockside and shipper/c,onsignee facilities -
but not air containers. Air containers are treated th~ s~ as the cargo they 
contain. If they leave the air cargo terminal, they must go through customs 
and are subject to import duties. Additional air container handling and cargo 
transfer causes unacceptable time delays for some perishables and increases 
the potential for damage and theft of sensitive, high-value products. 
The major export markets for Japanese products are in North America and 
Europe. In the face of rising protectionism, efforts to develop other trade 
areas will be stepped up. In these developing areas, the use of air freight 
to minimize inventory is important because of limited warehousing and high 
capital costs. At present, port facilities in developing areas are congested, 
have excessive delay times, and prohibitive demurrage costs. In the future, 
product lines will be continually restructured to upgrade technological 
quality and value added. 
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Companies which have never used overseas canponent vendors and noo being 
attracted by high-quaH ty, low-cost canp)nents available in Korea, Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, and other locations. This will increase air freight for imports. 
Another major factor in the c~ing year is the pros~ct of significant 
trade flow with mainland China. Just recently, this pros~ct has becane much 
stronger. 
Airfreight Demand Stimulation With AACS - Results fran both European and 
Japanese case studies show that demand for the MCS can be grossly separated 
into two categories as shown in Figure II - 36. The high-value products, such 
as those listed on the left, already have a high air r;:enetration. The 
lower-value but high-tonnage products, listed on the right, generally move by 
dir today on an emergency basis only but would be attracted for routine ship-
ments by an AACS. The vertical height of each bar represents 100 percent of 
the sea-pIus-air shipments. Overall shipments are expected to double between 
now and 1990. At the same time, air penetration will increase dramatically 
for products such as business machines al\d houserold appliances, as shown by 
the darker area at the bottom of each bar. The air penetration is now 2 per-
cent to 5 r;:ercent for these tyr;:es of camrodities as srown on the bar. The air 
lJ2netration is predicted to increase to a range of 20 percent to 50 percent by 
1990 with the MCS. The increase in r;:enetration of 2 ~rcent to 20 percent 
(or 5 percent to 50 percent) combined with overall demand growth of 2 to 1 
gives a growth in air demand of 20 ti~s. 
Case study results for Japanese household appliance exports are shown in 
Figure II-37. They indicate an overall airfreight growth ratio with AACS of 
27.5 to 1. One of the unique characteristics of the Japanese people is their 
preference for fresh, chilled fish over fish that have been processed. The 
Central Wholesale Harket in Tokyo has about 50 acres devoted to a display of 
fresh marine products. Daily auctions are held at which retailers, restau-
rants, and institutions buy their daily supply. About 5 million pounds (2.27 
million killograms) a day are cleared through this one market. 
In 1973, Japanese imports of fish and other marine products totaled 
900,000 tons (SlO,OOO metric tons), as noted in Figure II-3S. This is 
conservatively expected to reach 1,200,000 tons (1,080,000 metric tons) by 
1990. In 1973, only 20,000 tons (18,000 metric tons) of fresh fish were im-
p::>rted, all by air. The only reason this figure was not consioerably higher 
is that fresh fish must reach the market within' 3 days after being packec'l. 
Current air freight service from Africa, South'America, and Canada cannot meet 
this constraint on a regular, routine basis, partly because of the air con-
tainer customs problem mentioned earlier. 
If the AACS door .... to-door service were available from fish expo~cting 
countries, it is estimated that as much as 550 tons (495 metric tons) per day 
might arrive by that mode. 
The official air cargo torecast from Japan's Ministry of Transport is 
shown in Figure II-39. 'I'l\is stack chflrt, with imp::>rts added on top of ex-
Forts, projects a growth in t;otal exports plus imports by air from a 1976 
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level of about 333,333 tons (300,000 metric tons} to a 1988 level of1about 
1.89 million tons H.7 million metric tons.} At first, the projected growth 
rates about 16 percent per year seemed unrealistically high. Now, however, in 
view of the case. study resp:mses to the door-tcrdoor capabili~ and freight 
rate reduction potential of the MCS, they seem much more reasonable. 
SlUTIITlary of, Findings 
Sixty-two u.s. shippers, consignees, and carrier13 wer\= joined by 18 over-
seas canpanies to participate in the AACS case studies. Together, they 
represent a very broad spectrum of industrie13' commodities, and markets. In-
dividually they are praninent in their industry groups. They are large users 
of existing surface and airfreight transpqrt?tion systems. They are very con-
versant with current air cargo system capabilities and shortcomings and 
respect to their awn needs. All of the-se factors contributed to the useful-
ness and credibility of their resp::mses. 
Case studies addressed characteristics of the company and its distribution 
and transportation operations, its current use of airfreight, and factors that 
influence airfreight selection decisions. In light of a company's present ann 
future freight transp::>rtation requireIrents, inputs were obtained relating to 
desired attributes of an MCS and the extent to which the company would expect 
to use it. 
The results of the domestic companies case studies show an 8-to-l increase 
in demand if the MCS Were available with rates at a level 45 percent below 
those for today's conventional airfreight. When the company resp::>nses were 
weighted by the canpany's annual sales, the demand increase for North America 
operations was 12 to 1. 
Also analyzed was the future airfreight p::>tential for the large group of 
manufactured products covered by the 1972 Transportation Census. In 1972 the 
actual air penetration amounted to-only 0.'06 percent by weight. From the case 
study input it was found that if theMCS had been operational in 1972, the 
air penetration v.ould have: been 0 .0 percent or 11 times greater. This v.ould 
have arrounted to almost 9.7 million itons (8.7 million metric tons) in 1972. 
This trend also holds true for motor carriers participating in the study. 
~1otor carriers estimated that the 11 percent of their freight, which moves 
over 800 miles (1288 km) v.ould have used the MCS as a substitute service if 
it had been operational in 1976. When extrap::>lated to 1990, this penetration 
would have resulted in ()Ver 5.7 million tons (5.1 million Iretric tons) 
annually. Similar figures for ocean carriers p::>tential use of MCS were 5.6 
percent, and 4.4 million tons (3.9 million metric tons) in 1990. The major 
reaoon for this was the reduction in airfreight rates and compatibili ty of the 
MCS with the surface mode equipment, e.g., future intermodal containers. 
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Fran international case studies of European and Japanese companies rrost 
Europ=an canpanies interviewed were found to exp::>rt 10 to 20 rercent of their 
product by air today, with 25 to 30 percent of those shipnents by charter. If 
today's air freight rates were reduced by 45 p=rcent, these canpanies estimate 
they ~uld increase their total exports to 55 to 80 percent by air. This 
neans a regular routine use of air freight as ~p::>sed to today's occasional 
emergency use.1 Estimated future ~xp::>rt market grCMth varied from 6 to 15 per-
cent through 1990 for the canpahies surveyed in I Eu,rop=. The European case 
studies indicated a p::>tenttaluseof the MC$ by the' ocean carrier at approxi-
mately 10 p=rcent annualili. I The-' official :air cargo forecast fran Japan's 
Ministry of Transp::>rt projects a grCMth in! total exp::>rts of over 15 percent 
p=r yeaffran 1978 to 1988, with a 16 P=rcentp=r year growth in imp::>rts. 
Other imp:>rtcmt factors found in the case studies were a need for some 
type of door-to-door intenrodal capability in- the system along with through 
rates, and a master. waybill. The need for this appearedstrohger on the inter-
national market than the U .S. danest~omarket. If this tyfe of system, the 
MCS, were available many new market$ wPuld be open. Among these are u.s. to 
Europ=, Asia, am the Mideast shiprrents' of fresh produce, fresh neat, canned 
food and drinks, U.Si.to China, and Southeast Asia in pharamaceuticals and 
wearing apparel; U.S. to South Aneri.ca in machinery canp:ments1 and U.S. to 
foreign in foodstuffs. 
The case study participants expressed their dissatisfaction \7i th present 
air containers. Canplaints were strong concerning small size, shap=, and in-
compatibili ty with existing ground transp6rtation equipnent and manufacturer/ 
shipp=r facility. Concensus was expressed for large containers, larger than 
the M-2 container, of gr.eater than 8-foot (2.4 meter) heights, and sizes up to 
"larger than todci:ly's highway limits." Compatibility with c;t"'ound transp::>rta-
tion systems and ishipperfaci1itiesl was exp:>sed. 
As an indication of the desire for an MCS, participants resp::>nses con-
cerning the timing of the need for MCS shows that over one-fifth of the can-
panies state an immediate need; one-half would like to have the MCS by 19851 
and over four-fifths want it by 1990. 
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III - ADVANCED AIR CAR30 SYSTEM DEMAND FORECAST 
Introduction 
Three rrajor categories of \\Qrld trade have been considered in the rracro 
analyses: u.S. Domestic, U.S. International (U.S. imports and exports), and a 
representation of the Free-World international trade via data from the Organi-
zation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Since this organization is 
made up of 24 reporting industrial nations, the small amount of trade between 
less-developed countries is not ac~ounted for. 
~1uch has been written in the past regarding the small airfreight penetra-
tion of surface mode freight movements, currently quoted at 0.18 percent for 
u.S. Domestic (ref. 15) and u.S. Foreign trade (ref. 16). OVer the years 
suggestions have been rrade, especially within the aircraft industry, of the 
r:ossibility of increasing air penetration to as high as 2 percent. This 
secti0n lof the ClASS study addresses and investigates the means of creating 
such an increase in air penetration. The reason that total air penetration is 
so low is that surface modes move vast quantities of bulk commodities: energy 
canrrodities (oil and coal), raw rraterials (ores, gravel, fertilizers, and 
organic and inorganic chemical elements), and basic agricultural coIllIrodi ties 
(grains). The domestic movement of these commodities is largely long-haul and 
is accomplished by bulk-carrying modes such as inland waterways and pipelines. 
To some extent these commodi ties are also moved over short distance. The 
international movements are rrainly betv.een continents and, therefore, are 
mostly long-haul. 
To establish the. potential growth in air:t;reight with the Advanced Air 
Cargo System (AACS), 'the universe of coI11fOC)(jities which have potential for air 
transportation must be established. Fran a historical viewpoint, statistical 
data are analyzed to establish a u.s. domestic universe based primarily on 
manufactured commodities which are currently moving as containerized seaborne 
freight. The output of the case studies described in the previ.ous section is 
applied to these data, reSUlting in the.qemand for the AACS. This demand is 
seen to be represented by coIllIrodities 'thclt are primarily of high value, and 
especially internationally, those that are moving as containerized loads. 
Those coI11fOC)(jities that ar€~ of very 100 value are rrainly bulk coIllIrodities that 
are not generally considered to be air-eligible except in special circum-
stances. This study establishes that these bulk commodities comprise the vast 
majority of all tonnage and that the air-eligible commodities represent a 
small proportion of the total tonnage of all commodities over all distances. 
To meet the requirements for both English and Metric units, all data are 
provided in both units. In the figures, t\\Q scales are provided. Tables are 
identified with an "E" or "M" for English or Metric units, respectively - e.g. 
Table III-2E or Table III-2M. 
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Several appendices are provided for this section. Appendices III -A and 
III -B contain details of the carload waybill statistics, and output fran the 
Census of Transportation CTS #1 tapes, respectively. Appendix III-C provides 
metric-unit equivalents of all tables found in the main body of this section. 
Apendix III-E explains how containerized tonnage is obtained fran the 
containerizable tonnage described in Appendix III-D. Appendix III-F describes 
the analysis of the OECD foreign trade data. 
Supplerrents A, B, and C are bound separately fran this volume, and are 
obtainable from NASA. 
Supplement A contains output from the Maritime Administration's u.S. 
Seaborne Trade Long-Term Forecast for the total seaborne tonnage of all corn-
modities at the 3-digit level. These commodities are defined as being 
containerizable and are grouped by the actual level of containerization 
achieved in 1974. Supplement B presents the actual containerized tonnages for 
the SaIre groupings. Both supplements present the U.S. foreign trade flows 
between the U.S. and 13 major \A.Urld regions. 
Supplement C presents the detailed analyses of the OECD Series C foreign 
trade data for the Free-World and presents the derivation of the demand for 
the Advanced A::'r Cargo System. 
u.S. Domestic Transportation Data Analysis 
Department of Transportation Forecast - 'Ib establish the u.S. IX>mestic 
demand for the Advanced Air Cargo System (AACS) using output from the Case 
Studies, analysis of macro data for all rrpdes was considered to be the 
starting point. The Department of Transportation developed forecasts (ref. 
17) for each IrOde. Since these rrodal forecasts did not consider radical 
changes in rrodal technology, the effect of the AACS on the surface and air 
rrode freight is not reflected in the roT forecasts. These forecasts, however, 
form an excellent macro base from which to establish the demand for the MCS. 
Much of the traffic to be carried in the MCS will COI'l'e fran other Irodes, 
while its existence will surely generate totally new markets. Only the former 
market is considered in detail and thus sOr:lewhat conservative forecasts are 
generated. Traffic carried by the other rndoes is mainly comprised of bulk 
canrrodities generally considered unlikely to travel by air due to their low 
value and that they do not require the speed of travel offered by the air 
rrode. Thus, it is evident that the demand for the AACS to corne primarily from 
manufactured goods. 
The ror forecast for all rrodes of transportation is presented in Table 
III-IE-I, -2. Both tonnage and ton-mile data are presented with the derived 
avq~age distances fOL each rrode. Table III-IE-I, -2 sheMs that, except for 
U-!9J l;;rater node and private truck, each IrOde is forecast to have an increase in 
thE' average distance that freight will be hauled by 1990. However, each ITDde 
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TABLE 1I1-1E-1. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT A TI ON FORECAST 
Tonna~e Annual 
1975 1980 1990 Growth 
% Tons % Tons % Tons Rate - % 
Share Millions Share Millkms Share Millions 1980 - 1990 
Rail 30 1480.1 30 1914.9 32 2561.2 2.95 
Motor Carrier 15 740.0 15 957.5 16 1280.6 2.95 
Private Truck 17 838.7 17.5 1117.0 18 1440.7 2.58 
Sub Total 62 3058.8 62.5 3989.4 66 5282.5 2.85 
Water 20 986.7 20 1276.6 19 1520.7 1.77 
Pipeline 18 880.1 17 1085. 1 15 1200.6 1.02 
Air • 1 4.9 • 1 6.4 • 1 8.0 2.26 
--
Grand Total 100 4933.7 100 6383.0 100 8003.8 2.29 
Ton Miles Annual 
1975 1980 1990 Growth 
% Ton-Miles % Ton-Miles % Ton-Miles Rate - % 
Share Billions Share Billions Share Billions 1980-1990 
Rail 33.5 761 40.2 1152 42.5 1754 4.29 
Motor Carrier 8.6 196 7.2 208 9.5 394 6.60 
Private Truck 10.8 245 8.6 248 6.6 273 0.97 
-- --
Sub Total 52.9 1202 56.0 1608 58.6 2421 4~ 18 
Water 24.5 557 22.7 650 20. 1 829 2.46 
Pipeline 22.4 510 21.1 606 21.0 868 3.66 
Air 0.18 4 0.17 5 0.22 9 6.05 
--
Grand Total 99.98 2273 99 0 97 2869 99.92 4127 3.70 
Source: U. S. DOT National 
T ransportati on Trends & 
Choices To the Year 2000, 
Page 69 for Tonnage & Mr. 
Costello, DOT for Ton-Miles 
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TABLE 11I-1E-2. 
Average Distance - S.M. 
1975 1980 1990 r'; 
Rail 514.2 601.6 684.8 
Motor Carrier 264.9 217.2 307.7 
Private Truck 292.1 222JO 189.5 
- -
Sub Total 393.0 403.1 458.3 
Water 564.5 509.2 545.1 
Pipeline 579.5 558.5 723.0 
Air 816.3 769.2 1125.0 
--
Grand Total 460.7 449.5 515.6 
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has an average distance that is less than I the threshold for the AACS of 800 
miles (1288 kilometers). After the published ton-mile data in "Trends and 
Choices" were found to be incortect, the latest data were obtained directly 
fran the roT. The rail freight !ton-miles will increase only 130 percent 
rather than the much published 143 percent. Rail's share of the total freight 
market changes only slightly fran 42 to 42.5 percent. The corrected data are 
reflected in Table III-IE-I, -2. Subsequent analyses of the danestic system 
concentrate on the tonnage data from which the demand for the AACS and the 
fleet mix are established. 
Forecasts Using Transportation 'Association of America (TAA) Data - As a 
canparison with the roT forecast, an additional forecast of TranspJrtation 
Association of America (TAA) data for rail and truck freight movements has 
been made. It is based on the GNP forecastt'itled "Resource Allocation" from 
an FAA study (ref. 18). Table 111-2 presents total GNP (ref. 19) data in 1972 
dollars, and the ratio of GNP (~1anufacturing) to total GNP. It is evident 
fran Table 1II-2 and Figure II1-l that the historical variation of the ratio 
is slight with a trend regression that is constant at 0.245: i.e., the GNP 
(Manufacturing) is 24.5 percent of the total GNP. Wi th this trend, the GNP 
(r1anufacturing) is forecast based on the FAA forecast of 'lbtal GNP. 
The historica.l rail and trupk tonnage is presented in tabular form in 
Table III-3E and M and graphically in Figure III-lo A consistent decline in 
the pJunds of rail and truck \~vement per dollar of GNP (r1anufacturing) is 
seen. This trend is forecast· to continue through the year 2000. GNP 
(Manufacturing) appears to be a good correIa tor for freight transpJrtation. 
Thus, the forecast for rail and truck tonnage is derived fran the trends of 
p::>unds of freight per dollar of GNP (Manufacturing) and the ratio of GNP 
(Manufacturing) to 'lbtal GNP. The! reSUlting forecast for the yea.r 2000 of 
rail and truck tonnage of 5,400 million tons (4,860 million retric tons) is 
only 77 percent of the extrapJlated roT forecast of 7,000 million tons (6,300 
million retric tons). The DOT forecast, however, will be used as the future 
trend in the subsequent analyses, since the GNP correlation was a simplistic 
approach and the DOT forecast represents a more detailed multi-mode analysis 
than attempted here. The FAA study results are presented as a further 
reference point. 
Small Shipment Data - A part of the total freight movements is that 
defined as small shipIrents, those under 10,000 I;Ounds (4545 kilograms) per 
shipment. The major modes for small shipments over the historical period 1950 
through 1974 have been truck and rail, with rail having lost almost totally to 
truck (Table III-4E and Figure 1II-2). The growth in the total small shipment 
demand for truck and rail has averaged only 0.6 percent per year, with the 
truck growth averaging 2.0 percent per year. The total for truck and rail has 
been forecasted based on the decline of pounds of small shipments per dollar 
of GNP (Manufacturing), resulting in average growth rate of 0.9 percent per 
year to III million tons (50.45 million retric tons) in the year 2000. 
Freight Movements Reported in Tons - The TAA modal data for 1975 canpare 
very closely with the 1975 data published in the roT forecast, and thus the 
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TABLE 111, ... 2. GNP HISTORY AND FORECAST 
GNP 
GNP (Manu fac tu ri ng) 
1972 $IS 1972 $IS GNP (Mfg) 
Year Billions Billions GNP {Total) 
1947 468,.3 114.9 .245 t".,.] 
1948 487..7 121.5 .250 
1949, 490.7 115.0 .234 
1950 533.5 131.3 
.216 
1951 576.5 146.0 .253 
1952 598.5 150.7 .252 
1953 621.8 161.2 .259 ' 
1954 613.7 149.6 .244 
1955 654.8 165.8 .253 
1956 668.8 166.'9 .250· 
1957, 680.9 167.:8 . .246 
1958, 679.5 153.'3 .226 : 
1959 720.4 170.7 .237; 
1960 736.8 172.0 .233 
1961 755.3 171 • .2 .227 
1962 799.1 186 • .2 .233 
1963 830.7 201.0 .242, 
1964 874~4 215..7 .247 
1965 925.9 235.1 .254 
1966 98l.0 254.0 .259 
1967 1007.7 254.1 .252 
1968 1051' .8 268.4 .255 
1969 1078.8 276.2 .256 
1970 1075.3 260.6 .242 
1971 1107.5 264.1 .238 1 
1972 1171. 1 288.8 .247 
1973 1235.0 313.0 .253 
19741 1214.0 296.8 .244 
1975 1191.7 270~0 .227--
1976 1265.0 
j 
1980 1470.0 360.2 .245, 
1985 1700.0 416.5 .245 
1990 2eeO.O 490.0 .2451 
1995 2340 .. 0 57303 .245 
2000 2740.0(0 671.3 .245 
(1) Based on FAA Resource Allocation FO,recast from Aviation Futures to the Year 2000. 
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TABLE 11I-3E.' 'MIL AND TRUCK FORECAST (MILLION TONS) 
! GNP Rail Truck Truck Total Mfg. Class 'ICC- Non-ICC Total Rail & 1972 $'s Lb/$ GNP Year 1&11 I Regulated Truck . Ti-uck Billions (Mfg) Regulate I 
1940 1069 61 211 272 1368 
i941 1296 77 312 389 1685 
J<;;;;I 1942 1498 83 204 287 1785 
1943 1557 96 196 292 1849 1944 1565 105 218 323 1888 
1945 1493 108 286 394 1887 
1946 1432 112 354
1 
466 1898 
1947 1613 135 421 556 2169 114.9 37.8 1948 1580 166 406~·, 572 2152 121.5 35.4 1949 1284 176 4541 i 630 1914 115.0 33.3 
1950 1421 213 581 794 2215 131.3 33.7 1951 1547 237 634 871 2418 146.0 33. 1 1952 1447 243 670 913 2360 150.7 31.3 1953 1448 270 737 1007 2445 161.2 30.3 1954 1279 271 762 1033 2312 149.6 30.9 1955 1459 314 749 1063 2522 165.8 30.4 1956 1521 330 893 1223 2744 166.9 32.9 1957 1449 330 783 1113 2562 167.8 30.5 1958 1247 329 793 i 1122 2369 153.3 30.9 1959 1293 375 781 i 1156 2449. 170.7 28.7 
1960 1301 387 794 : 1181 2482' 172.0 28.9 1961 1253 401 922 1323 2576 171.2 30.1 1962 1294 440 981 ' i 1421 2715 186.2 29.2 1963 1347 458 1049, 1507 2854 201.0 28.4 1964 1420 497 1173 ' 1670 3090 215.7 28.7 1965 1479 557 1084 1641 3120 235.1 26.5 1966 1543 606 1138 1744 3287 254.0 25.9 1967 1498 600 1245 1845 3343 254.1 26.3 1968 1515 642 1169 1811 3326 268.4 24.8 , 1969 1558 639 1129 1768 3326 276.2 24. I 
1970 1572 661 1167 1828 ,3400 260.6 26. I 1971 1472 707 1155 1862 3334 264. I 25.2 1972 1531 771 1163 1934 3465 288.8 24.0 1973 1616 830 1198 2028 3644 313.0 23.3 1974 1619 800 1155 1955 3574 296.8 24.1 1975 1471 688 993 1681 3152 270.0 23.3 1976 1477 784 1131 1915 3392 
1980 3890 360.2 21.6 
1985 4186 416.5 20.1 
1990 4582 490.0 18.7 
1995 4988 573.3 17.4 
2000 5404 671.3 16.1 
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TABLE 111-4E. SMALL SHIPMENT HISTORY AND FORECAST 
Motor Rail GNP 
LTL LCL Manufacturing 
Class Class Rail & 1972 $'s Lb/$ 
I GNP {Mfg}. Year: 1&11 1&11 Truck Bi II ions 
Net: Tons - In Thousands 
1950 53,405 22 164 75,569 131.3 1. 15 
1951 48,941 21,282 70,223 146.0 0.96 
1952 49,615 18,991 68,606 150.7 0.91 
1953 51,801 16,811 68,612 161.2 0.85 
1954 50,279 14,260 64,539 149.6 0.86 
1955 54,132 14,045 68,177 165.8 0.82 
1956 56,963 13,124 70,087 166.9 0.84 
1957 57,934 11 ,223 69,157 167.8 0.82 
1958 56,272 8,771 65,043 153.3 0.85 
1959 62,721 7,730 70,451 170.7 0.83 
1960 62,144 6,447 68,591 172.0 0.80 
1961 63,527 5,354 68,881 171.2 0.80 
1962 68,541 4,473 73,014 186.2 0.78 
1963 70,!94 3,345 ]4,139 201.0 0.74 
1964 73,f48 2,446 V5,494 215.? 0.70 I 
1965 76,896 2,125 79,021 235.1 0.67 
1966 82/04~ 1,650 83,698 254.10 0.66 
I 
1967 80,190 1,512- 81,702 254.1 0.64 
1968 83,223 1,297 84,52(,) 268.4 0.63 
1969 84,505 1,279 85,784 276.2 0.62 
1970 78,099 1,177 79,276 260.6 0.61 
1971 78,500 1, 100 " 79,600 264.1 0.60 
1972 82,800 969 83,769 288.8 0.58 
1973 83,789 746 84,536 313.:0 0.54 
1974 86,000 661 86,661 296.8 0.58 
.. 
1980 91,:851 360.2 0.51 
1985 95,795 416.'5 0.46 
i • 1990 100,,450 490.0 0.41 
1995 106,061 573.3 0.37 
2000 110,765 671.3 0.33 
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FIGURE 111-2. FREIGHT MOVEMENTS IN TONS VERSUS YEARS 
TM data are used fOlT the historical period 1940 through 1975. These data are 
illustrated in Figure 111-2. Starting at the top of the chart, the freight 
movements for all modes are broken down into rail and truck, since the demand 
for the MCS will corre fran these rrodes rather than waterborne or pipeline. 
These macro data include all comrrodities carried over all distances. The 
camrodities include coal, petroleum, ores, grains, and manufactured goods. It 
is expected that the manufactured goods will form the market demand for the 
MCS. 
The major source for rrovements of manufactured goods is the Census of 
Transportation. Table III-5E presents the total of all canrnodities movements 
and manufactured goods movements for the three census years - 1963, 1967, and 
1972 - and forecasts through the year 2000. These data sho.Y the effect of 
eliminating the bulk of non-manufactured goods, and are without regard for 
distance. The manufach.lred goods presented here exclude petroleum and coal 
products and show that manufactured goods JTOved by rail and truck represent 
approximately 30 percent of total goods rnoved by rail and truck. 
Also, ~he ,malin source of freight' for the AACS is considered to be freight 
currently rrCving rrore than 800 miles (1288 kilometers) and presently carried 
by truck. Manufactured cOl11llOdities presently rroving by rail are doing so 
primarily due to the low rail rates or lack of time sensitivity. Figure 111-2 
shows that if the air rrode continues to grow at the long-term historical rate, 
it will equal the total truck for over 800 miles (1288 kilometers) by 1995. 
Figure III-2 presents a great deal of data for all cOllll1'Ddities and manu-
factured goods. 'Ib simplify the data to represent only manufactured goods 
eligible for the MCS, some additional reduction factors must be considerd. 
In doing so, one sees that air freight has a considerably larger share of the 
eligible universe that is indicated by the often quoted "t~tenths of one 
percent. II Analyses of the 1972 Census of Transportation tape crs #1 have been 
made, resulting in the data presented in Figures 111-3, 111-4, and 111-5. The 
data represent all manufactured goods except S'It:C 29 (PetroleLUTI and Coal 
products), and are shown as the quantity of freight rnoving more than the 
indicated distance. Figure III-3 illustrates freight tonnage for air, truck, 
rail, and all modes. As an example, 122 million tons out of the 660 million 
tons (594 million metric tons) total movements are rnoved by all JTOdes over 
distances greater than 800 miles (~28? kilometers). 
Fram these data, the percentage distribution by distance is derived, 
Figure III-4. This clearly shows the long-haul nature of the current air 
system, am especially that 22 percent of rail tonnage and 5 percent of truck 
tonnage move rnore than 800 miles ~1288 kilometers). These results were incor-
porated in Figure 111-8 in arriving at the universe for the AACS. 
Figure III-5 presents air penetration based on all modes; on air, truck 
and rail; and on air and truck. Air penetration of air and truck already 
stands at 2.7 percent for distances greater than 800 miles (1288 kilometers), 
compared with 0.1 percent for all manufactured goods for all distances. The 
gradient of the air and truck line is substantial such that the air penetra-
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TABLE 111-5E. SHIPMENTS BY MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS - TONS 
Year 1963 1967 1972 1980 
All Commodities -Bulk and Manufactured T Rail and Truck Only 
Total Freight Movements - Tons (Millions) I : . 
Rail 1347 1498 1531 1915 
Motor Carrier 458 600 I 771 958 
Private Truck 1049 1245 1163 1117 
Total Truck 
Rail & Truck 
1507 
2854 
1845 
3343 
1934 
3465 
T'ltal All-Modes Manufactured Goods(1) - Tons (Millions) 
882.526 966.957 1119.629 
PercentDistribution - Rail and Truck O~ly 
Rail 43.9 44.6 38.7 
Motor Carrier 32.9 33.5 35.8 
Private Truck 19. 9 17. 6 . . .. 21.3 
Manufactured Goods(1) by Rail & Truck- Tons (Millions) 
Rail 
Motor Carrier 
Private Truck 
Total Truck 
Rail & Truck 
387.429 
29d.351 
175.623 
465.974 
853.403 
I 
431.263 
323.931 
170. 184 
494.115 
925.378 
433.2.96 
400.827 I 
238.481 ! 
639.308 
1072.604-
2075 
3990 
527 
469 
223 
692 
1219 
1990 
I 
2561 
1281 
1441 
2722 
5283 
681 
580 
278 
858 
1539 
I . 
Manufactured Goods Movenients - Percent Share of Total Freight Movements 
Rail 28.81 28.8 28.3 27.'5 26.6 
Motor Carrier 63.4 54.0
r 
52.01 49.0 45.3 
Private Truck 16.7 13.7 20.5! 20.0 19.3 
Total Truck 30.9 26.8 33.1: 33.3 31.5 
Rail & Truck 29.9 27.7 30.6 29. 1 
Sources: 
2000 
3200 
1600 
1800 
3400 
6600 
826 
672 
335 
1007 
1833 
25.8 . 
42.0 
18.6 
29.6 
27.8 
(1) Manufactured goods for 23 Shipper Groups 
excluding Petroleum & Coal Products. 
Historical Data - TAA Facts & Trends 
Forecast Data - Based on DOT Trends 
& Choices 
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tion reaches alnost 6.3 percent for distances greater than 2000 miles (3200 
kilaneters) • 
Figures 111-6 and 111-7 for Carload Waybill statistics present the results 
of analyses detai!.ed in A)?t:endix 1II-~. " These statistics are provided for 
camrodities defined at th~ 3-digit .level and have been ranked based Oil the 
revenue t:er ton-mile. Figures 1II-6 and 1II-7 show that 11.5 t:ercen't of all 
commodity tonnage and 20 percent of manufactured goods tonnage generate 
revenues greater than 3 cents t:er ton-mile C 2 .08 cents t:er metric ton-
kilometer). The latter fraction is used to establish the universe from which 
the MCS will draw its freight, since many manufactured goods, being primary 
manufactured goods ratheri than firlished manu£.a~tured goods, rove by rail 
because of the low rates, or are: time-insensithre •. 
The predom[nance of low-value, bulk commodities roving by rail is further 
illu:",trated in Table III-6E. 'l11is table present:> a summary of the shipper 
group fran the 1972 Census and snows the' top 10 cOllUrodi ties by total tons 
IOC)ved, along with the tonnage ITIOVf:.d by ra-il, and the t:ercentage by rail. The 
shipper group represents approximately th~ cOOlbinc;:ltion between the first- and 
second-digit levels and, therefore" represents ~ g~oss level. 
Figure 1II-8 summarizes the effects of these factors by prese):1dng only 
manufactured g0c:x3:: for rail, 'cruck, and air. The universe for the MCS is nO\.,. 
seen to be 54 million i:O~1F; (48.6 million metric tons) in 1976, grCMing to 86 
million tons (77 A million rt~tric tons) in the year 2000, rather than the all 
rodes tonnage ffom Figure 1II-2 of 5300 million (4770 million metric) in 1976 
and 10,000 million (9000 million metric) in 2000. Also in Figure II 1-8 
historical data and the ATA .forecast for total air cargo are presented. A 
large portion of the ATA ca~go: forecast is made up of 10\'ler-hold or belly 
cargo, thus leaving a smali demand for all-cargo services. This small 
all-cargo demarrl results fran a very conservative total cargo forecast and a 
forecasted substantial growth in belly load factor. This small all-cargo 
demarrl is assumed to be absorbed by the MCS. 
The demand for the MCS derivf!d in Section II was established by using the 
canrtDdi ty distribution statisticfJ fran the 1972 Census. Actual 1972 air 
penetration was increased baEed on the Case Study results reflecting 
additional diversion to a:Lt" frQl11 the proposed 45 t:ercent rate reduction. This 
process was performed at_thE'l 4-digit level of cornm:Jdity classification but 
where such detail was not" available, approximation's were made at aggregated 
levels of 3 and 2 digits. 
The degree of penetration for the MCS established fran the Case Studies 
as if it were in service in 1972 is assurnedtQ remain constant through the 
year 2000. The resulting domestic air cargo demand forecasts are tabulated in 
Table 1II-7E along with the rail and truck universe data. The air cargo 
tonnage with the MCS in service is calculated by multiplying the projection 
for rail arrl truck, specific ccnurodities, over 800 miles (1288 kilometers) by 
the "percent of universe", and is illustrated in Figure1II-8. 
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TABLE 11I-6E. 1972 CENSUS RESUL TS 
Top Commodities by Tons 
Total I Rail 
Tons Tons Percent Rai I 
Rank (Mill ion~) (Millions) of Total 
All 23 Shipper Groups(l) 1,119,(>29 433,296" 38.7 
1 
Stone, Clay & ,Glass Products 178,122 39,009 . 21.9 
2 Canned, Frozen & Other Food Products 154,015 78,086 50.7 
3 Primary I ron & Steel Products 139,461 60,944 43.7 
4 Chemicals, Plastics; etc. 111,8531 54,361 48.6 
I 
5 Paper & Allied Products 89,4101 46,314 51.8 
6 Lumber & Wood Products Except Furniture 79,991 36,716 45.9 
7 Drugs, Paints & Other Chem. Prod. 58,902 22,265 37.8 
8 Candy, Beverages & Tobacco Prod. 57,996 8,931 15.4 
9 Meat & Dairy Products 42,616 8,012 18.8 
Top 9 Shipper Groups 912,366 354,638 38.9 
Top 9 ds Percent of Total 81.5 81. 8 
10 Motor Vehi cles & Equipment 39,990 23,714 59.3 
Top 10 as Percent of Total 85. 1 87.3 
(1) The total for the 23 Shipper Groups excludes Petroleum and Coal Products 
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TABLE 111-7E. MARKET UNIVERSE FOR AACS AND CAS-E STUDY CORRELATION 
MANUFACTURED GOODS ONLY 
Year 1963 1967 1972 
! Million Tons 
i 
Rail - Total 3e7.429 
I 
431.263 4~3.296 
Rail over 800 mi(1) 84.460 94.015 94.459 
R"I S T Cd" f (2) 01 - peci IC ommo lies 16.892 180803 18.892 
i 
Truck - Total 465.974 . 494.115 639.308 
Truck over 800 mi(3) 23.299 24.706 31.965 
Truck - Specific Commodities(4) 23.299 24.706 31. 965 
Rail & Truck 
Total 8530403 925.378 1072.604 
Over 800 mi 107.759 118.721 126.424 
Speci fi c Commodi ti'es 40.191 43.509 50.857 
Case Study Resul ts for 45% Rate Reductions 
Percent of Universe 19.0 
Air T onnaqe wi th AACS 9.671 
'(5) A TA Bell y Cargo Forecast 
Remaining Demand for AACS 
(1) 2108 percent of rail tons move over 800 mi. 
(2) 20 percent of rail tons move at yields of 3c;:/tsm or more 
(3) 5 percent of truck tons move over 800 mi. 
(4) All manufactured goods by truck considered eligible for AACS 
1980 
527 
115 
23 
692 
35 
35 
1219 
150 
58 
19.0 
11 
3 
8 
(5) Specific Commodities (Rail & Truck) times Percent of Universe/lOG . 
1990 
681 
148 
30 
858 
43 
43 
1539 
191 
73 
19.0 
14 
6 
8 
(6) Air Transport Association of America Cargo Forecast 1975-2000, January 1978 
2000 
-'" ..,.~ 
826 
180 
36 
1007 
50 
50 
1833 
230 
86 
19.0 
16 
9 
7 
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The t\-Jo forecasts, the MCS demand and the ATA forecast, ,are independent 
except for the possibili ty that the MCS demand based on the Case Studies may 
contain some small shipnent demand. Answers provided by some Case Study 
participants could be interpreted to imply that the participants' projected I 
MCS demand included small shipnents already being sent by air. It is not 
feasible to quantify this, but it would adjust the MCS demand downward. The 
belly cargo forecast is a substantial part of the total ATA cargo forecast. 
If all the belly cargo forecast by the ATA is considered to be included in the 
MCS demafld derived from the Case Studies, the entire belly forecast should be 
subtracted fran the Case Study demand to arrive at the dedicated demand, 
available to theMeS:. Thus, in 1990, the Case Study demand of 14 million; 
tons (12.6 million metric tons) is reduced to 8 million (7.2 million) by 
subtractimg the ATA belly forecast of 6 million tons (5.4 million metric 
tons), Figure III-8 and Table III-7E. The MCS demand in Table III-7E is 
equivalent to 8 million tons (7.Z million metric tons) in 1980 and 1990 and 
reducing to 7 million (6.3 million) in the war 2000, based up:>n the assump-
tion that the belly foreCast of the ATA will" in Ifact, still come about with 
the introduction of the MC~. That in itself is a debatable issue in that, 
with the lower rates available with the MCS, thebel1y cargo may not grow as 
the ATA has forecas t. 
Some of the data are subject to different interpretations that may lead to 
different demaoo estimates. A good way to acccxnrrodate this) situation is to 
establish ldwer and upper boundaries on the forecast. An upper boundary for 
the MCS demand': can be develop€dby combining the MCS demand and the conven-
tional forecast. As noted, aQove, the belly forecast iflcorporates a doubling 
of the weight load £ac to rs by 2000. Shippers apr:jear to be reluctant to canmit 
their routine shirments to passenger aircraft! belly holds, even at rates 
almost as low as motor carrier rates:." Apr:Br~ntly, low rates are not 
sufficient incentive to induce shippers to change ;their transp:>rtation demand 
to an air system that could easily be filled to capacity if only a few major 
shippers shifted to air and, whose future~grcwth and traffic patterns are 
completely dependent on the passenger market. 'ThGs, the belly load factor may 
not double from 24 percent in 1975 to 48, perce~ntl in the year 2000, even if the 
MCS does not cone into existence. With the existence of AACS, the belly load 
factors are expected to remain as they are at present at best, and the 
reIT'ainder of theeoIj1ventiQrlfll ATA forecast would be available to the MCS. 
Under this concept, .Ith'e upper boundary of the MCS forec<;lst for 1990 is 10 
million tons (9 million metric tons). 
Values for the lower and upper boundaries in millions of tons (millions of 
metric tons) for different periods are: 
1980 1990 2000 
Million Million Million 
Million He,tric Million Metric Hillion Metric 
'!bns '!bns '!bns '!bns '!bns 'Ions 
Lower Boundary 8 7.2 8 7.2 7 6.3 
Upp:r Boundary 8.2 7.4 10 9 11.2 10 
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There are still elements of conservatism in r the AACSforecast. As noted 
above, the MCS demand does not include non man6factured goods or mail. Also, 
it does not include adjustments for air used as substitute service by the 
rrotor carriers. While the rrotor carriers do not generate traffic themselves, 
they can generate air traffic if they select air as a substitute for surface 
line-haul. 
The rrotor carriers' projected use of the MCS as a substitute service was 
identified by th~ Case Studies. The demand forecast was 5.7 million tons (5.2 
million Iretric ton?) in 1990. There was some difficulty determining from the 
Case Study data· where there might be an overlap in the shipper/consignee 
resfOnses and, the resql ting cargo demand forecast and the rrotor carriers 
substitute seEVice demand forecast, because the ootor carrier serves most of 
those shipper/consignees who do not have their own private carriage. 
Therefore, while the motor qarriers' demand for substitute service has not 
been quantified to the extent that it can be included in the AACS forecast, it 
will add to the MCS demand. 
Figures IIT-9 and III-lO show the- background for the air penetration 
versus transfOrtaton revenue or yield correlation. Figure III-9 shows yield 
in constant 1976 dollars versus years from. 1947 for the three major modes: 
rail, truck, and air. It shows a dramatic decrease in the yield by air with 
only a slight decrease for truck and a gradual increase for rail. This 
clearly shows that air has becorre a oore economical rrode of transfOrtation 
since 1947, while truck has become only slightly oore economical, and rail has 
become relatively more expensive. 
Studies by Boeing (ref. 20) asst.nne a continuation of constant yield in 
current dollars in a 5 percent inflationary econany resulting in a 
continuation of the downward trend of air yields in constant 1976 dollars. 
The 1976 yield for all-cargo services is 27 cents/tsm (30 cents/metric tsm) ; 
then the constant dollar value for year n = 27, where n is number of n years after 1976. (1.05) 
Constant $ % Reduction in 
Year n Yield Yield from 1976 
-
1980 4 22.2 17 .8 
1985 9 17.4 - I 35.6 
I 
1990 14 13.6 49.6 
For the total air cargo industry, the yield in 1976 is 31.8 cents/tEnn. If 
this is held constant in current dollars during a 5% inflationary period 
through the year 2000, then the constant 1976 dollar values will be: 
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Current 
Year Dollars 
1976 31.8 
1980 31.8 
1985 31.8 
1990 31.8 
Constant 
1976 Dollars 
I 31.8 
I 
I 26.2 
20.5 
16.1 
% Reduction in 
Yield fran 1976 
17.6 
35.5 
49.4 
The 15-, 30-, and 45-percent reductions fran 1976 levels are shown in Figure III-9. Figure III-iO shows the progressive reduction in yield fran the 1976 levels versus time and shows that: the 45 percent reduction in yields can be achieved by about 1988. Clearly, the historical reduction in air freight yield has been a major stimulus for the growth of air freight. Figure III-II shows this increased p=netrationa~ a function pf the constant 1976 dollar yi eld • These da ta are tabula ted ih Table r:11 1-$ • The regress ion analys is, Table 1II-9, shows a continuation of this trend bf growth in air penetration. this increase in air pe'netration is. translated' iIjlto tons in Figure III-12 for the various levels of yield reduction., Taible HI-IO presents the tabulated data for Figure 111-12. Fram ~igure 111-12, several things are apparent: (1) 15-r:ercent reduction in yi~ld by 1991 may be required to achieve the ATA belly forecast; (2) the dotted line fran the historical air data to the MCS demand presents the timing for the reductions· in yield and shows the demand of 14 million tons (12.7 million metric tons) is achievable by 1988; and (3) the yield/r;enetration correlation for 45-percent reduction in yield is extremely close to the Case study demand result for the 45-percent reduction in rates. 
u.s. and Foreign International Transportation Data Analyses 
The subject of U.s. and Foreign International Transportation, or expressed another way; Foreign Trade Transr;ortation, is a difficult subject to address due to the lack of conformity of stptistical data, and to the lack of specific modal data. Also, again due to' the availability of statistical data, an approximation has been made in representing the Free-World foreign trade. The single, rrost-reliable source of foreign trade data is the OECD - the Organization for Econanic Co-operation and Development. This organization publishes foreign trade data for the 24 OECD reporting nations in dollars and units of quantity, but not by the' various nodes. Since these 24 reporting nations trade between themselves and with the rest of the world, only the trade between any two less-developed nations is excluded, amounting to a loss of only a small percentage of world trade. 
Since the OECD data do not include nodal data, some approximations had to be made to arrive at rrodal data in order to ultimately arrive at the demand for the MCS. 'Ib establish these approximations, two further important data 
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TABLE 111-8. U. S. DOMESTIC YIELD AND AIR PENETRATION 
I I 1 
Constant Dollar Yield I Air 
Years ~/rsm ~/rrrtkm Penetration 
1947 65.09 44.58 0.0070 1948 50.62 34.67 0.0068 I" .; 1949 50.04 34.27 0.0113 1950 45.15 30.93 0.0131 1951 44~41 30.42 0.0090 19521 45~63 31.2~ 0.0123 19531 46.94 32.15 0.0117 1954 48.98 33.55 0.0124 1955 46.40 31.78 0.0140 1956 43.93 30.09 0.0130 1957 44.01 30.14 0.0137 1958 45.81 31.38 0.0147 " "" 
\ 
1959 45.10 30.89 0.0170 1960 44.42 30~43 0.0166 1961 42.64 29.21 0.02116 1962 I 1 40. 141 27.68 0.0232 1963 40.59 27.:80 0.0240 1964 38.58 26.'43 0.0275 1965 36.~3 25.23 0.0316 1966 35.23 24.13 0.0363 1967 33.p9 23.08 0.0396 1968 32.36 22.,16 0.0495 1 1969 32.44 22.22 0.0523 1970 32.08 21.97 0.0573 1971 31.5 21.58 "" 1 0.0579 1972 30.44 20.85 0.0630 1973 29.48 20.19 0.0641 1974 29.79 20.40 0.0654 1975 29.67 20.32 0.0653 1976 31. 81 21.79 0.0645 
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TABLE 111-9. U. S. DOMESTIC AI R FREI GHT YIELD VERSUS 
AIR PENETRATION REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
I 
Yield (x) 65.0900 40.4100 
Penetration (y) 7.0000 23.2000 
50.6200 40.5900 
6.~00O 24.0000 
50.0400 38.5800 
11. 3000 ! 27.5000 
45.1500 36.8300 
13.1pOO 31. 6000 
44.4100 35.2300 . 
9.0000 36.3000 
45.6300 33.6900 
12.3000 39.6000 
46.9400 32.3600 
11. 7000 49.5000 
48.9800 32.4400 
12.4000 52.3000 
~ 
46.4000 32.0800 
14.0000 ! 57.3000 
I 
43.9300 31.5000 
13.0000 57.9000 
44.0100 30.4400 
13.7000 63.0000 
45.8'100 29.4800 
14.7000 64.1000 
45.1000 29.7900 
17.0000 65.4000 . 
44.4200 29.6700 ~ 
16.6000 65.3000 
. 42.6400 31. 8100 
21.6000 64.5000 
* Penetration is % x 1000. 
, I 
------------~------------------
Coeffi ci ent of I 
Correlation 
linear: y = g + bx 
(a) 
(b) 
Coefficient of (R2) 
Determi nati on 
Exponential: y = abx 
-0.8975 
123.3836693 
-2.2946042 
0.8055063 
(a) 709.2934568 
(b) 0.9194151 
Coefficientof (R2) 0.8886373 
Determi nation 
G . b eometn c: y = a~ 
(a) 11 ,063,409.79 
(b) -3.5469011 
Coefficient of (R2) 0.9332309 
Determii1Otion 
Standard Error of Estimate 
----------~~~------------------
linear 
Exponential 
Geometric 
9.2248 
5.0774 
3.6227 
-------------------------------
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lc.ble 111-9 (Continued) 
Curve Generators Linea.1: 
' (1) Geometric. EXPQnen ti a I 
-----------
_ilA _________ 
-------------
123.3836693 709.2934568 11,063,409.79 
-2.2946042 0.9194151 -3.5469011 
1. 2. 3. 
------------ ----------- -------------
5.0000 ~.OOOO 5.0000 
5.0000 5.0000 5~QQOO 
65.0000 65.0000 65.0000 
I 
-----------Yield 5.0000 -----s~6666- -------sf5666 
Penetration (2) 111.9106 465.9981 36,703.8416 
10.0000 10.0000 10. Q()OO 
100.4376 306.1556 3,140.42,12, 
15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 " 
88.9646 20l.1409 745.4347 
I 20~OOOO 20.0000 20.0000 
I 
77.4916 132.1474 268.6979 
25.0000 25.0000 25.0000 
66.0186 86.8194 121.7682 
30.0000 3,0.0.000 30.0000 
54.5455 57.0394 63.7802 
35.0000 35.0000 35.0000 
43.0725 37.4743 36.9175 
i 
40.0000 40.0000 40.0000 
31.5995 24.6202 22.9901 
45.0000' 45.0000 45.0000 
20.1265 16.1752 15.13,94 
I 50.0000 50.0000 50.0~00 
8.6535 10.6269 10.4186 
55.0000 55.0000 55.0000 
-2.8196 6.9818 7.4301 
I 
60.0000 60.0000 60.0000 
... 14.2926 -- -I 4.5869 5:.4571 , 
65.0000 65.0000 65.0000 
-25.7656 3.0136 4.1083 
----------- ----------- -----------
(1) Exponential chosen since geometric gives impossible solution at low yields 
(2) Penetration is percent times 1000 
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TABLE 111-10. AIR FREIGHT VS YIELD 
Percent Constant- Air Air Freight 
Reduction Dollar Penetration 1980 1990 2000 
in Yield Yield % Short Tons (Mi II ions) 
6383.0(1) 8003.8(1) 10036.2(1) 
0 31.80 0.0485 3.10 3.88 4.87 
15 26.50 0.076 4.85 6.08 7.63 
30 22.25 0.109 6.96 8.72 10.94 
45 17.70 O. 160 10.21 12.81 16.06 
Metric Tons {Millions} 
5780.6(2) 7260.9(2) 9104.7(2) 
0 31. 80 0.0485 2.81 3.52 4.42 
15 26.50 0.076 4.40 5.52 6.92 
30 22.25 0.109 6.31 7.91 9.92 
45 17.70 0.160 9.26 11.62 14.57 
(1) Totcl freight, all modes (short tons). 
(2) Total freight, all modes (metric tons). 
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sources werei used. The D:partrnent of COi.ll1"'€rCe (rxx::) l".;.'1nual Summary Data 
Analysis provides the modal statistical data for just U.S. foreign trade from 
which assumptions are made to arrive at the approximation of modal distribu-
tion in the OECD data., 'l'he Maritirre Adminh~tration (MarAd) Long-Term 
Forecast, again for just U.s. foreign trade, provides a thorough understanding 
of the containerizability of commodities and provides a firm base, for 
canparison purfX)se's, of a forecast to the y~ar 2000. 
In surrunary, the MarAd analysis identifies cOIT1IIDdities by their historical 
level of seaborne containeiization. With this ~nformation the rxx:: Annual 
Surrunary Data are analyzed to establish the modal distribution, by commodity 
and by levels of seaborne containerizatioh. The relationship that is not 
evident is that the higher the level of seaborne containerization of a 
canrrodity, the higher the air penetration of that canmodity. Results fran 
these tv.o sources ar~ then applied to the OECD data to establish the 
"Free-World" demand for the MCS. , 
Maritime Administration IDng-Term Forecast Data - The MarAd Long-Term 
Forecast provides forec~sts to the year 2000 for all foreign trade commodities 
expressed at the 3-digit level for each of the U.S. trading partners. These 
trading ,partners have been grouped into major regions, and the commodities 
have been regrouped by degrees of 'containerization. 
The degrees of con~ainerization were developedl by MarAd in analyses of 
1974 U.S. Foreign Trade Data at the 4-digit level' aggregated to the 3-digit 
level. These degrees of containerization are 0-5, 5-20, 20-40, 40-60 and 
60-100 percent containerization. , Each canrrodity was viewed as being to some 
degree containerizable. An' irilportant staterrent (ref. 21) by MarAd is "In 
1974 ••• grCMth rate (of containerization) abated somewhat, not because of any 
negative influences, but because, the industry is approaching the limits of 
econanic feasibility. By 1974 most cOI\tainerizable canmodities had already 
been adapted to containerized transport." (See Figure III-13.) This state-
rrent has added importance in the CLASS study in that it is assumed that the 
supply of cargo for the Mes will corre from those commodities that are already 
containerized, and that the U .S. contair;~rized seaborne cargo has reached a 
nearly mature market level. Future growth will approxinate overall grCMth of 
foreign trade. In the MarAd analyses, each canmodity was analyzed from the 
1974 data to establish the percentage of that given commodity that was 
containerized. This analysis identified the level or economic limit of 
containerization for that commodity and identified the large quantities of 
bulk canmodities, e.g., coal, oil, and grain, which are considered at least 
for the foreseeable future as not being eligible for the MCS. 
For the remainder of this section, 'the terms "containerizable" and 
"containerized" are defined as follCMs: 
o Containerizable - refers to the total tonnage, imports and exports, of 
those corrnrodities of which sorre pror:ortion is containerized from a lCM 
of near zero to 100 percent containerized. Of the 180 canmodi ty 
descriptions at the 3-digit level only 14 for U.S. Irilports and 15 for 
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QUOTE FROM MARAD 
"IN 1974, ••••• GROWTH RATE (OF CONTAINERIZATION) ABATED SOMEWHAT, 
NOT BECAUSE OF ANY NEGATIVE INFLUENCES, BUT BECAUSE THE INDUSTRY 
IS APPROACHING THE LIMITS OF ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY. BY 1974, MOST 
CONTAINERIZAB[ECOMMODITIES HAD ALREADY BEEN ADAPTED TO CONTAINERIZED 
TRANSPORT. " 
SOURCE: CONTAINERIZED CARGO STATISTICS, CALENDAR YEAR 1974 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, MARl TIME ADMINISTRATION 
. "~, :-
~ 
.. 
U.S. ExpJrts are considered to be totally liquid or dry bulk and are not considered to be containerizable. . 
o Containerized - refers to the actual tonnage lIDved in containers and is arrived at by multiplying the total tonnage of the 3-digit level description by the numerical average of the range of percent container-ization. Based on the MarAd state~nt in Figure 111-13, each commod-ity description is near its maximum level of econanic containeri-zation. 
I\n introduction to the details of the actual 3-digit level commodity des-criptions by their degree '.-of containerizati9n are presented in Appendix D. 'The full MRrAd Long-Term Forecastlaf the 3-digit level for u.s. Vbrld totals and for 13 separate U.S. trading partner regions are also presented in the supplements. Supplement'Aipresents the detailed forecast for U.S. imports and Supplenent B presents the U.S. expoi;rts (may be obtained from NASA). The 3-digit canrrodity data, in netric tons, are surnrrarized to the l-digit level, and each level of containerization is also surnrrarized. Percentage shares of the total U.S. imports or exports for each of surnrrary levels are given. Material from these surnrraries are disc~s_sed, here in the OOdy of the report. 
As shown in Table III-lIE, for the containerizable imports and exports, 23 percent of the total tonnage that IOC>ved in U.S. Foreign Trade was actually containerizable and is forecast to grew to 33.5 percent by the year 2000. Tables III-12E and III-l3E present imports and exports, respectively. This clearly illustrates how much the universe of foreign trade is reduced by extracting the 14 import and 15 export bulk comroc>dities in order to arrive at the trade universe for the MCS. This universe is further reduced by establishing the actual containerized tonn?ge as described in the above definitions. 
Looking at the results of these containerized tonnages in Table III-14E for imports and exports, we new see the trade universe for the MCS. The containerized tonnages for U.S. imports and exports canbined amount to 2.8 percent of the total foreign trade tonnage in 1975 and are forecast to grow to 4.2 percent by the year 2000. The annual grewth rate for 1975 through 2000 approximates 5 percent. Tables III-15E and III-l6E present imports and expJrts, respectively, which show a very good balance for containerized imports and exports through the year 2000. As stated previously in Section II of the Case Studies, 5.6 percent of this containerized cargo can be considered to be air-penetrable by the MCS. Thus, the tonnage of u.s. foreign tJ.:'ade that could be IOC>ved by the MCS v.ould be in the order of 991,500 metric tons or 0.157 percent of the U.S. total, had it been in service in 1975, and 3,396,000 metric tons or 0.235 percent of the U.S. total by the year 2000. 
To convert the previously nentidned tonnage data into netric ton-rni les the neasure of productivity for aircraft, typical air distances are presented in Table III-l7E. Since the U.S. is treated as an entity, an approximation has been developed to arrive at an average air distance fran the U.S. to the various trading-partner regions. 
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TABLE III - llE. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZABLE CARGO - IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
PERCENT TOTAL SHORT TONS OFCeMMODlTlES 
CON TAl NERI ZATI ON--
-
60 - 100 
40 ~ 60-
20 - 40 
5 - 20 
0-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODI TI ES 
TOTAL TRADE 
% CONTAINERIZABLE 
COMMODI TI ES 
.;~ 
1975 
5,367,226 
-
8,044,586 
15,209,775-
35,223,335 
96,894,320 
160,739,242 
536,281,316 
697,020,558 
23.1 
-', 
1990 2000 
15,910,101 29,109,956 
17,493,828 28,267,450 
26,993,646 . 38,999,384 
62,056,694 92,314,788 
210,410,214 344,881,788 
332,864,483 533,573,366 
871,689,610 1,057,817,382 
1 ,204,554,093 1,591,390,748 
27.6 33.5 
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TABLE III - 12E. MARAD SEABORNE DA TA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZABLE CARGO -IMPORTS 
PERCENT TOTAL SHORT TONS OF COMMODITIES CONTAINERIZA nON 
60 - 100 
40 - 60 
20 - 40 
5 - 20 
0-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODITI ES 
TOTAL IMPORTS 
% OF CONTAINERIZABLE 
COMMODI TI ES 
1975 
4,569,819 
3,124,960 
3,684,690 
11,323,499 
33,623,397 
56,326,365 
371,522,386 
427,848,751 
13.2 
1990 2000 
12,726,918 22,179,588 
7,797,409 13,340,380 
5,944,508 8,266,008 
21,389,073 32,714,410 
67,850,675 105,606,599 
115,708,583 182, 106, 985 
629,812,077 733,819,690 
745,520,660 915,926,675 
15.5 19.9 
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TABLE III - 13E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZABLECARGO - EXPORTS 
PERCENT TOTAL SHORT TONS OF COMMODITI ES 
CONTAINERIZATION 
60 - 100 
40 -60 -
20 - 40 
5 - 20 
0-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODITIES 
TOTAL EXPORTS 
% OF CONTAINERIZABLE 
COMMODI TI ES 
'" 
1975 
797,407-
4,919,626 
11 ,525,085 
23,899,836 
63,270,923 
104,412,877 
164,758,930 
269,171,807 
38.8 
-
1990 2000 
3,183,183 6,930,368 
9,696,41i9 14,927,070 
21,049,138 30,733,376 
40,667,621 59,600,378 
142,559,539 239,275,189 
217,155,900 351,466,381 
241,877,533 323,997,692 
459,033,433 675,464,073 
47.3 52.0 
~. 
"':. 
~ 
W 
I 
W 
-.0 
PERCENT 
CONTAINERIZATION 
60 - 100 
40 - 60 
20 - 40 
5.;.. 20 
0-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODITIES 
TOTAL TRADE 
% CONTAINERIZED 
COMMODITIES 
TABLE 111-14E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO - IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
1975-2000 
ANNUAL TOTAL SHORT TONS CONTAINERIZED GROWTH 1975 1990 2000- RATE - % 
.., 
4,293,782 12,728,084 23,287~965 7.0 
4,022,312 8,746,934 14, 133,742 5.2 
4,562, 928 .~ 8,098,089 11,699,814 3.8 
4,341,727 7,640,042 11,371,825 3.9 
1,988,739 4, 193,736 6,761,281 5.0 
19,209,488 41,406,885 67,254,627 5. 1 
677,811 ,070 1, 163, 147,208 1,524, 136, 121 3.3 
697,020,558 1,204,554,093 1,591,390,748 3.4 
2.8 3.4 4 ~ .L 
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TABLE 111-15E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
PERCENT 
CONTAINERI-l-Al-IGN 
60 - 100 
40 - 60 
20 - 40 
5 - 20 
0-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODITIES 
TOTAL IMPORTS 
% OF CONTAINERIZED 
COMMODITIES 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO - IMPORTS 
TOTAL SHORT TONS CONTAINERIZED 
1975 
3,655,857 
1,562,486 
1, 105,404 
1,343,658 
797,615 
8,465,020 
419,383,731 
427,848,751 
2.0 
1990 
10, 181,535 
3,898,711 
1,783,3501 
2,529,306 
1,529,437 
19,922,339 
725,598,321 
745,520,660 
2.7 
2000 
17,743,670 
6,670, 196 
2,4.79,802 
3,874,858 
2,379,6,,7 
33, 148, 193 
882,778,482 
915,926,615 
3.6 
ANNUAL 
GROWTH 
% 
6.5,-
6.0 
'" 
3.3 
4.3 
4.5 
5.6 
3.0 
3. 1 
\1, 
" 
c.v 
I 
~ 
PERCENT 
CONTAINERIZATION 
60. - 10.0. 
40 - 60. 
20. - 40. 
5 -20. 
0.-5 
TOTAL 
BULK COMMODITIES 
TOTAL EXPORTS 
% CONTAINERIZED 
COMMODITI ES 
TABLE 11I-16E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO - EXPORTS 
ANNUAL 
TOTAL SHORT TONS CONTAINERIZED GROWTH 
1975 1990. . 20.0.0. % 
.., 
637,925 2,546,549 5,544,295 . 9.0. 
2,459,826 4,848,223 7,463,546 4.5 
3,457,524 6,314,739 9,220.,0.12 4.0. 
2,998,0.69 5, 110.,736 7,496,967 3.7 
1, 191, 124 2,664,299 4,381,614 5.3 
10.,744,468 21,484,546, 34, 106,434 4.7 
268,427,339 437 ,/548,887 641,357,639 3.5 
269,171,80.7 459,0.33,433 675,464,0.73 3.7 
4.0. 4.7 5. 1 
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TABLE III - 17E. MARAD SEABORN E DA TA ANAL YSI S 
AI R DI STANCES ... STATUTE MI LES 
TO/FROM NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES AVERAGE(1) 
CANADA 1,000 
2 OECD EUROPE 4,000 4,400 5,700 4,460 
3 OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 
4 JAPAN 6,800 6,300 5,400 6,370 
5 AUSTRALIA 10,300 9,500 7,600 9 520 
6 NEW ZEALAND 9,400 8,400 6,600 . 8,540 
7 MI DDLE EAST 6,600 7,100 8,300 7,090 
8 AFRICA 6,000 7,000 8,000 6,700 
9 L/D ASIA 10, 100 9,300 8,400 9,520 
10 L/D AMERICA 4,800 5,400 6,500 5,320 
11 COMMUNI ST EUROPE 4,600 5,000 6,300 5,060 
12 COMMUNIST ASIA 8,300 7,800 6,900 7,870 
13 ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 6,200 
(1) Weighted average based on traffic distribution of 50% New York, 30% Chicago, and 20% Los Angeles. 
""", 
;. 
The regional distribution by tonnage of containerized seaborne trade are 
presented in Tables III-18E through III-20E. 'I'he tables clearly shoo for 1975 
the predominance of OECD Europe i with 38 r-ercent share of the total u.s. 
Imports and Exports. With Japan - 17 percent share, Less Developed ronerica -
alnost 15 percent, and Less Developed Asia - aloost 14 percent, these top four 
regions account for almost 84 percent of total U.S. containerized trade. The 
MarAd forecast by the year 2000 shoos some small chan'}es in the percent share 
and thus ranking from 1975, but the top 2 are unchanged in ranking. 
Canparable data in ton-miles based on the average air.borne distances are 
presented in Tables III-21E through III-23E. OECD Europe remains the number 
one U.S. regional partner with 29 percent share, but due to the greater 
distances from the U.S., Less Developed AInerica with 13 percent. Again, these 
top four regions account for almost 83 percent of total u.s. containerized 
trade. No changes in the ranking of these top four regions are anticipated 
through the year 2000. 
Total cargo, bulk and containerized, is summarized by region in Tables 
1II-24E and III-25E for improts and exports, respectively. The percentages of 
containerized tonnage is also presented. The data show the effect of massive 
bulk (petroleum) imports from the Middle East, Africa, and L/D ronerica on the 
containerized percentage. 
Table III-26E correlates airborne trade with containerized seaborne for 
1975 only. It is seen that for most regions the regional share of total 
airborne tonnage is comparable with the region share of containerized seaborne 
tonnage. For example, OECD Europe airborne imports comprise 38 percent of the 
total airborne imports, and OECD -Europe seaborne containerized imports 
comprise 39 percent of the total seaborne im~rts. 
Tables 1II-27E and 1II-28E present the top u.s. trade partner regions for 
imports and exports, respectively. The rankings are based on the contain-
erized seaborne trade and show a high degree of concentrat:i.on in the top six 
for both imports and exports. The top six regions account for almost 95 
percent of the containerized seaborne imports and almost 92 percent for 
exports. Airborne tonnage is also presented based on the containerized 
seaborne rankings, and similarly high concentrations are seen in the accwnu-
lated percentage of total airborne tonnage. For imports, the six ranked 
regions account for almost 98 percent, while for exports, the six regions 
account for over 90 percent. 
Air penetration based on the camb i ned totals of containedzed seaborne and 
airborne tonnages is also presented. Figures III-27E and III-28E shoo, for 
the top six regions and for all regions for imports and exports, air penetra-
tion to be approximately 6 percent, rrore than 30 tirres t~l)e air penetration 
number when based on all cOffiIIDdities, bulk and containerized. 
Departrrent of Commerce Annual Summary Data Analysis - In addition to the 
MarAd Seaborne lDng-Term Forecast previously discussed, computerized analyses 
of 1968, 1970, 1972, 1974, and 1976 annual summaries for total U.S. imports 
3-43 
T ABLE III - 18E. MARAD SEABORN E DA TA ANAL YSI S w 
I 
~ 
CON TAl NERIZED CARGO - IMPORTS + EXPORTS - TONS ~ 
1975 1990 2000 DISTANCE %OF %OF %OF REGION SM TONS TOTAL TONS TOTAL TONS' TOTAL 
1. CANADA 1,000 508,784 2.65 1,127,270 \ 2.72 - 1,713,757 2.55 
"" 2. OECD EUROPE 4,460 7,363,294 38 •. 33 16,367,377 39.53 26, 95Z,766 40.08 . 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 95,620 0.50 225,340 0.54 371,571 0.55 
-
4. JAPAN 6,370 3,304,816 17.21 7,737,946-, '18.69 12,612,799 18.75 
5. AUSTRALIA 9,520 541,051 2.82 1,401,263 3.38 2,370,098 - 3.52 
6. NEW ZEALAND 8,540 167,650 0.87 397,248 0.96 612,173 0091 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,090 630,939 .. 3.28 1,197,711 2.89 1,941,197 2.89 
8. AFRICA 6,700 655,033 3.41 975,554 2.36 1,441,164 2.14 
9. LID ASIA 9,520 2,593,774 13.50 5,701 ,430 13.77 9,432,987 . 14.0a 
10. LID AMERICA 5,320 2,837,938 14.77 5,229,054 12.63 8,101 ,478 12.05 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 356,324 1.85 696,816 1.68 1,111,208 1.65 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 131,902 0.69 313,950 0.76 543,403 0.81 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 6,200 22,524 0.12 36,072 0.09 45,201 0.07 
TOTAL 19,209,649 41,407,031 67,254,802 
', .. , 
TABLE III - 19E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO - IMPORTS - TONS 
1975 1990 2000 
DISTANCE % OF % OF % OF 
REGION SM TONS TOTAL TONS TOTAL TONS TOTAL 
1. CANADA 1,000 266,874 3.15 438,829 2.20 613,336 1.85 
2. OECD EUROPE 4,460 3,341,801 39.48 8,314,733 41.74 14,127,895 42.62 .... 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 55,882 0.66 105,371 0.53 164,479; - 0.50 
4. JAPAN 6,370 1,749,839 20.67 4,737,579 23.78 8,122,981 24.51 
5. AUSTRALIA 9,520 301,129 3.56 758,418 3.81 1,276,310 3.85 
6. NEW ZEALAND 8,540 112,505 1.33 231,492 1. 16 323,099 0.97 
7. MI DDLE EAST 7,090 53,600 0.63 110,835 0.56 176,617 0.53 
8. AFRICA 6,700 136,885 1.62 153,018 0.77 178,346 0.54 
9. LID ASIA 9,520 1,333,604 15.75 3,187,157 16.00 5,424,532 16.36 
10. LID AMERICA 5,320 926,732 10.95 1,581,554 7.94 2,247,944 6.78 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 149,967 1. 77 230,096 1. 15 352,760 1.06 
1-2. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 31,991 0.38 62,457 0.31 127,323 0.38 
w 
I 13. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 6,200 4,263 0.05 10,857 0.05 12,621 0.04 ~ 
TOTAL 8,465,072 19,922,396 33,1413,243 
.' 
TABLE III - 20E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
w 
I 
~ CONTAINERIZED CARGO - EXPORTS - TONS 0-
1975 1990 2000 
DISTANCE %OF %OF %OF 
REGION SM TONS TOTAL TONS TOTAL TONS TONS 
1. CANADA 1,000 241,910 2.25 688,441 3.20 1,100,421 3.23 
~ 
2. OECD'EUROPE 4,460 4,021,493 37.43 8,052,644 37.48 12,829,871 31.62 
3. OTHER.FREE EUROPE 4,500 39,738 p.37 119,969' 0.56 207,092 O-.6r 
4. JAP~N 6,370 1,554,977 14.47 3,000,367 13.97 -4,489,81'8 0.13 
5. AUSTRAUIA 9,520 239,92~ __ 2.23 642,845 2.99 1,093,788 3.21 
6. NEW ZEALAND 8,540 55,145 0.51 165,756 0.77 289,074 0.85 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,090 577,339 5.37 1,086,876 5.06 1,764,580 5.17 
8. AFRICA 6,700 518,148 4.62 - 822,536- 3'.83 1,262,818 3.70 
9. LID ASIA 9,520 1,260,170 11.73 2,514.,273 11.70 4,008,455 '11.75 
10. LID AMERICA 5,320 1,911,206 17.79 3,647,500 16.98 5,853,534 17. 16 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 206,357 1.92 466,720 2. 17 758,448 2.22 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 99,911 0.93 251,493 1. 17 416,080 1.22 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 6,200 18,261 0.17 25,215 o. 12 32,580 o. 10 
TOTAL 10,744,577 21,484,635 34,106,559 
1 
.' 
TABLE III - 21E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO -IMPORTS & EXPORTS - TON-MILES 
1975 1990 2000 
DISTANCE TON-MILES % OF TON-MILES % OF TON-MILES % OF 
REGIION SM (MILLIONS) TOTAL- -(MILLIONS) TOTAL (MILLIONS) TOTAL 
1. CANADA 1,000 508.784 0.45 1,127.27 0.46 J ,713.757 ,0.43 
2. OECD EUROPE 4,460 32,840.290 29.05 72,998.501 29.86 120,231.63 30.19 -'1 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 430.290 0.38 1,014.031, 
°r 41 1,672.07 0.42 
4. JAPAN 6,370 21,051.677 18.62 -49,290J15 20.16 80,343.528 20.17 
5. AUS:rRALlA 9,520 5,150.805 4.56 13,340.023 5.46 22,563.332 5.67' 
6. NEW Z-EALAND 8,540 1,431. 731 1.27 3,392.498 1.39 5,227.957 1.31 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,090 4,473.358 3.96 8,491.771 3.47 13,763.087 3.46 
8. AFRICA 6,700 4,388.722 3.88 6,536.212 :2.67 9,655.799 2.42 
9. LID ASIA 9,520 24,692.728 21.84 54,277.614 22.20 89,802.036 22.55 
10. LID AMER! CA 5,320 15,097.829 13.36 27,818.567 11.38 43,099.862 10.82 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 1,802.999 1.59 3,525.889 1.44 5,622.713 1.41 
w 
I 
.j:::... 12. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 1,038.069 0.92 2,470.787 1.01 4,276.582 1.07 '-J 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRI ES 6,200 139.649 0.12 223.646 0.09 280.246 0.07 
TOTAL 113, 046.900 244,507.470 398,252.550 
\ 
~.-. ~, ,.. 
---------,------_._ .... _- ------ -,-------------------_._---------------------:::;--
TABLE III - 22E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
w 
I 
~ CONTAINERIZED CARGO - IMPORTS - TON-MILES co 
19751990 2000 
DISTANCE TON-MILES PERCENT TON-MILES-: - PERCENT TON~MILES PERCENT 
REGION SM _ (MILLIONS) OF TOTAL (MILLIONS) OF TOTAL (MILLIONS) OF TOTAL 
1. CANADA 1,000 266.874 0.53 438.829 0.37 613.336 0.31 
, 
2. OECD EURep~ 4,460 14,904.432 29.60 37,083.709 30.99 63,010.411 31.52 
--
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 251.469 ,0.50 474.170 0.40 -- 740.156 0.37 
4. JAPAN 6,370 11,146.474 22. 13 30,178.378 25.22 51,743.388 25.88 
5. AUSTRALIA 9,520 2,866.748 5.69 7,220. 139 6.03 12,150.471 6.08 
6. NEW ZEALAND 8,540 960.793 1.91 1,976.942 1.65 2,759.265 ' 1.38 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,090 380.024 0.75 785.820 0.66 1,252.215 0.63 
8. AFRICA 6,700 917.130 1.82 1,025.221 • 0.86 1,194.918 0.60 
9. LID ASIA 9,520 12,695.910 25.21 30,341.735 25.36 51,641.545 25.83 
10. LID AMERICA 5,320 4,930.214 9.79 8,413.867 7.03 11 ,959.062 5.98 . 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 758.833 1.51 1,164.286 0.97 1,784.966 0.89 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 251.769 0.50 491.537 0.41 1,002.032 0.50 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRI ES 6,200 26.431 0.05 67.313 0.06 78.250 0.04 
TOTAL 50,357. 100 119,661. 920 199,929.980 
,,~ , ... ,~. 
T ABLE III - 23E. MARAD SEABORN E DA TA ANAL Y~LS 
CONTAINERIZED CARGO - EXPORTS - TON-MILES 
1975 11990 2000 
DISTANCE TON-MILES PERCENT TON-MILE~ PERCENT TON-MILES PERCENT 
REGION SM (MILLIONS) OF TOTAL (MILLIONS) ; OF TOTAL -(MILLIONS) OF TOTAL 
- - ~ ~ ... 
1. CANADA 1,000 241.910 0~39-- 688.441 0.55 1, 100.421 0.55 
2. OECD EUROPE 4,460 17,935.858 28.61 3.5,914.792 28.77 57,221.224 28.85 ... ~ 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 4,500 178.821 0.29 539.861 0.43 931. 914 0.47 
4. JAPAN 6,370 9,905.203 15.80 19,112.337 15.31 28,600.140 14.42 
5. AUSTRALIA 9,520 2,284.057 3.64 6,119.884 4.90 10,412.861 5.25 
6. NEW ZEALAND 8,540 470.9313 0.75 1,415.556 1. 13 2,468.692 1.24 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,090 4,093.334 6.53 7,705.951 6.17 12,510.872 6~31 
8. AFRICA 6,700 3,471.592 5.54 5,510.991 4.41 8,460.881 4.27 
9. L/D ASIA 9,520 11,996.818 19. 14 23,935 • 879 .. 19. 17 38r 160.492 19.24 
10. L/D AMERICA - 5,320 10,167.615 16.22 19,404.700 I 15.54 - 31,140.800 15.70 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 5,060 1,044. 166 1.67· 2,361.603 1.89 3,837.747 1.94 
w 12. COMMUNIST ASIA 7,870 786.300 1.25 1,979.250 1.59 3,274.550 1.65 
I 
-I'>-
'0 13. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 6,200 113.218 O. 18 156.333 O. 13 201.996 O. 10 
_._---- ----
TOTAL 62!689.830 124,845.560 198,322.560 
t. "-.. 
-,--- --------"-- --"-------- -"------""-"-------
w 
TABLE III - 24E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS I lJ1 
<:1 
TOTAL CARGO -IMPORTS - BY REGIONS '"I 
_.f' 
1975 1990 2000 
TOTAL PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT 
TONS --CONTAIN- TONS CONTAIN- TONS CONTAIN-
REGION (THOUS) ERIZ.ED (THOUS) ERIZED (THOUS) ERIZED 
1. CANADA 35,752 0.75 .54.424 0.81 64,493 0.95 
2. OECD EUROPE 23,967 13.94 64,231 12.95 103,251 
.., 
13.68 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 284 19.68 375 28. 10 539 30.52 
4. JAPAN 10,516 16.64 19,747 23.99 29,530 27.51 
5. AUSTRALIA· 5,596 5.38 11 ,043 6.87 21,647 5.90 
6. NEWZEALAND 230 48.92 468 49.46 675 47.87 
7. MIDDLE EAST 66,455 0.08 127,754 0.09 145,265 , 0.12 
--
8. AFRICA 87,745 O. 16 150,021 0.10 169,117 0.11 
9. L/DASIA 31,340 4.26 53,123 6.00 64,118 8.46 
10. L/D AMERICA 161,810 0.57 258,924 0.61 308,993 0.73 
11. COMMUNI ST EUROPE 3,950 3.80 4,906 4.69 7,505 4.70 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA. 104 30.76 177 35.29 336 37.89 
, 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRI ES 95 4.49 323 3.36 451 2.80 
--
427,844 1.98 745,516 2.67 915,920 3.62 
.. 
TABLE III - 25E. MARAD SEABORNE DATA ANALYSIS 
TOTAL CARGO- EXPORTS - BY REGIONS 
1975 1990 2000 
TOTAL PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT TOTAL PERCENT 
TONS CONTAIN-- TONS CONTAIN- TONS CONTAIN-
REGION (THOUS) ERIZED (THOUS) ERIZED (THOUS) ERIZED 
1. CANADA 33,280 0.73 47,523 1.45 J62,49Q 1.76 
't; 
2. OECD EUROPE 82,559 4.87 128,449 6.27 182,461 .7.03 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 377 10.54 1,248 9.61 1,879 11.02 
4. JAPAN. 68,600 2.27 129,643: 2.31 199,787 2.25 
5. AUSTRAUk 1,615 14.86 3,768 17.06 6,117 17.88 
6. NEW ZEALAND 442 12.48 1,337 12.40 2,316 1:2.48 
7. MIDDLE EAST 7,687 7.51 12,133 8.96 18,403 9.59 
8. AFRICA 8,126 6.38 11 ,383 7.23 16,298 l.75 
9. LID ASIA 23,591 5.34 34,789 7.23 - 49,325 8.13 
10. LID AMERICA 28,644 6.67 49,813 7.32 76,571 7.64 
11. COMMUbJl ST EUROPE 13,507 1.53 31, 116 1.50 48,162 1.57 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA 623 16.04 7,581 3.32 11 ,346 3.67 
13. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES 118 15.48 235 10.73 302 10.79 
269,169 3.99 459,018 4.68 675,457 5.05 
w 
I 
111 
.' 
w TABLE III - 26E. COMPARISON OF AIRBORNE AND CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE TRADE - 1975 DATA I 
U1 
tv 
IMPORTS EXPORTS 
AIRBORNE SEABORNE AIRBORNE SEABORNE 
PERCENT PE-RGENT PERCENT PERCENT 
REGION TONS OF TOTAL TONS OF.TOTAL TbNS OF TOTAL IONS OF TOTAL 
1. CANADA 17,450 3.28 266,874 3. 15 44,000 6.26 241,910 2.25 ~ 
2. OECD EUROPE ., 202,600 38.13 3,341,801 39.48 289,400 41.18 4,021,493 37.43 
3. OTHER FREE EUROPE 2,050 0.39 55,882 0.66 2,~ 150 ' 0.31 39,738 0.37 
4. JAPAN 56,350 10.60 1,749,839 20.67 39,900 5.68 1,554,977 14.47 
., 
5. AUSTRALIA 301,129 239,922 
3,350 0.63 4.89 17,200 2.45 2.74 6. NEW ZEALAND 112,505 55,145 
7. MIDDl..EEAST 3,700 0.70 53,600 0.63 44,300 6.30 577,339 5.37 
8. AFRICA 2,900 0.55 136,885 1.62 22,200 3.16 518,148 4.82 
9. LID ASIA : 127,850 24.06 1,333,604 15.75 38,500 5.48 1,260,170 11.73 
10. LID AMERICA 112,100 21.10 926,732 10.95 200,350 28.51 1 i, 911 ,206 17.79 
11. COMMUNIST EUROPE 1,900 0.36 149,967 1.77 4,550 0.65 206,357 1.92 
12. COMMUNIST ASIA 500 0.09 31,991 0.38 150 0.,02 99,911 0.93-
13. ALL OTHER COIjNTRI ES 650 0.12 4,263 0.05 18,261 o. 17 
--
531,400 100 8,465,072 100 702,700 100 10,744,577 100 
"*-.. 
\" ,~t 
w 
I 
OJ 
W 
---~---------- ----- .. --.---.--~----~---~---- ---~------- ----- --- - - - --_._---- --"-~- ------ .. __ .. 
RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE III - 27E. TOP U. S. TRADE PARTNER REGIONS IN 1975 -IMPORTS 
RANKED BY SEABORNE TRADE 
CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE TRADE AI RBORN E TRADE 
% CUM % CUM 
REGION TONS SHARE % TONS SHARE % 
OECD EUROPE 3,341,801 39.48 39.48 202,600 38.13 38.13 
JAPAN 1,749,839 -20.67 60~-15 56,350 10.60 48.73 
LID ASIA 1,333,6Q1' 15.75 75.90 127,850 24.06 72.79 
! 
LID AMERICA 926,732. 10.95 86.85 112,100 21. 10 93.89 
AUSTRALIA & 413,634 4.89 91.74 3,350 0.63 -94.52 
NEW ZEALAND 
CANADA . 266,874 3. 15 94.89 17,450 3.28 97.80 
! 
- -
TOTAL TOP 6 8,032,484 94.89 519,700 97.80 
ALL REGIONS 8,465,072 100.00 531,400 100.00 
AIR 
PENETRATION 
P~RCENT 
- 5.72 , 
3.12 
8.75 
10.79 
0.80 
6.14 
6.08 
5.91 
.,. 
TABLE III - 28E. TOP U. S. TRADE PARTNER REGIONS - EXPORTS 
w 
0t 
~ RANKED BY SEABORNE TRADE 
CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE TRADE AI RBORNE TRADE AIR 
% -- CUM % CUM - PENETRATrON 
RANK REGION TONS SHARE % TONS SHARE % PERCENT 
" 
OECD EUROPE 4,021,493 37.43 37.43 289,400 41.18 41.18 6.71 
2 LID AMERICA - 1,911,206 17.79 55.22 200,350 28.51 69.69 9.49 
'" . 
3 JAPAN 1,554,977 14.47 69.69- 39,900 5.68 75.37 2.50 
4 LID ASIA 1,260,170 11.73 81.42 38,500 5.48 80.85 2.96 
5 MIDDLE EAST 577,339 5.37 86.79 44,300 6.30 87. 15 . 7.13 
6 AFRICA 518,148 4.82 91.61 22,200 3.16 90.31 4.11 
\ 
TOTAL TOP 6 9,843,333 91.61 634,650 90.31 6.06 
ALL REGIONS 10,744,577 100.00 702,700 100.00 6. 14 
" ~> ~ 
and exports at the 3-digit level have been nade with the cbnrrooities cate-
gorizedby their degree of containerization lobtained from the MaritilOO 
Administration data analyses. Fran. these analyses, rankings by c<XTUTPdity 
based on tonnage, value, and unit value ($ per pound or kilo) for airborne and 
vessel-borne trade, air penetration, and degrees of containerization have been 
nade. 
'lbnnage., unit value, anq air penetration data fran thepe analyses are 
presented in Tables III-29B ~nd III-30E and Figures III-14 through III-17 for 
1976 imports, and in Tab~es 1II-31E and 1II-32E and Figures IiII~18 through 
III-21E for 1976 exports.; The tables present comrrodity unit value versus 
cumulative air tons, cumulative seabOrne tons, and the addition of air and 
seaborne. This addition" divided by the air tonnage, represents the factor 
times pres$nt air by which airborne trade could grON if all seaborne goods 
~re transferred to the air rrode for that given unit value or higher. The 
potential air penetration is also present-ed. 'lbtal seaborne data and 
containerized seaborne data are presented separately in the tables, but 
together in the figures. 
Historically, the higher-valued commodities have moved by air, since it is 
only these comrrodities that have shown the ability to absorb the higher cost 
of air transp::>rtation. Fran the 1976 U.S. import data presented in Tables 
1II-29E and 1II-30E and Figure III-IS, the follONing is derived: 
Canrrodity unit 
Value More Than % Moved % Moved % Containerized 
( $/Pound) By Air By Sea and Moved by Sea 
4.00 69.3 0.026 1.00 
2.00 82.5 
I 
0.251 9.27 
0.80 95.7 1.797 38.41 
0.10 99.99 8.406 91.81 
For example, under the column hea:ded "% Moved By Air)" 99.99 percent of all 
comrrodi ties roving by air-freight ~r~ Vv?rth 10 cents!t:$r pound or more, 95.7 
percent are worth 80 cents or rore, and so on. The big potential for grONth 
in air freight lies in those cOmrrodities worth bet~en $2.00 per pound and 80 
cents and currently moving as containerized seaborn freight. If those ~rt 
comrrodities ~re moved by the MCS, air freight v.ould increase by over 7 fold. 
This would sUll result in an air penetr;:>tion by ~ight of less than 1 
percent. 
Similar results are derived fran Tables 1II-3l and -32 and Figure III-19 
for 1976 U.S. export data, as follONs: 
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TABLE 111-29E.U. S. FOREIGN TRADE VERSUS UNIT VALUE 
,_ .. 
AIR AND TOTAL SEABORNE- 1976 IMPORTS 
UNIT 
VALUE 
$/LB 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0. 1 
° 
CUM' 
AIR 
TONS 
4,700 
8,000 
9,700 
11 ;000_ 
13,200 
70,000 
117,000 
150,000 
175,000 
175,000 
315,000 
345,000 
420,000 
460,000 
500 000 , , 
580,00q 
580,000 
580,000 
582,000 
584,000 
586,000 
588,000 
590,000 
600, GOO 
606,000 
606,078 
CUM 
VESSEL 
TONS 
° o 
100 
180 
400 
1,200 
20,000 
22,000 
24,500 
24,500 
25,000 
57,000 
137,000 
1,140,000 
1,300,000 
9,000,000 
9,~00,000 
9, joo, 000 
10,900,000 
13,500,000 
14,500,000 
16,200,000 
20,000,000 
21,800,000 
43,500,000 
517,512,804 
AIR + 
VESSEL 
TONS 
4,700 
8,000 
9,800 
11,180 
13,600 
71,200 
137,000 
172,000 
199,500 
199,500 
340,000 
402,000 
557,000 
1,600,,000 
1,800,000 
9,580',OQO 
9,~80110QO 
9,880~odo 
11,482,odo 
14,084,000 
15, 0f36_, 000 
16,788,000 
20,590,000 
22,400,000 
44,106,000 
518,118,882 
Grand Total - Vessel 517,512,804 
Air 606,078 
Vessel & Ai r518, 118,882 
Actual Ai r Penetration - %- • 117 
AIR + 
VESSEL 
AIR 
1.0 
1.0 
1.01 
1.016 
1.030 
1.017 
1.1170 
1.146 
1. 140 
1. 140 
1.079 
1. 165 
1.326 
3.47~ 
3.pOO 
16.51 t 
16.862 
17.034 
19.728 
24.116 
25.744 
28 • .55-1 
34. t39a 
37.333 
72.782 
854.872 
POTENTIAL (1) 
AIR 
PENETRA TION 
% 
0.0009 
0.001 
0.001 
0.002 
0.002 
0.013 
0.026 I 
0.033 
0.038 
0.038 
0.065 
0.077 
0.107 
0.308 
0.347 
1.848 
1.887 
1.906 
2.216 
2.718 
2.911 
3.240 
3.973 
4.323 
8.513 
100.0 
(1) Potential Air Penetration of total trade if air obtained all vessel-borne traffic 
above given unit value 
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TABLE 111-30E. U. S. FOREIGN TRADE VERSUS UNIT VALUE -
AIR AND CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE - 1976 IMPORTS 
CUM C.oNT'Z'D CONT'Z'D POTENTIAL (1) 
UNIT CUM CONT'Z'D AIR + AIR + AIR 
VALUE AIR VESSEL VESSEL VESSEL PENETRATION 
$/LB TONS ! TONS TONS AIR % 
70 4,700 0 4,700 1.0 0.0009 
60 8,000 0 8,000 1.0 0.001 
50 9,700 15 9,715 1.001 0.001 
40 11,000 35 11,035 1.003 0.002 
30 13,200 107 13,307 1.008 0.002 
20 70,000 500 70,500 1.007 0.013 
10 117,000 15,700 132,700 1.134 0.025 
9 150,000 17,000 167,000 1.113 0.032 
8 175,000 18,600 193,600 1.106 0.037 
7 175,000 19,000 194,000 1. 108 0.037 
6 315,000 19,000 334,000 1.060 0.064 
5 345,000 46,000 391,000 1. 133 0.075 
4 420,000 107,000 527,000 1.254 0.101 
3 460,000 880,000 1,340,000 2.913 0.258 
2 500,000 990,000 1,490,000 2.980 0.287 
1 580,000 3,800,000 4,380,000 7.552 0.845 
0.9 580,000 3,920,000 4,500,000 7.758 0.868 
0.8 580,000 4,100,000 4,680,000 8.068 0.903 
0.7 582,000 4,600,000 5,182,000 8.903 1.000 
0.6 584,000 5,400,000 5,984,000 10.246 1. 154 
0.5 586,000 6,200,000 6,786,000 11.580 1.309 
0.4 588,000 6,800,000 7,3$8~bOO 12.564 1.425 
0.3 590,000 8,050,000 8,64'0,000 14.644 1.667 
0.2 600,000 8,600,000 9,200,000 15.333 1.775 
o. 1 606,000 9,800,000 10,406,000 17.172 2.008 
0 606,078 10,674,547 11 ,280,625 18.612 2.177 
INCORPORATING CASE STUDY RESULTS . 
o. 1 606,000 
.•• (2) 1,154,800 1.906 0.223 
. 548, 800 (2) 
0 606,078 597,775 1,203,853 1.986 0.232 
(1) Potential .Air Penetration of total tr~de of Table 111-33 if air obtained 
all containerized vessel-borne traffi c above given uni t value 
(2) 5.6 percent penetration of containerized seaborne trade from Carrier 
Case Study results 
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TABLE 111-31E. U. S. FOREIGN TRADE VERSUS UNIT VALUE -
AIR AND TOTAL SEABORNE - 1976 EXPORTS 
$/LB 
AIR 
TONS 
70 1,800 
60' 2,100 
50 5,400, 
40 12,000 
30 75 000 , . 
20 168,000 
10 250,000 
9 270,000 
8 320,000 
7 350,000 
6 358,000 
5 360,000 
4 480,000 
3 580,000 
2 1640,000 
1 680,000 
0.9 680,000 
0.8 685,000 
0.7 690,000 
0.6 700,000 
0.5 705,000 
0.4 710,000 
0.3 715,000 
0.2 720,000 
0. 1 726,000 
VESSEL 
TONS 
° 
° 
° 5,200 
5,600 
6,000 
25,000 
25,500 
25,500 
36,500 
76,000 
127,000 
143,000 
740,000 
I 2,350,000 
6,200,000 
6,500,000 
6,700,000 
7,000,000 
7,800,000 
.. 10,000,000 
13,300,000 
14,700,000 
22,000,000 
53,000,000 
AIR + 
VESSEL 
TONS 
1,800 
2,100 
5,400 
AIR + 
.. VESSEL' 
AIR 
,1. ° 
1.0 
1.0 
1.433 
1.074 
1.035 
1.100 
1.094 
1.079 
POTENTIAL (1) 
AIR 
PENETRATION 
OF TOTAL 
EXPORTS 
% 
.0006 
.0007 
.001 
.006 
.028 
.061, 
.096 -
.104 
• 121 
17,200 
80;600 
174,000 
275,000 
295,500 
345,500 
386,500 
434,000 
487,000 I 
623,000 
1. 104. i • 136 
1,320,000 
2,990,000 
I 
6,880,000 
7,180,000 
7,385,000 
7,690,000 
8,500,000 
10,705,000 
14,010 ,000 
15,415,000 
22,720,000 
53,726,000 
1.212 
1.3,52 
1.297 
2.2,75 
4.671 ' 
10.1'.17 
10.558 
10.7,81 
11. 144 .. 
12. 142 
15.184 
! 
19.732 . 
21.559 
31.555 
74.003 
• 153 
• ] 71 
.219 . 
.465 
1.054 
2.426 
2.532 ' 
2.604 
2.712 
2.998 
3.775 
4.941 
5.437 
8.013 
° 72~,313 282,779, 824 283,506,137 390.336 
18.951 
100.0 
I ' Grand Total ",Vessel 282J79,824 , 
Air 726,313 
Vessel & Air 283,506,137 
Actual Air Penetra,tion - % .26 
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(1) Potential Air Penetration of total trade if air obtained all vessel-borne 
traffic above given unit value. 
TABLE 111-32E. U. S.FOREIGN TRADE VERSUS UNIT VALUE -
AIR AND CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE - 1976 EXPORTS 
AIR+ 
POTENTIAL (1) CONT'Z'D CON~'Z'D AIR + 
-- - 1 
AIR VESSEL VESSEL VESSEL AIR :""'~ 
$/LB TONS TONS TONS ' AIR PENETRATION 
, 1 
70 1,800 0 1,800 1.000 .0006 
60 2~ 100 1 0 2; 100 1.000. .0007. I 50 5,400 .. ! 0 5,400 1.000 .001 
40 12,000 4,300 16,300 1.358 .005 
30 75,000 4,400 79,400 1.058 .028 
20 168,000 4,600 172,600 1.027 .060 
10 250,000 9,600 259~600 1.038 .091 
9 270,000 9,1809 279,800 .. 1.036 .098 
8 320 1 000 10,:000 330)000 1.031 .116 
, I 
7 350,000 15,:300 365;3.0.0 1.043 .128 
6 358,000 35 '500 
" 
393,500 1.099 .138 
5 360,000 62,000 422,000 1. 172 • 148 
4 480,000 70,000 550,000 1.145 .193 
3 580,000 i 300,000 880,000 1.517 .310 
2 640,000 820,000 1,4'60,000 2.281 .514 
1 4.308 1 680,000 2!250,000 2,930,000 1.033 
I I 0.9 680;000 2,400,000 3,0,80,000 4.529 1.086 
0.8 685,000 2,500,000 3,185,000 4.649 1.123 
0.7 690,000 2,570,000· 3,200,000 4.724 1. 149 
0.6 700,000 2,600,000 3,300,000 4.714! 1. 163 
0.5 705,000 3,550,000 4,255,000 6.035, 1.500 
7.478! I 0.4 710,000 4,600,000 5,310,000 1.81'2 
0.3 715 ,·000 5,300,000 6,015,000 8.412 2. 121 ~ 
0.2 720,000 6,500,000 7,220,000 10.027 2.546 
... 
O. 1 726;000 9,000,000 9,726,000 13.397 3.431 
0 726,313 11,563,644 12,289,957 16.921 4.335 
, 
INCORPORATING CASE STUDYRESUL TS 
O. 1 726,000 (2) 1,230,000 1 694' 0.434 504,0°°(2) . , 
° 
726,313 647,564 1,373,877 1.892 . 0.485 
(1) Potential Air Penetration of total trade of Table 111-35 if air obtained all 
containerized vessel-borne traffic above given unit value. 
(2) 5.6 percent penetration of containerized seaborne. trade from Carrier 
Case Study results 
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Canroc>d i ty uni t 
Value More Than % Moved % Moved % Containerized ($/Pound) By Air By Sea and r.loved by Sea I 
4loo 66.1 0.n5], 0.61 
2.00 88.1 0.831 7.09 
0.80 94.3 2.369 21.62 
0.10 99.96 18.742 77 .83 
As for the imports, the big [X)tential for' grovvth in air freight exports lies in those coIllJIDdities lhOrth between $2.00 per pound and 80 cents. If these exp::>rt canm:>dities were IrOved by the MCS, air freight v.ould increase by alIrOst four tires, resulting in an air penetration by weight of just over 1 percent. 
I 
Suggestions have been made fot:' years, especially wi thin the aircraft industry, :regarding the possibility of increasing air penetration to as high as 2 percent,. To achieve such a! penetration, . the analyses presented in Tables III-30E and· III-32E for 1976 irTIports and exports, respectively, shovv that everything that is containerized roving by sea and !M)rth IIDre than 10 cents per pound for imports and 30, cents per p::lund for eXJ:XJrts would have to ITOve by air. This is further illustrated in Figures 1II-16 and III-20. At such a level Qf airpeQetration, airborne trade tonnage lhOuld be 17 times current air ITOvements for iffiports and 8 tlrnescurrent airborne exports. 
Results of U.S. case Studies as discussed in Section II indicate a 5.6 percent penetration of containerized seaborne trade could be achieved with the MCS. This results in O.n air penetration, Tables III-30E and 1II-32E, for impJrts and exports !M)rth ITOre than 10 cents rer pound (22 cents per kilogram) of alrrost double the actual 1976 air penetration as given in Tables III-29E and III-3lB. 
The lovv value of the vast majority of seaborne trade is further illus-trated in Figures III-17 and III-21 _for imPJrts and exports, respectively. Figure III-17 cl~arly shorvs that onlyll percent ,of U.S. imp:>rts in 1976 were !M)rth ITOre than 6 cents per pound (13 cents per kilogram). This is primarily due to the enoDnOus qUdntities of oil imports worth less than 4 cents per pound (9 cents per kilogram). U.S. exports, Figure 1II-2l, indicate that 20 percent of the total tonnage is v.orth ITOre than 10 cents per PJund (22 cents per kilogram). 
As an input to the analysi$ of the Free-World foreign trade data to be discussed later,' air penetration as a function of the degree of seaborne containerization 'was obtained d'an the canputer analyses of the 1968, 1970, 1972, 1974 and 1976 annual surrunaries. The results are surrunarized in Table 1II-33 for both imports and exports. In general, the results show increasing air penetration over the historical data period of 1968 through 1976, and 
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TABLE 111-33. AIR PENETRATION VS SEABORNE CONTAINERIZA nON 
DEGREE OF 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 
CON TAl N ERI ZA TI ON % AI R PENETRA TI ON BY WEI GHT 
IMPORTS 
0-5 .0045 .0058 .0097 .0098 .0107 
,-
5 - 20 .4269· .5583- .6532 .8011 .7493 
20 - 40 .5841 .8250 1.0015 1. 1746 1.3330 
1- ... 
11.1749 1.5237 40 - 60 .9256 .98~9 i 1.5763 
I 5.4340 60 - 100 3.0656 3.8255 4.9525 5.8531 
0-100 0.3650 0.5535 0.6726 0.7813 0.9059 
EXPORTS 
0-5 .0256 .0219 .0204 I .0201 .0202 
5 - 20 .2485 .3089 .4485 .5481 .4198 
20 - 40 1.8403 2.0423 2.8402 2.8607 2.7711 
, 
I 
2.3103 3.4139 4.118 3.4502 50 - 60 2.7005 
60 - 100 5.8230 6.6860 6.1309 4.7179 5.7095 
0-100 0.4001 0.4311 0.5457 0.6991 0.6220 
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substantial increases ina.ir: penetration fot" increasing containerization of 
seaborne canmodi ties for eacp year. For example, in U .8. imr:orts, those 
canrrodities . that have 0 to 5 percent seaborne Containerization have air 
penetration of less than one hundredth of one percent, while those in the 60 
to 100 containerized bracket have air penetration in the range of 3 to 6 
percent. This represents aloost' a 700-fold increase in air y:enetration. U .8. 
exr:orts reveal similar results. 
Fran the historical data for even years: from 1968 through 1976 forecasts 
of air penetration were made through the year 2000, based on regression 
analysis of the historical trends. These results are presented in surmnary 
form in Tables IU-34 through 1U-36., ~tails of airborne and seaborne 
tonnages and the resulting gir penetration are presented in Tables 1II-37 
through 111-39, and Figures 111-22 through 111-33. 
The often quoted air penetration of less than two-tenths of one percent is 
seen in Table 111-34 for imr:orts and eXIrOrts in the 1976 result for all 
commodities, namely 0.166 percent. After extracting the totally bulk 
cCITUIDdities, such as oil, coal, grain, and ores, the cOflll'TOdities at the 
3-digi t level 'that have some degree of containerization (termed 
"containerizable") show approximately a four-fold increase in the air 
penetration percentage to 0.725. A further 7.5-fold increase to 5.478 percent 
air penetration is seen for the containerized canoodities, representing a 
33-fold increase over. ,theali-comm:xUties air penetl:-ation. This factor 
decreases to 23-fold in the year 200D. This illust.rates that air cargo has a 
very significant pene~ration of those CQllITIC)(]i ties that are containerized and 
moving by sea today. With this understanding, the Free-World foreign trade 
data, based on the OEeD data to be discussed later, have been analyzed using 
the specific air penetration data for the various ,l.2vels of containerization 
shown in Table 111-33. 
Tables 111-35 and 111-36 present the above discussed data for imr:orts and 
exr:orts,respectively. The air penetration for all cOlrurodities is seen to be 
much lower for imr:orts than for exports. This is due to the enormous quanti-
ties of imr:orted oil. The containerized canmodities show a good balance 
between imp:>rts and exports •.. 
Table III-37 presents the details for the total tonnage for imports, 
exp:>rts, and imrorts and exp:>rts for all canrrodities, whether bulk or 
containerizable. Air penetration is expressed as a percent of the total air 
and sea: tonnage. Actual seaborne tonnage, imr:orts and exr:orts combined, is 
forecast to rrore than double in· the Same period, representing a cornp:>unded 
annual growth rate for the 24-year period of 3.1 percent. The air tonnage 
fran 1976 to 2000 quadruplles,representing a 6.1 percent per year annual 
growth. These together result in alrrost a doubling of air penetration from 
0.166 in 1976 to 0.331 in the year 2000. From Table 1II-37 it is seen that 
the air tonnage of camrodi ties that are classified as bulk when moving by sea 
is extremely small, and elsewhere in this section, "airborne" or "conventional 
airborne" refers to those cCITUIDdities classified as seaborne containerizable. 
this loss in airborne tonnage is very small, and the exclusion of the bulk 
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'. 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
ALL COMMODI TI ES 
CONTAINERIZABLE 
CONTAINERIZED 
TABLE 111-34. AIR PENETRATION SUMMARY 
1976 
o. 1662 
0.7255 
5.4781 
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
PERCENT 
0.2088 0.2396 0.2693 0.2993 0.3312 
0.8996 1.0445 1. 1466 1.2089 1.2362 
6.5540 7.2932 7.6852 7.7608 7.5563 
DERIVED FROM DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FOREIGN 
TRADE STATISTICS AND MARAD LONG-TERM FORECAST 
t 
't; 
.. 
W 
I 
'l 
l'.) 
IMPORTS 
ALL COMMODI TI ES 
CON TAl N ERI ZABLE 
CONTAINERIZED 
~" .. -~-----"-
TABLE 111-35. AIR PENETRATION SUMMARY 
1976 
o. 1170 
0.9059 
5.3508 
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
PERCENT 
O. 1516 0.1758 0.1991 0.2221 0.2461 
1.2067 1.5292 1.8138 2.0494 2.2281 
6.5617 7.4559 7.9234 8.0226 7.8253 
DERIVED FROM DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FOREIGN 
TRADE STATISTICS AND MARAD LONG .. TERM FORECAST 
'\ 
.. 
W 
I 
'-l 
W 
EXPORTS 
ALL COMMODI TI ES 
CONTAINERIZABLE 
CONTAINERIZED 
-"---.. _-_. --,.-.-------"----'"-_."'-"------. -- ---- ._---"-
TABLE 111-36. AIR PENETRATION SUMMARY 
1976 
0.2562 
0.6220 
5.5891 
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
PERCENT 
0.3155 0.3658 0.41-38 0.4623 0.5146 
0.1~~23 0.8028 0.8413 0.8554 0.8521 
6.5471 7.1452 7.4640 7.5137 7.3021 
DERIVED FROM DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FOREIGN 
TRADE STATISTICS AND MARAD LONG-TERM FORECAST 
"" 
." 
TABLE 111-37. AIR PENETRATION OF ALL COMMODITIES 
(.oJ 
I 
'l 
~ TOTAL TRADE 
1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
SHORT TONS (THOUSANDS) AND PERCENT 
IMPORTS 
AIRBORNE 
Bulk(l) 0.011 0.168 0.126 0.186 0.542 1.183 3.140 8.333 22.118 58.702 
"2) Containerizable \ 215.291 309.710 465.305 528.799 605.536 915.814 1300.514 1735.464 2217.908 2745.562 .. , 
Total 215.302 309.878 465.431 528.985 606.078 916.997 1303.654 1743.817 2240.026 2804.264 --
SEABORNE(3) 282,680 298,479 350,815 446,895 517,513 603,965 740,304 874,254 1006,247 1136,589 
Air Penetration - % 0.0761 0.1037 0.1325 0.1182 0.1170 0.1516 0.1758 ·0.1991 0.2221 0.2461 
EXPORTS 
AIRBORNE 
Bulk(l) 0.810 1.105 1.189 1.746 1.444 1.928 2.767 3.972 5.700 8.181 
Containerizable 321.834 439.786 526.709 777.670 724.868 1020.622 1369.604 1759.562 2200.869 2711.147 
Total 322.644 440.891 527.898 779.416 726.312 1022.550 1372.371 1763.534 2206.569 2719.328 
SEABORNE 193,775 239,893 229,442 264,485 282,780 323,116 373,766 424,417 475,067 525,718 
Air Penetration - % 0.1662 0.1834 0.2296 0.2938 0.2562 0.3155 0.3658 0.4138 0.4623 0.5146 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
b AIRBORNE 
."Tj 15 Bulk 0.821 1.273 1.315 1.932 1.986 3.111 5.907 12.306 27.818 66.883 
~ fij' Containerizable 537.125 749.496 992.014 1306.469 1330.404 1936.436 2670.118 3495.046 4418.777 5456.709 
C) :,;r. Total 537.946 750.769 993.329 1308.401 133~.390 1939.547 2676.025 3507.352 4446.595 5523.592 ;fJ f~';: 
~ "fJ SEABORNE 476,455 538,372 580,257 711 ,380 800,293 927,081 1114,070 1298,671 1481,314 1662,307 £-.J Air Penetration - % 0.1128 0.1393 0.1709 0.1836 0.1662 0.2088 0.2396 0.2693 0.2993 0.3312 C'I"~' ~ 
I ~ 
~ • I 
:"''!lI (1) The term bulk refers to how the commodities included here are carried by sea and not how they are carried by air. The forecast for this category is based ; 
on the exponential prowth rate for 1970 through 1976 for the imports and 1968 through 1976 for the exports. 
(2) Containerizable again refers to the seaborne categorization. These data represent the 0 - 10000k containerization as also used in Tables 111-38 and 111-39. 
(3) The seaborne data represents the containerizable tonnage for 0 - 100% containerization from Table 111-38 plus the bulk commodities. The forecast is based 
on regression analysis of the 1968-1976 data. 
.' 
TABLE 111-3& AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZABLE COMMODITIES 
o - 5% Contoinerization 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
Imports - Ai r-Tons 1,660 1,916 4,080 3,969 4,173 6,656 9,346 12,333 15,592 19,104 
- Vessel-Tons 37,014,244 32,803,286 42,042,467 40,414,924 38,833,762 42,722,006 45,534,674 48,347,343 51,160,012 53,972,680 
Exports - Air-Tons 11,943 13,176 12,133 13,187 14,544 15,182 16,758 18,497 20,416 22,534 
- Vessel-Tons 46,690,399 60,217,135 59,507,242 65,682,646 72,018,983 88,176,025 111,916,158 142,047,982 180,292,368 228,833,508 
Air Penetration - % 
Import5 0.00448 0.00584 0.00970 0.00981 0.01074 0.01557 0.02052 0.02550 0.03046 0.03538 It, 
Exports 0.02557 0.02187 0.02038 0.02007 0.02019 0.01721 0.01497 0.01301 0.01132 0.00984 
Imports & Exports 
Air-Tons 13,603 15,092 16,213 17,156 18,717 21,838 26,104 30,830 36,008 41,638 
Vessel-Tons 83,704,643 93,020,421 101,549,709 106,097,570 110,852,745 130,898,031 157,450,832 190,395,325 231,452,380 282,806,188 
Air Penetrotion - % 0.01624 0.01622 0.01596 0.01616 0.01688 0.01668 0.01657 0.01619 0.01555 0.01472 
5 - 20% Containerization 
Imports - Air-Tons 48,544 62,434 84,070 107,623 99,468 145,033 188,285 233,040 279,083 326,259 
- Vessel-Tons 11,322,441 11,121,167 12,786,214 13,327,007 13,175,122 14,939,923 16,861,693 19,030,666 21,478,642 24,241,508 
Exports - Air-Tons 54,304 86,133 109,067 148,638 106,244 178,885 231,580 285,966 341,800 398,904 
- Vessel-Tons 21,795,234 27,794,455 24,209,763 26,968,166 25,199,951 27,854,776 29,726,375 31,723,730 33,855,289 36,130,071 
Air Penetration - % 
Imports 0.42691 0.55826 0.6532J 0.80108 0.74931 0.96144 1.10431 1.20973 1.28268 1.32799 
Exports 0.24853 0.30893 0.44848 0.54813 0.41983 0.63810 0,.77301 0.89337 0.99950 1.09202 
Imports & Exports 
Air-Tons 102,848 148,567 193,137 256,261 205,712 323,918 419,865 519,006 620,8&3 725,163 
Vessel-Tons 33,117,675 38,915,622 36,995,977 40,295,173 38,375,073 42,794,699 46,588,068 50,754,396 55,333,931 60,371,579 
Air Penetration - % 0.30959 0.38031 0.51933 0.63194 0.53319 0.75122 0.89317 1.01223 1.10961 1.18690 
20 - 40% Containerizatior, 
Imports -Air-Tons 23,445 30,988 45,446 53,895 58,979 85,870 117,504 151,827 188,559 227,488 
- Vessel-Tons 3,990,672 3,725,005 4,492,275 4,534,701 4,365,601 4,893,434 5,376,111 5,906,399 6,488,993 7,129,052 
Exports - Ai r-Tons 135,956 177,902 219,653 339,548 322,369 421,128 555,614 696,809 843,839 996,056 
- Vessel-Tons 7,251,913 8,533,084 7,514,209 11 ,529,795 11 ,311 ,029 13,673,983 16,452,719 19,231,455 22,010,190 24,788,926 
Air Penetration - % 
Imports 0.58406 0.82502 1. 00151 0.17454 1.33298 1.72453 2.13891 2,50612 2.82377 3.09232 
Exports 1.84026 2.04227 2.84014 2.86071 2.77106 2.98775 3.26671 3.49658 3.69229 3.86293 
Imports & Exports 
Air-Tons 159,401 208,890 265,099 393,443 381,348 506,998 673,118 848,636 1,032,398 1,223,544 
W Vessel-Tons 11,242,585 12,258,089 12,006,484 16,064,496 15,676,630 18,567,417 21,828,830 25,137,854 28,499,183 31,917,978 
I 
~ 
Air Penetration - % 1.39801 1.67554 2.16026 2,39059 2.37481 2.65800 2.99137 3.26568 3.49591 3.69187 
.. 
W 
I TABLE 111-38.AlR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZABLE COMMODITIES (Continued) 'I 
0-
40 - 60% Containerization 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
Imports - Ai r-Tons 26,042 34,817 46,582 54,119 59,093 81,1'':)'8 107,370 134,148 161,935 190,618 
- Vessel-Tons 2,787,595 3,482,513 3,918,341 3,497,691 3,689,730 4,328,800 4,985,654 5,742,179 6,613,500 7,617,035 
Exports - Ai r-Tons 93,364 125,441 147,333 224,332 229,135 325,674 442,931 569,451 704,234 846,518 
- Vessel-Tons 3,947,797 4,519,607 4,168,386 5,223,225 6,412,031 7,107,044 8,515,065 9,923,087 11,331,108 12,739,130 
Air Penetration - % 
" Imports 0.92556 0.98987 1. 17485 1.52370 1.57630 J ,85368 2.10817 2.28285 2.39003 2.44142 Exports 2.31032 2.70053 3.41386 4.11802 3.45022 4.38162 4.94453 5.42719 5.85138 6.23097 
Imports & Expo rts 
Air-Tons 119,406 160,258 193,915 278,451 288,228 407,432 550,301 703,599 866,169 1,037,136 
Yessel-Tons 6,735,392 8,002,120 8,086,727 8,720,916 10; 101,761 11 ,435, 844 13,500,719 15,665,266 17,944,608 20,356,165 
Air Penetration - % I. 74193 1.96337 2.34178 3.09411 2.77409 3.44019 3.91644 4.29839 4.60464 4.84794 
60 - 100"..6 Containerization 
Imports - Ai r-Tons 115,599 179,549 285,126 309,192 383,822 596,497 878,009 1,204,136 1,572,739 1,982,093 
- Yessel-Tons 3,655,184 4,513,988 5,472,118 5,380,803 6,173,770 8,091,556 10,988,142 14,921,638 20,263,234 27,516,995 
Exports - Air-Tons 26,267 37,132 38,522 51,964 52,575 79,753 122,721 188,839 290,580 447,135 
- Yessel - Tons 424,826 518,248 589,805 1,049,480 868,254 1,532,989 2,614,363 4,458,543 7,603,612 12,967,223 
Air Penetration - % 
Imports 3.0&564 3.82545 4.95247 5.43395 5.85309 6.86571 7.39927 7.46715 7.20251 6.71916 
Exports 5.82296 6.68587 6.13088 4.71780 5.70952 4.94518 4.48364 4.06334 3.68093 3.33325 
Imports & Exports 
Air-Tons 141,866 216,681 323,648 361,156 436,397 676,250 1,000,730 1,392,975 1,863,319 2,429,228 
Yessel-Tons 4,080,010 5,032,236 6,061,923 6,430,283 7,042,024 9,624,545 13,602,505 19,380,181 27,866,846 40,484,218 
Air Penetration - % 3.36025 4.12810 5.06842 5.31781 5.83541 6.56502 6.85279 6.70564 6.26743 5.66076 
0- 100% Containerization 
Imports - Air-Tons 215,291 309,710 465,305 528,799 605,536 915,814 1,300,514 1,735,484 2,217,908 2,745,562 
- Yessel-Tons 58,770,137 55,645,961 68,711,416 67, i55, 127 66,237,986 74,975,719 83,746,274 93,948,225 106,004,381 120,477,270 
Exports - Ai r- Tons 321,834 439,786 526,709 777,670 724,868 1,020,622 1,369,604 1,759,562 2,200,869 2,711,147 
- Yessel-Tons 80,110,170 101,582,531 95,989,406 110,453,312 115,810,249 138,344,817 169,224,680 207,384,797 255,092,567 315,458,858 
00 
Air Penetration - % 
Imports 0.36499 0.55349 0.67263 0.78127 0.90590 1.20674 1.52917 I. 81377 2.04940 2.22812 
""f'ia! Exports 0.40013 0.43106 0.54572 0.69914 0.62201 0.73233 0.80284 0.84131 0.85539 0.85210 
~~ Imports & Exports o ;;~ Air-Tons 537,125 l49,496 992,014 1,306,469 1,330,404 1,936,436 2,670,118 3,495,046 4,418,777 5,456,l09 
.4""~ r":;l Yessel-Tons 138,880,307 157,228,492 164,700,822 177,608,439 182,048,235 213,320,536 252,970,954 301,333,022 361,096,948 435,936,128 -.,..,.: [<\'! ~:J 'i.~ Air Penetration - % 0.38526 0.4l443 ' 0.59870 0.73021 0.72549 0.89959 1.0444l 1.14656 1.20891 1.23624 
~~~ ~~~ 
~ :) 
i~·j 
>=-
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TABLE 111-39. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZED COMMODITIES 
Q - 5~o CONTAINERIZATION: 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
Percent Containerized 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 
Imports Air 1,660 1,916 4,080 3,969 4,173 6,656 9,346 12,333 15,592 19,.104 Vessel 37,014,244 32,803,286 42,042,467 40,414,924 38,833,762 42,722,006 45,534,674 48,347,343 51,160,012 53,972,680 
Exports Air ! '. 943 lZ,176 12,133 13,187 14,544 15,182 16,758 18,497 20,416 22,534 Vessel 46,690,399 60,217,135 59,507,242 65,682,646 72,018,983 88,176,025 111,916,158 142,047,982 180,292,368 228,833,508 ..., 
Imports Containerized Tons 925,356 820,082 1,051,061 1,010,373 970,844 1,068,050 1,138,366 1,208,683 1,279,000 1,349,317 Air Penetration 0.17906 0.23309 0.38667 0.39128 0.42799 0.61933 0.81431 1.01005 1.20439 1.39606 
Exports Contol nerized Tons 1,167,259 1,505,428 1,487,681 1,642,066 1,800,474 2,204,400 2,797,903 3,551,199 4,507,309 5,720,837 Air Penetration 1. 01280 0.86763 0.80896 0.79667 0.80131 0.68400 0.59538 0.51816 0.45091 0.39234 
Imports & Exports: 
Air Tons 13,603 15,092 16,213 17,156 18,717 21,838 26,104 30,830 36,008 41,638 
Containerized Tons 2,092,616 2,325,510 2,538,742 2,652,439 2,771,318 3,272,450 3,936,270 4,759,883 5,786,309 7,070,154 
Air Penetration 0.64584 0.64479 0.63457 0.64264 0.67085 0.66290 0.65879 0.64353 0.61844 0.58547 
5 - 20% CONTAINERIZATION: 
Percent Containerized 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 
Imports Air 48,544 62,434 84,070 107,623 99,468 745,033 188,285 233,040 279,083 
326,259 
Vessel 11 ,322,441 11,121,167 12,786,214 13,327,007 13,175,122 14,939,923 16,861,693 19,030,666 21,478,642 24,241,508 
Exports Air 54,304 86,133 109,067 148,638 106,244 178,885 231,580 285,966 341,800 398,904 Vessel 21,795,234 27,794,455 24,209,763 26,968,166 25,199,951 27,854,776 29,726,375 31,723,730 33,855,289 36,130,071 
Imports Containerized Tons 1,415,305 1,390,145 1,598,276 1,665,875 1,646,890 1,867,490 2,107,711 2,378,833 2,684,830 3,030,188 0(1) Air Penetration 3.31618 4.29814 4.99718 6.06839 5.69573 7.20652 8.20057 8.92233 9.41603 9.72036 
"l ~ ~~ 
Exports Cuntoinerized Tons 2,724,404 3,474,306 3,026,220 3,371,020 3,149,993 
3,481,847 3,715,796 3,965,466 4,231,911 4,516,258 "i"1 :,) 
Air Penetration 1.95428 2.41916 3.47869 4.22307 3.26278 4.88659 5.86668 6.72634 8.11578 
l :.' 
7.47314 o .;;! 
('1 ? 
Imports & Exports ~ .:~ -.. "-
Air Tons 102,848 148,567 193,137 256,261 205,712 323,918 419,865 519,006 620,883 725,163 
Containerized Tons 4,139,709 4,864,452 4,624,497 5,036,896 4,796,884 5,349,337 5,823,508 6,344,299 6,916,741 7,546,447 {~.; ~ 
Air Penetration 2.42419 2.96362 4.00895 4.84136 4.11210 5.70956 6.72497 7.56204 8.23711 8.76689 'J> ~, :;) 
:' r·1 
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TABLE 111-39. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZED COMMODITIES {Continued} 
20 - 40% CONTAINERIZATION: 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
Percent Containerized 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Imports Air 23,445 30,988 45,446 53,895 58,979 85,870 117,504 151,827 188,559 227,488 Vessel 3,990,672 3,725,005 4,492,275 4,534,701 4,365,601 4,893,434 5,376, III 5,906,399 6,488,993 7,129,052 
Air 135,956 177,902 219,653 339,548 322,369 421,128 555,614 696,809 843,839 996,056 ... Exports Vessel 7,251,913 8,533,084 7,514,209 11,529,795 11,311,029 13,673,983 16,452,719 9,231,455 22,010,190 24,788,926 
Imports Containerized Tons 1,197,201 1,117,501 1,347,682 1,360,410 1,309,680 1,468,030 1,612,833 1,771,919 1,946,697 2,138,715 Air Penetration 1.92070 2.69815 3.26215 3.81070 4.30925 5.52609 6.79081 7.89225 8.83074 9.61405 
Exports Containerized Tons 2,175,573 2,559,925 2,254,262 3,458,938 3,393,308 4,102,194 4,935,815 5,769,436 6,603,057 7,436,677 Air Penetration 5.88164 6.49792 8.87875 8.93903 8.67591 9.31014 10.11783 10.77609 11.33141 11.81178 
Imports & Exports: 
Air Tons 159,401 208,890 265,099 393,443 381,348 506,998 673,118 848,636 1,032,398 1,223,544 
Containerized Tons 3,372,775 3,677,426 3,601,945 4,819,348 4,702,989 5,570,225 6,548,649 7,541,356 8,549,754 9,575,393 
Air Penetration 4.51282 5.37501 6.85533 7.54764 7.50044 8.34259 9.32068 10.11486 10.77417 11.33022 
40 - 60% CONTAINERIZAnON 
Percent Containerized 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Imports Air 26,042 34,817 46,582 54,119 59,093 81,758 107,370 134,148 161,935 190,618 Vessel 2,787,595 3,482,51? 3,918,341 3,497,691 3,689,730 4,328,800 4,985,654 5,742,179 6,613,500 7,617,035 
Exports Air 93,364 125,4- l 147,333 224,332 229,135 325,674 442,931 569,451 704,234 846,518 Vessel 3,947,797 4,519,6L7 4,168,386 5,223,225 6,412,031 7,107,044 8,515,065 9,923,087 11 ,331,108 12,739,130 
Imports Containerized Tons 1,393,797 1,741,256 1,959,170 1,748,845 1,844,865 2,164,400 2,492,827 2,871,089 3,306,750 3,808,517 Air Penetration 1.83415 1.96033 2.32242 3.00166 3.10369 3.63990 4.12930 4.46380 4.66848 4.76648 
Exports Containerized Tons 1,973,898 2,259,803 2,084,193 2,611,612 3,206,015 3,553,552 4,257,532 4,961,543 5,665,554 6,369,565 Air Penetration 4.51631 5.25904 6.60234 7.91030 6.67030 8.39539 9.42313 10.29563 11.05584 11.73099 
Imports &. Exports: 
Air Tons 119,406 160,258 193,915 278,451 288,228 407,432 550,301 703,599 866,169 1,037,136 
Containerized Tons 3,367,696 4,001,060 4,043,363 4,360,458 5,050,880 5,717,922 6,750,359 7,832,633 8,972,304 10,178,082 
Air Penetration 3.42421 3.85113 4.57640 6.00251 5.39842 6.65156 7.53768 8.24250 8.80389 9.24757 
""" 
.,. 
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TABLE 111-39. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZED COMMODITIES (Continued) 
60 - 100% CONTAINERIZATION: 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
Percent·Containerized 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
Imports Air 115,599 179,549 285,126 309,192 383,822 596,497 878,009 1,204,136 1,572,739 1,982,093 Vessel 3,655,184 4,513,988 5,472,118 5,380,803 6,173,770 8,091,556 10,988,142 14,921,638 20,263,234 27,516,995 
." 
Exports Air 26,267 37,132 38,522 51,964 52,575 79,753 122,721 188,839 290,580 447,135 Vessel 424,826 518,248 589,805 1,049,480 868,254 1,532,989 2,614,363 4,458,543 7,603,612 12,967,223 
Imports Containerized Tons 2,924,147 3,611,190 4,377,694 4,304,642 4,939,016 6,473,244 8,790,513 11 ,937,310 16,210,587 22,01.3,596 
Air Penetration 3.80291 4.73651 6.11488 6.70141 7.21085 .... 43:-32 9.08110 9.16288 8.84389 8.26020 
Exports Containerized Tons 339,860 <i14,598 471,844 839,584 694,603 1,226,391 2,091,490 3,':;06,834 6,032,889 10,373,778 
Air Penetration 7.17427 8.21994 7.54791 5.82851 7.03647 6.10598 5.54242 5.02809 4.55921 4.13213 
r mports and Exports: 
Air Tons 141,866 216,681 323,648 361,156 436,397 676,250 1,000,730 1,392,975 1,863,319 2,429,228 
Containerized Tons 3,264,008 4,025,788 4,849,538 5,144,226 5,633,619 7,699,636 10,882,.004 15,504,144 22,293,476 32,387,374 
Air Penetration 4.16533 5.10742 6.25626 6.56005 7.18938 8.07377 8.42171 8.24386 7.71343 6.97721 
0- 100% CONTAINERIZATION 
IMPORTS: 
Air Tons 215,291 309,710 465,305 528,799 605,536 915,814 1,300,514 1,735,484 2,217,908 2,745,562 
Containerized Tons 7,855,806 8,680,174 10,333,883 10,090,145 10,711 ,295 13,041,214 16,142,250 20,167,834 25,427,864 32,340,333 
Air Penefrotion 2.66743 3.44509 4.30870 4.97977 5.35076 6.56167 7.45589 7.92338 8.02259 7.82526 
EXPORTS: 
Air Tons 321,834 439,786 526,709 777,670 724,868 1,020,622 1,369,604 1,759,562 2,200,869 2,711,147 
Containerized Tons 8,380,994 10,214,060 9,324,200 11,923,220 12,244,393 14,568,354 17,798,536 21,814,478 27,090,720 34,417,115 
Air Penetration 3.69804 4.12796 5.34681 6.12296 5.58912 6.54708 7.14521 7.46398 7.51366 7.30211 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS: 
Air Tons 537,125 749,496 992,014 1,306,469 1,330,404 1,936,436 2,670,118 3,495,046 4,418,777 5,456,709 
Containerized Tons 16,236,800 18,894,234 19,658,083 22,013,365 22,955,688 27,609,568 33,940,786 41,982,312 52,518,584 66,757,448 
Ai r Penetration 3.20214 3.81545 4.80392 5.60239 5.47805 6.55397 7.29323 7.68524 7.76077 7.55629 
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FIGURE III - 22. AIRBORNE AND CONTAINERIZABLE SEABORNE TRADE 
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FIGURE 111- 23. AIRBORNE AND CONTAINERIZABlE SEABORNE TRADE 
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FIGURE III - 24. AIRBORNE AND COI\HAINERIZABLE SEABORNE TRADE 
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FIGURE III - 25. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZABLE COMMODITIES 
- U. S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
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FIGURE III - 26. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERI2.ABLE 
COMWODITIES - IMPORTS 
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FIGURE 111-27. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZABLE 
COMMODITIES- EXPORTS 
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FIGURE III - 28. AIRBORNE AND CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE TRADE -
U. S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
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FIGURE III - 29. AIRBORNE AND CONT.A.INERIZED SEABORNE TRADE 
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FIGURE III - 30. AIRBORNE AND CONTAINERIZED SEABORNE TRADE 
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FIGURE III - 31. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZED COMMODITIES 
- U. S. IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
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FIGURE III - 32. AIR PENETRATION OF CONTAINERIZED COMMODITIES 
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cannndi ties aids the COI1lITDdi ty-by-canrrodi ty comparisons through the three major foreign trade data sources 6f HarAd, Department of Canmerce, and the OECD. 
The historical data for the even years 1~68 through 1976, and the I forecasts through the year 2000 based on regression analysis of the historical data for the containerizable commodities, are presented in Table 111-38. Forecasts are based on the airborne am vessel-borne tonnage, and air penetra-tion is derived from these quantities. Imports and exports, separately, and impJrts and exports 'I combined are presented fore9ch range of camrodi ty con-tainerization. i J? large favorable imbalance for the U.S. is seen to occur by the year 2000 ~or' those camrodities in the 0 to 5 p=rcent containerization for vessel-borne trade, while the: reverse happens in the 60 to 100 percent con-tainerization. The grand total for vessel-borne trade represented by 0 to 100 percent containerization reveals a 'ratio of 2.5 to 1 in favor of u.s. exports to U.S. impJrts. For airborne trade the grand total shovJS a good balance between imp:>rts and exports by the year 2000, although wide differences occur at the various levels of containerization. 
Table II1-39 presents similar details for the containerized tonnages and the respective air p=netration. The grand total seaborne containerized ton-nage for 0 to 100 precent containerization shows ,a good balance by the year 2000. It is this final containerized tonnage that is seen to be air-penetrable by the AACS, over and above the forecast for conventional air. 
The tonnages and air penetration presented in Tables 111-38 and 111-39 for containerizable and containerized corr1!rodities, respectively, are presenteo graphically in a similar arrangement in Figures II1-22 through II1-27 and Figures 111-28 through 111-33. U.S. imports and exports combined, and each of them separately are presented in these figures. Again, the higher air l?2netra-tion when expressed in terms of the total containerized tonnage is clearly illustrated. 
As further illustration of the types of commodities, their tonnages, unit values, percent seaborne containerization, and percent of total trade, Tables II1-40 through 1II-42 present the top 10 commodities for 1976 u.s. imrx>rts for total seaborne, seaborne-containerized, and airborne trade. 
The commodities are ranked by tonnage and shaw that the top five seaborne commodities, Table 111-40, account for almost 85 p=rcent of the total seaborne tonnage - none of which is containerized. The next five corrurodities bring the total to alrrost 91 percent. These additional canrrodities have a small arrount of contianerization. 
The seaborne containerized data presented in Table 111-41 shaw a different story. Unlike the concentration 6L total seaborne tonnage in a few caTImdi-ties as previously discussed .,-the! containerizeo tonnage is much rrore evenly distributed. The' top 10 containerized canrrodities account for almost 34 percent of the total containerized tonnage, with alcoholic beveraqes headinq the list with almost 10 percent. 
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TABLE 111-40. 1976 COMMODITY RANKINGS 
IMPORTS - SEABORNE 
Rank Code 
1 331 
2 332 
3 281 
4 283 
5 273 
6 276 
7 674 
8 061 
9 513 
10 673 
Total Seaborne Containerized 
Unit Percent 
Value of Total 
Descri pti on $/Lb $/Kg Seaborne 
Petrol eum, Code 0.04 .09 55.50 
Petroleum, Products 0.03 .07 14.70 
Iron Ore c!!. Concentra:tes 0.01 .02 9.-32 
Ores, Cone, Nonferrous 0.02 .04 3.55 
Stone, Sand, and Gravel 0.00 .00 1.75 
Crude Min~Qh, Nes 0.01 .02 1.49 
Iron or Steel Plates 0.13 .29 1.38 
Sugar, Syru-ps, Molasses 0.09 .2 1 .• 33 
Inorganic Chern. Elem. 0.06 • 13 0.89 
I ron or Steel Bars 0.12 ~27· 0.61 
TOTAL SEABORNE TONNAGE 
Container Percent of 
Cum Penetration Con tai neri zea 
Percent Percent 
55.50 0 
70.20 0 
79.52 0 
83.07 0 
84.82 0 
86.32 2.5 
87.69 2.5 
89.02 0 
89.91 2.5 
90.53 2.5 
517,512,804 TONS 
469,479,720 METRIC-TONS 
Tonnage 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.81 
1.67 
0 
1.08 
0.74 
Cum 
Percent 
b . 
O· 
0 
0 
0 
1.81 
3.48 
3.48 
4.56. 
5.30 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE - 10,711,295 TONS 
9,717,124 METRIC TONS 
SOURCE: Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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TABLE 111-41. 1976 COMMODITY RANKINGS 
IMPORTS - SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED 
Rank Code 
1 112 
2 051 
3 732' 
4 724 
5 011 
6 851 
7 841 
8 629 
9 031 
10 694 
Unit 
Value 
Description $/lb $/Kg 
Alcoholic Beverages 0.35 .78 
Fruits, fresh--- 0.08 • 18 
Road Motor Vehicl~s & Parts - 1.31 4. 91 
Tel eccimmuni cations Appar. 3. 12 6.93 
Meat, Fresh, Chilled or Froz. 10.06 1-,44 
Footwear 1.80 4~() 
Clothing, Etc. Not Fur 3.21 7.13 
Rubber, Mfrs, Finished, Nec 1.04 2.31-
Fish, Fresh or Simply Pres. - 0.73 1.62 
Nails, Screw, Nuts, Bolts, Etc. 0.47 ' 1.04 
TOTAL SEABORNE TONNAGE 
Percent of Container 
Containerized Cum Penetration 
Tonnage Per,cent Percent 
9.51 9~'51 80~0 
3.39 12.90 12.-5 
3.16 16006 12.5 
3.15 19.21 80.0 
3~04 22.25 50.0 
2.73 24.98 80.0 
2.47 27.45 80.0 
2.35 29.80 80.0 
2~07 31.87 3000 
,-2W) 33.88 30.0 
517,512,804 TONS 
469,479,720 METRIC TONS 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE - 10,711,295 TONS (2.07 PERCENl) 
9,717,124 METRIE: TONS 
Air 
Penetration 
Percenf 
0.03 
0.21 
0.32 
7.86 
0.40 
10.29 
23.25 
0.26 
2.00 
0.11 
SOURCE: Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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TABLE 111-42. 1976 COMMODITY RANKINGS 
IMPORTS - AIRBORNE Seaborne 
Total Ai rborne Seaborne 
Contai nerized 
Urlit Percent Air Container Percent of 
Value of Total Cum Penetration Penetration -Containerized Cum 
Rank Code Description $/Lb $/Kg Airborne Percent Percent-- Percent 
1 
2 
3. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
841 Clothing, Etc. Not Fur 6.25 13.80 
851 Footwear 4.27 9.48 
990 Est. Value Under $251----. 1.22 2.71 
724 Telecommunications Appar. 9.00 20.00 
729 Electrical Machinery Nes 2..5'!4a 56.62 
292 Veg. Materials, Nes, Crude -1~36 3.02 
894 Baby Carriages, Toys, Games 3.39 7.53 
719 Macli~ & Appliance, Nec 6.3514.11 
714 Office Machines & Parts 14.79-32.86 
861 Sci., Med. Apparatus, Nee 18.25 40.55 
i 
TOTAL AIRBORNE TONNAGE 
16.51 
6.90 
6.66 
5.91 
4.79 
4.33 
3.43 
3.27 
3.03 
2.66 
16.51 23.25-- 80.0 
23.41 10.29 80.0 -
30.07 . 40.07 12.5 
35.98 7.86 80.0 
40.77 19.59 80.0 
45.10 9.08 12.5 
48.53 7.63 80.0 
51.80 4.67 50.0 
54.83 22.02 80.0 
57.50 33.88 80.0 
606,078 TONS 
549,825 METRIC TONS 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE - 10,711,295 TONS 
9,717,124 METRIC TONS 
Tonnage Percent 
2.47 2.47 
2.73 5.21 
0.07 5.28 
3.15 8.43 
0.89 9.32 
0.31 9.63 
1.89 11.51 
1.90 13.41 
0.49 13.90 
0.24 14.13 
SOURCE: Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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Airborne trade, Table III-42, is presently more heavily concentrated in 
the top 10 corrurodities than seaborne cont'idn~r-~zed, accounting for almost 58 
percent of total airborne tonnage. Clothing, footwear, and lCM-value goods 
account for over 30 percent. It is also seen that most of the top 10 airborne 
commodities also have a high degree of seaborne containerization. 
Tables III-43 through III-45 present similar da.ta for u.s. Exports, 
however, the canm::>dity mix is quite differpnt. The total seaborne tonnage 
distribution, Table III-43, ShCMS that the top 10 comrrodities account for 
alIrost 75 percent, with only 3 canrrodities having any significant degree of 
containerization. 
Table III-44 shows the seaborne cont~inerized tonnage distribution with 
the top 10 coITUTPdities accounting for almost 50 percent. The level of con-
tainerization in the top 10 export containerized commodities is between 30 and 
50 percent compared with 80 percent for ~rts. 
Table 111-45 shows the top 10 airborne canrrodities, accounting for almost 
52 percent of the total airborne tonnage. Again, as in imports, the airborne 
commodities also have a significant level of containerization for the seaborne 
movement of the same commodity description. 
For both imports and exports, the three groupings of the respective top 10 
corrarodi ties - total seaborne, seaborne containerized, and ai ;r.borne - show 
three distinct levels of unit value. The seaborne camrodi ties are generally 
v.orth less than 10 cents per pound (22 cents per kilogram), with a maximum of 
13 cents. The seaborne containerized c<l1UTOdities are generally v.orth less 
than $1.00 per pound ($2.20 per kilogram), with a maximum of $3.21 ($7.07) for 
imports and $2.16 ($4.76) for exports. The airborne canm:xhties are, with 
only tv.o exceptions, v.orth more than $ 3 per pound (6.60 per kilogram) wi th a 
maximum of $35 ($ 77) • 
Free-World International - The major sources of data for the Free-World 
international cargo demand IS the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development) foreign trade data. The OEC0 is a ministerial level organiza-
tion of the 24 industrial countries: the U.S.A., Canada, Japan, Australia, 
New Zealand, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany 
(F.R.), Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, SWitzerland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. 
TheOECD member countries report to the OECD both value and quantity data 
on exports to and imports fran approximately 160 partner countries. Depending 
on the corrnrodity, up to 23 of these partner countries are other OECD member 
countries, the r2I1lainder being non-member countries from Argentina to Zaire. 
The trade data are consolidatetlby the OECD and rrade available to the public 
in published, microfiche, and _~omputer tape forms in several formats and 
levels of detaiL The most detailed format is Series C, which forms the 
source of data for this study. Series C printed reports provide only value 
data at the 1- and 2-digit levels of comrrodities based on the Standard 
International Trade Classification code and value and quantity at the 3- and 
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TABLE 111-43. 1976 COMMODITY RANKINGS 
EXPORTS - SEABORNE 
Rank Code 
321 
2 044 
3 041 
4 221 
5 242 
6 332 
7 271 
8 081 
9 631 
10 561 
Total Seaborne ,. .... ~ Containerized 
Unit Percent 
Value of Total 
Description $/lb $/Kg Seaborne 
Coal, Coke, and Briquets 0.02 .04 21.39 
Corn or Maize, Unmilled 0.05 .11 17.09 
Wheat, Unmilled 0.07 • 15 10.33 
Oil Seeds, Oil Nuts, Kernels 0.10 .22 6.17 
Wood, In the Rough 0.03 .07 4.67 
Petroleum ~ro_ducJs 0.04 .09 3.68 
Fertilizers, Crude 0.02 .04 3.36 
Feeding - Stuff for Animals 0.07 • 15 2.98 
Wood Veneers, Plywood Boards 0.02 .04 2.91 
Fertilizers, Manufactured --0.04 .09 2.40 
TOTAL SEABORNE TONNAGE 
Container Percent of 
Cum Penetration Containerized 
Percent Percent Tonnage 
21.39 0 0 
38.48 0 0 
48.80 0 0 
54.97 0.36 0.54 
59.64 0.48 0.55 
63.32 12.5 11.24 
66.68 0 0 
69.65 3.25 2.36 
72.57 0.10 0.07 
74.96 2.50 1046 
- 282,779,825 TONS 
256,533,540 METRIC TONS 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE - 12,244,393 IONS 
11,107,927 METRIC TONS 
Cum 
Percent 
0 
'0 
0 
0.54 
1.09 
12.33 
12.33 
14.69 
14.77 
16.23 
SOURCE: Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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TABLE 111-44. 1976 COMMODITY RANKINGS 
EXPORTS - SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED 
Rank Code 
1 332 
2 251 
3 581 
4 512 
5 054 
6 276 
7 641 
8 732 
9 719 
10 211 
Unit 
Value 
Description $/lb $/Kg 
PetroleumJ~ro.du.cts_ 0.04 .09 Pulps and W(]s!f? Prod. _ 0.14 .31 Plastic Matlls, :Syn. Re~ins 0.46 1.02 Organic Cnemicals 0.24 .53 Veg. Fresh,Chld~ Fro~. 0.13 .29 
Crude Minerals, Nes 0.04 .09 Paper & Paperboard 0.18 .40 Road Motor Vehicles &cParts 1.53 3.40 Mach & Appliance Nec ' 2.16 4.80 Hides & Skims, Undressed 0.35 .78 
TOTAL SEABORNE TONNAGE 
Percent of Container 
Containerized Cum Pe ne tra tion~~ 
Tonnage Percent· Percent 
-11.24 11.24 12.5 
8.44 19.68 30.0 
5.37 25.05 50.0 
5.10 30.15 12.5 
.3.92 34.07 50.0 
3.27 37.34 12.5 
3.03 40.37 15.1 
2.88 43.25- --- 30.0 
2.86 46.11 30.0 
2.76 48.87 50.0 
282,779,828 TONS 
256,533,540 METRIC TONS 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE -12,244,393 TONS 
11,107,927 METRIC TONS 
Air 
Penetration 
Percent 
0.03 
0 
0.96 
0.15 
0.51 
0002 
0.23 
3.84 
5.62 
0.04 
SOURCE: Department' of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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TABLE 111-45. 1976 COMMODI TV RAN KI N GS 
EXPOR TS - AI RBORN E Seaborne 
Total Ai rborne Seaborne Contai nerized 
Unit Percent Air Container Percent of 
Value of Total - CLim Penetration Penetration Containeri~ed Cum 
Rank Code Description $/Lb $/Kg Airborne Percent Percent Percent 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
719 Mach & Appliance Nec 8.29 18.4 
931 Spec. Transactions Not Class. 4.19 9.3 
714 Office Machines & Parts 
i 
25.02 55.6 
732 Road-Motor Vehides& Parts 3.17 7.0 
729 Electrical MachineryNes 35. 08 71~ 9-
861 Sci. Med. Apparatus, Nec 16-.31 36.2 
.718 Mach for Spec. Industr. 7.39 16.4 
724 Telecomml.lnicatiOns Appar. 23.81 52.9 
734 Ai rcraft and Spacecraft 34.69 77.0 
711 Power Gen1g. Machinery 23.99 53.3 
TOTAL AIRBORNE TONNAGE 
9.05 
8020 
6.40 
6.10 
5.03 
4.52 
3.68 
3.09 
~.05 
2.75 
9.05 5.62 30.0 
17026 26.62 12.5 
23.66 80.60 50.0 
29076 3.84 30.0 
34.80 15.63 30.0 
39.32 42.19 ; 50.0 
43.00 3.67 30.0 
46.09 34.68 50.0 
49.14 57.60 30.0 
51.89 8.04 30.0 
726,312 TONS 
658,899 METRIC TONS 
TOTAL SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED TONNAGE -12,244,393 TONS 
, 11,107,927 METRIC TONS 
Tonnage Percent 
2.86 2.86 
0.18 3.04 
0.05 3.09 
2.88 5.97 
- 0.51 6.48 
0.19 6.67 
1082 8.49 
0.18 8.68 
0.04 8.72 
0.59 9.31 
SOURCE: Department of Commerce Foreign Trade Data 
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4-digi t levels. The Series C canput~.=r.: tapes provide the value and quantity 
data by comrrodity at the 4-digit level for 1961 through 1969 and the 5-digit 
level for 1970 through 1975. TO reduce the final output for this study, these 
data were aggregated to the 3-digit level. 
TO gain improved understanding of the OECD data and the relative 
magnitudes of the foreign trade of the OECD member countries and their trading 
partners, a cursory analysis was made of the 1974 value data. D9tails of this 
analysis are presented in Appendix F, Table I-I through I-D. This analysis 
also served to produce the country/region-pair matrix to reduce data 
extraction from the Series C computer tape to a v.orkable level. These 
country/region pairs are listed in Figure 111-34. 
The OECD arrangement of 24 reporting countries was simplified by con-
sidering OECD Europe as an entity; thus, the 24 reporting countries reduced to 
6 reporting countries or regions: U.S., canada, OECD Europe, Japan, Australia, 
and New Zealand. However, since minimal data were available for New Zealand 
as a reporting country, it was dropped. New Zealand was included as a trading 
partner with the other OECD reporting countries. 'I'he non-OECD trade partners 
were aggregated to 4 regions - Middle East, Africa, Less-Developed Far East 
(this area excludes Japan and Australasia), and LesS-D9veloped America (or 
Latin Arrerica). The trade value of these trading partners accounts for 90 
percent of OECD imports fran the entire v.orld and almost 85 percent of OECD 
exports to the entire v.orld. These data, including the v.orld data, exclude 
the trade within OECD Europe. 
Data Resources Inc. of Washington, D.C. were contracted to extract from 
their OECD Series C computer system the foreign trade data for the country-
pair canbinations and cCXTlJTK)(ji ty groupings outlined in Appendix F. The 
corrrrrodities were regrouped, rather than listing them in mL~i€rical ordel~ of the 
SIrr: code, based on the degrees of containerization developed fran the ~1arAd 
analyses described at the beginning of the discussion of U.S. and Foreign 
International Transportation. The degree of containerization by cOlmrodity is 
detailed in Appendix P, Table 1-14. the level of maturity of seaborne 
containerization for U.S. trade is assumed to be achievable by the rest of the 
free-v.orld by the 1990' s, thus giving SOITl2 optimism for the MCS demand. 
However, this optimism is offset by other conservative factors to be discussed 
later. 
Applying the MarAd percentage of containerization by canmodity to the OECD 
data is an approximation in that any given coI11JTOdity in U.s. import trade can 
have a level of containerization different from that of the same canmodity in 
U.S. export trade. This had to be simplified in the OECD analyses, since the 
OECD data, in addition to presenting U.s. foreign trade, includes trade 
between tv.o foreign countries not involving the U.S., thus requiring a single 
value of percent containerization. Many cCXTlJTK)(jities exhibit the same level of 
containerization for both imports and exports and thus a single value is 
available. Where differences exist in the level of containerization fol:' 
imports versus exports, the higher level of containel:'ization was genel:'ally 
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05 
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07 
08 
r 
u. s. - OEeD Europe 
Japan 
Canada 
Aus,tralia 
L/Oeveloped Far East 
Middle East 
Africa 
L/Developed Ameri ca 
09 OECD Europe - Japan 
10 Canada 
11 Australia 
12 New Zealand 
13 L/Developed Far East 
14 Middle East 
15 Afri.ca' 
16 L/Developed America 
17 Japan - Canada 
18 Australia·· I 
19 L/Developed Far East 
20 Middle East 
21 Africa 
22 L/Developed Ameri ca 
23 Canada - L/Developed Far East 
24 L/Dt!veloped America 
25 Australia - L/Developed Far East 
" ',-. 
, Note: To keep track pf i,!mpprts and exports, a three-digi t code system 
is used. The first digit is either ~ or 2,i.e. 1 fo[jrnports', 2 for 
exports. The next two digits describe the country/region-pair 
as listed above. The code 1 or 2, for imports or exports refers 
to the OECD reporting country, namely the U.S., OECD Europe, Japan, Canada and Australia as listed above. 
FIGURE 1/1-34. OECD COUNTRY/REGION - PAIR GROUPINGS 
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chosen. Where the directional tonnage imbalance in O. S. trade is large, the level of containerization of the higher trade flaw tonnage was chosen. 
Returning to the basic OECD foreign trade data for approximately 160 countires, the value data are standardized i::¥ using an appropriate exchange rate for each year and com/~hting the value of each member country's imports and exports into U.S. dollar's. Tasks of aggregation and comparison for value data are thus greatly, simptlified. Given the diversity of data collection techniques and reporting rrethods in the OECD )~r countries, the rrethod for dealing with canm::xHty quantity aggregations is much more difficult. Although by far the majority of coITffOC>dity quantities, are refX)rted in rretric tons, significant exceptions exist. Fran DRI' s e~rience with the Trade Series C data, it appears that, if a rrember country refX)rts their cOmm::x:lity to a higher level of disaggregation, say the 7-digit level, it is sometimes not possible for the OECD to aggregate these data to the 4- or 5-digit level due to inconsistencies in the units of quantity. Th~refore, quantity data for these reporting countries are not available on the tapes, and inconsistencies exist across OECD refX)rting countires. A second, and only slightly less troubling, problem stems from the fact that the OECD Trade Series C data base is cross-sectional in conception. In other v.ords, a cross-sectional report is published each year, describing trade for that year bet~en the OECD members and their partners. Occasionally since 1961, when publication began, some reporting countries changed the unit of measures in which they refX)rted import and/or eXfX)rt volumes for specific carurodities. This creates consider-able difficulties in attempting to deal with the data in the tirre series fornat required for IlBking extrapolations. 
Recognizing all of these problems and the fact that the OECD 'l'r-ade Series C data base is still the best single source of foreign trade data available with which to examine canm:xlity trade between countries, a methodology was devised by which the available data could be used to approximate the unavailable quantity data. Since the European OECD reporti,ng countr:i.l~s had excellent quantity data available, proxy trade volumes ~re developed for those refX)rting countries and their trading partner for which trade quantity data ~re unavo.i lable. Proxy trade quantities ~re obtained by dividing the aT7erage unit value of the canroc>dity in OECD Europe into the value of trade in that commodity in the country for which no qu~ntity data ~re available. 
Wherever possible, a similar rrethod was used to obtain proxies to fill gaps within a tirre series when the unit of rreasure had changed from year to year. The rule used in applying proxies was determined by the percentage of actual data refX)rted in metric tons for a given set of partners. DRI found the actual volumes in the inconsistencies to be small, so that if 90 percent or more of the number of series in the aggregate ~re repor.ted in metric tons, the actual data were used. Visual inspection of these series was necessalY to assure consistency. For a few cOmm::x:lities, this methodology proved to be unv.orkable where unit values varied greatly across countries or where the refX)rting units in OECD Europe were not rretric tons. In such cases, there was no alternative but to exclude the canm:xHty as not having been reported in tons. 
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Once~al1 of these tests had been made, the task of ex trap::> lating the 
series was approched. Due to budget and tire constraints, DR! and wckheed 
jointly decided to employ a linear technique. orb represent the 3-digit level 
aggregations for the 25 country pairs, imp::>rts' and exp::>rts, 6000 final time 
series extrap::>lations were required. It must 'be recognized that these 6000 
tire series ,were obtained fran aggrega:tions of approximately three million 
time series in the basic OECD trade tapes. 
Since the solution using the linear technique required non-zero data 
within each serie,s, zero elements within the series were replaced by the mean 
, of adjacent p:=riQavolumes (e.g., missing data for 1968 were replaced by the 
mean o~ the observations for 1967 and 1969) and leading and trailing observa-
tions containipg izeros were truncated. Finally, a linear regression was 
performed on each resulting series 10 derive the extrap::>lated or forecasted 
values. Since the ext.rap::>lation or forecast:. was based on the best linear fit 
through the historical~time series p::>ints,the forecast of the tonnage for 
each canrrodity did not canmence fran the historical data p::>int for 1975. 
Since the forecast data were devefoped for 5-year increments from 1975; the 
growth for the final historical p::>int to 1980 does not app:=ar to be cctopatible 
wi th the growth between 1980 and the year 2000. 'l'he final output from the 
OECD foreign trade data Series C, the forecast at the 3-digit level carurodity 
aggregation by degree of containerization, provided good results for the 0-5 
percent through the 60-100 percent containerization. Due to problems with the 
units of quantity, the output provided unacceptable results for the 15 liquid 
and dry bulk commodities. Since these would have been eliminated anyway, the 
loss does not detract from the overall value of the results. Thus, the 
analysis of the OECD data represents only containerizable and containerized 
carnrodities. 
The OECD data are not available for the se~arate nodes, but since the 
country/region pairs analyzed mostly represent ihtercontinental trade, the 
data represent just two rrodes:air ana sea. Air penetl:-ation derived flXlID 
regression analyses of the Department of Canmerce U.S. foreign trade dat.a by 
modes, presented in Table III-46, is applied to the OECD data to isolate the 
conventional air - the air cargo system as known today. 'rhis air penetration 
is seen to be a function of) the degree of containerization, and different: 
values are available for U.S. imp::>rts and eXPJrts. " In applying these data to 
the non-U.S. OECD foreign trade, an average has been used hased on the 
combined imp::>rts and exp::>rts. ~ The resulting conventional air cargo is then 
subtracted from the total OECQ data to give the OECD containerizable seaborne 
trade by degrees of contairierization. Fran these data, the estimated 
free-world seaborne containerized tonnages are obtained. 
'Ihe Advanced Air Cargo System conc,ept is bas~, on the requirement to move 
by air the 8 x 8-foot (2.44' x' 2.~44-rreiter) and larger~cross-section intermodal 
containers. The analysis of Case Study results (as presented in Section II) 
shows that 5.6 percent of seaborne containerized trade ~uld be eligible for 
the MCS, and due to the container size trend to 8 x 8.S-foot (2.44 x 
2.6-rreter) containers (see Figure IV-3), ~uld not be compatible with belly 
holds or conventional cargo aircraft derived from passenger aircraft. This 
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~ TABLE 111-46. AIR PENETRATION FOR OECD DATA ANALYSIS 
Degree of Containerization %;Years 1973(1) 1974 1975(1) 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
" 
U. S. IMPORTS 
0:.- 5 0.0097 0.0098 0.0103 0.0156 0.0205 0.0255 0.0305 0.0354 5- 20 , 0.7271 0.8011 0.]Z52Q.9614 1.1043 1 .2097 ,- 1 .2827 -·-10 3280· -20 - 40 1.0880 1. 1745 1.2538 1.7245 2.1389 2.5061 '2.8238 3.0923 40 - 60 1.3493 1.5237 1.5500 1.8537 2. 1082 2.2829 2.3900 2.4414 60 - 100 5.1932 5.4340 5.6435 6.8657 7.3993 7.4672 7.2025 6.7192 
U. S. EXPORTS 
-0-5 . 0.0202 0.0201 0.0201 0.0172 0.0150 0.0130 0.0113 0.0098 5 - 20 0.498~2)0.5481 0.484~2)0.6381 0.7730 0.8934 0.9995 1.0920 20 - 40 2.822 2.,8607 2.7883 2.9878 3.26671 3.4966 3.6923 3.8629 , 40 - 60 3.7659 4. '1180 3.7841 4.3816 4.9445 5.4272 5.8514 6.2310 60 - 100 5.4243 4.7178 5.2137- 4.9452 4.4836 4.0633 3.6809 3.3333 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS (FOR R.O. W.) 
0-5 
5 - 20 
20 - 40 
40 - 60 
60 - 100 
0.0161 0.0162 0.0165 0.0167 0.0166 0.0162 0.0156 0.0147 0.5756 0.6319 .. Q .• 5826 0.7512 0.8932 1.0122 1.-1096-1.1869 2.2139 2.3906 2.3212 2.6580 2.9914 3.2657 3.4959 3.69,19 2.7179 3.0941 2.9341 3.4402 3.9164 4~2984 4.6046 4.8479 5.1931 5.3178 5.5766 6.5650 6.8528 6.~056 6.2674 5.6608 
(1) 1973 & 1975 data were obtained by linear interpolation between 1972/1974 and 1974/1976 respectively. (2) Obtained by linear interpolation between ]972 and 1976 - excluding the actual data point for 1974 because of the ini tial data problems. 
'" 
result has been applied, to the estimated OECD containerized tonnages to give 
the MCS demand -! the demand for the dedicated all-cargo aircraft. This 
demand is used as' input to the MACro optimization rrodel to arrive at the 
numbers of aircraft. 
Appendix F, Tables II-I through II-33, obtainable from NASA, present the 
detailed results of analyses of the OECD data from the total all-IOC>des total 
cargo by trading partners and degrees of containerization to the demand for 
the Advanced Air Cargo System .and total air cargo demand. 
Table II of Appendix F presents the total free1'""world data. 'Ib simplify 
reference to and extraction from the Appe~0ix F data for specific world 
regions, Tables III through V provide separate outputs for U.S. only trade, 
OECD European only trade, and Japanese. qnly trade. Since the MACRO 
optimization rrodel is limited in the number-of region-pairs it can handle, an 
additional aggregation is presented as MACro Regional Grouping in Table VI. 
Figure 1II-35 presents these country/region-pair groupings and hO\v they are 
obtained from the OECD data analyses. The choice of the country/region pair 
groupings is based on lATA regions, and as such u.S. - Canada and Australia -
L/Developed Far East are not included. Since much of the U.S. - canada trade 
is over short distances, it does not I1Eet the scenario guidelines for the 
MCS. The Australia-L/Developed Far East represents only a small percentage 
of the total Free-World traffic and, since it is not included in the lATA 
based regions, the pair was excluded from the MACRO analyses •. 
Results of the analyses for the Free-World for seaborne containerizable 
freight, seaborne containerized freight, and the demand for the MCS are 
presented in Figure III-36 through 38 for iiup:)rts and exports, imports, and 
exports, respectively. As discussed previously, the delland for the AACS has 
been established as 5.6 percent of the seaborne containerized freight. 
The resulting average annual growth rate for 1975 through tlle year 2000 
for the MCS imports and exports combined, had it been in service in 19'15, is 
3 percent. This is considered to be the low forecast for the Free-Vbrld 
international MCS. This is seen to be in addition to the continuation of 
international air cargo as known today which is predominantly carried in 
passenger aircraft. 
Comparisons of the three separate data F!0UrCeS - OECD (U.S. trade only), 
Deparbrent of COffiIlErce, and MarAd have been made for seaborne 
containerizable, and seaborl1e containerized commodities. Also, conventional 
airborne data are compared with OECD (U.S. trade only) and Deparbrent of 
Carurerce, since the MarAd data does not include any airborne data. These 
comparisons are presented in Tables III-47Ethrough 1II-49E for tonnages, and 
Tables III-50 through III-52 for annual grCMth rates. 
Table 1II-47 shCMs for seaborne containerizable cornrrodities by the year 
2000 that the OECD (U.S. trade only) compares favorably with ~1arAd for 
imports, but is conservative for exports. For seaborne containerized tonnages 
in Table 1II-48, by the year 2000 the comparisons shCM close correlation of 
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1. IMPORTS 
North Atlantic (1.01 + 2. 10) 
North Pacific (1.02 + 1.04 + 1.05 + 2.17 + 1.23) 
North - South America (1.08 + 1.24) 
U. S. ,- Middle East & Afri ca (1.06 + 1.07) 
Europe - Far East/Australia (1.09 + 1.11 + 1.12 + 1.13) 
Europe - Africa (1. 15) 
Europe - Middle East (1.14) 
Europe - L/Dev. America (1. 16) 
Japan - L/Dev Far East & Austral ia (1. 19 + 1. 18) 
Japan - Afri ca & Middle East (1.21 + 1.20) 
Japan - L/Dev America (1.22) 
2. EXPORTS 
North Atlantic (2.01 + 1.10) 
No~th Pacifi c(2. 02 + 2.04 + 2,.05 +1. 17 + 2.23) 
North- South America (2.08 + 2.24) 
U. S. - Middle East & Africa (2.06 + 2.07) 
Europe - Far: East/Australia (2.09 + 2. 11 + 2. 12 + 2. 13) 
Eur9pe - A~riica(2. 15) 
Europe~-¥Iddle East (2.)4) 
Europe- L/Dev Am~rIca ,( 2. 16) 
Japan - L/Dev Far East & Australia (2.19 + 2. 18) 
Japan - Africa & Middle East (2.21 + 2.20) 
Japan - L/Dev America (2.22) 
NOTE: The three-digitcode system used above is as desc;rib~d in Figure 111-34. In 
the cases of the North Atlantic and NOr'th Pacific:: care is needed in establishing 
the correct directional flow as follows: . 
o North Atlantic is repr~sented by the U.S. plus Canada trading with OECD 
Europe. U.S.imports from OECD Europe are c9ded 1.01, but Canadian 
imports from OECD Europe are found under 2.1b since they are reported as 
OECD Europe exports to Canada. 
o North Pacific is similarly arranged such that Canadian imports from Japan 
are found under 2. 17 - Japanese exports to Canada. 
FIGURE 111-35. COUNTRY/REGION - PAIR GROUPINGS FOR MACRO INPUTS 
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TABLE 11I-48E. SUMMARY COMPARISONS OF OECD DATA ANALYSES 
OECD/DOC/MARAD COMPARISON - SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED 
1973 1974 1975 1980 - 1955 1990 1995 2000 
SHORT TONS (MILLIONS) 
... _--
" IMPORTS 
OECD (UoSo ONLY) 25.4 16.5 13.3 16.5 18.6 21.6 24.B 2B. 1 
DOC n.o. 10.1 n.o. 13.0 16.1 2002 25.4 32.3-
MARAD 10.3 9.9 8.5 12.9 16.3 19.9 25.5 33.1 
EXPORTS 
OEeD (U. So ONLY) lB.l 12.9 10.3 14.6 16.B 19.2 21.6 24.2 
DOC· n.o. 11.9 n.o. 14.6 170B 21. B 27.1 -34.4 
MARAD 10.7 11.5 1007 14.2 17.6 - 21.5 26.9 34.1 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
OEeD (U. So ONLY) 43.5 29.3 23.6 31.1 35.3 40.8 46.4 5203 
DOC n.o. 22.0 n.o. 27.6 33.9 42 • .0 52.5 66.8 
MARAD 20.9 21.5 19.2 27.2 34.0 41.4 52.4 67.3 
w 
I 
~ 
~ 
,. 
W 
I 
I'V 
TABLE 111-49E. SUMMARY COMPARISONS OF OECD DATA ANALYSES 
OECD/DOC COMPARISON - CONVENTIONAL AIRBORNE 
IMPORTS 
OECD (U.S.ONLY) 
DOC 
EXPORTS 
OECD (U.So ONLY) 
DOC 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
OEeD (U.S. ONLY) 
DOC 
1973 1974 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
SHORT TONS (THOUSANDS) ____ 
1399.1 888.3 722.3 1059.9 1352.6 1700.2 2027.7 2333.2 
,n.a. 528.8 n~a. 915.8 -1300.5- 1735.5 2217.9- 2745.6 
1268.0 1149.8 682.5 1048.8 1296.0 1564.9 1844.7 2143.2 
n.a. 777.7 n.a. 1020,6 1369.6 1'759.6~· 2200.9· 2711.1 
2667.0 2038.1 1404.8- 2108.6 2648.6 3265.1 3872.4 4476.3 
n.a. 13t}6.5 n.a. 1936.4 2670.1 3495.1 4418.8 5456.7 
" 
¥' 
~ Il 
TABLE III-50 .. GROWTH RATE COMPARISONS OF OECD DATA ANALYSES 
OECD/DOC/MARAD COMPARISON - SEABORNE COl'lTAINERIZABlE 
1974-80 198G",'90 1990-2000 1974-2000 
/;:,NNUAL PERCENT "1 
IMPORTS 
OECD (U. S. ONLY) 1.7 3.0 'i.. 7 2.6 
DOC 1.8 2.3 2.5 2.3 
MARAD 3.2 3.6 4.6 3.9 
EXPORTS 
OECD (U. S. ONLY) 2.6 2.8 2.3 2.6 
DOC 3.8 4. 1 4.3 4. 1 
MARAD 3.9 4.6 4.9 4.6 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
OECD (U. S. ONLY) 2.2 2.9 2.5 2.6 
DOC 3. 1 3.5 3.8 3.5 
MARAD 3.6 4.2 4.8 4.3 
w 
I 
W 
.. 
---------.~--.---.-------------.~ - ---.----~- --- "--
w 
TABLE III-51. GROWTH /?·\TE COMPARISONS OF OECD DATA ANALYSES I -' 
-' 
~ 
OECD/DOC/MARAD COMPARISON - SEABORNE CONTAINERIZED 
1974-80 1980-90 1990-2000 1974-2000 
"", 
IMPORTS 
OECD (U. S. ONLY) 0 2.7 2.7 2.1 
DOC 4.3 4.5 4.8 4.6 
MARAD 4.5 4.4 5.2 4.8 
EXPORTS 
OECD (U. S. ONLY) 2.1 2.8 2.3 2.4 
DOC 3.5 4. 1 4.7 4.2 
MARAD 3.6 4.2 4.7 4.3 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
OECD (U'. S. ONLY) 1.0 2.8 2.5 2.3 
DOC 3.9 4.3 4.7 4.4 
MARAD 4.0 4.3 5.0 4.5 
W 
I 
Ul 
'. 
TABLE III-52. GROWTH RATE COMPARISONS OF OECD DATA ANALYSES 
OECD/DOC COMPARISON - CONVENTIONAL AIRBORNE 
IMPORTS __ 
OECD (U. $-. ONLY) 
DOC 
EXPORB 
OECD(~ S. ONL~ 
DOC 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
OECD (U.-S. ONLY) 
DOC 
1974-80 
3.0 
9.6 
-1.5 
4.6 
0.6 
6.8 
1980-90 1990-2000 
ANNUAL PERCEN T 
4.8 
6.6 
4.1 
5.6 
4.5 
6.1 
3.2 
4.7 
3.2 
4.4 
3.2 
4.6 
1974-2000 
3.8 
6.5 
2.4 
3.5 
3. 1 
4.7 
'" 
., 
all three sources for imPJrts. The OECD (UrS. trade only) remains conserva-tive for eXJ;X>rts, with close correlation ret~en ax and r1arAd. Conventional airborne data, Table III-49 , again show tile OECD (U.S. trade only) to be conse rva t i ve. 
The growth rate comparisons presented in Tables III-50 through III-52 clearly show the relatively conservative results of the OECD data analysis. Although the IXX::, growth rates are higher thanthe conservative OECD estimates, Table III-52, both projections by the year 2000 are below forecasts (ref. 22) based on historical airline traffic statistics. The conservative forecasts have been genera'ted at the canrrodity l~ve.i;- and !in spite of their conserva-tism, based on the shippers' views, theMCS will be needed for the forecasts to be achieved. If these conservative forecasts indeed prove to be conserva-tive and the demand for air cargo lIDre nearly equals the airline traffic trends, by the year 200Qthe demand for the MCS is seen to be even greater, since the economics and ef1flciency of the AACS will be essential. Also, the additional demand identified from penetrating the seaborne containerized traffic via the use of interm:>dal container systems can be satisfied to some extent via the Boeing 747 Freighter but even itoday over 80 percent of 40-foot (12.2-meters) containers are 8.5 feet (2.6 meters) high or higher. In view of these trends to increase container volurre and considering the Case Study results which verify that the user requires container volumes equal to or greater than today's there is a definite requirement for an aircraft with a larger cargo hold than the 747F provides. 
Tables III-53E through III-SSE present U.S. tonnage as a percentaqe of the free-YtDrld tonnage for seaborne containerizable, seaborne containerized cOffilIDdities and conventional airborne, respectively. The results show that U.S. trade for the non-bulk commodities amounts to approximately 50 percent of the OECD free-world total. This clearly shows the imrortance of the U.S. market in establishig the need for future air cargo systems. 
The final results that are used in the MACRO optimization lIDdel to establish aircraft requirements are presented in Tables III-56 through 111-61. The number of region pairs or routes are' limited to those that ~1ACRO can handle and are aggregated from the greater number- of country/region-pairs presented in App::ndix F, Tables II through V. The results shoo the growing emphasis of the Far East, Japan and Less-Developed Far East, as a trading areN with the U.s. and OECDEurop::. The ,low fOiecast, Tables III-56 through III-Sfl represent the conservative forecast···from the OECD, data analysis and incorpo-rates the Case study findings that ocean carriers using air as a substitute service YtDuld produce a 5.6 percent penetration of the seaborne containerized tonnage. The high forecas t, Tabl~s III-59 through III -61, incoqx>ra tes the higher overall grooth rate of 5 percent per -year established from the ~1arAd analyses and the higherr:enetration of seaborne-containerized tonnage of 10 percent as suggested by the Case Studies of European shippers. Table 1II-62 presents extracts from the ref. 23 forec.;lst. All of these results are com-bined in Figure 111-39. The results show that, between noo and 1990, a pent-up demand exists for the MCS. There appears to be an incanpatibility between the two approaches in that thetradi tional trend forecast shows a large demand 
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TABLE 1H~53E. U. S. WORLD RELATIONSHIP SUMMARY FROM OECD DATA ANALYSES 
SEABORN E~CON TAl N ERI ZABLE 
1973 1974 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
IMPORTS 
U.S. ONLY 
--~ -
WORLD TOTAL 
U. S. ~ PERCENT 
SHORT TONS (MILLIONS) AND PERCENT 
102.5 88.4 70.9 
231.0 __ 205.6 148.4 
44.4 43.0 47.8 
¢ ..... -~ .. " 
97.7 113. 1 
195.0 217.2 
50.1 . -52.1 
131.7 151.4 
247.8 ·281.3 
53.1 53.8 
" c,. 
171.7 
315.9 
54.4 
" 
.... 
W 
I 
0:> 
TABLE 111-54E. U. S. - WORLD RELATIONSHIP SUMMARY FROM OECD DATA ANALYSES 
SEABORNE - CONTAINERIZED 
1973 1974 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
-".~-
- -
SHORT TONS (MII.JLJONS) AND PERCENT 
IMPORTS 'i 
U. S. ONLY 25.4 16.5 13.3 16.5 18.6 21.-6 24.8 28.1 
-WOR[DTQTAL 43.0 31.8 23.2 29.3 32.6 37.7 43.4 49.3 
u. S. - PERCEN T 59.1 51.9 57.3 56.3 57.1 57.3 57.1 57 •. 0 
EXPORTS 
U. S. ONLY 18. 1 12.8 10.3 14.6 16.8 19.2 21.6 24.2 
WORLD TOTAL 47.2 31.8 28.6 37.9- 42.7 48,.2 -,54. 1 60.3 
, 
U. S. --PERCENT 38.3 40.3 : 36.0 38.5'-: 39.3 39.8 39.9 40. 1 
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
U. S. ONLY 43.5 29.3 23.6 31.1 35.3 40 .• 8 46.4 52.3 
WORLD TOTAL 90.2 63.6 51.8 67.2 75.3 86.0 97.6 109.7 
U. S. - PERCENT 48.2 46.1 45.6 46.3 46.9 47.4 47.5- 47.7 
-,' '~. ,;. 
TABLE 111-55E. U. S. - WORLD RELA nONSHIP SUMMARY FROM OECD DATA ANALYSES 
CONVENTIONAL AIRBORNE 
1973 1974 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 
SHORT TONS (THOUSANDS) AND PERCENT 
IMPORTS ~ 
-~. 
U.c S. ONLY. 1399.1 888.3 722.3 1059-.-9 - 1352.6 1-700.-2· 2027.7 2333.2 
WORLD TOTAL 2385.7 1995.2 1312. 1 . 1953.2" 2443.4 3021.1 3583.4 4098.5 
Uo S. - PERCENT 58.6 44.5 55.0 54.3 55.4 56.3 56.6 56.9 
EXPORTS-
U. S. ONLY 1268.0 1149.8 682.5 1048.8 1296.0 1564.9 1844.7 2143.2 
WORLD TOTAL .. 3027.0 2444 .• 4 1764.4 2778.1 : 3418.9 4054.6 4673.7' 5279.9 
U. So - PERCEN T 41.9 47.0 38.7 37.8 37.9 38.6 39.5 40.6 
t, ,fl 
W 
I 
'" o 
North Attanti c 
North Pacific 
North;..South America 
U.S.-Middle East & Africa 
-. 
Europe - Far East/Australia 
Europe - Afri ca 
Europe - Middle East 
Europe - L/Developed Ameri ca 
Japan - L/Dev. Far East & Australia 
Japan - Africa & Middle East 
Japan - L/Developed America 
Total 
* Average 
TABLE III-56. AACS DEMAND - 1975 - LOW 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
Tons STSM 
Miles Kilometers (000) - (Millions); 
4460 7178 378 168.6 
6370 10,252 400 2548 
5320 8562 258 1373 
7000 11,265 81 - 567 
10,500 16,898 262 12751 
3300 5311 299 i. 987 
2500 4023 145 . 363 
5300 8530 184 I. 975. 
2500 4023 329 823 
8000 12,875 97 776 
].1,000 17,703 60 660 
5419* 8716* 2493 13,509 
- '~ .... , 
Metric __ % of 
Tons MTKtL- Total 
(000) (Millions) STSM 
'\ 
343 2462 • 12.5 
363 3721 18.8 
234 2004 10.2 
73 822 4.2 
• 237 4005 20.4 
272 1445 7.3 
132 531 i 2.7 
167 1425 7.2 
299 1203 6.1 
88 1133 5.7 
54 956- 4.9 
2261 19,707 100.0 
i:. if" 
TABLE III-57. AACS DEMAND - 1990 - LOW 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
Metric % of 
Tons STSM Tons MTKM - Total 
Miles Kilometers (000) ~(Millions) - (000) :(Mi II ions) STSM 
North Atlanti c 4460 7178 509 2270 462 3316 10.2 
North Pacifi c 6370 10,252 784 4994 711 7289 22.6 ~" 
North-South Ameriica 5320 8562 418 2224 379 3245 10.0 
u. S. - Middle East & Africa 7000 11 ,265 102 1134 147 1656 5.1 
Europe - Far East/Australia 10,500 16,898 385 ~ 4043 .349 ·5897 18.2 
Eu rope - A fri ca 3300 5311 441 1455 400 2124 6.6 
Europe - Middle East 2500 4023 185 463 168 676 2. 1 
Europe - L/Developed Ameri ca 5300 8530 191 1012 173 1476 4.6 
Japan - L/Dev. Far East & Australia 2500 4023 644 1610 584 2349 7.3 
Japan - AfrTca&~~tV\iddre East 8000 12,875 193 1544 175 2253 7.0 
Japan - L/Developed Arneri ca 11 ,000 17,703 126 1386 114 2018 6.3 
._._ .. -~.--".--..... 
Total 5482* 8820* 4038 22,135 ~ 3662 32,,299 ·100.0 
w 
* Average I 
N 
,,~, 
~~ 
w 
I TABLE 111-5a AACS DEMAND - 2000 - LOW 
t'V 
-- - --N 
----IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
Metric_ %of 
Tons STSM Tons MTKM Total 
Miles Kilometers (000) (Mill ions) (000) (Millions) STSM 
North Atlanti c-- 4460 7178 619 2761 561 4027 9.7 ..;, 
North Pacific 6370 10,252 1050 6689 952 9760 _23.6 
North-South Ameri ca 5320 8562 529 2814 480 4110 9.9 
u. S. - Misslde East & Africa 7000 11,265 218 ,1526 198 2230 5.4 
Europe - Far East/Austral ia 10,500 16,898 463 4862 420 7097 '17.1 
Europe - Afri:ca 3300 5311 ~12 1690 464 2464 6.0 
Europe - Middle East 2500 4023 230 575 - 209 841 2.0 
Europe - L/DevelopedAmerica 5300 8530 227 1203 206 1757 • 4.2 
Japan - L/Dev. Far East & AU,stralia 2500 4023 867 2168 786 3162 
• 
7.6 
Japan - Africa & Middle East 8000 12,875 270 , .. 2160 245 3154 7.6 
Japan - L/Dev~loped Ameri ca 11 ,000 17,703 175 1925 159 2815 6.8 i 
Total 5499* 8850* 5160 28,373 4680 41,417 100.0 
*Average 
, .' .... "" ...... ~ . .., 
- ~~-~--.-- -----
-. 
TABLE III-59. AACS DEMAND;.. 1975 - HIGH 
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
Metric %of 
Tons STSM Tons MTKM Total 
Miles Kilometers (OOO) (Millions) (OOO) (Millions) STSM 
North Atlantic 4460 7178 675 3011 612 4393 12.5 
'I; 
North PaciHc- 6370 10252 714 _ 4548 
--
648 6643 18.9_ 
North - South Ameri ca - 5320 8652 461 2453 418 3579 10.2 
U. S. - Middle East & Africa 7000 11,265 144 1008 131 1476 4.2 
Europe - Far East/Australia 10,500 16,898 467 ~904 424 7165 20.3 
Europe - Afri ca 3300 5311 535 ~1766 4a5 2576-_ 7.3 
Europe - Middle East 2500 4023 260 650 236 949 2.7 
Europe - l/Oeveloped Am~rica 5300 8530 329 1744 298 2542 7.2 
Japan - l/Oev. Far East & Australia -2500 4023 588 1470 533 2144 6.1 
Japan - Africa & Middle East 8000 12,875 174 1392 -158 2034 5.8 
Japan - l/Oeveloped Ameri ca 11,000 17,703 106 1166 96 1699 4.8 
Total 5415*- 8715* 4453 24,112 4039 35,200 100.0 
(.oJ * Average 
I 
..... 
N (.oJ 
i .. 
W 
I 
I'\,) TABLE 111-60. AACS DEMAND - 1990 - HIGH 
.j::... 
IMPORTS ,AND EXPORTS 
%of 
Tons STSM Tons MTKM Total 
Miles Kilometers (000) (Millions) '. (000) (Millions} STSM -
North Atlan.tLc_ 4460 7178 1213 5410 1100 7896 10.3 
'" 
North Pacific {>370 10,252 1868 11 ,899 -1695 17,377 22~6 
North - South America 5320 8562 996 5299 904 7740 10. 1 
U. S. - Middle East 8. Africa 7000 11,,265 385 2695 349 '3931 5.1 
Europe - Far East/Australia 10,500 16,898 916 9618 831 14,042 18.2 
Europe - Africa 3300 5311 1052 3472 954 5067 6.6 
Europe - Middle East 2500 4023 441 1103 400 1609 2.1 
Europe - l/Developed Ameri cal 5300 8530 -455 2412 413 3523 4.6 
Japan - l/Dev. Far East & Australia 2500 4023 1533 3833 1391 5596 7.3 
Japan - Africa & Middle East 8000 12,875 459 3672 416 5356 7.0 
Japan - L/Developed Ameri co 11 ,000 17,703 299 3289 271 4798 6.2 
Total 5480* : 8733* : 9617 52,702 8724 76,935 100.0 
*Average 
... 
• 
TABLE 111-61. AACS DEMAND - 2000 - HIGH 
-~ .---
IMPORTS & EXPORTS 
Metric %of 
Tons STSM Tons MTKM- Total 
Miles Kilometers _ (000) (Millions) (000) (Millions) STSM-
North Atlanti c 4460 7178 1787 7970 1621 11 ,636 9.7 'It 
North Pad fi c 6370 10,252 __ " 3031 19,307 2750 28,193 23.5 
North-South Ameri co 5320 8562 1528 8129 1386 11,867 9.9 
U. S. - Middle East & Africa 7000 11,265 630 4410 572 6444 5.4 
Europe - Far East/Ap$tralia 10,500 16,898 1338 14,049 1214 20,514 .. 17. 1 
Eu rope - A fri ca 3300 5311 1555 5132 1411 7494 6.2 
Europe - Middle East 2500 4023 664 1660 602 2422 2.2 
Europe - l/Developed America 5300 8530 655 3472 594 5067 4.2 
l 
Japan - l/Dev. Far East & Au~tralia- 2500 4023 2503 6258 I 2271 9136 7.6 
Japan - Africa & Middle East 8000 12,875 779 6232 707 9103 7.6 
-
Japan - l/Developed Ameri co 11,000 17,703 506 5566 459 8126 6.8 
Total 5488* 8832* 14,976 82,185 13,587 120,003 100.0 
*Average 
w 
I 
N 
lJ1 
,., 
for belly cargo, especially beyond 1990, to the extent of eliminating the demand for the MCS. However, based on the results of the case Studies, the MCS and its resulting econanics will be requi~ed to provide the capacity to rrove 15 million tons· in the year 2000 rather than the lower holds of passenger aircraft. 
Figure III-39 presents pictorially the MCS trade flCMS with the width of the bars being proportional to the ton-miles for the given route. The developing nations will continue to trade heavily wi th the industrial wrld but are not expected to displace the predominance· of the trade between the industrial-world partners. 
Figure III-40 canpare$ the region paired high and lCM forecasts as derived from the penetration of seaborne containeri7.ed trade flCMS with the current air freight reported by the International Air TransFQrt Association. Again, the emphasis of the Far East is clearly illustrated, with the North Pacific becaning the number one trade route, displacing the North Atlantic to number three. 
A separate and independently developed Lockheed forecast of ICAO carrier air cargo (ref. 23) is introdllged for: comparative purposes with the conventional forecast derived fran the bECD data incorporating air penetration data from u.s. Deparbrent of Comm,kce Foreign Trade Data. Extracts from the Reference 23 ICAO carrier traffic forecast are presented in Table III··62. 
All of the results are surt1ffi3.~ized in Figure III,410 The la.rer curve represents the conventional forecast derived fran OECD data incorporating air penetration data from U.S. Departrrent of Conurerce Foreign Trade Data as discussed in preceding sections. The middle curve:. represents the MCS lCM (3.0 percent growth, 5.6 percent penetration) demand and the upper solid curve represents the AACS high (5.0 percent grOdth, 10 percent penetration) demand derived from the Case Studies. The ~CS demands are additive to the conventional forecast. The dashed lines represent the ICAO carriers overall traffic forecast, with the lower ICAO curve (labeled belly) representing the total traffic carried in passenger related operations, and the area between these tv.o representing the; traffic for all-cargo operations. The results suggest that a pent-up demand currently exists for the AACS operation and is forecast to continue through the late 1980' s for the lCM MCS demand and through the early 1990's, with the high MCS demand. After this period, the AACS demand would appear to challenge the all-cargo traffic share forecast for ICAO carriers. However, based on the resuJ.ts of the case studies, the AACS and its resulting economics will be needed to provide the required capacity. 
Values for the lOder and upper boundaries in millions of tons (millions of metric tons) for different periods are: 
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TABLE 111-62. EXTRACTS FROM AIRLINE TRAFFIC TREND FORECAST(l) 
ICAO FREE-WORLD INTERNATIONAL 
." 
1975 1990 2QOO 
Revenue metri c ton-ki lometers 13,501 88,197 263,774 
Revenue ton-miles 9,247 60,410 180,671 
Revenue ton/2) - total 1,687,000 11,023,000 32,969,000 
- belly·' 1,100,000 8,202,000 24,150,000 
(1) Source - Reference 111-9. 
(2) Derived from ton-miles based on 5480 miles clverage distance. 
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FIGURE 111-41. INTERNATIONAL DEMAND FOR AACS 
Lower Boundary 
Upp:r Boundary 
1980 
Million 
Million Hetric 
Tons Tons· 
2.75 2.47 
5.75 5.12. 
1990 
Million 
Million ~1etric 
Tons Tons 
4.03 I 3.63 
9.67 8.70 
Summary of Findings 
J 
2000 
Hillion 
Million r1etric 
Tons Tons 
5.16 4.64 
14.90 13.41 
In analyzi'fB the U.S. Danestic results, a number of forecasts were used. 
Using the Department of Transp::>rtation forecast, "Trends and Choices," the 
total All Modes forecast was derived. ACcordil1CJ to this analysis, the total 
cargo transp::>rted ~or all cornnpdities, all rodes, over all distances will 
amount to 8 bilUon, tons (7.2 billion metric 'tons) in 1990. A belly forecast 
from the Air Transp::>rt Association's (ATA) publication of January 1978 shows 
an air cargo belly forecast amounting to 6, million tons (5.4 million metric 
tons) for 1990. To achieve this, the ATA belly cargo forecast requires a 
doublil1CJ of belly hold load factor bi 1990. The MCS Case Study forecast of 
air cargo demand shows a 1972 demand of 9.7 million Lons (8.7 million metric 
tons). This forecast was made using correlation analysis with the 1972 Census 
of Transp::>rtatioJ;l, along with the Case Studies, at a 45 percent rate reduc-
tion. The analypis leads to a p:netrationof the Advanced Air Cargo System 
p::>tential market, deJlland,Qf ,19 percent, which when the AACS is fully operable, 
is p::>stulated to remain constant. The AACS p::>tential market is defined as the 
manufactured goods rroving by truck or rail rrore than 800 miles (1288 kIn) and 
generatil1CJ revenues rrore than 3 cents p:r ton mile (4.32 cents p:r metric 
ton-kIn) • The assumption made here is that if an AACS were introduced during 
or before 1990 this system \,lould replace the present-day all-cargo system. 
Therefore, the cargo demand forecast by ATA as all-cargo, would be available 
to the new AACS. 
Examining the growth of the advanced air cargo system Jrore carefully, it 
is seen that with the AACS in op:ration the total air cargo market demand 
would grow ~o 14 million tons (12.6 million metric tons) by 1990. The market 
demand available to the MCS in 1990 is the difference between 14 million tons 
(12.6 million metric tons) cindt,he ATA belly forecast (Figure III-12) of 6 ' 
million tons (5.4 million metric tons ) er 8 million tons (7.2 million metric 
tons). The forecast is 'based on the total tran!'p::>rtation demand, which is in 
turn based on the forecasted growth of the U.S. economy and represents the 
danestic low market demand forecast. 'Another issue to consider beside the 
econany is the ATA belly forecast" wJ;1ich is predicted to double by the year 
2000 without the MCS. The effect of the existence of the AACS on belly loads 
was not evaluated. However, if belly load factors do not double, but remain 
the same, then an additional 2 million tons (1.8 million metric tons) would be 
available for the advanced system. This is a 25 p:rcent increase over the 8 
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million tons '(7.2 million metric tons) discussed previously, or a total of 10 
million 'tons (9.9 million metric tons) and represents tbe high domestic market 
demand forecast. 
The factor of air penetration, as influenced by yield, was also examined. 
Air cargo yield" which is the resulting revenue per ton mile representing the 
averaging of rates, has declined from 65 cents per 'i ton-mile (1976 dollars) 
(93.6, per 'metric ton-km) in 1947 to 32 cents p::r ton.,..mile (46 per metric 
ton-kIn) in 1976. It 'was postulated by Boeing that airlines could remain 
profitable in the future with improved equipment if yield in current dollars 
r~~ained constant. So, with 5 percent per year inflation, the constant dollar 
yield would continue to decline at 5 percent per year. It was also 
established that,' as the conptant dollar' yield declined, air penetration 
increased. 
From the analyses described above, three things are apparent. The first 
is that, in order that the ATA belly forecast be achieved, a 15 percent 
reduction in yield by 1991 is required. The second is that, by extrapolating 
the air cargo historical yield trend data, the indication is that the demand 
of l4i million tons (12.6 million metric tons) is' feasible by 1988. Finally, 
at a 45 percent reduction in rate or yield, a very close correlation is seen 
between the airfreight market projected for the AACS by the Case Study 
results, aM the airfreight market projected on the basis of historical rate 
elasticity, trend data. These are characteristics of the U.S. domestic 
analysis. 
Another set of data was necessary to derive the Free Vbrld Internation.::ll 
Forecast. The Free Vbrld demand for the MCS was derived through analysis of 
Organization for Economic Cooperadon and Development (OEeD) foreign traoe 
data. The demand fQrecas,t also incoqorated input fran the ~1ari time 
Administration IS (Marl'B) long-term forecast; . along with analysis of Department 
of Canmerce (rxx::) total U.S.' Foreign traqe data. The basic da.ta were broken 
up into major world regions in " order to siffiplify it from the individual trade 
flows of trading, partners. The commodity data were also aggregated to 
simplify output to' the 3-digit level of cClIT1Irodity classifications, from 4- and 
5-digit levels. At the 3-digit level there were 180 canrrodity descriptions. 
The comrrodi ties ~re grouped into bulk and non-bulk comrrodi ties based on 
current seaborne levels of containerization found in analysis of U.S. 
international trade flows -by the Haritirr,2zr,drriinistration. These OECD data, 
reduced to 6000 tine series; and were forecasted to 'the year 2000 based on 
regression of the historical trends of 1961 through 1975. This resulted in a 
3.0 percent-per-year growth rate in seaborne containerized trade. By applying 
the U.S. Flag Carrier Case Study results of 5.6 percent penetration of 
seaborne containerized trade to this OECD data forecast, the low forecast for 
the AACS is obtained., 
The growth rates from ~1arAd long-term seaborne trade forecast were used to 
establish an MCS high forecast through the year 2000. The ~1arAd long-term 
forecast shows a total of 745 million tons (671 million rretric tons) in 1990 
and 916 million tons (824 million metric tons) in the year 2000 for u.S. 
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seaborne imfX)rts. For seaborne eXfX)rts, the forecast shows 459 million tons 
(413 million metric tons) in 1990 and 675 million tons (608 million metric 
tons) in the year 2000. Of these, the canbined air-penetrable imfX)rts and 
exports amounted to 2.8 percent in 1975, 3.4 percent in 1990, and 4.2 percent 
in the year 2000. This results in an overa;!.l growth rate of 5.0 percent per 
year for the total air penetrable tonnage. This higher gcowth rate of 5 
percent per year was applied to the last historical data [Dint for the OECD 
data, 1975. The high forecast was combined with the 10 percent penetration of 
seaborne containerized trade obtained fran the International Case studies to 
obtain the high forecast for the AACS. 
The results of these forecasts are shown in Figure 111-41 where a conven-
tional air cargo forecast has been established by the lower curve of the graph 
through ~he year 2000. There are no data available fran either lATA or the 
OECD forecast that WOuld identify what percentage of CLlLr-ent conventional air 
cargo goes in the bellies of passenger aircraft or by all-cargo aircraft. The 
conventional air cargo system assl..lJres today' R type of operation with deriva-
tive aircraft, e.g. 747F' s , functioning during the [Dst-1990 period. There-
fore, the AACS generated air cargo demand is in add.ition to the conventional 
air cargo forecast. The conventional forecast was derived fran OECD Data 
incorrx>rating air penetration data from Department of Comrnerce U.S. Foreign 
Trade data. No analysis was made to determine to what extent the AACS would 
penetrate the current conventional air cargo market. The middle curve derived 
fran OECD Series C data, represents a growth rate of approximately 3 percent". 
per year. These results reflect a 5.6 percent penetration of the seaborne 
containerized tonnage established throllgh: the Case Studies as the demand for 
the AACS. Figure III-40 shows a 4.03-million ton (3.63 million metric ton) 
increase in demand for the AACS lOti: forecast over the conventional forecast 
for 1990 and a 5 • 1 6-mil lion ton (4.64 mi'llion rnetric ton) increase by the year 
2000. The upper curve is based on a 5 percent growth rate derived from the 
~1arAd long-term forecast and represents a 10 percent average seaborne penetra-
tion as indicated by the international case studies. Here an increase in 
demand of 9.67 million tons (8.70 million rnetric tons) is projected for the 
AACS high over the conventional forecast for 1990 and a 14.90-million ton 
(13.41-million metric ton) increase by 2000. These increases in derrand are in 
all cases in addition to the grovlth of current conventional air cargo. 
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